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Sommaire
Peu d’ouvrages traitent de la crédibilité des simulations informatiques, du point de vue de leurs
utilisateurs. Ce mémoire examine cette question sous l’angle des jugements de divers acteurs
concernés par ces technologies. Son volet théorique définit une typologie de jugements associés à la
crédibilité de divers media et propose un concept de jugement propre aux simulations interactives,
fondé sur la notion de vraisemblance. Son volet empirique consiste en une étude exploratoire des
perceptions des utilisateurs potentiels d’un environnement d’apprentissage fondé sur la simulation
(le laboratoire virtuel de physique). Cette étude visait à démontrer la pertinence du concept de
jugement de vraisemblance dans l’analyse de discours traitant de crédibilité, et à explorer des pistes
de recherche future dans ce domaine. Les objectifs spécifiques de l’étude étaient de mettre au jour
(1) les préoccupations et représentations des utilisateurs à l’égard de la vraisemblance de
l’environnement, (2) les repères sur lesquels ils s’appuient pour poser des jugements et (3) les rôles
que jouent ces repères dans ceux-ci. L’approche qualitative et descriptive retenue s’appuyait
principalement sur des entrevues en profondeur auprès de treize étudiants universitaires. L’étude a
permis d’explorer de nombreux thèmes de recherche inédits; ses résultats ont mis en relief le
caractère complexe des jugements et fait apparaître des relations entre ces derniers et des
caractéristiques des utilisateurs, telles que leurs antécédents en matière d’usage d’applications
informatiques. L’influence de divers éléments ou caractéristiques de l’environnement sur les
jugements a également été examinée.

Mots clés : simulation informatique, laboratoire virtuel, crédibilité, vraisemblance, réalisme,
jugements, perceptions, modalité
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$ummary
few studies have investigated the credibility of computer simulations, from the user’s perspective.
This thesis tackies the credibility question, constmed as inextricably linked to the judgments of
actors who deal with simulations. The theoretical part of this work consists in a typology of
credibilïty-related judgments pertaining to various media. This analysis leads to the development of
a judgment construct applying specifically to interactive simulation, and based on the notion of

verisimilitude, the quality of appearing true or real. The empirical part is an exploratory study that
investigated the perceptions of potential users of a simulation-based leaming environment (the
VPLab). This study aimed to show the pertinence of verisirnilitude in examining credibility
discourse, and to explore themes for future research. Its specific objectives were to uncover: (1)
users’ preoccupations and representations relating to the VPLab’s verisimilitude, (2) the cues
enabling users to make judgments about the VPLab, and (3) the roles played by such cues in the
expression of judgments. following a qualitative and descriptive approach, the investigation
included in-depth interviews with thirteen university science students. As part ofthe results, several
varied research themes were developed and the complex nature of user verisimilitude judgments
was highlighted. Furthermore, connections appeared between these judgments and individual traits
of users, such as prior use of certain computer applications. The influence of various aspects of the
environment on its vensimilitude was also considered.

Keywords: computer simulation, virtual laboratoiy, credibility, vensimilitude, realism, judgments,
perceptions, modality
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 PREFACE
This master’s thesis is the product ofresearch, both theoretical and empfrical, pertaining to the
credibility of computer simulations or in other terms, their believabulity (Tseng & fogg, 1 999a,
1999b). $aid research is based on the concept of ‘verisimilitude’, which I closely relate to
credibility. Verisimilitude is literally defined as truth-likeness: the quality of appearing to be true or
real (Barker, 1988).
Computer simulations are now used in a great number of fields, including areas as diverse as
economics, training, and recreafion (e.g., video games). Mthough technically onented research
pertaining to simulation technology abounds, much less attention lias been given to more human
centered aspects. The most notable effort, from this latter perspective, has been made in the areas of
education and training. Researchers and practifioners in these fields have sought mcthods of
designing simulations and pedagogical scenarios suitable for ffie activities of leamers or trainees.
The advantages (or shortcomings), as well as the general impacts, of implementing simulation
based instruction have also been examined. Sifil, several important human-centered issues relevant
to simulation use need to be properly and systematically addressed in many areas, including
education.
An underlying premise of my thesis is that simulation, and simulation-based environments, are
media. Only recently has some attention been focused on simulation from ffiis standpoint, and
mostly because of the advent of immersive virtual technologies (commonly called ‘virtual reality’).
Much of this attention lias corne in the form of research on ‘presence’, which I will briefly discuss
in one of the following chapters.
Hopefully, my work will shed new light on the medium of simulation and on ïts users. It may
also contribute to a growing interest in examining such media through theoretical frameworks and
methodologies inspired by social science research and communications studies.
One will observe that this thesis is split in two parts: theoretical and empirical. The theoretical
part aims at defining a ‘verisimilitude judgment’ concept, dfrectly related to simulation credibility.
The empincal part applies this concept in a case study of users’ credibility perceptions. This
investigation involves potential users of an educational software prototype: a simulation-based
experimentation environment called The Virtuat Physics Laboratory (VPLab).

2
When I began work on this project, I was heavily influenced by sociological approaches to
studying technological innovation and other approaches’ concemed with the collective action of
individuals within communities. I have since adopted other approaches, but initially, these
frameworks did allow me to think about the subject matter of my thesis in an interesting manner
and I have carried that general outlook throughout the project.
In viewing simulation use from a sociological perspective, I realized that a central credibility

that which is mostly referred to as ‘realism’ could be discussed and investigated from
numerous points of view, namely those of the vanous actors involved in the context of a
simulation’s design, use and evaluation. From the outset, I have considered the various categories of
actors that could be concemed by use of simulation in an educational context, the type of situation
issue

—

—

with which the empirical part of my research is concemed. These actors include students,
simulation designers, school administrators, educators, members of the instructional and scientific
commurnties (in particular, domain experts), etc.

z

By the same token, my sociological viewpoint was also conducive to the postulate that the
notion of ‘judgment’, as expressed by an actor, was essential to any pragmatic discussion of
credibility-related issues. b my mmd, in other terms, judgments are key as they are almost
inextricably linked to any consideration of a simulation’s believability. In this, I am also largely
influenced by the concept semioticians calI ‘modality judgment’, as will be explained later. I thus
show, in the theoretical part of my thesis, how a judgment model can be used to explicate various
concepts which I relate to the aforementioned notion of verisimilitude.
Wben defining the scope of my empirical study, I chose to investigate credibility issues from
the student ‘s point of view.3 Admittedly, it could be equally interesting and pertinent to examine
judgments expressed by educators, administrators, designers, domain experts, and even analysts
such as myself or other experts working in various simulation-related fields. My reasons for
investigating leamer judgments, within the context of this exploratory study, are as follows.
The first reason is the most obvious: students are the ones for whom instructional simulations
are designed— the endusers. They are the principal actors directly concemed and affected by the use
ofsuch simulations. Indeed, I agree with Beli and Waag (1998, p. 225) who state that “positive user
opinion is a necessary condition for the acceptance of a simulator.” Already, this is sufficient
grounds for studying users’ credibility judgments.
The second reason for investigating leamer judgments, which is related to the first, has to do
with the hypothesis4 that credibility affects leamer motivation or the achievement of pedagogical
I mainly refer here to the theory of conventions and collective action (for instance, see Thévenot, 1990).
In the case before me, university professors play several ofthese roles.
Henceforth, the term ‘credibility’ should thus be taken as meaning ‘user perceptions ofcredibility’.
Hopkins (1975), for instance, discusses this hypothesis in the field of operational skill training. Another author (Alessi,
1988, p. 42) even seems to regard this proposition as more than a hypothesis, but does not offer any evidence of

3

objectives (conceptual leaming, fransfer of training, etc.). Indeed, credibility itself must first be
studied carefuliy if its foie

fl

these issues is to be eventualiy ascertained.

Another related motive for considering the student’ s point of view is that user perceptions of
credibiiity

—

or the anticipation of such perceptions

—

can be invoked by the other aforementioned

actors in order to justify decisions pertaining to use (or to non-use) of simulation-based
environments. for instance, some researchers and practitioners contend that simulations should not
be used in certain situations, on the basis of assztmptions that students wiil flot consider them to be
credibie (see Cooper, 2000 for exampie). In my opinion, these daims should be properly
investigated in those situations.
I thus argue in favor of acquinng accurate empirical information about users’ perceptions of
credibility. A decade ago, Hennessy and O’Shea (1993, p. 129) expressed deep concems as to the
lack of knowledge in this area:
It seems extraordinaiy that while computer simulations are becoming increasingly prevalent, we
know so littie about users ‘perceptions, expectations and attitudes concerning their credibility.

This statement on the importance of simulation credibiiity seems to have been largely
overlooked; as a resuit, knowledge about users’ perceptions of credibiiity has made very iimited
progress since the appearance ofHennessy and O’Shea’s paper. This is unfortunate considering that,
as these authors point out, this issue bas “significant implications for simulation designers who want
their systems to be of educational value and their interfaces to 5e designed in a pnncipled way”
(p. 130).
In fact, it seems that few researchers have investigated some form of credibility or perceived
realism, from the point of view of simulation users or non-experts. Exceptions are found in the field
of operational skill training and assessment. For instance, Dubey (1997) conducted a sociological
5
study of (expenenced) pilots’ behefs concermng aircraft simulators. While the credibility-related
findings of this study are not entireiy negligible, its discussion of fieid observations is rather
limited. In another study that touched upon credibility issues, Fang (1996) investigated the leaming
attitudes of trainees engaged in shiphandiing simulator training, using a mixture of quantitative and
qualitative (ethnomethodological) methods. Unfortunately, Fang’s report is quite ambiguous, but as
far as I can teil, his findings somewhat contradict relevant observations in Dubey’s (1997) study.6
Other studies, claiming to less generality, have reported assessments of given simulators and have
provided credibility data conceming specific training simulations and scenarios. Such studies are
sometimes called ‘acceptance’ or ‘utility’ evaluations (for details, see Beil & Waag, 1998; Jentsch

validation: “Actual similarity affects perceived similarity, which affects motivation.” Yet another author (Dittrich, 1977)
found a relationship between “perceived realism” and “perceived contribution to leaming” in business simulations.
It is noteworthy that experienced operators are often viewed as subject iizatter experts and, at the same time, as
simulation users (see BelI and Waag, 1998; Jenstsch and Bowers, 1998).
One must bear in mmd, however, that Dubey’s and Fang’s samples were quite different culturally french aviation
pilots in Dubey’s case, Taiwanese sailors in fang’s and that the two authors dealt with different simulators.
—

—

4

& Bowers, 1998) and mostly involve the opinions of experienced operators conceming a specific
simulator.7 Beli and Waag (1998, p. 234) propose that the objectives ofutility evaluatïons be to “(a)
evaluate the accuracy or fidelity of the simulation environment and (b) gather opinions conceming
the potential value of the simulation within a training environment.”
Even less substantial credibility-related research has been conducted in the area of
academic/school-based leaming, the field with which I am more directly concemed. One significant
contribution is the work of Hennessy and O’Shea (1993) who briefly explored elements of
$

credibihty in a simulation environment used by secondary-school pupils to leam phys;cs ; these
researchers have broken new ground and have stressed the need for credibility studies. Others
(Hatzipanagos, 1995; Edward, 1997) have presented a very small number of observations or
“preliminary findings” conceming these issues.
At any rate, most of the research quoted above does flot provide any in-depth treatment of
questions like the following: How do users perceive computer simulations of physical systems?
How do they perceive metaphors and interfaces that allow interaction with these simulations? Are
simulation-based environments ‘real seeming’ to users? How does credibility affect use and
effectiveness of such environments? Does credibility affect the motivation ofusers?
9

My own interest in simulation credibihty was kindled when I joined a team at Tele-universtte
that was working on the design and evaluation of the VPLab prototype. The team’s main goal was
to create an engaging and effective environment allowing college or university students to acquire
flot only basic experimental skills, but also a beffer understanding of physics concepts and laws
related to specific experiments.
While conducting usability tests of the VPLab, I found that subjects spontaneously brought
forward elements of discussion relating to credibility and verisimilitude. As for reasons why this
would happen, perhaps the very fact that the VPLab was designed with concerns of credibility in
mmd can at least partially explain why these subjects considered credibility to be an issue. On the
other hand, it seems only natural that, when faced with a simulation-based laboratory, some
students compare the leaming experience afforded by this type of environment, with the learning
experience that takes place in school labs. In any case, I observed that students themselves seemed
to attribute some importance to how realistic and convincing they perceived this simulation-based
environment to be.

10

Consequently, I endeavored to focus my research on these questions.

Jentsch and Bowers (199$) quote three studies mainly concemed with pilots’ acceptance of low-fidelity personal
computer based simulations; one ofthese studies, according to Jentsch and Bowers, reported anecdotal data conceming
perceived realism.
Dittrich (1977) conducted a quantitative and comparative exploratory study of “perceived realism” in business
simulations but this investigation is less pertinent, as my present preoccupation is simulation ofphysical systems.
Télé-université is a distance leaming institution and is part of Université du Québec.
Hennessy and O’Shea had expressed similar concems in the above-mentioned study.

5

For the empirical part of the present work, a full-fledged, working prototype of the VPLab was
thus used to conduct an exploratory investigation of various credibility-related issues. To my
knowledge, this study is the first whose sole purpose is to investïgate such issues in a detailed
manner, and to focus on the credibility of an environment featuring simulations (of physical
systems) designed for post-secondary students. I propose to begin mapping out this virtually
uncharted field of user perceptions through a relatively broad exploratory investigation. As such,
this investigation is also a means of surveying themes ofresearch for future studies involving other
simulation-based environments.
***

As mentioned, the present thesis begins by examining theoretical elements of simulation
credibility. In chapter 2, I define and contrast types ofjudgments identified with reatism/fidelity,
psychologicalfidetity, modal ity, and credibility proper. A synthesis of the most relevant theoretical
elements is presented in Chapter 3 through the development of a ‘verisimilitude judgment’ concept.
The following chapters describe an empirical study that applies this ‘verisimilitude judgment’
concept to the VPLab and its use. Chapter 4 begins by stating the main research questions which
guide the study and goes on to discuss other methodological considerations. My approach, a
qualitative and descriptive one, is outlined and the sample ofpotential users (i.e., the subjects) who
participated in the study is described.
Chapter 5 is a detailed discussion of my empirical observations. It is organized around
important issues linked with various aspects of the VPLab (a participant-centered exposition is also
available in Appendix I). Therein, I shail describe and confrast the verisimilitude judgments of
participants, focusing on the eues that emerged from the VPLab environment and enabled subjects
to make these judgments.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summanzing its findings, both theoretical and empirical,
examining its limitations, and suggesting leads for future research. The final part discusses ethical
issues related to simulation credibility research and development.
But first, in the two remaining sections ofthe present chapter, I will describe the prototype used
for the empirical study. Section 1.2 exposes the VPLab’s ‘technological and pedagogical features’,
thus describing its characteristics as seen from the designer’s point ofview. Section 1.3 examines
the charactenstics of the VPLab and its status when defined as a medium, thus exposing its
attributes as seen from an analyst ‘s viewpoint. I give these descriptions immediately because this
should allow for a more insightful presentation of theoretical considerations in the next chapter.

li

This description quotes from a report (Francis & Couture, 2001) which I coauthored with the software’s author and
main designer.
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1.2 A DESCRIPTION 0F THE VPLAB’S FEATURES
The \1PLab

is a computer simulation-based leaming laboratory. This type of interactive

environment is rnostly refelTed to as a ‘virtual laboratory’, or a ‘computer-based Iaboratorv’,
although these expressions are also often used to designate other types of computer-rnediated
experirnentation applications (e.g., remotely-accessed laborato;ies that do flot involve simulation).
In distance education, such environrnents will often be the sole or principal means allowing
students to leam through experirnentation. In school and carnpus-based leaming contexts, virtual
experirnents can be used to complement regular lab work, or as sutiogates for specific expenments
that are difficult or impossible to replicate in school labs.
With the VPLab, students conduct virtual experirnents (in the dornain of classical mechanics)
featuring many characteristics and constraints normally associated with real experiments. These
include uncertainty inherent to measuring apparatus, small random fluctuations of parameters, and
limitations in the range of, or in the experirnenter’s control over. pararneters and variables.
In fact, most components of the environment have been designed following a strong realism
principle (I refer here to realism as assessed by the designers) from which guidelines were derived.
According to these guïdelines, the sirnulated measuring apparatus, analysis tools, and experirnental
set-ups must look and function like their real life counterparts— or, at least, as much as allowed by
cost and software limitations. Furtherrnore, the user must be provided with the same opportunities
to act upon tools and objects as in actual labs. Departure from strict application of said principle
was penTiitted at times, but only for ergonomie and efficiency-related purposes, and always after
debate among the designers. Allowing for these
and sometimes heated
substantial
—

—

considerations, the minimum requirernent was that any feature or behavior, even if flot encountered
in actual set-ups, could still be considered feasible with respect to cunent scientific and
tecimological knowledge.
This principle, which is further discussed elsewhere (Couture, in preparation), distinguishes the
VPLab from other simulation-based environrnents used in physics courses, and is mainly justifled
by the dual purpose of the environment: the VPLab aims not only to provide msight on physical
phenomena, like most physics simulation software, but also (and even more importantly) to
promote the dcvelopment of skills related to lahoratory work. Other simulation-based environments
may allow higher degrees of control over simulated phenornena (compared to actcial experirnents)
in order to create ideal or simplified experimental situations, often impossible to reproduce in real
life labs (e.g., no-gtavity rooms, no—friction apparatus, user—defined numerical parameters with
12

Note that ail ciements ofthe VPLab prototype used for the empirical study ‘ere containcd withm Netscape Navigator

windows (thc Macromedia Shockwavc pltig-in vas used to run the environment). Also note that u more recent
ofthe \‘PLab which does flot un within a browser can be downIoadcd by accessing thc foi louing web site:
—

htrp,//iiiin’./ki’fteluq.iu1iwbc’c

eci/gniec/i’plab/hp/itin

version
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seemingly infinite precision). But this tends to widen the gap between the simulated and the actual
set-ups, which is likcly to resfrain the range ofexperimental skills that can be acquired, according to
designers’ hypotheses.
For each expcriment’3 (which, according to the above-mentioned realism principle, should be
replicable in a real-world lab), the VPLab environment presents five workspaces. The first two

—

contain interactive simulations directly related to actual
laboratory work. In these workspaces, users conduct virtual experiments in much the sanie way as
they would in actual labs, with no additional control over the objects or apparatus provided. They
called Manipulation and Analysis

may

—

move objects directly by ‘dragging and dropping’ them with the mouse cursor or, sometirnes,

by means of (sirnulated) motors driven by mouse clicks on a controller. Most of the simulated
apparatus and measuring devices that leamers use offer no more features than their real-life
counterparts.
albeit
In the Manipulation space (Fig. 1.1), users interact with an accurately scaled
videogame-like depiction of an experirnental setup. This image is surrounded by a few ‘floating’
—

—

tools simulating devices that could be provided in a school lab: a stopwatch, a calculator and, most
important, a camcorder enabling the user to record the events occurring in the simulation. At the
bottom of the window, one finds a control panel used to operate certain components ofthe setup.
Figure 1.1 hie Manipulation workspace of the VPLab, featuring the simulated setup, its control panel
and the ioating tools (calculator, camcorder, stopwatch).

Timer

Camcorder

o bj cd
d tag g e d
flIOUSC
cursot

(hand
shaped)
Calculater
Simulation
controllets
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Hereafter, I use the term ‘experiment’ alone when referring to the simulated experimentation activities in which
students can participate when using the VPLab. In contrast, I use the expression ‘actual experirnent’ to designate
experirnents performed with physical equipment, in schoot Iabs or similar settings (i.e., physically situated laboratories).

8
For most experiments, measurements and subsequent analyses are performed in a different
workspace: the Analysis space (Fig. 1.2). The main component of the Analysis workspace is a
special-purpose monitor (with zoom and multiple-image, or trace, capabilities) on which the
sequences recorded in the Manipulation workspace can be reviewed using the camcorder controls.
Various features of the monitor and several floating tools can be used to perforni the required
experimental measurements.

Calculator

These tools have also been designed according to the realism principle, with occasional
departures related to software or hardware limitations, to the 2-D nature of the environment, or to
efficiency considerations. For instance, the digital tape measure (Fig. 1.3), though presenting many
similarities with real tape measures, is flot easily seen as having an exact real-life counterpart— in
particular, one has to consider that real tape measures are usually manipulated with both hands.
Other tools, like the ruler and the protractor, are much more similar to actual objects found in
science classrooms.
Figure 1.3 Example of a measurement tool: the digital tape measure, shown with tape retracted (left)
and extended for measurement (right).

b) taking measurement
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The other three spaces (named Presentation, Expianation, and Theoiy & Applications) present

interactive multimedia documents. These offer video clips of real experiments, animated
comparisons between real and simulated set-ups, demonstrations of meaningful physical situations,
and explanations conceming mathematical and (or) physical considerations relevant to the
phenomena under study. In order to heip bridge the gap between theory and iaboratory work, ail
explanations closeiy match up against the simulated experimental set-up.
The specific simuiated set-up used by participants in the empincal study was comprised of an
air-table placed inside a merry-go-round (see Fig. 1.1). Within this simulation, users can grab the

air-table and drag it anywhere on the floor of the merry-go-round by using a hand-shaped cursor
controiied tbrough the mouse. A disk can also be grabbed and launched on the air-table surface; the
disk’s thrust is controlled through cursor speed. A pump connected to the table may be activated to
reduce most (but not ail) of the friction between the disk and the table. The disk then moves almost
freely across the table, and may repeatedly collide with the table’s sides. Additionally, the merry
go-round (in which, as we recail, the air-table is placed) can be set to rotate at any of three
predefined speeds: accordingly, the disk motion will be influenced by non-inertiai forces
(centrifugal and Coriolis) in a manner similar to that of objects and passengers in a swerving
vehicle.

1.3 THE VPLAB AND SIMULATION AS MEDIA
Since the present work is based upon the premise that the VPLab, and simulation in general, are
media, it is important to describe their affributes as such. Naturaiiy, this shouid yield an
understanding of how these attributes might either be similar or distinct from those of other media,
which wili in turn set the stage for the next chapter’s theoretical description of credibility-reiated
concepts pertaining to visual media (including simulation, of course).

1.3.1 Basic Definitions
Here are a few basic concepts which must be defined before going any further. A model is a
“physical, mathematical, or otherwise logicai representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or
process” (US Department of Defense [DoDJ, 1998). A ‘computer simulation’ is a dynamic
representation of a modei, ofien involving some combination of executing code, and control/display
interface hardware (DoD, 1998).
I define a computer simulation-based learning environment as a system (software and

hardware) that integrates simulation
acquisition and assessment of skills.

—

possibly, as the main element

—

to promote leaming, or the
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A simulator is: “(a) a device, computer program, or system that performs simulation; (b) for
training14, a device which duplicates the essential features of a [specific] task situation and provides
for direct human operation” (DoD, 1998). Hence, a simulator is one type of simulation-based
environment.

1.3.2 Attributes of the VPLab
Simulation is arguably the most significant componcnt of the environment but other types of
elements also take part in its make-up. In the present section, I describe distinctive attributes ofthe
VPLab, many of which apply to the multimedia Presentation document as well as to the
Manipulation and Analysis workspace simulations (the three workspaces involved in the empirical
case study). In section 1.3.3, I will discuss other important attributes ofthe VPLab’s simulations.
1.3.2.1 Constructedness

The VPLab is a mediated construction, as are newspaper articles, novels, plays, or television
programs. Its hardware (compnsed of the mouse, computer screen, CPU, etc.) was designed by
engineers and built in factories. Its software was designed and built by developers, such as
programmers who write code bascd on models, mies and algorithms. As for ail artifacts designed
for people to use, the VPLab ‘embodies’ a certain number of hypotheses and beliefs held by
designers conceming future users (Bardini, 1996, 1997) and the nature ofthe relevant task domain
(physics experimentation in a student lab, in the present case). On this subject, Dowling (1997,
p. 323) has underscored the role ofmediations associated with the simulation modeler as well as the
importance of con straints imposed by the medium:
Roszak points out, electronic simulations Ïack the “messiness” of lfe. They are
generalizations made in accordance with value-judgments which may well ignore or suppress
elements of a situation which con tribute in a 1ers than obvious way to the total picture. The
signficance, even the inclusion ofparticular elements, is afunction flot only ofthejudginent of
the programmer, but also ofthe degree to which the information is amenable to being expressed
in a computationalformat.

[...] as

Acknowledging this ‘constructedness’ is important here, in part because any construction may
seem flawed to some, but flawiess to others, experienced as engaging by some, but perceived as
trivial or boring by others, etc. This is to say that constructedness, when recognized, is a quality
which leaves the ‘construction’ rather susceptible to beingjudged.
1.3.2.2 State of Prototype
At the time of the empirical study, the VPLab was at the prototype stage. No students were
actually using it within a formai educational context, but its designers had defined a potential
14

Simulators are used not only for training, but also for “aiding in the matntenance ofprofictency by already skilled
individuals” (Alluisi, 1978, P. 61), and for the assessment ofcompetencies, some ofwhich would be very difficuit, if not
impossible, to evaluate otherwise (e.g., emergency maneuvers in dangerous situations).
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leamer population from which individuais could be recruited to participate in various types of
evaluations (such as usability tests, the credibility study described in this thesis, and an overali
pedagogicai evaluation). Although these potential users wouid probably know about simulation and
be very familiar with personal computers, most would not be familiar with the VPLab or anything
quite like it, because this specific prototype does not seem to correspond exactly to any of the
widespread software ‘genres’. In some ways, for instance, the VPLab resembles certain video

games (among other things, they share similar graphicai attnbutes) and in other ways it does not
(its main purpose being educational).

15

At the time of the study, the VPLab prototype was ‘fiuii-fledged’ in the sense that most of its
features were operational. However, only two of the experiments iisted in the Navigation menu had
been implemented in order to test and showcase these features. At any rate, the VPLab was aiways
presented to potentiai users as a wholly revisable prototype, which was being subjected to
evaluation and criticism.
1.3.2.3 Computerized
Not only is the VPLab an artifact at the prototype stage, it is more specifically a cornputerized
artifact. The VPLab’s computerized nature significantly defines its ontology. It may thus inherit (or
be perceived as inheriting) a subset of qualities attributed to computerized artifacts in generai, as
weil as a subset of those qualities atfributed to conventional personal computing technoiogy in
particular (since it relies heavily on several ofthese specific techniques and practices). Let me give
a few relevant examples of such qualities:
—

Computers (and simulation) are opaque and internatÏy comptex, and most users either
possess partial technical knowledge, or no howiedge at ail, conceming their inner
workings. following Turkle (1984), $uchman (1987, p. 16) points out that:
for those who possess such knowledge, there is an “irreducibility” to the
computer as an object that is unique among human art4facts. The overait behavior of the
computer is flot describable, that is to say, with reference to any of the simple local events
that it comprises; il 15 precisely the behavior ofa myriad ofthose events in combination that
constitutes the overail machine. [...] Insofar as the machine is somewhat predictable, in
sum, and yet is also both internally opaque and hable to unanticipated behavior, we are

[...] even
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Distinctions between VPLab simulations and ‘narrative-based’ (i.e., scenano-based) video games, for instance, can be
drawn by considering their respective structures and goals. A game player’s immediate or ongoing motivation might be
sheer performance, but as the narrative unfolds he will try to discover the strategies and ‘secrets’ needed to achieve the
ultimate goal: that is, to ‘beat the machine’, to fulfiIl ‘the mission’, to win the game, etc. Very often, such a goal is even
explicitly specified in the game itself. By comparison, a VPLab user’s ‘goal’ is more open-ended (even when his or her
activities are clearly purposeful). In principle, while performing an experiment, leamers will only have a vague idea, if
any, ofwhat ‘correct’ experimental results constitute, or ofwhat obtaining them fully entails (what’s more, educators
might even teil their students, for pedagogical purposes, that they should focus on methods and the interpretation of
resuits, rather than on obtaining specific numerical values that agree with theoretical predictions). Also consider that
VPLab users can choose their own means ofproceeding through the experiment: there can be more than one valid overali
experimental method, and more than one way of obtaining data within the same method, etc. By contrast, players engaged
in nanative-based video games must usually follow some predetermined path defined by a series of linearly dependent
sub-tasks (as when a player strives to get to the ‘next level’). With the VPLab, moreover, the activity terminates only
when the learner decides he bas achieved his objective or when he abandons it, and flot before: for VPLab users, there is
no such thing as ‘game-over’.
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more likely to view ourselves as engaged in interaction with it than as just performing
operations upon it, or using it as a tool to peifonn operations upon the world.

$uchman thereby suggests sfrong links between the computer’s opacity, its interactivity, its
(un)predictability, and the type of stance adopted by the user toward the computer.
—

The applications of conventional personal computing have highly representational
interfaces. Humans are an indispensable ingredient of the cornputer’s representationality
(Laurel, 1991). As Laurel puts it:
[The computer ‘s] potential lay flot in its ability to perform caïculations but in ils capacity to
represent action in which htrnans coutd participate. [...] it is only through a person ‘s
actions that ah dimensions ofthe representation can be manfest.
(Laurel, 1991, p. 1— original emphasis)
In the case of the VPLab, I can follow Laurel in saying that from the user’s point of view,
“the representation is ah there is,” as the technical processes that support the representation
remain hidden (that is, I would add, when ail goes well). This relates to the computer’s
opacity, describedjust above.

—

The computer is a modem technology and one that bears historical and social signficance.
from a subjective viewpoint, computerized (or digital) artifacts may be perceived as more
‘intelligent’ (Kemal, 1999), more advanced, more poweiful, more trendy, etc., than non
computerized artifacts. Further questions also corne to mmd when thus considering the
qualities of computers and how people view them. For instance: To what degree are
(personal) computers falhible, or perceived as such? To what extent and for what purpo ses
are (personal) computers usefut, or considered as such? b what extent are (personal)
computers threatening (to one’s livelihood, lifestyle, etc.), intimidating, easy to use, or
considered as such? To what extent is society in general
and one’s peer group, in
particular favorable to (personal) computers?
—

—

1.3.2.4 Media Forrn/Content Dual Nature

With respect to the media form/content dichotomy, the VPLab lias a dual nature. As I suggest
below, one can look upon it as a medium, as content, or as both.
The VPLab as a Medium

Virtual leaming environments can be considered media (cf. ElIis, 1995; Steuer, 1992). I argue
that the VPLab is a medium because it possesses at least two important characteristics of other
media. First it links specific agents to one another— designers to users, and educators to students.
Second, it does so in a highly representational manner.
As a matter of fact, the environment presents various types of ‘content’, featured in two very
different kinds of ‘representational spaces’ (simulated experiments and multimedia documents).
Available within each of these two spaces are interchangeable elements of content. By this I mean
that the user can, for instance, switch between various experiments, ail ofwhich play the same basic
functional role (a sirnulated experimental leaming activity); at the same time though, each of these
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content elements lias its own specificity, since featured objects and subject matter vary from one
experiment to the other. To make an analogy with another medium, the VPLab user who chooses
between two experiments can be compared to a viewer who chooses between two movies with
different plots and characters.

The VPLab as Content
Although I insist on treating the VPLab and simulation as media, I now consider Alan Kay’s
(1984, 1990) idea of seeing the computer itself as a medium:
[The computer] is a medium that can dynamically simuÏate the detaits of any other inedium,
including media that cannot exist physically. It is flot a tool, although it can act like many tools.
It is theflrst metamedium...’6
(Kay, 1984, p. 59)

From this standpoint, the VPLab can be regarded as content for the computer medium, along
side other elements like ubiquitous desktop interfaces and word processors. As when flipping
through television channels, one may jump from the VPLab to the World Wide Web, and from
there to a video game, a word processor, a spreadsheet, and back to the VPLaS.
An Intrinsic Dual Nature

When one considers the VPLab’s interface in its entirety (visual interface combined with input
devices), it is reasonable to assert tliat the environment has the intrinsic dual nature of media
form/content; this dual nature becomes somewhat apparent, for instance, when tlie VPLab is
contrasted to applications that have diverse purposes and involve d(fferent input devices, such as
musical composition software used with, say, a MIDI piano keyboard, or video games played with a
joystick. My point is that the total user experience really becomes a function of interacting with
specific software content/input-device hybnds.

1.3.2.5 Interactivity
On the whole, the VPLab is fairly interactive and its simulations are resolutely so. With regard
to simulation, users should even 5e considered downright ‘participants’ rather than mere ‘viewers’
or ‘spectators’ (as is the case for non-interactive television, radio, films, etc.).
Steuer (1992) defines interactivity as “the extent to which users can participate in modifying
the form and content of a mediated environment in real time.” As an example, he adds that:
a book, which cannot be changed easity in real lime without cutting il apart, is flot considered
interactive [...] Con versely, o laser disc system including programining that enables o user to
control the order in which its content is presented in real time is considered somewhat
interactive, because the n,edittm ilseif eau change...

(Steuer, 1992, p. 85

16

Nottce that visual simulation too can be defined as a metamedium in Kay’s sense.

—

my emphasis)
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Notice, as I have emphasized in the quote, that for interactive media, this realization further
undermines the traditional media form/content dichotomy discussed above. $teuer goes on to
describe three factors that contiibute to interactivity: the ‘speed’ at which input can 5e assimilated
into the mediated environment, the ‘range’ of possibilities for action at any given time, and the
ability of a system to ‘map’ its controls to changes in the mediated environment in a natural and
predictable manner. I will examine the VPLab’s interactivfty with respect to these three factors.
In regards to the factor of speed: input assimilation is almost always instantaneous within the
VPLab prototype. This entails that the environment responds in real time when users act upon it.
Wben considering the range ofpossibilities for action, one notices that they are more limited in
the multimedia documents than in the simulations. In the multimedia documents, users can choose
between two modes of presentation. In ‘manual’ mode, they can jump from one place to the other
within the document, and go to any other paragraph or page at will. In ‘automatic’ mode they can
change the speed at which the presentation passes. It is not possible, however, to modify, add, or
copyfpaste the content of the texts, animations, and video clips presented therein.
In the simulations, users can press buttons to activate various features of numerous tools, move
(and sometimes throw) objects around so as to change their position and speed, and then
recordlreplay their motion with the camcorder. But they cannot perform destructive actions on the
objects or make them disappear completely from the field of view, nor can they perform actions
impossible to accomplish in an actual lab, such as changing the rate at which time passes or
suppressing gravity. Furthermore, users cannot create new simulation objects nor can they bring
modifications to existing ones beyond what has already been planned for by designers (e.g., the
assembly or configuration of available components), such that users must make due with provided
elements. The VPLab is thus a fairly “asymmetrical” medium, with regard to the respective powers
of designer and user (cf. Bardini, 1997).
i.e., the relationships between (user) inputs and various actions performed
within the VPLab are less natural than they would be in an immersive virtual environment where
17
students could use their own hands to mampulate tools in virtual 3D space. Nevertheless, it must
5e said that mappings in the VPLaS are flot highly arbitrary, since conventions found in other
The mappings

—

—

situations have been used in the environment. For instance, the mouse cursor18 can be used to ‘push’
buttons on simulated tools such as the camcorder or the chronometer. While it is truc that designers
were constrained by limitations of the medium, they stiil strove to optimize mappings and managed
to do so in several cases.
17

However, Bowman (1999) makes the crucial point that, even in immersive virtual environments, one should not expect
wholly natural mappings to be the most intuitive or adequate interaction method, especially when the tasks performed go
beyond users’ real-world capabilities. Bowman’s view is backed up by his empirical findings.
Although handiing ofthe mouse must be learned, it is highly probable that most potential users will alreadypossess this
skill (and if flot, one can acquire it in a relatively small amount of time). For such users, the mouse can function as an
‘intuitive’ pointing device.
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To conclude,

it

is worth noting that Steuer (1992) rates video games

19

at the high end of the

interactivity specfrum, and that these are analogous to the VPLab’s simulations in regards to
which are analogous to the VPLab’s
interactivity. Moreover, he rates interactive laser discs
—

multimedia documents

—

slightly higher than mid-point ofthe interactivity spectrum.

1.3.2.6 Asynchronous, Iudividualized and Localtzed Use
The VPLab prototype is an asynchronous medium with respect to the (non)correspondence
between the moment when its ‘content’ is produced and the instant that it is used. Confrary to live
television viewers, telephone users, and chat room participants, for example, VPLab users do not
have immediate access to content as it is being created. Moreover, the VPLab prototype is used
20

individually, which is to say that a student must work alone on a wholly autonomous instantiation
of the program situated on bis own remotely located computer (in the context of the empincal
study, even though the prototype was displayed in Web browser windows, alI resources were
contained on the computer hard drive).
1.3.2.7 Vîsual Interface
J.J. Gibson (1966) identified five distinct perceptual systems: the visual system, the auditory
system, the haptic system, the taste-smell system, and the basic orienting system (responsible for
maintaining equilibrium). The VPLab interface mostly offers stimuli for the visual system. This
visual interface operates via a 15 or 1 7-inch conventional computer monitor (with a resolution of
800 by 600 pixels and 16-bit color, at the time of the empirical study).
It is true that punching keys or moving the mouse does stimulate the haptic system, however the
computer system offers no haptic stimuli2’ beyond the usual ‘resistance’ of the mouse and keyboard
to the user’s hands and fingers.
Moreover, no sound effects were included in the environment and although verbal voice-overs
were not completely ruled out by designers as an alternative for textual information in the
multimedia documents accompanying the simulations, those too were not included in the prototype.
The short video clip’s sound track is thus the only significant source of stimulus of its kind in the
VPLa5.
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Note that Steuer refers to the video games ofthe early 90s, and that these have considerably evolved stnce then.
In future prototypes, leamers wilI be able to engage in cooperative learning. As they work independently (and from
remote locations) on a virtual expenment, they vilt nonetheless have the possibility ofsharing virtual camcorder and lab
notebook data files in order to help each other, or compare experimental resuits.
21
The meaning of ‘stimuli’ here is Gibson’s (1966, p. 2$): “pattems and transformations ofenergy at receptors.”
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1.3.3 Other Characteristics ofVPLab Simulations
In this section, I discuss two additional considerations regarding the simulations: their highly
dynamic nature, in section 1.3.3.1, and the type of instructional simulation included in the VPLab,
in section 1.3.3.2.
1.3.3.1 Dynamic Nature

Not only are VPLab simulations highly interactive, as I have already mentioned, but they also
have a particularly dynamic nature. As in many instructional simulations, the phenomena simulated
in the Manipulation workspace behave autonomously once they have been set forth. For instance, if
a user tums on the air-table pump and launches the disk while the merry-go-round is rotating, the
disk will behave somewhat unpredictably and its motion will persist autonomously until the user
performs another action (or until the disk cornes to rest in a corner of the table).

22

I therefore argue that this autonomous character, combined with the possibility for the user to
affect behavior at any given time, makes the interactivity of simulation more dynamic, so to speak,
than that of certain other media. Friedman (1999) has pointed out that browsing the Web, for
instance, entails incremental rather than fluid feedback, whereas the contrary is true in the case of
interactive simulations:
Eveiy response you make provokes a reaction from the computer, which leads 10 u new response,
and so on, as the Ïoop from the screen to your eyes to your fingers on the keyboard to the
computer b the screen becomes a single cybernetic circuit.

Friedman thus accurately descnbes a distinctive trait of several instructional simulations,
including those that are part ofthe VPLab prototype.
1.3.3.2 Type of Instructional Simulation

The prototype’s simulations are characterized as ‘instructional’ because they are used for
educational means rather than for scientific, industrial or other means. It is true that scientific and

industrial simulations (for instance, those used for the study of highly complex systems) might
sometimes also serve instructional purposes. In light of this fact, I must point out that unlike certain
scientific simulations, the VPLab’s simulated experiments do flot involve subject maffer related to
unconfinned theories or data belonging to emergent fields of research, but instead deal with
behavior of phenomena which can be quite satisfactorily described by elementary laws ofphysics.

Alessi and Trollip (1988, 1991) define four types of instructional simulations, two of which
each correspond to a specific aspect of the VPLab’s simulations. In the first type, ‘physical’
simulations, the phenomenon students leam about “is a physical object or system of objects and
22

This unusual motion is die resuit ofsimulated forces: centrifugal, Cortolis, and friction.
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their behavior” (Alessi, 1988, p. 43). Obviously, this is a trait of the VPLab’s simulations: its users
will, for instance, leam about the behavior of a disk on an air-table.
In the second type, ‘procedural’ simulations, “a student learns how to operate a device such as
an airpiane or how to engage in a systematic procedure like diagnosing an illness” (Alessi, 1988,
p. 43). Since one ofthe VPLab’s objectives consists in aliowing students to acquire skills related to
lab devices (instruments and apparatus), and other experimental skills related to procedures such as
data collection and uncertainty assessment, its simulations also fall under the ‘procedural’ category.
In summary, the simulations are of both the physical and procedural types. Note that their
procedural nature grants them an affiliation with training simulations.

1.3.4 A Semïotic Descrïptîon
In the remainder of this chapter, I outiine a semiotic description of the VPLab that focuses on
issues regarding the construction of meanings through interaction with the environment. I begin by
briefly exposing elements of C.$. Peirce’s concept of sign, which will be useful not only here, but
also in the next chapters.
1.3.4.1 Peïrce’s Concept of Sign

My exposition ofPeirce’s sign theory is based on the commentanes and analyses ofGreenlee
(1973), Zeman (1977), and Fisette (1990), and on Peirce’s own writings, as can be found in recently
published collections ofhis works (cf. Hoopes, 1991; Peirce Edition Project & Houser, 1998). For
the purposes of this thesis, I will mostly apply Peirce’s theory heuristically, as a map or an aid for
the explication of various ideas, without worrying much about its true worth as a general theory of
signification. This semiotics should therefore flot be regarded as a definitive theoretical framework.
To Peirce, a sign is “anything which is reiated to a Second thing, its Object, in respect to a
Quality, in such a way as to bring a Third thing, its Interpretant, into relation to the same Obj cet,
and that in such a way as to bnng a fourth into relation to that Object in the same form, ad

znfintturn”
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(cited in Greenlee, 1973, p. 23).

This definition, arguably, is rather obscure to the layperson. For present purposes, however, it is
flot necessary to elucidate ail the intncacies ofPeirce’s moUd, but it is important to understand that
the “identity of a sign depends upon relational properties” defined with respect to tbree main

23

Greenlee quotes this definition from a paper entitled Partial synopsis ofa proposed work in logic: see the Collected
Papers of Chartes Sanders Peirce (1931-58), vol. 2, paragraph 92 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press). This definition
is general and rather typical, though Peirce gave many others during the course ofhis life. One Web site has referenced as
rnany as 76 different wordings! (cf. Peirce ‘s Arishe: R. Marty ‘s 76 definitions ofthe sign by CX Peirce
<URL> http://members.door.net/arisbe/menu/library/rsources/76defs/76defs.htm).
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entities: the ‘sign—vehicle’ (which is only implied in the above definition). the object’, and the
‘mtcrpretant’ (Greenlee, 1973, p. 32).
following Charles Monis, Greenlee (1973, p. 33) defines a ‘sign-vehicle’ (not to he eonfused
with the sign itself) as any “concrete object or event” which toms out to be a “particular means of
si gni fying.”
The ‘object’, in Peirce’s theoiy, is the entity (though not necessarily a material entity)
represented by the sign-vehicle. It is subdivided into two components (‘dynamicaÏ’ and
‘immediate’):
Tue dynamical object is the representeil thing. as it is in itselJ apart from relation to tiioitght.
ivhile thal saine thing, brought into relation ta thought, is the ‘innuediare object. This latter is
the object as represented, or let us say, objectified from the standpoint or perspective of
representcttion [the Ground or Quality, in the above definition]... Now Peirce appears to ho ici
that even’ sign lias both sorts ofobjects. Taking the weathei’cock again as a paracligin, there is o
d)’namicai objeci in die winch which causally (ctynamicaflv,) determines tue direction in u’hich the
inciicator points ctnd which possesses inany properties irrelevant to its representation by tins
sign. And there is an inunediate ohject in the wincl—as—thought or cognizeci as an aii cttrrent
Inoving in an indicated direction.
(Greenlee, 1973, p. 66)

An ‘mterpretant’ can be defmed as any sign which represents another rn someone’s mmd
(Fisette. 1990, p. 10). About the interpretant, Greenlee says that:
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In general, it is best to think of Peirce ‘s ‘interpretant as any sign which interprets ctnother sign,
ivhether that interpreting sign be a thougiit in somebody ‘s minci, n written translation, ct sentence
spoken, or anvthing cisc that is interpretative.

(Greeenlee, 1973, p. 26)

I will further illustrate these three sign components with a fictitious example involving the

VPLab. Say that an individual is looking at a computer screen that displays a depiction of a
pendulum in motion. The three components ofPeirce’s sign eau be exemplified as follows:
(1) The sign-vehicÏe is the material image, i.e. the pixels fomming the image on the glass surface
ofthe computer screen.
(2) The object is a pendulum as such (or so at least if the sign is interpreted closely enough to
what xvas intended). The immediate object is the pendultun as cognized, which lias the
properties relevant to representation by the sign (in this case. geometty, color, motion, etc.,
similar to those ofthe sign-vehicle). The dynanncal object can be seen as the pendulum-m
the-world that was envisaged by the designer ofthe image: arnong its properties, this object
has many attributes inelevant to its representation by the sign.
(3) The interpretalit is the proper significate effect, or in othem ternis. the associative entity in
the usem’s mmd which connects the pixels on the computer scmeen (the sign—vehicle) to the
object. It is the sign’s interpretation.

In Pcirce’s theory ofsigns, die interpretant i is the ground for another triacl: sigu-vehicle z /ruferc,it 2 / hiteijietant 2
The interpretant in this second triad may in turn becorne the groiind for a thiid triad, and 50 on. A chain of signs is thus
constituted through this process called ‘semiosis’ (Fisette, 1990). Sanie semioticlans are qLlick to point ont that the
interpretive process described here s situated in, and is contingent upon, a specifle social and cultural context (cf 1-lodge

& Tripp, 1986).
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Greenlee mentions Peirce’s aclcnowledgement ofthe fact that signs can represent fictive entities
or objects that no longer exist. Conceming the representational quality of signs and the problem of
non-referential signs, such as abstract paintings, Greenlee (1973, p. 69) further specifies that:
If an object represented cannot befoundfor eveiy sign, ityet remains tite case that any sign is
RE-presentational in the sense, admittedly tenuous, that its signflcation involves cumulative
experience represented [...] A painting, however abstract, is representational just beca use it
cannot avoid containing somefamiliar lin es or shapes, or colors.

Even if non-referentiat signs do exist, I will mostly use the terrn ‘referent’ to designate Peirce’s
object, in order to avoid confusion with common meanings of the word ‘object’.
By examining the relationships between vanous sign-vehicles and their referents, Peirce
categorized some ofthe modes whereby signs corne to signif’. The resulting classification — that of
the symbolic, iconic, and indexical ‘modes ofrelationship’

—

is well known:

evely sign is determined by its object, either first, by partaking in the characters of the object,
when I cail the sign an Icon; secondly, by being really and in its individual existence connected
with the individual object, when I call the sign an Index; thirdly, by more or less approximate
certainty that it will be interpreted as denoting the object, in consequence cf a habit (which term
I use as including a natural disposition), when I call the sign a Symbol.
Peirce (1991, p. 251)

It is a common mistake to equate these three modes ofrelationship to ‘types’ ofsigns; actually,
this scheme only descnbes one aspect of the overail nature of the sign (fisette, 1990). I find this
particular aspect important, however, and although sorne have infroduced qualifications on Peirce’s
views (for instance, see Greenlee, 1973), I believe that this classification can be usefully applied to
explain how various signs function within the VPLab. Before doing so, it will be helpful to give a
few examples from more common contexts.
Srnoke can function indexicaÏÏy as a sign of fire; footprints, too, can so function as a sign of the
animal that made them. Smoke and footprints have a direct existential connection to their respective
referents (a causal relationship, in those cases). Pointing to something with one’s finger also
functions indexically as the ‘pointing to’ is in a relationship of contiguity with the ‘pointed to’ (sec
fisette, 1990).
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Numbers, for their part, generally function as symbols: it is only or mostly by convention or rule
refers to a pair of objccts (fiske, 1990). Words also generally function
that the shape 2
symbolically.
Maps and pictures function iconicatly because they bear a resemblance to (or, partake in thc
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Concerning thc pointing fïnger’s indexicaltty, Greenlee (1973, p. 89) insightfully adds that:
the pointingfinger ntight be aimed at lite surface of an object, with that surface then being ITS object, or at
the color, size, motion, glint, and so on, or ail ofthese. Some property or comnplex ofproperties ntust be
stated or supposed. The provision for titis condition was, we saw, the meaning ofreference to an idea as a
GROUND of representation. It is lime ‘seiection’ cf an aspect of the object in terms of a standpoint of
representation.
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characters of) their referents ; as we recail, this resemblance “may be to a nonexistent and hence
imagined object, as when a map of n demolished town is taken to be iconic of the no longer existing

town” (Greenlee, 1973, p. 72).
Peirce indicates that these three modes of relationship are not mutually exclusive. While he
maintains, for instance, that photographs and filmed motion pictures work icomcally, he also daims
that they function indexically since they “were physically forced to correspond point by point to
nature,” through the effect of light (reflected by the referents) on the photographic ernulsion (Peirce,
1998).
Having briefly considered Peirce’s semiotics, I may now tum to the VPLab’s own signs. The
environrnent is n verv rich medium, as it allows for great semiotic diversity. In the next two
sections, I will describe the VPLab in terrns of the three modes of relationship just described
(iconic, symbolic, indexical). When doing so, I only consider those signs emetging from
workspaces visited by participants in the course of the empirical study involving the air-table
simulation: the next section deals with the multimedia Presentation document and the one that

follows it will deal with the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces.
1.3.4.2 Modes of Relationshïp within flue Multimedia Presentation Document
It is true that the symbolic mode is very important in the multimedia Presentation document
(Fig. 1 .4) wherein textual explanations about the air-table simulation should retain much of the

user’s attention. Iconic representations (of the pictographie sort) are also present in animations that
show and explam some of the Manipulation workspace’s images with which the user will be
dealing.
Furthermore, the indexical mode is also of particular interest in the multimedia document. As
mentioned, this document offers a video clip (filrned, then digitalized) depicting the real objects

upon which the simulation is based: in the video, n man is shown launching a disk on an air-table
placed in a rotating metTy-go-round. Recali from the preceding section that filmed Images work
indexically as their production, via the video camera, necessarily involves light reflected by the
images’ referents. But Chandler (1994) makes a crucial point concerning the digital processing of
such images:
whilst digital imaging technifjues cire increasingl)’ eroding the indexicali’ oJ photographie
images, it is argtiable that il is the indexicality stili lvutine/y attribtttetÏ ta the ineclium uhich ïs
primarily respousible for interpreters treating them as ‘objective’ records of ‘reaflty’.

In the case before me, no manipulation other than digitalization vas performed on the original
video footage. Stilt, Chandler’s comment sets the stage for the study of verisimilitude judgments
involvmg such video clips. Indeed. their supposed indexicality is an Important consideration.
26

Grcenlee (1973, p. 77) defines tiits resemblaure as “similarities (as genus) among givcn objecis which arc rccognizcd,
that is. are determinate in relation 10 cognition.”
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Figure 1.4 Ihe multimedia Presentation space
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2. L’expérIence du Palais de la Découverte
Pi
Cette expérience se déroule dans un référentiel (ou repère)
tournant associé à un manège, soit une plateforme circulaire
entraînée pat un moteur. La figure 2.1 montre, vu de desSus, le
manège du Palais de la Découverte, un musée des sciences et des
techniques situé à Paris.
Sur le pourtour du manège, un banc permet dasseoir une quinzaine
de personnes. L’objet carré au centre du manège, auprès duquel
une personne est accroupie, est une table à coussin d’air. Sa surface
est percée de nombreux petits trous, qui soufflent l’air provenant
d’une pompe. Cela permet d’éliminer presque complètement le
frottement entre la surface de la table et un objet placé sur celle-ci,
FIGURE 2.1

Cliquez maintenant sur la figure 21 pour accéder à un vidéo qui
montre le manège en mouvement, vu de l’extérieur, ainsi que la table
à coussin d’air et le disque lancé sur celle-ci à différentes vitesSes.

Vidéoclip illustrant le mouvementd’un disque
sur un table à coussin d’air, vu du rétérentiel
du Palais etde celuI du rnanège(3,3 Me).

Vous aurez remarqué que l’on a observé le mouvement du disque
(appelé palet dans le vidéo) d’abord de loin, à partir de l’extérieur,
c’est-à-dire en demeurant immobile par rapport
de plus près, à partir de l’intérieur, en tournant avec le manège.
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The video clip image contributes in another way to a second indexical sign. This sign operates
through an animation wherein a video key frame transforrns into an analogous computer-generated
(simulation) image: the video key frame slowly ‘dissolves’ leaving the simulation image

in

its

place. What designers wisli to convey through this animation is that the video image and the
simulation image correspond to one another. The procedure used to promote this inference consists
in placing the video image in a relation of contiguity with the computer-generated one (the former
transforms into the latter, both occupying the same space during a brief lapse of time), hence the
indexical nature of the resulting sign.
1.3.4.3 Modes of Relationship within the Manipulation and Analysis Workspace Simulations

In the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces, the simulations feature two-dimensional
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pictographic representations of the main apparatus and tools. I agree with Sonesson (1999) who
convincingly argues that such representations bear a resemblance to their referents (as strange as it
may seem to laypersons, this idea lias been the subject ofheated debate since Peirce first stated it).
27

The only depth cues used to impart an impression ofthe third dimension are monocular depth cues, such as linear
perspective, occlusion, shading, and relative size as a function ofthe apparent distance from the observer (cf. Christou &
Parker, 1995; Messaris, 1994; Stuart, 1996).
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In Sonesson’s words, these signs are “motivated” and there is indeed an “impression of similarity”
to referents.
A highty relevant characteristic of iconic representations is that
resemblance to their referents

—

because thev bear a

an interpreter’s inferences about such signs may becorne inferences

about the rejerents themselves (Zeman, 1977).

2

It must also be noted that because tbey are

computer-generated, the simulation images do flot possess the specfic indexical character of the
(Presentation docurnent’s) video footage, to which I referred in the previous section.
Since the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces make up the core of the environment, one
might say that the iconic mode is prevalent overali. But indeed, cet-tain key signs mainly function
symbolically or indexically in these two workspaces. For instance, the components and buttons of
tools are labeled (relationship of contiguity, i.e. indexical) with words (symbolic); these elements

are important because they constrain the meaning of labeled pictographie representations. Other
significant examples of the symbolic mode (bcit one might also say, the indexical mode) are the
numerical values in the digital readouts of simulated instruments, whieh change according to
measured values.
Finally, it seems important to point out that if events occuiTing in the simulation are to take on
key meanings, one must correctly interpret certain indexical signs defined by causal relationships

between depicted events and one’s own actions. For example, an event such as the disk glidmg
freely on the table surface can (and hopefully will) be taken as a sign that tuming on the pump bas a
specific effect within the simulation (i.e., suppressing most ofthe friction on the table surface).
1.3.4.4 Structural Isornorphism of Simulation
Tri the simulations, VPLab designers wished to attain more than just basic iconic modes of
relationship

(i.e.,

rneaningful

visual

resemblance

to referents).

By

working

under

the

aforernentioned realisrn design principle, they were aiming for something doser to ‘structurafly
isomorphe’ relationsbips. These are defined by two conditions:
1) There must be one-to-one relationships between sign-vehicles and their referents;
2) The relationships amongst sign-vehicles tbernselves must be analogous to specific
rel ationships amongst referents.
In other vords, an isomorphic simulation could be understood as a projection of a section oC
reality (or of one’s conception of reality) onto the computer medium (which certainly does

itot

entail, by the way, that rnost or ail propetiies ot this reality can ever be preserved). A scale model

Similar considerations had Iead both General Semanticisi Àlfred Korzybski and artist René Magritte (with his parnting
La Trahison des Images) 10 warn, each in their own ways, arainst unwarranted associations or confusions between signs
and their referents. In a sirnilar area of interest, Schwartz (1995) obtained empirical evidence suggesting that people who
perforrn mental tasks vith pictographie (as opposed 10 schematic) representations often cnrich these representations with

their “dynamic knowledge” of the physical referents. This supports Pcirce’s general semiotic model wherein the
relationships between the sign-vehicle, thc referent, and the interpretant arc paramount.
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train, for exampte, illustrates structurally isomorphic reÏationships

in

that (I) the components of the

model are in one to one relationships with certain key components of the actual train (they might
have the same geometiy and color, for instance), and (2) the relationships amongst the components
ofthe mode! are analogous to the relationships amongst the coiTesponding components ofthe actual
train (e.g., proportions are kept, components have the same functional relationships, etc.).
The possibility of structurally isomorphic relatrnnships in simulation bas interesting
implications. f or instance, it distinguishes simulation from other mediums such as those exclusively
involving natural languages (speech and texts in English, french, etc.), for which structural
isomorphism must be ruled out, according to Nef (1991). Again, we should keep in mmd that
isomorphism of simulation is more likely to be observed from the designer’s or the expert’s point of
view, and acknowledge the possibility that certain users (if not most of them) may not even be
remotely sensitive to its existence or implications.
Also, by no means do I assert that the VPLab’s simulations are in fact fully isomorphic to
reahty, but rather just that such a possibility exists (e.g., simulators) and that simulation designers
might seek to attain it. Yet, in regards to the prospect of the VPLab simulations’ isomorphisrn to
reality, an important caveat should be addressed. Consider that the simcilation modeling process, in
this case, followed two somewhat distinct paths dependmg on the items designed. As we recail,
29
certain elements represent particular objects that actually exist, as such in reality (e.g., main
apparatus like the disc, the air-table and the merry-go-round; measuring tools like the protractor and
ruler). However, other items (tools like the Analysis Workspace monitor, the carncorder, and the
tape measure) were intended to represent objects which, even if technicalÏy feasible, do flot actually
exist as they appear and function within the VPLab (though these representations do bear marked
similarities to existing objects). Therefore, should isomorphism ever fully apply to simulation-based
environrnents designed in this manner, it would not be sufficient to rely on actuel reality as the sole
domain of definition of isomorphic relationships: rather, this isomorphism would need to resort to
the less restrictive domain of possible reaÏity.
In regards to potential relations between isomorphisrn and interactivity, the following point
bears mentioning: rnany exploratory actions that can be performed with real-world lab set-ups (e.g.,
tilting the air-table) cannot be executed in the correspotidmg virtual experiments. Titis is so either
because designers deemed these actions and their consequences superfluous with respect to what
students should be learning during those particular experiments or because their implementation
vas technicalty unfeasible (or too costly). Titis reiterates the fundamental fact that seÏectton is
always part of the modeling/simulation process (and of constructionlmediation processes in
30
general). Now it appears reasonable to hold that the clrcumscriptlon of the set of possible user
29

In these cases, note that designers did flot aim to simulate a physical systeni (in the sense of a general abstraction devoid
of contcxt) but instcad tried to represent a specific object in a particular contexi.
3D
I nterestinglv, Laurel (199 I pp. 100—10 ) bas argtied that ome constraints are nec,e.vsati’ ‘to contain the action with n
tOc mirnetic world.” She even goes so far as to say that “people experience increased potential for effective arence, iii
,
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actions affects isomorphic reÏationships; just how is a complex question that goes beyond my
present concems.
1.3.4.5 Stances toward the VPLab’s Referents
When considering structural isomorphism, one must look upon the referents of a simulation
based environment from a very specific point of view. There is, however, more than one way of
regarding the VPLab’s potential referents. I insist here on the qualifier ‘potential’ because different
users (as well as other actors such as experts, designers, etc.) may associate slightly, and even
significantly, varying referents with the very same sign-vehicles. Interpretation of the
representations may Ïead to but may also be constrained by outlooks such as the three views
—

—

illustrated in figure 1.5:
a) The first is an open outlook: It is characterized by a more or less high degree ofuncertainty
as to the identification ofreferents or the possibility of their existence in reality.
b) The second is a holistic outlook: It is based on the postulate (or the realization) that a
leaming situation (which would include ail individual referents indicated on the right-hand
side of figure 1.5) exists, or could exist in reality as a true counterpart to the entire VPLab
environment.
Such an outlook, or one very near to it, was usually adopted by VPLab designers,
particularly when they framed the environment as the representation of an actual laboratory
wherein students record experimental sessions with a digital camcorder and then waik over
to a place where they can replay and analyze the recordings by plugging the camcorder into
a video monitor. Designers knew that such student labs really do exist (though probably not
in Québec); their conception of the VPLab was thus heavily influenced, and even driven, by
this referent. Let us also note that it is from this standpoint that the environment can most
readily be likened to training simulators which, as we recali, usually simulate the essential
features of specfic task situations.
c) The third is an outlook that involves discrete referents. It does not resort to a real or posited
leaming situation wherein ail referents are brought together into one coherent context.

Rather, each of the VPLab’s sign-vehicles the main apparatus, each tool or instrument,
each background object (e.g., the drain on the floor of the room containing the meny-go
round), each information unit provided to the student (e.g., Presentation document) can be
seen as representing a real (or posited) object ‘in isolation’. That is, one does flot envisage a
global real-world situation which encompasses the set of individual referents.
—

—

worlds in which the causal relations among events are flot obscured by the randomness and noise characteristic of open
systems (like real-life’).”
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Figure 1.5 Three ways of regarding the VPLa5’s referents
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If the above model is to be adequate with regard to everyday situations involving VPLab use,
one cannot assume that users would necessarity be constrained to only one such outlook. It is
plausible that, in certain circumstances, users may shift from one outlook to the other; perhaps
novice users, or individuals unfamiliar with design intentions, are more prone to do so as they
explore features of the environment. One can also consider that these three outlooks represent
extreme views on a three-way spectrum— in other words, that individuals may adopt intermediate, or
hybrid outlooks, such as a quasi-discrete outlook involving the exclusion of a few referents from an
analogous real leaming situation.
What’s more, certain representations (e.g., window management buttons, folder tabs used to
navigate between workspaces) are rather associated with conventiona personal computing
interfaces. I suggest that these items rnap to a ‘fuzzy’ referential dornain, symbolized by the gray
comer-less rectangle in figure 1.5. Martial (1997, pp. 144-147) argues that when a user acts upon
such graphical entities tbrough direct manipulation (e.g., by “chcking” on them), these can also be
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considered Peircean ‘objects’ in and of themselves, rather than just signs. This is a thought
provoking proposai, but one need flot go this far to achowiedge that such elements have somewhat
different status since, as Martial puts it, they refer to things iike the computer’s processing
capabilities “which do not have materiality other than that given to them by the graphical
representation” (Martial, 1997, p. 147).

31

Basically, one can cons;der these specific features as truly

‘metaphorical’ (see next section) from both the user’s and the designcr’s point ofview.
With the VPLab, however, this ‘fuzzy’ referential domain is of iesser importance than in the
case of other software such as desktop operating systems or word processors. My argument here is
that the VPLab’s interface design rationale is different from that ofthe desktop operating system or
that of widespread computing applications (e.g., word processors, spreadsheets).
First, the desktop interface (through a metaphorical device) aims to enable management of
‘non-material’ resources proper to the computer (e.g., read-write and processing capabilities,
memory, etc.). As for applications such as word processors, they allow for the possibility of
creating and working on an entity (namely, an original document) the existence of which only
begins withm the sofiware’s representationai space
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and the document’s data file or, arguably,

within the user’s mmd. Neither of these two criteria thoroughly applies to the VPLab, as its design
rationale entails that users manipulate representations of objects which already exist, or couid exist
in material form, out there, in reality, and which have tittie to do with the user ‘s computer itself In
this, the VPLab is more closely related to certain types of video games (so-called ‘realistic’ video
games).
Taking this discussion from the top then, I am iead to point out that:
—

The VPLab environment cannot be wholly reduced to a ‘pure’ simulator representing one
single and agreed-upon real-world situation because (1) various referential outlooks can be
adopted and (2) certain representations akin to those of conventional application interfaces
map to a ‘fuzzy’ referential domain;

—

Nor can the environment be reduced to such current application interface types as were
mentioned above because the VPLab still mostly features representations of objects which
have an existence independent ofthe computer’s, or so at least from the designer’s point of
view.

Yet, it is entireÏy possible that users wilI purposefully interact with the VPLa5 environment, as
they would with other computer products, and be totally oblivious or indifferent to this duality.
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Thas citation as translated from the origana work an French.
Granted, the user can then sometimes bring his creation out into the physicat world, as when he prints a document
created with a word processor, for example.
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1.3.4.6 The Main Metaphor: The Virtual Carncorder and Virttial Monitor
with its Trace and Zoom ftinctions

Tha which I tempoi-arily eau the ‘main representational feature’ ofthe VPLab’s interface is the
combination of the virtual camcorder and virtual monitor with its Trace and Zoom functions (see
Fig. 1.2).
froni the design ers

viewpoint, the main representational feature employs direct mappings

between functionality (gathering and analysis ofexperimenta! data, in the forrn of video recordings,
in actual labs) and representation (the sign-vehicles that designers cal! ‘virtua! camcorder/monitor).
These direct mappings do not fit the canonical description of an interface metaphor’. Metaphors
usually “draw incomplete parallels between itnlike things, ernphasizing some qualities and
suppressing others,” and “seed the constructive process tluough which existing knowledge is
transfornied and applied to the novel situation” (Alty, Knott, Anderson, & Smyth, 2000, p. 303

—

my ernphasis).
Let us clarify this by considering metaphors more generally. Following Saussurian semiotics,
Chand!er (1994) states that any metaphor involves “one signified acting as a signifier referring to a
different signified.” Rather than reinterpreting this in Peircean terms, it might be more helpfu! here
to consider metaphors in literary terrns, as did Alty et al. (2000, p. 303):
Literaiy theoiy characterizes the role of metaphor as the presentation of one idea in ternis of
another, sttch tÏiat ttnderstancling of hie first idea is transfonned in tite process. Front tue fusion
of lite two ideas, a tien’ one is created. Richards proposed a nomenclature in w/iich lie clefined
the original as the “tenor’’ ancÏ tue second idea imported to modi5’ or trfinsjolnl as the
“vehicle.”

It must be noted that “the linking of a particular. tenor and vehicle is normally ttnJtunliar in a
my emphasis). However, VPLab designers rather believe that the
metaphor” (Chandier, 1994
—

respective elements which would p!ay the roles of tenor and vehicle are related in the VPLab’s
case— i.e., the designers think that the gathering and analysis of data in actual physics expenments
can be linked with the sign-vehicles which they cail ‘camcorder/rnonitor’ because they know of
actual labs where video analysis is performed. It is therefore reasonable to assert, if one only
considers the designers’ point of view, that the tenri ‘metaphor’ would not accurate!y charactenze
the VPLab’s main representationa! feature, since the (would-be) ‘tenor’ and ‘vehicle’ are re!ated, in
a way.
Nevertheless, there are no guarantees that

users

oblivious to the specificities of design

intentions (novices, for example) wi!l see direct ana!ogical relationsbips between the representations
33
which designers cal! ‘virtual camcorder/momtor’ on the one hand, and the process oC data ana!ysis
in fami!iar !ab settings on the other (indeed, this issue is investigated in the empirical studv). With
respect to the context oC my empirical study, I can rather safe!y assume that the majority of science
33

The

monitor

is flot Iabeled as such in tue prototype.
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students from Québec have neyer seen or worked in an actual lab where phenomena are recorded
with a camera and recordings are analyzed via a video monitor. It is therefore plausible that, for
some users, the VPLab’s main representational feature will appear to function or ‘behave’
metaphorically, or so at least at the outset.
Moreover, it must be said that designers took the main representational feature very literally,
imagining, for instance, that the images recorded with the virtual camcorder are stored on a virtual
‘videodisc’
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,

in an analogy to real-world digital storage units such as rewriteable Digital Versatile

Discs (the virtual ‘rewriteable videodisc’ is construed as more flexible than, say, an imagined
virtual ‘videocassette’, thus accounting for the powerful viewing capabilities of the virtual
carncorder and monitor).
Users, however, might not go as far as the designers. Although they may, for instance,
recognize that figure 1.6 represents a camcorder, it does not nccessarily follow that they will
automatically endow this representation with the qualities of such real-world objects, or that they
will construe it truly as a surrogate for a complex real-world digital device involving highly flexible
data storage and retrieval.
In fact, one should flot expect this when dealing with personal computer users who often
encounter interface features incompatible with their knowledge and experience of reality. To take
an example from a well known context, it is safe to assume that rnost novice users who notice that
the desktop’s waste paper basket bas seemingly cinlirnited capacity, do flot make any attempts
ivliatsoever to justify this by referring to reality; does it flot seem inevitable (and often desirable,

even) that certain features should “violate the metaphor”? (cf Smith, 1987; Kay, 1990; Alty et al.,
2000) Indeed, there is no reason to think that VPLab users would react any differently toward the
cnvironment’s potentially ‘unexpected’ functionalities fthe main representational feature appeared
to function like a metaphor; in this mindset, aspects that do not ‘map’ to reality (i.e., aspects that
‘violate’ the metaphor) would probably flot be viewed very differently than usual. Nevertheless,
seeing the main representational feature in a metaphorical way might stiil have an important impact
on the overail credibility ofthe environment, for certain users.
Figure 1.6 The ‘virtual camcorder’ sign-vehicle
I..
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tn the prototype used for the empirical study, there was no explicit mention of ‘videodiscs’. Also note that, at the tmie
ofthe study, rcwriteable DVDs were almost unheard of.
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The designers’ standpoint notwithstanding, and given the above considerations and the need for
conciseness, I will use the term ‘main metaphor’ to designate the virtual camcorder/monitor (instead

of ‘main representational feature’).

1.4 LOOMNG BACK
In this chapter, I have outlined my research theme, described the VPLab’s features, and defined
its characteristics as a medium. While these considerations should provide important points of
reference for the theoretical developments which corne next, they will indeed prove even more
crucial for an adequate understanding and conceptualization of the case study presented afterward.

Theoretical considerations

Chapter 2.
Characterization of Judgment-Types
This chapter exposes the theoretical foundation of my research. First, I present my conceptual
approach and I develop an analytical judgrnent model. With this model, I then explore various
constructs Iinked with vensimilitude, describing them as different kinds of assessments, or
‘judgment-types’. I thereby present a sunrey of relevant literature regarding visual media and
computerized artifacts, inciuding simulation. This paves the way for the next chapter wherein I
develop a ‘verisimilitude judgment’ construct.

2.1 FOCUSING ON JUDGMENTS
2.1.1 Prelimïnary Remarks
When one wishes to describe judgments relating to verisimilitude defined as “the quality of
appearing to 5e true or reat” (Barker, 1988, p. 43)— it is obvious that one can hardly avoid dealing
with the words ‘real’ and ‘reality’. But how should these be understood? Delineating reality is flot a
—

simple undertaking; while setting boundaries for ‘the real’, it is easy to get entangled in complex
35
problems that have been debated among thinkers for millenma. Metaphysical reahsts for instance,
,

believe that reality exists independently of us, that it franscends the human mmd. In the opposite
camp, anti-realists deny that the world is distinct from our perceptions or conceptions ofit and some
even deny that a real world exists at ail— they might say, for exampie, that reaiity is ptirely
subjective and that it “is constructed in our use of signs” (cf. Chandier, 1994).
What’s more, as Barker (198$, pp. 42-43) has argued, the complexity of these thomy
metaphysical issues bas been compounded by the advent of modem communications tecbnologies:
Much ofthe d(fflcutty in deating with any notion ofreatism is that centuries ofdebate have left il
remarkably comptex and hopelessty value laden [...] such confusion is obviously tied to specfic
cultures at specfic points in time in such ways that as the culture changes sa, too, will concepts
ofrealily, realism, and the relationship between them.
In addition to the centuries ofphenomenologicat baggage it ca,ried, realism was also made to
shoulder the burden of technology. Can any mechanical medium present a pristine (i.e.,
unmediated) view ofreality? Or is it more accurate ta consider the existence of vaiying degrees
of reality, that some forms of auraI-visuel communication represent less techno-human
mediation, and thus more reality, than others?
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Note that I employ the term ‘metaphysical realist’ very differently, it seems, than some philosophers like Heim (1993,
p. 157):
[...] realis,n refers ta metaphysical theories that attribute priority to abstract entities [...] In a related
sense, realism is the approach that treats cyberspace as an actual (phenomenologicat,) world [...] Realists

speak ofthe net and the matrix as actaol places.
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In short, the ‘reaiity question’ is unbclievably probiematic and, if Barker is correct, the
consideration ofrepresentations conveyed through modem media gives rise to further questions that
are no less intricate. Yet, I must stiil give some prior indication ofwhat will be meant by ‘reality’ or
‘real’ in descriptions of judgment-types relating to verisimilitude— I need a working definition of
reality, so to speak. For the sake of clarity, I thus find myseif before the task of making difficuit
ontologicai choices.
In my view, adherence to a metaphysical position bas a lot to do with personai influences and
beliefs; the very notion that significant metaphysical debate ispossible can even be questioned (cf.
Wright, 1994, p. 202). Nonetheless, in the interests of examining my own tendencies, I must
acknowledge taldng somewhat of a realist siant both in the present chapter and the preceding one.
Consider, for instance, my use of Peirce’s model which, as Chandler (1994) puts it, “allocates a
36

place for an objective reahty “in its description of how signs function. I do beheve, however, that
an extreme realist position is flot adequate, at least as far as this study is concemed, nor is an
extreme anti-realist one. Williamson (1995) wrote:
To assert that sornething is sornehow rnind-independent is to move in the reaÏist direction; to
deny it is to rnove in the opposite direction. No sane position is reached at either extrerne. Not
eveiything is in eveiy way independent ofrninds; fthere were no rninds, there would be no pain.
Not eveiything depends in eveîy way on rninds; fIforget that Halley’s cornet exists, it does flot
cease to exist.

foilowing Wiiiiamson’s urging for a “sane position”, I will use the terms ‘reality’, ‘reai’, ‘reai
world’ and so on, to refer to physical, social, cultural (etc.) entities which can be considered as
existing independently of our individual perceptions and conceptions, but also those entities that are
consensualÏy acknowledged as existing. Certainiy, by this definition, the physical objects that
surround me as I write these words are real (independentiy of my own conceptions). But this
definition also entails, for instance, that intangible things like mental tasks performed by students in
a classroom are real and that things such as cives and faines, which are heid to be fictitious, are flot.
Additionally, as a maffer of lexical choice, I opt to exciude simuiated (and computer-generated)
entities from the domain designated by the word ‘reality’. This aiiows ‘simulation entities’ to stand
in confrast to ‘reai entities’ without worry of semantic contradiction. Finaiiy, when considering
other media (such as television, movies, etc.), it wiii often be the case that ‘mediated’ entities (i.e.,
those conveyed by media) will stand in opposition to ‘non-mediated’ entities (elements in the latter
class can be seen as referents to elements belonging to the former); for the sake of coherence, such
non-mediated entities will be deemed real if they conform to the above-mentioned ‘reaiity’ criteria.
Furthermore, saying that “a person compares some mediated thing to reality,” should be understood
as saying that this person is comparing his or her imowiedge or experience ofthat mediated thing to
bis or her perceptions, experience, beliefs, knowledge, or model ofreality. (Stiil, this does not deny
the sheer existence ofreal entities that are independent of the person’s mmd.)
36

The ‘object’ ofa sign can be characterized as such, in certain cases.
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More to the point now, I would argue that the actors’ views on media and reality have primacy
over my own; indeed, it is preciseiy their representations and preoccupations which I aim to
investigate. The idea I wish to get across at this juncture is that my approach highlïghts the agency
ofjudges —be they media users, experts, analysts, insfructors, scientists, etc.

—

in the ‘assertion’ ofa

simulation’s fidelity, realism, modality, credibility, or any other such quality. In other words, I am
acknowledging the almost seif-evident fact that, in order for any discussion to take place conceming
a simulation’s qualities (its fidelity, for instance), individuals or groups of individuals must first
evatuate these qualities and express the resuit of this evaluation.37 That is, they must be the judges

ofsuch qualities. Objectivists might contend, regarding formai or expert judgments, that individuals
performing such assessments simply make others aware of a simulation’s existing qualities through
analyticai descriptions. However, I contend that such descriptions also consist in judgments of sorts,
as they are at least partly contingent upon the describer’s dispositions, analytical competencies,
choice of cntena, or other individuai and situational factors.
The objective of this research
peopie perceive simulation

—

—
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an exposition of various judgments yielding insight into how

allows me to focus on fairiy manageable and pragmatic questions

deaiing with simulation credibility. Instead of geffing totally caught up in the metaphysical debate
and trying to define the ‘true nature’ of real entities or of the reiation(s) between our representations
and reality, I try to address the following questions: Who expresses judgments that can be iinked
with credibility? What do these judgments focus on? How can they be described? These
interrogations are at the core ofboth my theoreticai and empirical preoccupations.
Now, the judgments that I will examine are not merely the products of mental acts, but they also
invoive enunciation either in written or oral form (which can be accompanied, of course, by nonverbal language and further actions): in other words, I am currently interested in ostensibÏy
expressed assessments.

39

When considering the beliefs of simulation users
—

—

methodological issues flot yet withstanding

one might ask if it is conceptualÏy sound to thus disregard unexpressed judgments, even as an

initial simplification of the process under study. In support ofmy position, I quote C.S. Peirce who
wrote that:
the act of assertion is not a pure oct of signification. It is an exhibition of the fact that one
subjects oneselfto the penalties visited on o liar fthe proposition asserted is flot true. An oct of
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This certainly docs flot preclude one from viewing simulation ‘fidelity’ objectively or from a rcalist standpoint, if one is
so inclined, because it also allows for the possibility of considering that the rationale underlying certain judgments is
flawed, while that underlying others isjustified.
38
Again, this only serves to underscore the agency ofjudges and does flot tnvialize the distinctions made by suchjudges
regarding various simulations or other media contents.
39
One may justifiably ask whether non-enunciated judgments can indeed be observed and described with a degrec of
assurance and precision comparable to that possible for descriptions of enunciated judgments.
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judgment is the self-recognition ofa belieJ and a beliefconsists in
u proposition as u basis for conduct.

tue deliberate acceptance of
(cited in Zeman, 1977).
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As Hodge and Tripp (1986, p. 143) remarked, however, some may stili object that studying
media users’ discourse alone might not accurateiy reveal what “they ‘really’ think or everything
they think [about media content], without suppressions or distortions.” But I would follow these
authors in replying that discourse about media “is itselfa social force”:
What is established by discussion as a consensual set of meanings [...] acquires public force and
status. It is likely to feed back into social life, and the choice and interpretation of [media
content].

(Hodge & Tripp, 1986, pp. 143-144)
I thus argue that the consideration of individuai judgments is a necessary step to achieving an
understanding of simulation credibility and its dynamics. With this in mmd, I may now explain the
judgment model to which I wiIi refer in the remainder of this chapter.

2.1.2 The Judgment Model
Above ail, the model exposed here has heuristic purpose. Although it appropriateiy describes
certain types ofjudgments fairly weli, I do not presume that it can account for ail of the cognitive,
social and cuitural subtieties peculiar to the wideiy diverse judgment processes of individuais and
communities.
In my approach, the term ‘judgment’ indicates ‘the outcome of a process of assessment or
evaluation’, aithough the process itself might be designated by the same term (see Fig. 2.1). The
word ‘process’ is used here broadly, to label everything that goes on, or appears to occur, when
individuals perform assessments, be they formai or informai, planned or spontaneous, etc. Let us
also acknowledge that judgments are performed under specific social and cuiturai conditions and
postulate that the judgment process is ofien, if not aiways, affected significantiy by its context.
2.1.2.1 Judge(s)
Judgments foliow from the thoughts and actions of individual judges (agents which have
diverse status within various judgment processes) or from those of a group ofjudges. With regard to
the VPLab’s context, for instance, individual judges might bear the status of designer, user, domain
expert, anaiyst, or a combination of such statuses.
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Zeman quotes this charactenzation ofjudgments from the Coltected Papers of Chartes Sanders Peirce (1931-5$), vol.
8, par. 337 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press).
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Figure 2.1 The judgment mode!

2.1.2.2 Nature and Object of Judgment

The nature and object ofajudgment-type are characterized by its underlying princip!e(s) and
by its scope. An example of an underlying principle in legal judgments is ‘innocence pending proof
of guilt beyond reasonable doubt’. As for the notion of ‘scope’, it describes the target(s) of the
evaluation process, i.e. the elements upon which the assessment bears. In a criminal trial, the scope
ofthejudgment is limited to the innocence or guilt of the person on fiai (though it may also include
the nature of the crime and the sentence, as in first and second degree murder). In some credibility
related cases examined later, however, the scope ofjudgments is not necessarily predetermined: a
VPLab user’s judgment, for instance, might bear upon a few features of the simuiation-based
environment, or upon several of the environment’ s components, or even on the environment as a
whoie. Principles and scope can be chosen or determined a
process itseif.

priori

and/or within the judgment
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2.1.2.3 Bases ofjudgment

In order to perform assessments, a judge resorts to his own resources (knowledge, skills, etc.)
and public resources to which he and others have access. Available resources vary with the status of
judges and also with the particular conditions under which the judgment is performed. for instance,
media users possess expenence/knowledge of media and reality which is usually less formai and
theoretical than that of domain experts; such experts might also use predetermined ‘criteria’ that add
speciflcity to underlying principles and frame evaluation processes (in figure 2.1, the possible
involvement of principle-specifying resources is symbolized by a curved white line). In certain
cases, moreover, judges rely on additional resources, such as information (and even oufright
assessments) provided by third parties.
These resources form part of a judgment’s bases or, in other terms, its grounds. 0f course,
elements peculiar to the judged object features and aspects that emerge from interaction with a
—

given television program, simulation, computer product, etc.

—

might also serve as bases for

judgments; I eau these elements cues.
2.1.2.4 Criteria
Certain types of judgmcnts involve a variety of principles. For instance, a television viewer
might say: “This situation is not likely to occur in reality,” thus assessing the reality status of a
television program with the principle of ‘plausibility’; or he might say: “It is absolutely impossible
that of
for this situation to occur in reality,” and would thus be using another principle
—

to assess the program’s reality status. Multiple principles are sometimes refened to as
‘criteria’. Now, the viewer might also use verbal narration, for example, as a cue for the unrealism
of a program (he might say: “The cheesy narration made it feel so unrealistic.”). Such cues can also
‘possibiiity’

—

be called criteria.
The verbal narration, the plausibility of the situation presented, and the impossibility of its
occurrence, can ail be characterized as ‘criteria’ used by the viewer, in the above examples, tojudge
the reality status of the television program. In this capacity, both cues and multiple principles mark
the evaluation process, and are available to different individuals engaged in similar acts of
assessment— unlike individual resources (e.g., idiosyncratic skills, knowledge, beliefs, or past
experiences), such cues and principles are not specific to any one judge. This commonality allowing
the classification of both cues and (multiple) principles as ‘criteria’ indicates that the boundary
between ajudgment’s bases (among which cues have been included) and its nature (first described,
in part, by underlying principles) is not necessarily clear-cut.
Below, I proceed to analyze various judgment-types relevant to verisimilitude, appiying this
model as an expositional tool.
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2.2 ANALYSIS 0F JUDGMENT-TYPES
2.2.1 An Overvïew of Judgment-Types
Eachjudgment-type analyzed herein provides singular insight into simulation credibility and, as
such, will contribute distinct elements to the construction of an operational ‘verisimilitude
judgment’ concept.
I first examine ‘realismlfidellty’ judgments conceming simulators. Because these are formai
judgments expressed by experts alone, they are the least relevant to user perceptions of
verisimilitude. They can serve, however, as an introduction to ‘psychological realism/fidelity’
judgments, which involve the opinions of users conceming simulation environments. Although the
underlying principle of such assessments (i.e., similitude to a specific and agreed-upon referent) is
somewhat narrow, their potential scope is fairly broad and includes aspects essential to simulation
based environments (e.g., input/output mechanisms and interface features, interaction between the
user and the environment).
I then discuss ‘modality/perceived reality’, a key judgment-type which exclusiveiy targets

media content (television programs). The main judge, in this case, is the media user who expresses
informai assessments. Confrary to psychological realismJfidelity assessments, modality judgments
are not limited, in their underlying principles, to evaluations of strict correspondence between the
content and a specific, agreed-upon referent, nor is their scope usually determined a priori.
Moreover, modality judgments may involve a variety of criteria, such as the ‘plausibility’ of
represented situations and events, the ontological status of the content, elements relating to the
content’s genre, etc.
Finally, I will examine ‘computer credibllity’ judgments, which address an even broader range
of concems than modality. These assessments regard the general ‘trustworthiness’ and ‘expertise’
ofvarious computer products. Their scope may cover a wide range of aspects, such as the product’s
hardware, brand, information output, and more. Also notable here is the assumption that these
informal judgments can build upon very diverse elements, including the user’s preconceived ideas,
knowledge or conceptions of the product acquired through its inspection, third-party reports, etc.

2.2.2 Realîsm/fidelity of Simulatïon-Based Envïronments
The realism/fideiity judgment-type discussed herein applies to training simulators and other
instructional simulation-based simulations. Before proceeding with the analysis of this construct, I
should first explain why I have conflated realism and fidelity into a single term (‘realismJfidelity’).
As a means for this explanation, but also in order to gain preliminary insight into these types of
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judgments, it wili be useful to examine how one particular aspect the perceptital facet of realism
and fideiity lias bcen described in literature devoted to virtual reality (VR) and simulators.
—

—

2.2.2.1 Perceptual Realisiit versus Perceptuat FideÏity
Carr (1995, p. 62) distinguishes two kinds ofperceptual reaiism applying to virtuai reality:
On the one hand, virtuel realily can tiy to create a perceptual experience which would be
believable fit were experienced in the real world, and in this case reatism in virtual reallty is e
simulation of possible real worlds. On the other hand, even f virtuel reality is creating an
experience which would not be possible in the real world, it can still onty be perceived with the
same perceptual mechanisms we use in the real world, the more accurately these mechanisms
are stimulated, the greater the perceptual realism.

Carr’s statement seems to be based upon a distinction between substratum and perceptuat
qualities. She appears to be saying that the perceptual qualities ofmaterial objects which are picked
up by our “perceptual mechanisms” in the real world can be mimicked (or reproduced) in virtual
realities representing objects that do not or could not exist in the real world; another interpretation is
that oui- “perceptual mechanisms” can 5e fed computer-generated stimuli which somehow fool our
mmd into attributing realism to sign-vehicles representing entities that cannot exist in the real
world. At any rate, the important point here is that the distinction between the two kinds of
perceptual realism discussed by Carr i-ests on the possibility/impossibility of the referent’s existence
in reality.
Now, general use of the word ‘fidelity’ entails a comparison to some thing— that is, one may
aiways ask: “fidelity to what?” It is thus my understanding, within the scope of the simulator and
VR literature which I have reviewed, that use of the expression ‘perceptual fidelity’ (ofien limited
to ‘visuel fidelity’) is more appropriate in designating a perceptual realism that applies to
environments simulating existing entities (e.g., simulators); the same expression, conversely, would
be rather inappropnate when speaking of virtual environments representing impossible worlds or
objects that have neyer been sensed by humans (e.g., VR depicting living dinosaurs). My argument
is that the question “Ferceptual fidelity to what?” is much more difficuit to answer in these latter
cases, wherein there is nothing tangible at which one may point bis finger to indicate an accepted
(or acceptable) visual referent. Hence, the status of the referent is one criterion whereby one can
define, and distinguish between, ‘perceptual fidelity’ and ‘perceptual realism’.
Another way of distinguishing between these two expressions, when applied to the visual
perception of simulations of existing worlds, was described by Caird (1993) who reviewed literature
pertaining specifically to simulators:
Physicat visualfldetity was defined as, “The realistic degrees offreedom ofspatial resotution, a
correct rendering of luminance and color characteristics, the provision offield of view, as nzuch
depth offietd in a flat plane presentaticn, and a continuons change in perspective to match the
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relative motion of the aircraft [or automobile] with respect to the outside world,”
[...] Realism is not synonymous withfidelity, and is instead taken to mean the comprehensiveness
or completeness ofa simula ted environment. Overali, the various interpretations of visualfldetity
and realism indicate that realism appears to be reÏated to scene content and visual eues,
whereas, fidelity is more closely aligned with the accuracy ofvisual dispÏay characteristics.

(Caird, 1993, p. 972)
In this context, the term ‘realism’ thus refers to ‘completeness’ or ‘comprehensiveness’, which I
interpret as addressing the following question: To what extent are objects (and details of objects)
that could (or should) be included in a given simulation indeed present in that simulation? ‘Visual
fidelity’, on the other hand, seems to refer to the quality of visual presentation, which can be

assessed with respect to general visual characteristics (resolution, luminance, hue, field of view,
etc.).
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Despite the above distinctions between ‘fidelity’ and ‘realism’, it would appear, again according
to Caird, that over time these two terms have often been used synonymously and in most ambiguous
ways. In order to account for this ambiguity, and since I have myseif observed that both expressions
ofien seem to designate the same broad category of judgment, I will endeavor to describe an
inclusive ‘realismlfidelity’ judgment-type, thus designated by the combination ofboth terms.
2.2.2.2 The RealismlFidelity Judgment-Type
Many varieties of the realismlfidelity construct have been developed in literature pertaining to
simulators and instructional simulation-based environments (see Baum et al., 1982 and references
cited therem). For example, Hays and Singer (1989) defined ‘physical and functional fidelity’
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Matheny (1978) developed ‘behavioral fidelity’, and more recently, Stoffregen, Bardy, Smart, and
Pagulayan (in press) have discussed ‘action fidelity’.
Operational definitions of realismlfidelity vary, understandably, depending on the type of
training or leaming activity considered (Baum et al., 1982). It is possible, however, to approach the

question ofrealismlfidelity in a general way, as did Baum et al. (1982, p. 9):
A working definition offidelity must contain at least thefollowing three components:
Fidelity must be defined in ternis ofa domain ofinterest (
fidelity must be defined relative to something else (Y)

-

-

- Fidelity must be defined so as to be measurable.
A definition offidelity must therefore be oftheformn ‘fldelily ofX relative to Y as measured (or
indicated) by Zprocedure.”
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In this excerpt, the author cites ‘National Research Council f1975). Visual elements inflight simulation. Assembly of
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Washington, D. C.: National Academy ofSciences, p21’.
42
Let me add that use ofthe term ‘fidelity’ to designate the ‘quahty’ ofthe image is analogous to use ofthe same term to
describe the quality of the signal or stimuli outputted by an audio system (as in High-Fidelity stereo systems, for
instance).
The concept of ‘physical and functional fidelity’ vas first exposed in a paper cited by Hays and Singer (1989):
‘Hays; R. T. (1980) Simulator fidetity: A Concept Paper. ARI Tech. Rep. 490. Alexandria, VA: US. Army Research
Institute’.
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Following this definition, I can expose the characteristics of realismlfidelity judgments, using
the main elements ofthe general judgment model previously exposed:
—

—

—

Jttdge (agent active in the judgment process)
Nature and object of the jttdgntent (scope and principles)
Bctses ojjudginent (resources and eues)

Judge
Realismlfidelity judgments are expressed by

clomain

experts

or analysts. Taking flight

sirnulators as an example, aeronautical engineers, specialists in the modeling of complex systems,
and specialists in light maneuvers or crew coordination are among the experts that could judge the
fidehty of various aspects of a simulator.
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Simulation destgners, too, may express these types

0±

judgrnents (designers rnight very well happen to be domain experts themselves but their affiliation
with the simulation environment grants them a different status, in rny view).

Na turc ancÏ Object ofJztdgmen t
The specification of training media chctracteristics is often referred to as the ‘fidelity question.
Essentiatly the fidelity question asks, how siniilar to tue cictual task situation nutst a training
situation be to pmvide effective training?
(Hays & Singer, 1989, p. vi my emphasis)
—

Realisrnlfidelityjudgrnents are formai assessments that rest upon the principle of similitude to a
specific referent. Experts thus perform comparisons between ta) the situation involving the
simulation-based environment, and (b) the real system or situation after which the simulation was
rnodeled (e.g., a given military operation, light with a commercial airliner, an electromagnetic
phenornenon in physics, etc.). It is therefore important to realize that fidelity judgments are
characterized by reference to veiy specflc and agreed-upon situations, objects, phenomena, or tasks
(e.g., fidelity ofa flight simulator when corripared to a real DC-9 commercial jet).
Rather than being of a categorical (fidelity/no-fidelity) nature, this similitude is expressed along
a continuum (or continua, in the case of multidimensional definitions of realismlfidelity). As for
their scope, realisrnlfidelity judgrnents are usually first concemed with the simcilation-based
environment itself (including software content and hardware input devices), but might
should

—

—

some say

also be concemed with the whole situation involving both the environment and the user (or

interaction between the two).
In other tenus, given the principle and scope just defined, fidelity assessments might involve:
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In the case ofoperational training and assessment, rcalism/tidclityjudgmcnts might be expressed, for instance, in the
course ofthc proccss known as ‘validation’ atthe US. Department ofDefense. Validation is “the process ofdetermining
the degree to which a model or simulation is an accurate rcprcsentation ofthe real-world from the perspective ofthc
intcnded uses ofthc mode! or simulation” (US. Department ofDcfense, 1998).
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comparison of simulation events, objects, situations and scenarios (wherem the user may
encounter these objects and events), to corresponding elements of the actual situation represented
by the simulation (sec ‘physical and functional fidelity’ in Hays & Snger. 1989);

—

comparison of the tcisks performed in the simulation—based environment, to the tasks which are
inherent to the situation represented by the simulation (see ‘task fidelity’ defined bv Baum et al.,
1 982 and references therein);

—

companson of ilser behcn’ior, or tiser peifbrniance in the simulation environment to behavior or
performance in the actual situation (see Matheny, 1978, for ‘behavioral fldelity’ and Stoffregen et
al., in press, for ‘action fidelity’).45

—

Bases of]uclgment
To perform realism!fidelity assessrnents, experts and specialists must evidently resort to their
analytical competencies and methods, as weB as to their reÏativeÏy extensive knowledge and
experience of the actual situation that has been simulated. This knowledge or experience rnight
relate to observed physical appearance and functioning of objects, to models describing their
behavior, to activities or tasks perfonned by users in the situation that bas been simulated, etc. Such
knowledge can be gained via systernatic analyses of activities takmg place in, and systems inherent
to, the situation represented by the simulation.
As I mentioned, realisnilfidelity judgments are fonrial assessments usually performed with
46
respect to more or less well estabhshed critena. These constitute important resources •for experts.
While discussing visual fidelity, I have already mentioned such critena related to the presentation of
simulations (resolution, hue, luminance, field of viex’, 3D versus 2D. tise of pictorial depth cues
47
such as lmear pel-spective in 2D representations, etc.). formai fidelity cntena also exist for other
aspects of simulation, such as those pertaining to the underlying model, user actions afforded by the
environrnent, feedback provided to the user, tiser performance, etc. (see Alessi & Trollip, 1991;
Stoffregen et al., in press).
The foregoing elements ofthe realisni’fldelityjudgment-type are sumrnarized in Table I (p. 64),
which also summarizes other judgrnent-types presented below.

Note on a Sintilat Judgment-Type: Literalism-Magic
‘Literalism-magic’ judgments are veiy similar to fidelity assessments. Smith (1987) developed
the notion of literalism—magic in bis analysis of the Aliernate Rea/ili’ Kit (ARK), a physics
simulation-based environment with an interface “built upon a physical-world ntetaphot.”

Hays and Singer (1989, p. 49) have argued, however, that “the term ‘fldelity’ should be restricted to descriptions ofthe
requircd configuration ofthc training situation and noi be used wt]en discussing behaviors.”
46
One might observe that such criteria are also cised to compare varions simulation-bascd environments to one anof lier.
47
Regarding fidelity criteria pertaining to presentation ofsimulation, see Alessi and Trollip (199)), as wcII as Christou
and Parkcr)1995), and Stuart (1996).
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Literalism-rnagic is relevant to the present study because sorne instructional simulation-based
environrnents have so-called “metaphor-based” interfaces. Essentially, litcralism-magic judgments
are like realisnilfidelity assessments with different scope: the distinction is that ‘literalism-magic’
judgments apply only to the inter! ieefratures of metaphor-based systems:
Inteijace jeatures tint! tire truc to the

designer s inetaphor

inight be called titertl.

[...]

Capabilities that violate the nietaphor in order to provide enhancectfitnctionaÏitv might be caÏled
iii agicat.
(Smith, 1987, p. 61)
‘

But Smith exciudes consideration of certain interface features from the scope of literalism
magie. “Extemal factors” that violate the metaphor without providing enhanced functionality cannot
be called ‘magical’:
Input devices, c’onzpttter petjornicuice limitations, or otite, constraints cnn cause lite inetap/tor to
ht violated in a way that does not necessarily enhance fitnctionallti’. These fixed recjuireinents
are calieci external jcictors beerntse they are imposed upon the designer. [...] Flic use of an
indirect input device 111cc the inoitse brectks the real world metaphor, without providing enhancect
functionality. [...] it does flot even enable ttsers to do things witlun the capabiflty of their
pitysical world hand. [...] But due to unfortunate constraints, I believe that inetctphor—bctsed
intelfaces wilt usually have soinefratures that are nettiier literai izor mnctgical.
(Srnith, 1987, p. 64)

The use of such formai criteria to exciude certain features from the literal-magica) domain,
combined with the fact that specialized know)edge is likeiy to be involved in these assessments,
strongiy suggests that Iiteralism-rnagic assessments are expert judgrnents (Smith, for instance, holds
a Ph.D. in physics, the domain of application ofthe ARK interactive environrnent).
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Si tmmary
Realismlfidelity judgments are formai judgments expressed by experts (or designers). Scich
assessments are characterized by the principle of similitude: the simulation-based situation us
compared to a very specific referent. As for their scope, realismlfidelity assessrnents bear upon the
specific characteristics of the simulator, including software content and hardware input/output
devices, but may also bear upon the entire situation involving both the environment and the user.
fidelity assessments are based upon well-estabhshed criteria, and the expert’s relatively extensive
knowledge and/or experience of the sirnuiation’s referent.
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An exampie ot a ‘highly magtcal’ feattire in Sinith’s interactive environment is an ‘interactor’, a widget with which the
user can switch gravity on or off, for instance. This featcue violates the environrnent’s ‘reai-worid’ metaphor. An exampie
ofa ‘literai’ feattire is the use ofa hand ctirsor to pick up objects (as the grasped object is carried about, it casts a shadow
on the objects beneath it; when ii grasped abject s rcleased. it falis back into the scene and maintains any veiocity
imparted by the hands motion). Aity et al. (2000) stcidied interface metaphors with a ver similar, btit even more
systematic approach.
49
In their brief study ofstmuiatton ctedtbiiity, Hennessy and O’Shea (1993) relerred ta “iearner perceptions 01 reahstii
and magie” and spoke of “aitnbutions ofmagic.” The words perception’ and ‘attributioti’ underscore that Henness’v and
O’Shea were discussing an altogether separate type ofjudgment: these atithors were assessing and rcporting thejudgmcnts
of users (secondary schooi pipis)
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The literalism-magic judgment-type is very closely related to realismlfidelity. The major
difference between the two is in scope, as the former only applies to inter/ice elements of systems
with reaÏ-worÏd metaphors.

2.2.3 Psycliologicai Realism!Fïdelïty of Simulation-Based Enviroiirnents
2.2.3.1 A Distinction Bctwcen Two Constructs: Behavioral versus Introspectional

In training simulator and instructional simulation literature. the expression ‘ps) ‘chological
realismlfidelity’ has been used to designate two distinct constructs. The first, behaviorat fldetitj
(Matheny, 197$), brings nothing new to our discussion, for it fails under the type of expert
judgment described in the previous section:
There is then behavioralfidelity between tii’o systems
circumstances, elicit the sanie operator behavior.

or situations

when both, under the

saine

(Matheny, 1978, p. 3)

It is rather the second construct designated by psychological realismJfidelity’ that is relevant
here, as its distinct character moves us doser to a simu1ation verisimilitude’ concept. The
following quotes help characterize this construct, which focuses on the perceptions or conceptions
ofusers, as opposed to their behaviors:
Salomon (1979) atgued that sucli charactertations of reseînblance ntust also ïnchtde a
distinction between psychological and real resembîcince. Fie heid that the siiiuiarity betieeen
one mental conception ami symboïs is more iniportant than the actuai simiiarity berween
symbois and what they reJr ta f...] Thus ciepicting an objc’ct with u lugh degree ofrealism inay
not be reqitired and inay even be perceived as being ttnrealistic b).’ a viewer (fit does not match
tue person ‘s intc’rnal conception of the ohject. Conmerse/v, a convincingiy dense, but essentiaiÏy
symbohc depiction wili be perceiveci cis being reahstic if it fits tue learner’s internctÏ map of cite
object. for exemple, u fnotationaÏ,) wiring diagrani cnn be mistakeniy acceptefÏ as a reatistic
ciepiction ofthe internctt configuration of an electrouic cÏei’ice.
(Wetzel, Radtke, & Stem, 1994, p. 183)
-

f...] the terni ‘psychoiogicctificieflty was introduceci tGctgne, 1954 to represent the traimiee ‘s
perception of the “reaÏtsmn ofthe simulator. A distinction here ïs that the tmaimiee may perceive u
system thcit departs significantiyfromn duplication as, nei’ertheiess, highiy realistic.
“

‘‘

(Baum et al., 1982, p. 10)
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To study psychological realismlfidelity from this point of view, an analyst must arguably rely,
at least partly, on ilsers’ judgments or “opinions.” This stands in contrast to ‘behavioral fidelity’
assessrnents based upon tiser manifestations that are construed as flot directly involving
introspection. Below, I analyze the introspectional variety of psychological realism!fidelity
j udgments targeting instructionat simulations.

The authors quote ‘Sulonjo,,, 0. (1979f. h,tc’ractio;, ofuicclici, cogiinion. cmd lettrnïng Situ Framnisco: .Jos.vem’-Bass’.
The atithors qtiote ‘Gagne, RA’!. (I 954) Training f/cl’iceS auJ sm,ulcttors. Sonie researcli issues (Techu irai Iteport
AFPTRC—TR—51—16). Lcicklaiid Air Force Base, TX: Air force Personnel cmci Trainimig 1? esearc’h Criiter, A RDC’.
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2.2.3.2 The Psyckological RealismlFidelity Judgmeut-Type

Judges
Psychological realism!fidelity judgments involve two types ofjudges: the user and the anatyst.
In consequence, ‘realismlfidelity’ assessments and ‘psychoÏogicaï realismlfidelity’ judgments are
distinct from an epistemological standpoint. In the latter case, a basic judgment is first expressed by
the user. To be known or discussed, though, psychological realismlfidelity assessments need to be
descnbed (processed, interpreted, evaluated, presented) by analysts such as psychologists,
sociologists, human factors specialists, leaming specialists, etc.; the analyst will thus have to
produce bis or lier own assessment of user judgments. Whenever an analyst asserts something
conceming the psycliological realismlfidelity of a simulation, the assessment thus expressed should
therefore be viewed as a second-order judgment. Evidently, this is flot the case for the
‘fidelity/realism’ judgments discussed in the previous section: those arefirst-orderjudgments since
only one type of judge (the expert) need be a party to the expression of such assessments. This
distinction is crucial because ail judgment-types described in the remainder of the present chapter
(as well as verisimilitude, discussed in the next) are second-order.
Nature and Object ofJudgment
The underlying principle and potential scope of the user ‘s judgment are essentially the same as

those of expert ‘realïsmlfidelity’ assessments exposed previously. The underlying principle is stiil
similitude. Indeed, the user compares the situation wherein lie or she participates in a simulation
based activity, with the real situation represented by the simulation (or, as some would insist, witli
bis or her mental representation of that situation).
Judgments may apply to the entire situation, to software content and hardware input devices, or
to interactions between these and users themselves. The exact scope, however, is likely to be pre
determined for users by the analyst. Users may, for instance, be brouglit to compare the appearance
and behavior of simulation objects with those of actual objects, or the tasks performed in the
simulation-based environment with those executed in the real environment, etc. Above ail, and
regardless of whether or not one stresses the role of the user’s mental representation in bis
judgment, it should be emphasized that the similarity judgment stili involves a specfic and agreed
upon referent fixed a priori by the analyst:

[...] the trainee ‘s perceptions of the training environment
environrnent [...] becarne known as psycho Ïogicalfidelity.

relative to tite operationat

(Hays & Singer, 1989 p. 37 my empliasis)
—

Often, users expressing psychological fidelity judgments even have direct experience with the
very system or situation after whicli the simulation is modeled.
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Now, as stated before, the analyst needs to ‘process’ user judgments and, in tum, perform bis
owri assessment of these. At the most basic level, the analyst can create, be involved in, assess and

relate the conditions under which user judgments are expressed. Obviously, the nature of the
analyst’s judgment, here, differs from that of users. Whilst the latter is characterized by the
principle of similarity, the former is to a large extent determined by the analyst himself (who is
likely to refer to the conventional practices of a research community).
Bases offudgrnent

To perform judgments, users evidently rely on their own knowledge and experiences ofboth the
simulation-based environment and the specific situation which they are told it represents. In doing
so, of course, users also bring their individual judgment competencies to bear upon said
comparison. Additionally, they might sometimes use specific materials and criteria provided by the
analyst; such criteria relate to diverse aspects of the situation involving the simulation-based
environment (physical appearance of simulation objects, tasks performed, behavior of the
environment, bchavior of the user, etc.).
A psychological realism/fidelity judgment process is exemplified in the following citation
(although most elements ofthe analyst’s ownjudgrnent process are not included):
With flight simutators the operator lias been asked to compare his behavior in controlling the
air-craft b the behavior he exhibits in controlling the simulator and then b express his opinion
as to the degree to which they are alike. In order for the measurement to be as reliable and
discriminating as possible, ive have selected the most experienced operator of the system
possible and supplied him with rating scales to assist him in obfectj5.’ing his opinions.
(Matheny, 1978, p. 5)

One can also infer from this citation that the resources utilized by the anatyst to perform his or
her own assessment consist of the methods, tools and criteria selected to collect, interpret, process,
and evaluate user judgments (not to mention the criteria whereby users are chosen), as well as the
related analytical competencies that he or she possesses.

Sumnzaîy

In contrast to ‘realismlfidelity’ assessments, ‘psychological realism/fidelity’ judgments have
been characterized as second-order judgments involving two kinds of agents. It is the user (instead
of a specialist) who judges the simulation’s similarity to its referent (perhaps, by utilizing specific
criteria and materials provided to him). The analyst then produces an assessment ofuserjudgments
by processing, evaluating, or interpreting these, usually with tools and criteria inspired by, or
inherent to, a methodology that he has chosen.
Again, it has been stressed that users’ similarity judgments are made with respect to very
specific and agreed-upon referents. The exact scope of such assessments is likely to be pre
determined by the analyst. It should nonetheless be borne in mmd that hardware interface
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components sucli as input/output devices
actions allowed in the environment

—

—

as well as the relationships between these and the

are notable elements within the potential scope of

psychological realisnVfldelity judgments.

2.2.4 Modality/Perceïved Reatity of Media Content
A/IOdatity ctecisii’ely aJjcts interpretations anct responses, so it cctnnot be ignorecl in any accoitnt
of fllL’diCt.

(Hodge & Tripp, 1986, P. 130)

The concept of ‘modality/perceived reality’ developed in communications and media studies is
at the very heart of rny conception of verisimilitude judgments. Media researchers have extensively
investigated viewers’ attribution of reality to television content (for instance, see: Elliot. Rudd, &
1997).52
Good, 1983; Potter, 1988; Hodge & Tripp, 1986; for a review essay, sec Chandier,
Although fiction has often been the focus of such investigations, modality/perceived reality studies

have actually involved television content of diverse genres including cartoons,

news,

educational

programs, dramas, sitcoms, etc.
2.2.4.1 The Origins of ‘Modality’
The notion of rnodality xvas developed in classical logic (cf. Kiefer, 199$). C.S. Peirce
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adopted this concept to “refer to the truth value of a sign” (Chandler, 1994). He identifled three
kinds of modality: actuality, (hypothetical) possibiÏity, and logical necessity (as in ‘given
proposition x, fact y necessarily follows’).
Semioticians RobeiÏ Hodge and Gunther Kress begin with what seems to be n broader definition
54
ofmodality, refelTing to “the status, authority and reliability of n message, to its ontological status
or to its value as truth or fact” (Hodge & Kress, 1988, p. 124). When rnodality is construed in such a
broad manner, its domain encompasses ail judgment-types exposed in the present chapter. From
this perspective, cmoda1it, indicates a wide range of considerations conceming representations,
messages, or mediated entities, in regards to truth or reality; Chandier (1994) thus associates
modality with diverse notions including ‘plausibility’, ‘credibility’, ‘truth’, ‘accuracy’, and
‘facticity’ (in the same trend of thought, realism, fidelity, and psychological fidelity could
justifiably be added to this list).
But Hode and Tripp (1986, p. 104) have stated, also, that “modality concems the reality
ctttributecÏ to n message,” (rny emphasis). These acithors add that:

Outside the reaim ofteievision, Kiein (1992) deait with audience perception of u non-representationai theatre play based
on biographicai facts abotit the eariy life and work ofpainter René Magritte.
53
Peirce himscIfwas a iogician.
54

Here, I Interpret tise expression ontoIogicaI status’ as referring to tise degree of techno-human nediation invoived, and
to whether u oiven representation is live or recorded, smged or spontaneous, computer-generated or sot, etc.
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The ,nocÏaÏitv ofa stateurent is irot its ctcrtial relation ro reality, its trrttÏr, fcrisity or ‘hatïc’r. it is
tire procluci of tire jrtdginent about tirat re/ationship u’]tich tire speaker makes, ir’ants or eirabies
tire hearer ta inake, aircl the fridginent that hearers do actrialty nrake by drctwing On their selective
readiirg of the variety 0f cites tirat are cri’ailable as potential bases for modalityjudginents. Thus
it cairnot be (rssunred that inothrlity according to tire speaker is tire saine as for ci irearer: irorfr
differeirt lreareiv.

(i’ 106)
This emphasis on “attributed” reality is also consistent with the expression perceivecl reality’, a
widely used designation for rnodality in studies investigating perception of television content. In
what follows, I examine the modality/perceived reality judgrnent-type relevant to this research
context.
2.2.4.2 Tue ModalitylPerceived Reality Jndgment-Type (Applïed to Television Content)
Jiidges
As in the case of psychological realisrn!fidehty, two types of judges participate in modality
judgrnents (when these are discussed, or made laiown to others): the analyst (or observer) and the
media user (or viewer). Hodge and Tripp (1986, p. 117) have indicated that:
Respoirses ta teievision are tlremseives messages, with their oir’n inoclality value, ranging fronr
coircrete ctctio,rs to varions clranrcrtizations or expressïolrs by nords or otirer nrea,rs. Agairr, tire
u’eaker tire inodality of tire response, tire weaker tire conirection to tire reality of tire responder,
and tire weaker tire enrotioncil cirarge they express.

If, hke television messages, viewer judgments also ‘have rnodality’, then anyone considering
those viewer responses must be the judge of tireir modality too (since according to Hodge and
Tripp, as we recail, rnodality is neyer fixed or absolute, but aiways attributed by individuals). Thus,
viewers judge the modaÏity of media content, and then an analyst or observer, in tom, judges the
modality of assessrnents uttered by viewers. This further justifies the notion of second-order

j udgrnent previously explained.
I distinguish two kinds of situations wherein viewers may express modality judgments. First,
analysts can ask viewers to give their opinions about television, using Likert scales or other such
55

Second, viewers may corne to express rnodahtyjudgrnents spontaneously, in the course of
56
an activity, a discussion, or (in response to) general questions pertaining to television content.
Evidently, this second type of situation cornes doser to everyday life.

means.

Nc:ture airci Object ofJrtdgnrent

The scope of modality judgments is not determined a priori— depending on the viewer’s
approacb, the judgrnent rnight bear upon a very limited aspect of the content. several of its
elements, or even the television program as a whole. Notice, however, that rnodality judgrnents are

-(

Participants in stich studies are sometjmes flot even shown specific content— see Potter (1992), for instance.
In this type ofsituation, IocaIly, the criteria and bases ofsuch spontancousjudgments may only be infcrred posi hoc.
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constrained to considerations of content, and do not target extraneous elements such as the viewing
device itself (e.g., IMAX vs. TV). In contrast, psychological reahsmlfidelity judgments could be
concerned with the hardware (input/output) devi ces of si mu lation-based environments.
Again contraiy to psychological fldelity, modality does not necessarily entail comparison to a
specific and predetermined referent. Indeed, no one necessarily points out to the viewer the entity or
entities with regard to which he or she shordd judge the television content. Most often, individuals
interpret and evaluate the televisual representation on its own terms, while relying on their general
knowledge of media and reality. Moreover, in contrast to training sirnulators, many televisual
representations have referents that do not actually exist in non-mediated reality. For example,
Thomas Magnum, the main character in the 80’s American television series

Magnum

PI, does not

extst (although there surely are pnvate mvestigators in HawaH, the settmg of this show).
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What’s

more, modality judgments conceming an episode of Magnum PI do flot even necessitate strict
comparison between Thomas Magnum and an actual pnvate investigator.
I link this issue with the diversity of principles which may underlie viewer judgments. Such
principles are often designated either as ‘critena’, or as ‘dimensions’ / ‘components’ of perceived
reality (Chandier, 1997; Potter, 1988; Elliot et al., 1983). These include:
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Recognition of absence;
Constructedness;
Possibility;
Probability or Plausibility;
Existence (physical actuality);
Genre and consistency within the genre;
Perceived utility.
Recognition of absence. To paraphrase Chandier (1997), this criterion involves the (very basic)

ability to recognize that entities appearing on television are not solid, physically present objects, but
simply insubstantial images which are not subject to the same constraints as the former. Chandier
points to a relatively small class of viewers wiabÏe to make such judgments: chiidren under 3 years
of age seem to think that a popcorn bowl shown on television will spili if the television set is tumed
upside down.
Also relevant to this criterion is a viewer’s ability to recognize that objects appearing on screen
are incontrollable.
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Constrtictedness (cf. Chandier, 1997). This criterion relates to acknowledgrnent of the television
program’s ontological status as a construction. Usually, in such judgments, the very nature of the

Notice the analogy bctwecn these televisual represcntations and some oC the VPLab’s tools (e.g., thc virtual tape
measure), which also have no exact counterpart in reality.
In the case of interactive environments, this would translate as the recognition that on-scrcen objects cannot be
infltienccd’ in quitc the saine fashion as material objccts, bv touching thcm vith our hands, for example, or by blowing
on them.
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television program is blamed for a perceived distance between it and reality. Viewers may attribute
constructedness to any program, be it a soap opera, a documentary, a news report, so-called
“Reality TV”, etc. This attribution can take an explicit form, but also an implicit one, when viewers
allude to the program’s production process— i.e., its script, cast, crew, etc. (as an example unrelated
to fiction, viewers might refer to the things that go on in a news room).
Under the heading of constructedness, I wouid also include an aspect which I distinguish
among elements of Potter’s “magic window” dimension (Poiler, 1988, 1992). Certain negative
“magic window” judgments entail attribution of an undeterrnined alteration to a phenomenon afier
it has gone through the mediation process of television. To ïilusfrate this notion, I offer the
following propositions taken from a Likert scale used by Poiler to study the evolution of teenagers’
perception of television reai;ty:
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When it cornes to sports, TV changes the events it covers so that the events will look better than
they really are.
The news would stilÏ be the sarne f it weren ‘t for TV; TV doesn ‘t really rnake things look
different.
When I go to a sporting event, it has the sarne look andfeel as it does when I watch sporting
events on TV.
(Pofter, 1992, p. 405)

—

—

—

The idea underlying these propositions is quite similar to the ‘recognition of the production
process’ discussed above. The only difference between the two is that viewer perceptions posited
through the notion of ‘undetermined alteration’ are, by nature, more vague. Indeed, the blame for
the ‘reality gap’ is laid here on teievision itself, as a medium, while no specific elements of the
mediation process are invoked.
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In general, the constructedness criterion can appiy to ail genres and contents. Further principies
(exposed below) can intervene in a judgment process, even if the viewer has already aclmowledged
the constructed status of a television program.
Possibility (cf. Chandier, 1997). “Is this possible in reaiity?” represents the class of issues that
viewers using the ‘possibility’ criterion would address. The answer to such a question can only be
‘yes’ or ‘no’. The viewer may thus evaluate (either in a spontaneous, or a directed manner) whether
or flot an event or situation presented on television could occur in reaiity, and whether an object or
phenomenon presented on television coutd exist in reality.
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Such propositions are meaningful insofar as they are about television content refernng directly to situations which exist
or have existed in reality: televised sports events are thus compared to sports events where the spectator is physically
present, and the news on television is compared to current events (posited as unmediated by television). This vas flot
necessarily the case for considerations of production process, discussed above, which couïd also apply to content
perceived as fictitious.
60
This vagueness should flot be dismissed as a methodological flaw since it appears to be intrrnsic to certain modality
judgments.
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Probability or Plausibitity (cf. Chandier, 1997). Viewers who make this type ofjudgment might be
thinking: How likely is this event to occur? How plausible is this object’s existence in reality? How

plausible is this character’s behavior? How plausible is this entire situation? Answers to these
questions vary along a continuum ranging from extremely unlikely (implausible, improbable) to
extremely likely (plausible, probable).
It is important to note that situations, objects, and events deemed possible (as per the previous
cnterion) might stiil be considered implausible. Practically speaking, moreover, viewer judgments
ofpossibiÏity may sometimes be falsely interpreted as judgments of plausibility, and vice versa,

because viewers might not use the terms ‘plausible’, ‘likely’, ‘possible’, etc. with the same
specificity as analysts.
Existence (physical actuality, cf Chandler, 1997). This criterion can be made manifest through the
following questions: ‘Does this event or situation actually occur in reality, or lias it truly occurred in
the past?’ and ‘Does this object or phenomenon actually exist in reality, or lias it existed in the
past?’

6f

In logic, ‘existence’ expresses a stricter requirement than ‘plausibility’ or ‘possibility’; indeed,
something that is both possible and plausible may yet not exist. Nonetheless, it is hard to predict the
extent to which these tbree criteria will actually be conceptually disentangied for given media users
(or the extent to which they will employ these terms interchangeably for the same constructs).
Genre and Consistency withtn the genre (cf Chandler, 1994, 1997). Media content can be classified
according to categories called ‘genres’. Cartoons, news, dramas, sitcoms, soap operas, and
documentaries are television genres. Derek Bunyard lias stated that:
u genre generates a sense of what is plausible within its typical system of
representation, while also allowing for the recognition that some aspects of the representation
are ‘not realistic’.

[...J familiarity with

(D. Bunyard, personal communication, Apr 30, 2002; Bunyard, 2000)
‘Consistency within the genre’, which relates to internai coherence and adherence to
conventions inherent to a particular system of representation, is thus another potential critenon of
modalityjudgments. Chandier (1994) cails this ‘generic realism’:
ViewersfamiÏiar with the characters and conventions of a particutar soap opera may oftenjudge
the program largely in its own generic ternis rather than with reference to some external
‘reatity’. for instance, is a character ‘s current behavior consistent with what we have learnt
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In some cases, the ‘existence’ critenon bas complex epistemological implications. Consider, for instance, a
gravitational phenomena predicted by the theory ofGeneral Relativity for which
there is currentiy no experimental evidence. How does onejudge visual representations in such a documentary (supposing
that it is theoretically accurate) with respect to the ‘existence’ criterion? People who possess knowledge in this fietd could
judge that such representations are scientifically accurate or plausible, but would still have to admit their ignorance
conceming the actuat existence ofthe representations’ referent. In a similar trend ofthought, consider the epistemologicai
axiom according to which the absolute denial of an entity’s existence is a non-empirical and relatively risky undertaking,
whereas affirming the existence ofgiven things (the page you are reading, for instance) does flot seem perilous at ail, by
comparison.

documentai-y discussing ‘womiholes’

—

—
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over time about that character? Tue soap may be accepted to
right, in which slightly dfferent rules may sometimes appÏy.

some exteizt

as a world in its owu

Evidently, genre itself can also be used as a criterion in modality judgments (cf. Chandier,
1997). Viewers might automatically assume, for example, that documentaries are more truthful than
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biographicai films mvolvmg actors and scnpted dialogue.
Perceived utility (Elliot et al., 1983; Potter, 1988). Elliot et al. identify ‘personal utility’ as a
dimension of perceived reality, defining it as “the extent to which the information contained in a
program is seen as useful by the viewer” (p.13). In a very similar way, Potter (1988, P. 28)
described perceived utility as the degree of “belief in the applicability of television-conveyed
lessons to a viewer’s own life.” 11e also adds that:
Given a particular television program, some viewers shouldJeel that they can Ïearn u great deal
vicariously by watching the role models succeed orfail.

(p. 28)
This critenon is especially interesting for the study ofjudgments conceming educational media,
as it does not seem to rest completely on an assessment ofthe ‘substance’ oftelevision content with
respect to reality, but rather on the appÏicabitity, in one’s life, of information or “lessons learned”
through this content. For the same reason however, one might argue, contrary to the authors quoted,
that this construct has actually nothing to do with ‘perceived reality’ itseif.

This concludes the exposition of principles underlying viewer judgments. As for principles (and
resources) possibly involved in analysts’ assessments of viewer judgments, again these vary with
the methodologies chosen for the investigation of viewer judgments. When assessing these, a basic
question for the analyst is: How valid a picture ofthe viewer’s modality perceptions are we gelling
from this judgment he or she has expressed? Other important issues might regard analysis across
several judgments expressed by one or many individuals.

Bases ofJudgment

Hodge and Tripp (1986, p. 118) divide the bases ofviewerjudgments (which, at times, they cali
“markers” or “indicators”, and at other times “criteria”) into two categories: “internai” and
“extemal”. Some external elements refer to the viewers’ beliefs and knowledge about, or
experiences of, reality. There is an obvious link between these and the principles of ‘possibility’,
‘piausibllïty’, and ‘existence’ expiained above: that is, media viewers who apply those principies
wili rely, at least partiy, on such resources.
Naturally, information provided by third parties is also considered “extemal”:
62

But notice that in a biogtaphical film, truthful etements that cast featured persons in an unfavorable light might be
revealed, for instance, whereas such aspects might well remain hidden in a documentary produced with the collaboration
of subjects.
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feshback showed that modality can be affected simply by telling viewers that a film was either
real or flot, and there are many other ways of influencing peoples ‘judgments.

(Hodge&Tripp, 1986, p. 118)
Internai criteria

which have much looser connections to those principles just mentioned (viz.,
possibility, plausibility, existence) relate to knowiedge concerning media, or to specific cues
—

—

emerging from content. Chandier (1994) calis such cues “formai features” of visuai media. Some of
these formai features 3D versus 2D, detaiied-abstract, color-monochrome, moving-stili, etc. are
—

—

very similar to ‘visual fidelity’ cnteria discussed in section 2.2.2.1. One difference, in the present
case, is the status of such critena: viewers’ cnteria do flot follow from some standardization or
expiicit consensus (as wouid be the case when criteria emerge from the research activities of experts
in a scientific community); another difference is that television viewers do not, of their own
initiative, go through a predefined list of such items to perform judgments, as would scientific
experts. Nevertheless, the vast majority of viewers can, for instance, teil hand-drawn cartoon
images from filmed images, and might use such distinctions as bases for modalityjudgments. Other
types of “internai” bases inciude knowiedge and awareness of the production process and
conventions peculiar to the medium of television (e.g., genres, usuai visuai effects of the editing
process, visuai conventions used to convey transitions across time and space such as flashbacks,
etc.).
Modality judgments have aiso been shown to depend upon individual competencies or
characteristics of viewers, such as age and ‘anomia’ which indicates “a sense of normlessness and
hopeiessness [...} highly anomic [viewersj have a lack of information [and] may aiso lack the
motivation to seek information” (Porter, 1992, p. 396). Ail things considered, some viewers might
aiso be more adept, or more inciined than others to make thorough distinctions within judgment
processes.
I recail that anaiysts sometimes choose to have viewers express their judgments through
standardized means, nameiy questionnaires containing scales involving such principles as discussed
above. These too must be considered resources for media users.
$uinmary

Modality judgments are second-order assessments involving an analyst who ‘supports’ the
judgment process and assesses the judgments of viewers concerning media content. It is of chief
importance that these informai judgments are not restricted to relationships between a
representation and a specific, agreed-upon referent. Whereas psychological reaiismlfidelity
judgments (of media users) are sufficiently characterized, generaily, by a single principie
(similitude to a referent), modality judgments can be performed according to various principles or
cnteria (e.g., constructedness, existence, piausibility, consistency within the genre, etc.). Viewer
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judgments are based on elements which have been quaiified as “internai” (viz., medium features
and knowiedge about media), and other eiements characterized as “externai” (viz., experience or
knowledge ofreaiity, information given by third parties).

2.2.5 Credibility of Computer Products
‘Computer credibility’ addresses broader concems than the concepts previously exposed. In the
last few years, members of the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) research community have
focused on the credibiiity and persuasive virtues of various types of computer products. $uch
research draws from the fields of communications and psychology for much of its theoretical
grounding.
Tseng and Fogg (1 999a, 1 999b) have reviewed credibility literature (including work unreiated
to computers) and developed models of computer credibiiity. My analysis of the foliowing
judgment-type is based on their work. b begin, let me state the first three axioms of credibiiity
which these authors have inferred from their review:63
—

—

Credibility means ‘beiievability’;
Credibility is aperceived quaiity:
/C’redibilityJ doesn ‘t reside in an object, a perso n, or a piece of information. Therefore, in
discussing the credibility of a computer product, one is aiways discussing the perception of
credibiÏity.

(Tseng & Fogg, 1999a, p. 80)
Credibiiity perceptions “result from evaiuating multiple dimensions simuitaneously” (Tseng &
fogg, 1999a, p. $0).

—

2.2.5.1 The ‘Computer Credibility’ Judgment-Type
Judges

Again, two kinds of judges

—

user and analyst

—

participate in the expression of ‘computer

credibiiity’ judgments, when these are discussed or described. Hence, such assessments are second
order, and can be of a higher order stiil, when

user

assessments are themseives based upon the

judgments ofthird parties, as in ‘reputed credibility’ defined beiow.
The proposition that credibility judgments are at least second order is supported by the two
following citations wherein Tseng and Fogg explain “credibility errors”:
Tue most notable aspects of titis conceptualfta,nework are the two errors. Thefirst type of error
is what we cali the “Gullibility Error. “In titis erroi even though a computer product (such as a
web page) is not credible, users perceive the product to be credibÏe [...] The second type of error
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It seems that there has been littte or no work pertaining specificatly to simulation-related products, from this perspective
fogg, personal communication, Aug 9, 2001).

(BJ.
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Is u’Iutt ne cati the incredulitv
tue product to be flot credible.

erior

“[J ei’en

though a computer is crc’ctibie, users perceii’e

(1 999a, p. 83
In contras,, experts Iàce another problem: Thev may rejeci inJbnnatïou
computer thaï niight haie beeu usejid to them—the incredulity error.

or

(I 999b. p. 44

—

my

emphasis)

services

—

fron, u

mv emphasis)

These considerations suggest that sorne attemate evaluation of credibility has tu be catiied out
independently from that perfomied by users, so that its outcome may serve as a yardstick to gauge
user judgments. An independent evaluation is necessary if one wishes to daim that users have
committed a credibi]ity ‘elTo;-’, given that credibility is by definition a perceived quality; that is, we
may ask: “A credibility error with respect to what?”

Now, one cannot rely on a yardstick based upon the judgments of expert users because they too
can commit en-ors, as can be infeired from the last citation above. It follows that the analyst must
use some other credibility assessment as a yardstick (e.g., his or lier own opinion, or some sort of
consensual or ‘average’ judgment).
The notion of ‘credibility eiior’ thus entails some normative assessment on the part of the
analyst. Although it can be argtied that this notion is inherently flawed given the conceptual detours
needed to preserve its validity in the face of potential contradictions,

it

stili reveals a strong

inclination to judge user credibility evaluations in an active way.
At any rate, as I have previously insisted, judgment gathering, interpreting, and processing are
intrinsic to observation and analysis activities. This highlights the agency of analysts in the final
(re)expression of user judgments, giving credence to the notion of second-order judgments. Again,
the nature of the analyst’s contribution and of the resources that lie uses depends on bis
methodological choices and analytical competencies.
Nature ami Oi3ject ofiudgment

User credibility judgrnents are mainly characterized by two underiving principles (or “key
components”, in Tseng atid Fogg’s ternis). The first principle is expertise’, which indicates
qualities such as knowl edgeable, experienced, competent, intelligent, capable, and powerful.
The second principle is ‘tnistworthiness’. Tseng and fogg wam that the word ‘trust’ bears at
Ieast two different meanings in HCI literature. According to the first meaning. trust’ indicates:
a positive behef about the perceived rehabihit of cÏependabihty of ami con/ideucc in a person,
object, or process. for excanple, users ma hi-tic trust in a computer s’steni (iesigned to kecp
flnancia/ transactionv sccme. We suggest that one ta’ to inrerpiet trust [iii this senseJ in IiCl
hteratitre is tu nieutahh,’ replace it with the nom-d clepenctability.
(Tseng & Fogg, 1999a, p. $1)
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But this meaning is flot relevant to credibility, in the authors’ view. Rather, it is the second use
of the word ‘trust’ — as in ‘trust the information’, ‘trust in the advice’ or ‘trust the output’ that
—

pertains to credibility. Tseng and Fogg (1999a) propose various terms that can be used to assess
trustworthiness of computer products, in this sense. These include ‘good’, ‘well-intentioned’,
‘unbiased’, ‘honest’, and ‘truthful’. I should emphasize that perceived fruthfulness, which was also
to
as an aspect of ‘trustworthiness’
relevant to modality, may now more closely relate
—

—

considerations of intent or intentionaÏity. This means in part that the user may make value
judgments which cali to mmd the agency or intentions of the people or institutions affihiated with
the technology:
The trustworthiness dimension of credibiÏity captures the perceived goodness or moraÏity ofthe
source.

(Iseng & Fogg, 1999b, p. 40)

0f ail the judgment-types considered thus far, credibility assessments have the broadest
potential scope. It is important to note that like modality judgments, the scope of credibility
assessments is not predefined (unless analysts decide to do so), such that users will likely target
salient aspects or elements they find important. Tseng and Fogg (1999a, p. 85) propose the
following list oftargets:

The device: hardware and physical aspects ofthe product (e.g., the keyboard, mouse,
computer screen of a personal computer; the joy-stick of a light simulator, etc.);

—

The interface: the display of the computer product and the interaction experience. (On-screen
characters are singled out as particularly significant interface targets of credibllity judgments.);

—

Thefunctionat aspect, or what a computer product does and how it is done (e.g., performing

—

caiculations, services, or processes);
Any information output ofthe system or product;

—

—

Computer qua computer: i.e., the computer ;tself
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The product’s brand: the brand name and company or institution affihiated with the computer
product;

—

—

The expert creator of the product.

Research quoted by the authors suggests that these potentiai targets represent categories applied
by the analyst rather than by the user himself:

[...] people may not naturally separate the credibiÏity of one aspect of a computer from another.
$ubsequentÏy, the credibility perceptions about one part of the computer
ÏikeÏy affect credibility perceptions ofthe entire product.

—

good or bad

—

will

(Tseng & Fogg, 1999a, p. 85)
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Tseng and Fogg (1999a) quote tesearch showing “that evaluations ofthe computer [itself] are more natural for users
than evaluations of the person who created the computer product” (p. 85).
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Analysts can nevertheless combine these vanous targets to the two principles stated above
(expertise and trustworthiness) in order to descnbe the overali nature and object of a user’s
judgment. One might deduce, for instance, that a user has judged a product by assessing the
expertise of its creator, the trustwortÏiiness of the information output, etc; users may thus be
thought to judge the credibility of a product: by the skills and knowledge which, they perceive, has
been applied in creating its features (expertise issues in the credibility of the creator); or the
perceived validity, or intent, of the information provided by the product (trustworthiness issues in
information credibility); or the perceived validity of the processes through which the product
accomplishes what it is supposed to do (trustworthiness issues in functional credibïlity); etc.
Bases ofJudgment

Tseng and Fogg (1999a, 1999b) have outlined four different types of credibility distinguished
by that which serves as their basis: presumed credibility (based on users’ general assumptions or
preconceived ideas concerning the product itself, the expert creator, etc.), reputed credibility (based
on what is reported by third parties), surface credibiiity (based on simple inspection of a computer
product), and experienced credibiiity (based on first-hand experience of a product).
Presumed and reputed credibility represent aspects flot explicitly covered by other judgment
types (with the exception ofmodality, in certain cases). These types of credibility formally address

the social dimension of judgment bases, since general assumptions and third-party opinions are
grounded in or emanate from the user’s social system (including the user’s peer group(s), media
outiets from which he obtains information, etc.).
Tseng and fogg (1999b) also stress the importance ofindividual resources, such as knowledge
regarding subject matter related to application of the computer product (e.g., expenmental physics
in the case of the VPLab) and imowledge pertaining to the internai workings of the computer
product. Additionally, the authors suggest that “ability to process information”, “ability to compare
various sources of information,” and “interest in the issue” at stake in use of the product may also
affect the judgment process (Tseng & fogg, 1999a, pp. 82, 84).
$ummaiy

Like modality judgments, computer credibility assessments are second-order. However, unlike
modality, which oniy appiies to media content, credibility may target a wide variety of aspects of
computer products: hardware, product brand, information, the creator of the product, etc. This is in
expertise and
part due to the fact that the underiying principles of credibility judgments
—

can address a very broad range of concems. for instance, as an aspect of
‘trustworthiness’, perceived truthfulness which was also relevant to modality, may now more

trustworthiness

—

closely relate to considerations of intent or ïntentionality. Another important characteristic of these
informai judgments is that their bases are aiso quite diverse (e.g., knowledge of subject matter, cues
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picked up during simple inspection, general assumptions and preconceived ideas, third-party
reports, etc.).

2.3 LOOMNG BACK
In this chapter, I have exposed several theoretical aspects of my research. I first described my
theoretical approach and defined a judgment model. Using this model, I then analyzed the
‘realismlfidelity’, ‘psychological realismlfidelity’, ‘modality’, and ‘computer credibility’ judgment
types. Next, I shah synthesize several elements ofthesejudgment-types into a ‘verisimilitude
judgment’ construct.

Chapter 3.
A ‘Verisimilitude Judgment’ Construct
Applying to Interactive Computer Simulation
In the present chapter, I refer to elements ofjudgment-types previously described to develop a
concept of ‘verisimilitude judgment’ appropriate for the study ofusers’ discourse about simulation.
I then contrast verisimilitude with ‘presence’ and consider the issue of ‘willing suspension of
disbelief.

3.1 TERMINOLOGY
Barker (1988) contends that, in discussions ofvisual media such as television and film, the term
‘realism’ should be replaced by ‘verisimilitude’. First, he argues that the latter is less problematic
than the former, as ‘realism’ has been lefi “hopelessly value-laden” by centuries of philosophical
debate (which I discussed at the beginning of the Iast chapter). Second, he maintains that ‘the
quality of appearing to be true or real’ (i.e., verisimilitude) is a more accurate notion because it
“connotes work,” the necessary process of meaning and value construction in which both the
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encoder and the decoder of the message participate (Barker, 1988, p. 43). This view is congruent
with my own, which underscores the agency ofjudges and the user’s role as an interpreter of signs
and active participant in the simulation-based environment. I will therefore use the word
‘verisimilitude’ to designate relevant judgments of users, since this expression has the additional
virtue of being more communicative than ‘simulation modality’, a terni that could also have been
appropriate.

3.2 DESCRIPTION 0F 111E SIMULATION VEfflSIMILITUTE
JUDGMENT-TYPE
3.2.1 Judges
It should be evident by now that verisimilitude judgments will be construed as second-order
judgments, much like psychological fidelity, modality and credibility assessments (and for the same
reasons). b

be known, the judgments of students or trainees must indeed first be processed,

rnterpreted, and described by analysts who have their own views ofthe simulations berng used.
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In French, veristmilitude translates to ‘vraisemblance’, a word commonly used to indicate ‘likelihood’ or ‘plausibility’.
My own contribution to overail judgment processes taking place during the empincal study of VPLab users’ discourse
is discussed in chapter 4.
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3.2.2 Nature and Object ofJudgrnent
3.2.2.1 Motlality: At the Ceuter of Verisimilitude Juttgrnents

As I have mentioned a few times already, modality/perceived reality is at the heart of my
conception of simulation verisimilitude. First off, the expression “quality of appearing to be true or
real” can be seen as an accurate intel])retation offlodge and Tripp’s general definition ofmodality,
namely “the reality attributed to a message” (Hodge & Tripp, 1986, p. 104).
furthermore, like viewei- modality judgrnents, user verisirnilitude assessments may also be
informai and may not necessanly rely on comparisons between the simulation and a very specific,
agreed-upon referent. This postulate is suitable to the everyday leaming situations relevant to rny
empirical study because, in such contexts, there are no a priori guarantees as to the exact referents
that will in fact play a role in stiidents’ assessments (see Chapter 1).
Modality criteria can easily be transposed to the context of simulation use— as examples,
consider the following (fictive) judgments, conceming a VPLab instrument, associated with five
such criteria which I hold to be particularly relevant:
—

the criterion of possibiÏity (e.g., “This instrument is impossible to consfruct in reality”);

the criterion of probability or plausibitity (e.g., “This instrument could be constnicted but it’s
highly improbable that you would find one in a lab”);

—

the criterion of existence (e.g., “This instrument could be made but I would say that nothing like
this actually exists in reality”);

—

the ct-iterion of recognition ofabsence (e.g., “I cannot touch or control this simulated
directly with rny own two hands, so it’s flot the same as in a lab.”)

—

instrument

the criterion of constrttctedness (e.g., “This is ]ust a virtual instrument and not a real one
pre-programmed.”)
—

—

it’s

The last criterion is defined by reference to the sirnulation’s very nature as a virtual entity or
computer-generated construction fabricated by humans. ‘Constructedness’ may be aclrnowledged at
any time by the user. As with television modality, this aclaiowledgment can take an implicit fom
when, for instance, users refer to the design process, or to modelers, designers, programmers and
their roles, with regard to a perceived distance between simulation and reality.
With the criteria oC possibility, ‘plausibi]ity’ and existence’, it is understood that users judge
elements which are atread’ present (or appeau to have been mcluded) in a simulation. It is a
different thing altogether, though, for individuals to perceive that something specific is inissing
from a simulation. This extra principle might be dubbed the ‘missing entity’ criterion. Hennessy and
O’Shea found occurrences of students recognizing such specific lacks:
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[.7 children îreatecl the ‘carciboarci box simulcttion as ci real world case
thtit even quite realistic
sucli as ‘wind’).

simulations

do uot

(occttsioiiall’ reatiziitg

usttallj’ incorporate extraneotts

real—worlctJaetors

(I-Iem7essy & O’Shea, 1993, p. 134— my emphasis)
In addition to the types ofjudgments aiready mentioned, user assessments of the

editcationat

value of activities perforrned within leaming environments are also pertinent to the present research

context, provided that such assessments be made with at ieast some ieference to real-world leaming
activities. This ‘perceived educationai value’ is analogous to ‘utility’ which, as we recali, vas
identified by Potter (1 988) as a component of the perceived reality of television.
0f ail the modality criteha discussed eariier, ‘genre/consistency within the genre’ is the only
one that has been cornpietely left out of the present discussion. In the context of simulation use,
genres could eventually serve as frarneworks for verisimilitude judgrnents of individuals who have
been exposed to various types of simulation-based enviroaments. The study of these judgrnents,
however, obviousiy presupposes the existence and identification of a number of different
‘simulation genres’. Yet, outiining such a taxonorny of genres would be premature given the present
status of the simulation medium, as computer technoiogy is evoiving rapidly and use of simulation
by the generai public is stili fairiy hmited in comparison to more estabhshed media (e.g., noveis,
television shows, films, or even other types of software).
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As a side note, I shouid mention — in order to avoid confusion iater

—

that systematic

classification of user judgments according to the above-mentioned criteria is beyond the scope of
the expioratory study described in the next chapters.
3.2.2.2 Relationships Between the Underlying Princïples of Ver isimilitude and Credibiiity
A basic reiationship between verisimilitude and ‘computer credibility’ can be estabhshed by
considering Tseng and Fogg’s discussion ofthe potentiai importance ofcredibihty for simulation:
Credibilïty is important when computers rua simulations, surit as those involving aircrafl
navigation, chenncal processes [...] In ail cases, siniidations are based on mies prorided bi,’
huinans— mules that inay be flaa’ed or biaseci. Even if the bias is unintentionai, when tisers
perceive the computer simuÏatio,i iacks veridicaÏïty, or authenticity, the computer application
loses credibilitv.

(Tseng & fogg, 1999b. p. 41)
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One may hypothesize that video garnes such as Microsoft Flight Simulator relying heavily on complex simulations
ofexisting situations could eventually constitute one such genre. ‘Simplet’ educational simulations in the forrn of Java
Applets (on the World Wide Web) might constitute another. At any rate, should any taxonomy of simulation genres bc
elaboratcd, it would be unwise to assume that ztiivalying determinate relationships exist between genres and the degree of
verisimilitude attributed tu diverse simulations so categorized. Regarding television, for instance, comedy series might be
thought of as less verisimilar than dramatic programs (perhaps due to aspects such as the continuous flow ofhumorous
elements, li-te way charactcrs act toward one another, the ‘laugh track’ or reactions from the audience, etc.). Notv consider
the 70’s and 80’s series MAS!-! set in a Mobile Army Surgical Hospital during the Korean WaL li is safe tu say that, for
some lime, A-IASH vas construcd as a conteUr series, or sitcom, by almosi evervone: il prominently featured htimorous
elements, a laugh track (for the North American broadcast), etc. Yet reportedly, this series was highly pi-aised for its
rcalisi,i (notably by vicw ers ‘ho had worked in Mobile Army Surgical 1-lospitals) bccatisc of ils authentic-looking sets
and (more dramatic) situations perceived as accurately depicting the vicissittides of lite for patients and medical pci-sonne!
during the Korean War (In addition, sec Elliot et al. [1983] for empirical evidence ofattribution. by ‘ordinary vico-ers, ut
greater verisirnilittide 10 lilAS]!, over TV dramas like Quince.)
—

—
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The last sentence of this citation bears doser inspection. According to the authors, “when users

perceive that the computer simulation tacks veridicatity, or authenticity [this phrase can often be
replaced by ‘when users perceive that simulated entities/events, or aspects of these, do flot exist, or
are not plausible, are not possible, etc.’] the computer application loses credibility.” The authors are
thus indicating a direct connection between “perceived lack of veridicaiity” (in my terms, lack of
verisimilitude) and lack of ‘credibility’. I adhere to this point of view, and so I shah treat
verisimilitude as a dimension of credibility (and a most important one, at that).
In addition, Tseng and Fogg (ibid, p. 41) argued that:
ReÏated to simulations is the computer’s ability to heÏp create virtual environments for users.
[...] However, virtual environments don ‘t aiways need to match the physical world; they simpÏy
need to model what they propose to mode!. for example, like goodfiction or art, a virtual world
or afancfuÏ arcade game can be highly credible fthe world is internaÏly consistent.

Obviously, this ‘perceived internai consistency’ principle, albeit reiativeiy loose, is quite
analogous to the aforementioned ‘consistency within the genre’ modaiity criterion. I wouid say,
moreover, that perceptions of internai consistency are very iikeiy to carry weight with regard to the
overail credibility of simuiation-based environments like the VPLab.
Lastly, because I have characterized vensimilitude as a dimension oftrustworthiness/credibihity,
I must reemphasize the relevance (in certain cases) of perceived intent or intentionality, as a
characteristic of user judgrnents. This aspect

—

which had littie or no weight in television modahity

judgments (or at ieast in those pertaining to content beiieved to be fictitious)

—

also speaks to the

agency (and perhaps to the expertise) of individuais and institutions affiuiated with a simulation.
Such verisimilitude judgments would thus reflect considerable social depth in user perceptions.
3.2.2.3 The Scope ofVerisimilitude
In order to characterize the potentiai scope of verisimihitude judgments, I must first retum to the
theoreticai transition from modality of teievision content to verisimiiitude of simulation. In this
shift, provisions must be made with regard to the nature of the simulation medium. One must bear
in mmd, notabiy, that television programs, regardless of whether they are assigned to fiction or non
fiction, very ofien capture a iinear or otherwise orderiy chain of events. Interactive simulation, on
the other hand, may proceed in a much more accidentai and uncertain manner, as the user partly
determines how the content wiii be aitered, how events wiii progress, if they wihl be repeated or
omitted— and in doing so, he or she may even commit mistakes. The user’s very active, even
physicai participation in shaping bis experience is key. The medium of television, in contrast, does
not tolerate detours, accidents and mistakes: flashbacks and bloopers aside, everything is almost
aiways presented in a ‘clean’ and straightforward manner.
It foiiows that any conception of verisimiiitude resting primariiy upon considerations reiated to
a iinear or sfraightforward semiotic structure (as per some construals of ‘narrativity’) is likely to be
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inadequate for the study of interactive simulation. Instead, simulation verisimilitude must reflect the
specific nature (and implications) of the interactivity and user participation afforded by the medium
(see chapter 1). We may recail that the potential scope of both psychological realism/fidelity and
computer credibility takes the interaction expenence into account.
As expected, the scope of verisimilitude judgments is flot predefined (unless analysts decide
that it should be so), such that users will likely target salient aspects or elements they find
important. These may include:
—

—

specific events and objects (or particular aspects of these) presented by the simulation;
the simulation-based environment as a whole;

the entire situation involving both the environment and the user (including, for instance: the user’s
own behavior; the nature of lis or her activities within the environment; various scenarios wherein
the user may encounter simulation objects and events, etc.);

—

the interaction experience, as well as the software and hardware interface features which make it
possible (as per “Device credibility” and “Interface credibility”);
—

—

—

—

specffic information68 presented in the environment (as per “Information credibility”);
the simulation’s very nature as a computer-generated consfruct;
other aspects peculiar to given simulation-based environments.

following Tseng and fogg (1999a, p. $5), I will assume that the verisimilitude ofone aspect of
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the simulation-based environment may affect the credib;hty of the entire environment.

3.2.3 Bases of Judgment
It is of chief importance to note that, in actual leaming contexts, users of environments like the
VPLab most often do not have access to the actual objects and situations represented by these
environments. Given the variability with which potential referents might be envisaged (see
Chapter 1), the concept of ‘psychologicalfideÏity’ (which rests upon the identification of specific
referents) is not appropriate to characterize user judgments in actual leaming contexts. The domain
of verisimilitude, in contrast, must be made to encompass informai judgments of trainees and
students who tend to draw upon resources that are readily available to them. Users may thus make
verisimilitude judgments based upon:
(a) Their owu (potentially limited) knowledge and experience of whatever they think is
represented by a simulation, as well as general knowledge of subject maffer ° which they
perceive as being relevant to the simulation (as per “Extemal modality criteria”);
68

Values on digital readouts of measuring instruments are an example of important information presented within the
VPLab. Tseng and Fogg (1999b, p. 40) specifically mention that:
computer credibility is at stake when computing devices act as measuring instruments [...] Introducing
digital measurement instruments to replace anatog devices in the 1970s and early 1980s raised questions
about credibitity.
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This is a very good reason to conduct qualitative studies for which one objective is to evaluate overali credibility of an
environment and the factors that may participate in overail credibilityjudgments.
Examples in the VPLab’s case might include knowledge oflab work as well as knowledge ofphysics and specific
concepts under study.
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(b) General knowledge and competencies relating to computers (and other media), as well as
(more or less limited) howiedge of simulation design, programming, and modeling processes
(as per “Internai modality criteria”);
(c) Information, opinions and assessments provided by third parties
credibility” and “External modality criteria”);
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(as per “Reputed

credibility”) or
(d) Simple inspection of the simulation-based environment (as per “Surface 72
flrst-hand experience ofthe environment (as per “Experienced credibility”)
Judgments made through simple inspection or flrst-hand experience ofthe environment cari
be based on cues emerging from interaction with the environment, including, for instance:
(1) perceived limitations of, or opportunities afforded by, the environment and (2) distinct
aspects, qualities, or physical features of the environment, as perceived by the user (e.g.,
general visual presentation and graphical attributes of the simulation);
(e) General assumptions, preconceived ideas, or a priori attitudes regarding simulation as a
medium, the specific simulation-based environment being used, the environment’ s creators, or
the institutions with which the environment is affihiated (as per “Presumed credibility”).
In my view, it is very difficuit or even impossible, in reality, to definitively isolate (d)
“Surface” and “Experienced” credibility from (e) “Presumed credibiiity.” This important postulate
is based on the idea that assumptions, preconceived ideas, apriori attitudes, etc., may be at work in
a user’s verisimilitude judgments even when an ‘outside observer’ (e.g., an investigator such as
myself) lias no ostensible evidence to this effect.

3.3 A SUMMARY 0F JIJDGMENT-TYPES
Table I summarizes elements of the judgment-types exposed thus far, including simulation
vensimilitude. It states the field of research concemed by each kind of assessment, the main judge
(Judgej) and second order judge (Judge2) involved in its expression, the underlying principies used
by the main judge, thejudgment’s scope, its bases, and other comments regarding its expression.
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This too differs from psychological fidelity, tvhich does flot seem to account for ‘outside influences’.
It seems difficuit to define the exact boundary separating surface credibihty from expenenced credibihty. furthermore,
Tseng and fogg (1999b, p. 43) propose that:
expertenced credibility may be the most compÏex ofthe four types of computer credibility. Because it hinges
on first-hand experience with the computer product, such credibility includes a chronological component
that leads to ci dynamic ofcomputer credibility.
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Domain
expert or
analyst

Simulation
user
(student or
trainee)

Training
simulators
and offier
instrucfional
simulation
environments

Training
simulators
and other
instructional
simulation
environments

Table I: Summary of judgment-types

Analyst

nia

Similitude to a
specific and
agreed-upon
referent fixed a
priori by the
analyst

Similitude to a
very specific
referent

-

The entire situation
involving the environment and the user
(including user behavior
or performance, nature
oftasks perfomied, etc.)

-

Elements of the
simulator, including
software content and
hardware input/output
devices

Scope is likely to be
predetermined by the
analyst and may include:

-

May take into account
the entire situation
involving both the
environment and the user
(including user behavior
or performance, nature
oftasks performed, etc.)

Elements of the
simulator, including
software content and
hardware inputloutput
devices
-

formaI criteria

-

Often performed
with specific evalua
tion materials and
criteria provided by
the analyst

Knowledge and
experience of the
simulation environment and of its
referent
-

-

Extensive knowledge
andlor experience of
the simulator’s
referent

-

Analytical
competencies and
methods

-

-

Relatively
formai if
evaluation
materials and
predefined
criteria are
involved

Often expressed
by users who
have direct
exp erienc e
of the referent
-

Formai
assessments

TV viewer

Product
user

Perception of
media content
(TV programs)

Human
Computer
Interaction
(Credibility of
computer
products)
Analyst

Analyst
Existence

Piausibiiity

Possibiiity

-

-

-

-

Tnistworffiiness

Expertise

Perceived utility

Genre and
consistency
within the genre

-

-

-

-

Constructedness

Recognition of
absence

-

Information output

functionai aspect

Interface

Device

-

-

-

Creator of the product

Product brand

Computer qua
computer

-

-

-

-

Scope is not
predetermined and can
be very broad:

Scope is usuaiiy not
predetermined, but
almost aiways restricted
to elements of content

-

Knowledge about
internai workings of
the product

-

Knowiedge about
subject matter related
to application of the
product

Ffrst-hand
experience of the
product
-

-

Third-party reports
Simple inspection of
the product

-

-

Preconceptions
regarding the product,
the expert creator, etc.

Bases are diverse and
may include:

-

Knowledge
conceming media

-

Internai criteria:
Cues (formai
features)

-

Additionai infor
mation provided by
third parties

General knowiedge
and beliefs about (or
experiences of) reality
-

External criteria:

Social aspects
are likely to be
important
-

-

Captures the
perceived good
ness or morality
ofthe source and
may relate to
considerations of
designers’ intents

-

Credibility is a
perceived quaiity

Judgments flot
restricted to
relationships
bertveen a
representation
and a very
specific referent
(the referent does
flot have to exist
in ffie reai world)

nia
(present work)

Simulation
user (e.g.,
trainee or
student)
Analyst

Modality
principles
(see above)

-

The simulation’s nature
as a computer-generated
construct

-

Information presented
in the envfronment

-

The interaction
experience

-

The entire situation
involving both the
environment and the user
(including scenarios,
nature oftasks per
formed, the user’s own
behavior, etc.)

-

Elements of the
simulation: objects and
events presented by the
simulation, as well as
hardware mputloutput
devices

Scope is flot necessarily
predetennined and may
include:

Preconceptions
regarding simulation
as a medium, the envi
ronment itself, its
designers, etc.
-

-

Information provided
by third-parties

-

More or less limited
knowledge and com
petencies relating to
computers and
simulation

-

Simple inspection or
lengthier first-hand
experience of the
environment
(cues and impressions
thereby obtained)

-

More or less limited
knowledge/experience
relating to the simu
lation’s attributed
referents, and
knowledge of general
subject matter

Bases are Ïikely to be
readily accessible
resources and cues,
including:

-

Judgments are
lilcely to be in
formal

-

Us ers do not
necessarily have
prior experience
with the simu
lation or its
attributed
referents

-

Like modality
judgments, there
are no guarantees
as to the exact
referents that will
play a role in
judgments

-

Simulation
verisimilitude is
linked with trust
worthiness
(as such, social
aspects may play
important roles)
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3.4 PRESENCE AND WILLING SUSPENSION 0F DISBELIEF
In this final section, I will explain why the verisimilitude framework described above does not
include the notions of ‘presence’ and ‘willing suspension of disbelief’, both of which might
mistakenly be associated too closely with credibility.

3.4.1 Verïsimilitude versus Presence
Verisimilitude can

—

and often should

—

be considered distinct from the recent, albeit well

known construct of presence, or tele-presence. Initially, this concept was somewhat tautologically
defined as “the sense of being in an environment” or “the experience of presence in an environment
by means of a communications medium” (Steuer, 1992, p. 76). It is related to the appraisal of
efforts in enabling users to be “present” in a space other than that in which their body is located (for
instance, in tele-manipulation, immersive Virtual Reality, immersive television, etc.).
Admittedly, this is an important issue, and one which has corne up in the course of the empirical
study. Nonetheless, it is clearly not my main focus. Although presence may sornehow influence
vensimilitude (or vice-versa), these two constructs are actually distinct, in rny opinion.
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For one

thing, I believe that it is possible for users to feel present in a simulated environrnent and stili feel
that it lacks verisirnilitude if, for example, experienced events are not considered plausible or if the
environment is not perceived as being intemally consistent. Conversely, stronger modality may not
always lead to greater tele-presence: content conveyed through print media (e.g., a newspaper
article) can be considered very plausible without providing much in the way oftek-presence.
Recently, an effort has been made to integrate verisimilitude-like constructs
realisrn’, ‘perceptual realisrn’, and ‘social reality’ by some

—

—

called ‘social

into rnultidimensional ‘presence’

ftarneworks (see Lombard et al., 2000). ‘Social realism’, for instance, is assessed with the same
kinds of criteria as modality/perceived reality (e.g., possibility of, plausibility of, existence of
depicted events— although ‘social realism’ criteria do not seem to include ‘constructedness’). I argue
that the use of such cnteria within a presence framework raises major problems which further
motivate a distinction between presence and verisimilitude.
Interpreting and summarizing discussions that are relevant to the definition of presence (and
which transpired on the Presence-l listserv, an electronic forum for announcements and academic
discussion related to the concept ofpresence), Mafthew Lombard states:
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It must be recogmzed, hotvever, that there 15 a ltnk between ‘presence’ and the ‘recognition ofabsence’ criterion of
modalityjudgments. Stiil, at Ieast one difference remains between the two, given that modality criteria crin be used in
retrospective judgments, whereas, to my mmd, presence should idealty 5e measured in situ by virtue of its very definition
(for practical reasons, presence is very often measured retrospectively through questionnaires, but the validity ofresulting
indicators is questionable in my opinion).

6$
Socicil tea/isni occws wheii part or ut! ofa persou ‘s perception finis ta tccttratelj’ ackîiowtedge
the rote oftechuotogp thut inukes it appear that s/he is in n physical location anci envimninent in
which the social characteristics correspond to those ofthe physical uoilcl [J
(Lombard, 2000 my emphasis)

This definition of social realism’ is in phase with Lombard’s general definition of pi-esence as
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In rny view, “failing to accurately acknowledge the
“the perceptual illusion of nonrnediation.”
role of technoÏogy” (i.e.. illusion of nonmediation) should not be a sine qua iioii condition in the
definition of verisirnilitude judgments, or at least flot for the sake of empirical investigation. In fact,
when it cornes tirne to ineasure user perceptions of social realism as a dimension o! presence, these

presence researchers do not always directly consider the condition of ‘illusion of non-mediation’
(perhaps because this condition itself may welI be impossible to measure directly). 0f course,
potential connections between verisimilitude and ‘transparency or invisibility’ of the rnediurn are
worthy of study (including the extent to which a person may be aware of the role of technology in
creating credible environrnents). Nevertheless, presence should not be confused, at the outset, with
the question of credibility, as such. I believe it entirely possible, in certain circurnstances, for a
sirnulated environment (or other rnediated experiences) to be deerned credible by users, without the
medium appearing to be “invisible or transparent.”

3.4.2 Willing Suspension of Disbelief
The distinction between presence and verisimilitude having been established, I now tum to the
notion of ‘willing suspension of disbelief, which vas construed by Lombard and Ditton (1997) as a
“determinant” ofpresence, and is articulated in terms that readily evoke credibility (cÏisbetie/).
It was Sarnuel Taylor Coleridge who first spoke of a “willing stispension of disbelief for the
moment, which constitutes poetic faith” (cited in Compagnon, 1999), thus refeiring to our state of
mmd when we read stories or attend plays. I xviii discuss Coleridge’s rneaning very shortly, but first
let me present Lombard and Ditton’s adaptation of this concept to their presence framework:
A pci-son participating in a videoconference, exploring a virtual enviioninent, or n-cttching an
IA’LtXfilni or ci television program lias chosen to engage in the actiuity ancl knows tiictt it /5 a
mediateci experience Sue or lie cciii encourage or discottrage u sense oJ presence fi’
strengtliening or iveakening titis awareness. If ive wcmt to increase u sense of pivsence for
oui-seli’es ne try to “get into” the experience, ive overlaok inconsistencies anti signs that it is
artificial, ive suspend our disbeiief that the experience cotdd be nonmedllated. When we want to
clecrease presence, as when ive watch frightening o,’ disttirbing media content, ive renunci
oitrselves tÏiat “this isn ‘t i-eally happening; it’s on!j’ u iîtovie/TV s!iow/gtnme/etc.

(Lombard & Ditton, 1997

—

my emphasis)

It is essential that this interpretation strays from Coleridge’s original concept in at least one
vesy significant way. As I understand it, Coleridge did not speak of a w’illingness 10 suspend
disbelief “that an experience could be noinnediciteci,” but instead of a willing suspension of
74

One way for this illusion 10 oecur, say Lombard and Ditton (1997), s thut “the medium can uppeur in be invisible or
transparent and function as wotild a larve open window, with the medium user and the medium content (objects and
entitics) sharing the sanie phesical envlronment”
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disbeliefthat a given story is not fictitious.75 (One “willingly suspends disbelief’, according to
literary theory, in order “to experience other emotional responses” [Laure!, 1991, p. 113].)
Like Coleridge, Hodge and Tripp, who characterized “willing suspension” as a “collapsed
modality structure,” seem to apply it exclusively to fiction:
However sophisticated the modatity structures chiidren or aduits may have deveÏoped, they can
stiil operate with u coÏtapsed modaÎity structure. C’oleridge called the process a ‘witÏing
suspension of disbelief’. Ii is a kind of double-think experienced by eveiyone who enjoys
television. It is a recognition simultaneously that the show is unreal, a inere fiction, and also
that it engages with the feelings as though it were reai

(Hodge & Tripp, 1986, p. 137— my emphasis)
Lombard and Difton’s shifi from fiction to tecimological mediation is problematic insofar as
they do not in any way indicate how wil!fu! regard or disregard for mediatedness would be relevant
to situations wherein one is experiencing technologically-mediated content purporting or be!ieved
to be factual (non-fiction). In fact, the example given by the authors themselves at the end of the
prior citation seems to rely upon fictitious content: “we remind ourselves that fthis isn’t realÏy
happening; it’s only a inovie/TVshow/game/etc.” We miglit slightly alter this examp!e to consider
“

non-fiction: Would reminding oneseif of technological mediation matter as much, say, when
a confrontation
watching a report on the six o’clock television news depicting violent acts
—

between a riot squad and demonstrators, for instance

—

purported to having taken place in a nearby

neighborhood? Or when watching a disturbing documentary? Probably flot. Though viewing such
events on television might flot be like witnessing them in person, neither ‘suspension of disbelief
nor ‘reminding onese!f of technological mediation’ seems to be pertinent in these cases. (What I
have done here is suppose that Lombard and Diffon admit thefiction/non-fiction distinction within
their framework, which is based on a mediatedlnon-mediated dichotomy. It seems indisputable that
media users sometimes do end up judging content as non-fiction. If this is granted, then Lombard
and Difton’s ‘wi!!ing suspension of disbelief regarding mediatedness becomes problematic, as just
explained.)
From this perspective, Coleridge’s concept
technological mediation

—

—

even with an attempted change of focus to

does not provide much insight into verisimilitude of simulations

purporting to be veridical: after due consideration, I reason that this concept can only apply to
content already judged or accepted as being primari!y fictitious. In a related matter, moreover,
‘wi!!ful suspension of disbelief often seems to be understood as resting upon simple binary
schemes like the fol!owing:
(a) either the content is fictitious or it is flot;
(b) if it is fictitious, the viewer, reader, or virtual environment user is either aware of this
fictitiousness or lie is flot;
(c) if he is so aware, then he either wi!lful!y suspends disbehef or he does flot.
75

76

It is important to keep the negative form te preserve Coleridge’s original meaning smce he construed wilhng suspension
ofdisbelief as a “negative faith” (Compagnon, 1999).
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In contrast to such a scheme, I argue against constming dishelief as something that can be
activated and deactivated by ‘throwing a switch’; it is more fitting to think of disbelief as being
rareÏy or neyer fully suspended, such that:

(1) apriori,, disbeliefmay apply to any media content which is interpreted as containing
references to reality, possible worlds, or even impossible but conceivable worlds regardless
of whether ornot such content purports to be fictitious;
—

—

(2) in such cases, disbelief must atways be seen as a distinct possibility at the outset— the so
called “suspension,” if such a thing ever actually occurs, can be interrupted at any time;
(3) overall, disbelief varies and in some cases it can be expressed along a continuum (as per the
‘probability/plausibility’ criterion ofmodality judgments).
I suggest that it might be better, with regard to simulation, to consider a more specific ‘partial
of the
te., for the ontological status
willful disregard’ for the computer-generated nature
—

—

simulation entities (evidently this relates to the constructedness criterion ofverisimilitude). An even
better way of going at this issue, however, would be to simply replace ‘willful suspension of
78
or
disbehef (regarding both fictitiousness and med;atedness) by the notion of ‘engagement’
‘engrossment’. To do so, we may follow Goffman (1974) who distinguishes between
“engrossment” and “an individual’s sense of what is real”:
During any spate of activity, participants will ordinarily flot oniy obtain a sense ofwhat is going
on but will aÏso (in some degree,) become spontaneousty engrossed, caught up, enthratted. f..]
Invoïvement is a psychotogicat process in which the subject becomes at least partÏy unaware of
the direction ofhis feelings and his cognitive attention. That is what engrossment means.
(Goffman, 1974, p. 345)
these students neglect to make clear that what they are often concerned with is itot an
individual’s sense of wliat is reat, but rather what it is he can get caught up in, engrossed in,
carried away by; and this can be something he can daim is reatty going on andyet daim is flot

[...]

reat.
Individuals can become engrossed or engaged in

(ibid., 1974, p. 4

—

—

my emphasis)

or, on contrary, feel disengaged from

—

any

activity, not just tecbnologically mediated ones. The conceptual framework deveÏoped by
76

In regards to tins particular point, Brenda Laurel presents a more nuanced view of’willful suspension ofdisbelief:
oteridge noticed that, in order to enjoy a play. we must temporarily suspend for attenuate.) our knowtedge
that it is ‘pretend.” [...] Pretending that tue action is reat affords us the thrill offear; knowing that the
action ispretend saves usfrom tue pain offear. (Laurel, 1991, p. 113 emphasis in die original)
77
Yet this meanmg of ‘reference’ should flot be taken so broadly as indicating the sense in which isolated utterances
might generally ‘refer’ to the world. The isolated utterance “Hey, you!” which can be uttered through some media
might sufficiently refer, in some broad sense, to a real entity (the referent of ‘you’), but it is difficuit to see how disbelief
could apply to it atone.
78
Following Brenda Laurel (1991), Steuer (1992, p. 88) bas stated that: “engagement is hkened to [...J willing suspension
ofdisbe]ief.” Laurel and Steuer both discuss ‘willing suspension’ under the heading of ‘engagement’.
Lombard and Ditton’s (1997) own clarification oftheir definition ofpresence, as the ‘illusion ofnonmediation’, is
congruent with Goffman’s framework:
It should be noted that this illusion does not represent o perceptual or psychologicat malfunction or
psychosis, in which the mediated experience is consciously confused with what 1$ nonniediated or “real.”
C’learly when asked, users of any current or likely future medium can accurately report that they are using a
mediuni [...]
—

—

—
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Goffman (1974) in Frante Analysis applies just as well to theatre, games played by children, buying
things in a department store, or any other activity regardless of whether it is technologically
mediated or flot, staged or flot, etc. Engrossment can thus be considered somewhat independently of
presence and simulation verisimilitude, and as such, it is a less confounding and more widely
applicable concept than ‘willing suspension of disbelief.
This brings us to deeper considerations that further undermine the general usefulness and
validity of Coleridge’s scheme. Consider that its value is often justified by pointing to audience
reactions to emotionally charged content, such as heartbreaking or touching scenes in a movie. We
are told, for instance, that for a spectator to shed tears in reaction to such content, he or she must
first suspend disbelief— if the spectator responds to the mediated and fictional death ofa character in
a way resembling that in which lie or she would respond to a real death, then he or she must

necessarily have suspended disbelief. Affective response to content conveyed by media lias thus
become very closely associated with ‘willing suspension ofdisbelief.
But this association is actually unnecessary and highly misleading. People sometimes find
themselves weeping when listening to music

—

even recorded music

—

that evokes great sadness or

joy. Iust how could disbelief and its suspension be relevant in this case? Not in any way, is the most
acceptable answer. The listener weeps, I think, simply because such evocative music strongly

resonates with him. It engages him.
Now, let us grant that emotional reaction to movies, TV shows, novels, and virtual
environments cannot be very different, in essence, from emotional response to recorded music. It
follows that we needn’t posit ‘willing suspension of disbelief as a prior condition for affective
response, or as a mediator between representations, emotional reactions to these, and emotional
reactions to real situations. AIl we need do here, really, is think in terms of resonance and
engagement. That is, an individual will respond affectively to any media content if lie or she is
engaged in its experience and if it resonates with him or her, very mucli like in the case of affective
response to a moving piece of music; those are the only requirements, at this level. We must
therefore now conclude that the chef motivation for the notion of ‘willing suspension of disbelief
(i.e., to account for affective response to media content) has effectively vanished, a realization
which, in addition to arguments given earlier, definitely justifies substituting this concept by
‘engagement’ or ‘engrossment’, as defined by Goffman. We are thus freed of any confusion
between disbelief (or in-credibility) and engagement.
That said, one may nevertheless ask whether the very expression of a verisimilitude judgment
entails disengagement, to some extent, from an ongoing activity involving simulation. Is
engagement necessarily disturbed at the instant that a verisimilitude judgment is expressed? It
seems reasonable to suppose that this would often be the case; such an issue, however, should itself
be the focus of in-depth inquiry, and investigating it would take us beyond the scope of the current
discussion. At present, I may yet entertain the notion that engrossment

—

this partial unawareness of
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the direction of one’s feelings and cognitive attention, in Goffman’s words

—

might partiaÏ/v phase

out’ or take up cognitive resources necessary for the expression oC verisimilitude judgments. A
priori, one must nonetheless consider that these assessments (which may apply to any content
regardless of whether it purports to be fictitious or not) can be caffied out at any time by discernmg
individuals, unless other factors or constraints prevent or discourage them frorn doing so.
Finafly, I should note that ‘engagement’ (as a process internai to ongoing activity) logicaily bas
littie bearing, if any, on verisimilitude when media users discuss or think about a mediated
experience retrospectively, that is, after the content has been read, viewed, interacted with, or
whatever.

3.5 LOOMNG BACK
In this chapter, I developed a ‘verisirnilitude judgment’ constnict appropriate for studying
users’ discourse about simulation credibility, and then contrasted it with ‘presence’ and ‘willing
suspension of disbelief. In the following chapters, I will expose a case study that focuses on the
verisirnilitude judgments of potential VPLab users.

Empirical Considerations

Chapter 4. Methodology
This chapter presents the methodological aspects ofthe empirical study. I begin by outiining the
general approach and main research questions. I then try to portray the contexts in which students
would normally use the VPLab, as well as the conditions under which this study was conducted
and, in so doing, I discuss vanous perspectives upon which I drew as a researcher. Lastly, I expose
the data-gathering and analytical methods employed, describing the user sampie along the way.

4.1 GENERAL APPROACH
This case study is exploratory and serves three purposes. first, it begins to show how
verisimilitude can be applied to the study ofusers’ discourse about simulation. By the same token, it
is aiso a means of developing themes of research for future credibility studies involving other
simulation-based leaming environments. Finaily, it provides feedback on choices made by the
VPLab design team.
attain these goals, it is flot necessary that ail elements of the foregoing theoretical
framework 5e taken to form strict analytical categories, as in some kind of systematic ‘tallying’
scheme; formai validation ofthis framework is not a primary objective here. Instead, the concept of
verisirnilitude judgrnent can serve as an overarching theme for a general exploration of students’
b

discourse. In this spirit, the foilowing questions will guide the study:
(1) What are the main preoccupations and representations that are significant to potential
VPLab users in regards to verisimilitude?
(2) What eues enable potential users to make judgments of verisimilitude pertaining to the
VPLaS and to its use?
(3) What roles do these eues play in potential users’ judgments?
Because ofthe exploratory nature ofthis study, I have treated these questions as starting points
for my investigation, estabiishing its scope in a broad and flexible manner, rather than tightly
constraining it. My approach in addressing them, moreover, is qualitative and descriptive. I aim at
obtaining a general picture of verisimilihide judgments conceming environmcnts like the VPLa5,
and this general strategy is congruent with ail ofthe study’s objectives stated above.
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4.2 CONTEXTS 0F USE AND CONDITIONS 0f THE STUDY
4.2.1 Coniexts of Use
As mentioned in the opening chapter. only a French language prototype existed at the tirne of
the investigation (spnng 2000), and there were no actual users. Designers had nevertheless
envisioned the potential user population as comprising college and first-year university students in
science or engineering. Such learners might use the VPLab in two different contexts: the first is
campus-based educatrnn and the second is distance learmng.
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On campus, students would use the VPLab’s virtual experirnents to complement regular lab
and
or as surrogates for actual experiments difficuit to conduct in laboratoiy settings
work
—

—

would do so under the supervision of professots or teaching assistants. for distance leamers, the
VPLab would constitute the principal means by which to leam through experimentation for a given
course.

In

this context, moreover,

students would require collaboration and

assistance

functionalities that were not included in the prototype used for the investigation. The present study
therefore better addresses the on-campus situation.

4.2.2 Condïtions of flic Study
The context of this study was clearly different from that of a course. Subjects each participated
in one-on-one sessions ditring wÏiich they individually explored and used the VPLab. Rather than
perform a whole virtual experiment, per se, participants engaged in activities represelitative of
experimental work. Moreover, this took place at a research facility, rather than in a more natural
context (at home or in class). During the sessions, it vas also impossible for participants to interact
with other students, tutors, and professors. The VPLab would nonnally be used in a somewhat more
‘purposeful’ way and with resources like on-line help, a coherent and goal-driven pedagogical
scenario (or protocol), tutor assistance, peer collaboration. etc. None of these were provided to
participants, mainly because one of the study’s aims vas to identify verisirnilitude cues that wocild
emerge pnmarily from within the soft\vare environment itself Besides. resources were insufficient
to implement a rnethod according to which participants would collaboratively conduct full-ftedged
lab experiments during an extended period, analyze resuits at length, and hand in lab reports.
Given these constraints, the solution was to set up sessions wherein students would individually
interact with a single simulation, and for a limited arnount of time (around two hours). As a resuit,
studying the latter phases of ‘experienced credibility’ vas flot possible: I therefore studied its earlier
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H n important to note that a given student ma> take both on—campus and distance courses to ftilftll the requirements ot
vs or lier acadetuic program. For instance, a science student registercd in u campus-bascd univcrsity might take u physics
course featuring the VPLaH, at the Télé-université.
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phases,8’ together with ‘presumed credibility’, which is related here to a priori attitudes toward
computer simulation as an educational medium.
The involvement of an interviewer during sessions is another factor that distinguishes the
context ofthis study from more natural contexts of use. I wilÏ retum to this topic below.
4.2.2.1 Actors, Perspectives, and Observational Stances

I first came into contact with the environment as a usability consultant for the design team. for
two years, I advised designers and made concrete recommendations (many of which were
implemented), thereby influencing the development of the prototype. I invested much time and
effort in the development process and became ‘intimate’ with the VPLab itself. This intimacy
places me in a potentially conflicting position, and this should be borne in mmd when considering
what follows. On the other hand, this study is not fundamentally about finding the strengths and
weaknesses of the environment (as in a usability study), in which case too much intimacy with the
system being assessed can constitute a real setback.
At any rate, the work of usability consultant itself often involves advocacy on behalf of
potential users, and efforts to anticipate and promote their point of view, such that a certain
detachment from the system under development is always highly preferable. I think I have been
successful at maintaining such a distance most of the time. It is also the case that ‘siipping into the
skin’ of potential users was facilitated by my own fairly recent experiences as an undergraduate
science student,82 if only because these experiences have provided me with insight into the needs
and preoccupations of such leamers. What’s more, while participating in the project, I was almost
aiways the very first person to ‘beta test’ new prototypes or features. In this sense, I have sometimes
played a role similar to that of an end-user though, it should be mentioned, one who possesses
considerable knowledge of design intentions, and one who does not need to attain externally
defined leaming objectives.
On the whole, I might go so far as to say that my particular standpoint has been a privileged one
from which to conduct exploratory research on objects like the VPLab, precisely because I have

drawn upon multiple perspectives vis-à-vis sucli an object. Working closely with designers lias been
beneficial, in this sense, as it has enabled me to better understand their views on the environment.
This deeper understanding of

—

and intimacy with

—

the prototype has, for instance, contributed

largely to a more complete charactenzation of the system and of its main metaphor, as laid down in
chapter 1.
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Actual users would normally be in contact with the VPLab for longer periods, measured in days or weeks given
cumulative use over several virtual experiments. It is conceivable, however, that first impressions vill significantly affect
how leamers view the environment in the long run, and in that case, it becomes essential to study the earliest phases of
experienced credibility.
82
I hold a minor in physics, which I obtained just three years prior to conducting the user trials.
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Seeing the VPLab as a medium between educators-designers and users compels me to contrast
these different perspectives with one another. In this rnindset and in the context of this study,
confronting first-hand knowledge ofthe designers’ outiook to the views ofpotential users is a sound
rnethodoiogicai principle. Ail in ail, my familiarity with the environment and the vai-ious actors
invoived in its deveiopment and use can be considered valuable assets with regard to the process of
shifting between these diverse perspectives.
4.2.2.2 Relationships anti Stress

The main rnethod for which I opted
triai’ format

—

—

i.e., tu have students interact with the prototype in a ‘user

necessitated that I act as an interviewer/facihtator during sessions. The reiationship

between an interviewer (who might be suspected of having close ties to expert designers) and a triai
participant entails that the fomer is in a position ofpower over the latter.
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It is also the case that subjects often feel stress during triais, and sometimes act in ways which
they think wiii be iooked upon favorably by the interviewer or the designers (cf. Rubin, 1994).
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Even the mere presence of an interviewer or of a camera can affect the behavior of participants in
significant ways.
li a reai course setting, evidently, authoritative or asymmetricai relationships aiso exist between
tutors and students, as weil as between professors and students, but these rapports do present certain
differences compared tu the interviewer-subject relationship. A major difference is found in the
types of interaction among actors: professors and tutors do flot usually watch over students
constantly, as will an interviewer or facilitator during software triais. Aiso, whiie it is true that
students taking a course are put under pressure to perform by educators, their peers, and the
educational system, this pressure is different from that which can be felt during software triais. In a
course setting, ieamers must conduct experirnents in the allotted tirne, they are periodicaily required
tu hand in assignments (sucli as iab reports) or pass exams, and their work is usually graded over an
extended period; notice, though, that students have httle choice but tu comply with whatever
educators ask ofthem if they wish tu pass the course. Such imperatives tied tu formai sanctions did
flot exist in this study’s setting.
What I have stiiven tu do here is describe the generai context and conditions of the study, such
that une may take them into account when appraising the ensuing results, analyses, and conclusions
83

It is possible, in the present case, that the relationship vas leveled out slightly, in terms ofauthority, if participants
perceived that I, the interviewer, was roughly of the same age group as them (the average differencc in age between
participants and myselfwas in fact around 3 years).
Accordingly, stcps were taken at the beginning of sessions to minimize the effects ofauthority and stress, as
recommended by Rubin (1994, pp. 147-149): participants were offered refreshrnents; I introduced myselfas ‘a consultant
and not a designer”; I expresscd my appreciation for subjects’ willingness 10 particlpate and told them ho’ mach their
input vould help improve the VPLab, regardless of what they answered or ho’ they performed; I cncouraged them io be
frank, to make comments, to ask questions and to take breaks when needed; I assured participants that thcy themselves
were not being testcd and that they could put an end to thc session anytime they 80 desired (11w compiete script read 10
subjects before they interacled with the VPLab can be found in Appcndix D).
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discussed in further chapters. I now turn to the task of detailing the specific methods used during
trials.

4.3 METHOD FOLLOWEB DURING SESSIONS
4.3.1 Information Gïven to Participants Concerning the VPLab
Participants naturally leamed about the environment’s affiliation with the Télé-université (since
the trials were held there), which they recogriized as a distance learning institution. On the whole,
though, participants were given littie information on the VPLab itself. first, they were told of its
general purpose, that is, “to teach expenmental physics.” In order to reassure recruits that the
subject matter was flot too difficuit, I also revealed that the prototype featured an experiment in the
domain of classical mechanics, and suggested that they had probably deait with much of the
underlying theory in their previous physics courses.
I must point out, however, that the environment’s ‘realism principle’ was not mentioned at ail. I
wanted to start by studying the VPLab’s vensimilitude on its own merits (i.e., its intrinsic capacity
to appear to be real); it would therefore not have been appropnate to notify participants that the
environment had been designed following strong ‘realism guidelines’.

4.3.2 Steps of the Data-Gathering Method
The method used to coilect data can be roughly separated into three steps: (1) pre-interaction
questionnaires/inteiwiews, (2) interaction with the VPLab, and (3) debriefing interview. The total
duration of sessions ranged from two to three hours.
4.3.2.1 Pre-interaction Questionnaires and Interviews

In the first step, I used both written questionnaires and verbal interviews in an aftempt to detect
elements that could influence verisimilitude judgments, but which would do so, in large measure,
regardless of the VPLab’s specific features. I set out to identify preconceptions that seemed most
likely to affect judgments conceming a broad class of simulation-based leaming environments.
Specifically, I tried to ascertain participants’ expectations of what a lab course should involve as
well as their preconceived ideas about simulation.85 Additionally, I gathered background
information such as data relating to participants’ use of computers (prior experience with vidco
games, in particular), as well as data on general attitudes toward computers.

I also attempted to detect u priori attitudes toward the TeIe-université and its faculty. During the ftrst few interviews
however, I surmised that the method I had chosen for doing so vas inadequate and consequentty, I abandoned this effort
early on in the course ofthe study.
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Table II lists the types of information discussed above and the methods through which it was
gathered. Regarding my choice of methods at this phase, I used questionnaires and structured
interviews with close-ended questions when seeking factual information related to participants’
backgrounds (e.g., courses taken in physics), and a semi structured, more open-ended style of verbal
interview to probe for opinions and expectations of what a lab course shouid involve.86
Table II: Participant information and methods used for collection
•:‘
itn

Courses taken in physics
an&or courses taken with
scientific expenmentation
based activities
.

‘

cotlect

.

Pnor expenence with
sunulatton and mu itt—media
applications that have
characteristics similar to those
of the VPLab

Telephone interview
(sctured)
- Written questionnaire (close
ended)

Appendix A: Items 7 and 8

-

.

-

-

.

Self-reported attitudes toward
use of computers, in general
A priori attitudes toward
simulation as an educational
.

.

.

rned;um

Expectations of what a lab
course should involve
.

toI
Appendix A: Items 1 to 6

.

Seif-assessed computer
expertise, and self-reported
use of advanced operating
system functions

npnng ata-

Telephone interview (structured)

-

Pnor experience with
computers in general

‘:

)‘%

-

Simulation: Question asked
during the debnefing interview
(open-ended question)

Multi-inedia applications:
Written questionnaire (closeended)
Telephone interview
(structured)
Written questionnaire (close
ended)

/‘‘

——____

Appendix B: Question 1
Appendix E: Item 5

Appendix B: Question 2
Appendix A: Item 10
Appendix B: Questions 3 and 4

Telephone interview (sfructured)

Appendix A: Item 9

Written questionnaire (closeended)

Appendix B: Questions M5 to
M10

Semi-structured verbal interview
(open-ended)

Appendix C: Ail items

4.3.2.2 Interaction Actïvities

The second step in my method consisted in allowing subjects to interact with the VPLab. first,
a script was read to participants providing them with a general idea ofwhat they would be expected
to do, and reassunng them that they would not be evaluated in any way (see Appendix D). At this
time, participants were also handed a signed document stipulating: (1) that their identity would be
kept confidential; (2) that they would be granted access to any unpublished reports (or references to
86

For expositional motives, the questionnaire pertaining to o priori attitudes toward simulation as an educational medium
will be discussed in detail, along with collected data, in a further section.
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published ones) presenting resuits based on data coliected during sessions; and (3) that ail collected
data would only be used by VPLab team members, and oniy for the purposes ofthe research project
(which were plamly stated therem).
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Next, subjects were given an example of the ‘think-aloud’ procedure (which consists in
verbalizing one’s thoughts and describing one’s own actions whule performing tasks) and were toid
how to navigate from one workspae to the other. They then engaged in a series of activities
representative of those that novice users would actually perform during an experiment. Many of the
activities were exploration-based because of an assumption that novice users working
autonomously would mostly use exploration first, as a means of discovering different features ofthe
environment. Also included were typical experimental tasks such as evaluation of uncertainty in
measurements.
Below is a summary ofthe activities that participants were asked to carry out. In a few sessions,
latter ones had to be skipped due to lack oftime.
Activity 1. Free exploration of workspaces in the air-table experiment: Participants were free
to explore the experiment’s available workspaces, namely, the Manipulation and
Analysis simulation workspaces, as well as the Presentation and Explanation
multimedia documents.
Activity 2. Viewing the multimedia Presentation: $ubjects were asked to focus on the
multimedia Presentation document, which introduces the simulated set-up (vïz., the
merry-go-round, the air-table, its pump, and the disc) and explains how to control it. If
participants had flot already done so, they were also told to view the video clip
depicting the real experimental setup.88
Activity 3. Free exploration of the Manipulation Workspace: Subjects were allowed to explore
the Manipulation workspace freely, as they tried to identify what they werc seeing.

[For practical reasons, participants were then given a minimal description of what the Manipulation
workspace simulation was intended to represent, so that any participant who had gross misunderstandings
at this point could move on to the next activities without having to overcome too many obstacles. (In
actually had such gross
perhaps only one
hindsight, it seems that very few participants
—

—

misunderstandings.)]

Activity 4. Launching the disk at varions speeds: Participants were told to tum on the air-table
pump and launcli the disk as fast as they could (in some cases the merry-go-round was
rotating at this time, and in other cases it was flot). Next, subjects were instructed to
stop the meny-go-round if it vas rotating, to launch the disk as slow as possible, and
then to describe its motion.
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See Appendix F.
In the video clip, a man is shown ]aunching a disk on an air-table placed in a rotating merry-go-round. The trajectoiy of
the disk is seen from both the inside and the outside ofthe merry-go-round. Among other things, the audio narration
identifies both views and mentions reduced friction on the air-table. (In the Presentation document text, information is
given to the effect that this video footage was shot at the Palais de la Découverte, Iocated in Paris.)

88
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Activity 5. Recording n sequence of ttie disk’s motion: After having been informed of the

possibility of recording a sequence of the disk’s motion in the Manipulation
workspace, subjects were asked to guess how such a recordmg could be camed out. If
participants failed to determine that it required use of the virtual camcorder, their
attention was then directed toward this device (without mentioning the word
‘camcorder’). Subjects were then instructed to launch the disk diagonally across the
table surface and record a 30-second sequence of motion (whule the merry-go-round
xvas flot rotating).
•Activity 6. Free exploration ofthe Analysis workspace: Participants were allowed to explore the
Analysis workspace freely. They were instructed to describe the things they saw, as
well as the activities and actions they thought could be accomp]ished within this
workspace.
Activity 7. Measuring the recorded image of the scale marker in the Analysis workspace:
Working on the image that they had previously recorded (and which xvas now being

displayed on the virtual monitor), participants attempted to measure the length of a tue
on the merry-go-round’s floor, by using the culer also provided in the Analysis
workspace.89 (Subjects were also instructed to register this measurement in the virtual
lab notebook, bearing in mmd that it would be required for further calculations.) In
order to study their interpretation ofthe main metaphor, participants were then asked to
guess: (1) why “20cm” had been inscribed there, in the first place (sec detailed
explanations on this subject in the box on next page), and (2) what the Analysis
workspace was meant to represent.9° Note that the virtual monitor was not labeled.

Activity 8. Anticipating how to mensure mean velocities: Subjects were directed to go back to

the very first frarne of the recorded sequence. Next, they were infonned of a device that
would allow them to superimpose traces of the disk’s trajectory over the currently
displayed image frame (as shown in Fig. 1.2). Participants were asked to guess how to
activate this device, and were shown the Trace Controïler if they had not guessed
correctly. They were then dirccted to clescribe how one could measure the magnitude
and direction of the disk’s mean ‘elocity (i.e., speed) between two specified positions
marked by superimposed traces along its trajectory.

Activity 9. Measuring distances between varions positions along the disk’s trajcctory:
Participants were asked to measure the distance between the disk’s current position and

the position marked by the first superirnposed trace. The next directive vas to register
this measurement in the lab notebook. Participants were then asked to do the sarne for
the next four traces. Their instructions were to proceed as though these data would later
be incÎuded in a table or raph within a graded lab report, and to bear also in mmd that
these data could be used in further calculations.
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The tcrms “markcr,” “floor ofthe merry-go-round,” and “virttial monitor’s image” were flot actually tised in
instructions given to stibjects. ]nstead, they were sirnply told to “measure the distance betwecn the purple arrows” (see
Fig. 4.1).
90
This is an excellent example ofthe type of exercise that could be incltided in a ttitorial ntended to familiarize novice
users with the VPLah’s interFace. It s thus rcprcsentativc ofthe hurdies that first-time users would need to jump in order
to tinderstand how to perform an experiment.
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Àctivity 10 Evaltiating the magnitude and direction of the meati velocity vector: As a reminder,
subjects wete shown the formula for mean velocity. which vas explained when
necessary. They wei-e also told that the displayed image frames had 1/15 s duration, and
that the superimposed traces represented the next consecutive frames when the Trace
Interval Indicator vas set accordingly (by means 0f the Trace Controller). Participants
were then asked to evaluate both the magnitude and direction of the disk’s mean
velocity, between its current position and another specified position (i.e. trace) along its
trajectoiy. finally, subjects were instructed to register flic data in the lab notebook as
though it would later be included in a graded lab report.
Activity 11 Assessing uncertainty of the mean velocity: Participants were asked to assess the
uncertainty ofthe mean velocity that they had just determined.
Relationship between scale of simulation and scale of measuring instruments (Activity 7)

The meny-go-round floor is made of tues. As shown in figure 4.] (À). one of these tues lias an inscription
(“20cm”) which refers to its actual length in the real world. The experimenter can measure the length of the
tile’s image, as displayed on the Analysis workspace vii-tuai monitor, by using the ruler also provided in this
workspace: see Fig. 4.1(B). The correct scale ratio ofthe image, with respect to flic real world, ma)’ then be
inferred by associating “20cm,” with the measurement obtained according to the scale of the virtual rtiler
(1.1cm).91 (This method is just meant to correspond to the type of real-worid procedure that could be used
opticai aberrations notwithstanding to evaluate the scale ofthe image on a flat TV screen when the physical
size of at least one of the fllmed objects is already known.)92 In short, comparing the measurement of the
image on the rtiler’s scale (1.1 cm) to the inscription on the tue (20cm) provides the scale ratio of the image
displayed on the virtual monitor.

—

—

Figure 4.1 A) The (20cm) scale marker; B) The ruler being used (on top of flic virtual monitor screen)
to measure the image of o file.

91

Technicallv, this is only valid because 11w simulations are accurately scaled representations ofphysical phenomena (likc
toporaphical maps. design specs, etc.). Bv including the correct scale marker, the simulations an the une hand. and the
measuring tools on the other, are reciprocallv scaied by designers sa that the virtual ruier and tape measure con vield
physically

meaningfLll measurements. Een

when properiy expiained, this technical point is somewhat difflctiit

10

grasp

without direct experience with the VPLab.
92
Since I wtshed 10 study how potential tisers mtght ulterpret and undcrstand the VPLab’s main mc[aphor, none of tins
as explaincd ta subjccts beforc thc debrieting period, and then mostly not before the vers’ end.
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Step by step instructions were given verbatly for ail activities described above, with the
exception of activities 9 and 10, for which participants were given somewhat more complex wriften
directives. Participants were also routinely encouraged to ‘think aloud’ and discuss anything they
perceïved as either ‘sfrange’ or ‘famihar’. At this stage, this simple suggestion seemed the most
appropriate way of having subjects express judgments of verisimilitude. When participants
mentioned an aspect related to credibility, they were sometimes probed on-the-spot (albeit shortly)
in order to further understand their thinking.
Before the activities penod began, I had wamed participants that, apart from initial instructions,
I would volunteer very littie additional information or help. True, subjects in difficulty were
sometimes given dues or minimal explanations, but only to prevent humiliation or excessive
frustration, as is ethically required in user trials (cf. Rubin, 1994).
4.3.2.3 Debriefing Intervïew
The third and last step in the data-gathering method was to debnef participants in order to have
them discuss any issues that could not be addressed while they were performing tasks. Given that
noteworthy events occurring during the activities period could differ significantly from one
participant to the other, and that the exploratory nature of the investigation needed to be
accommodated, the debriefing procedure required a fair degree of flexibility. I therefore opted for a
semistructured interview style, with themes and questions prepared in advance (see Appendix E),
but room for variation and follow-up queries when useful.
The first questions were quite general and open-ended. for instance, I asked subjects how they
felt about the VPLab in general, and what they thought of using the environment, in companson to
previous lab work. Participants then answered questions targeting specific dimensions of
verisimilitude judgments (e.g., possibility and plausibility) applied to various aspects of their
experience with the VPLab (e.g., actions they had performed or objects they had seen and used).

4.4 USER SAMPLE
In qualitative and descriptive investigations with expÏoratoiy objectives, the user sample does
not necessarily have to be very large. Contrary to experimental or correlational research, the idea
here is to consider a small number of cases and to look for observations that are essential to each
case;93 one then postulates that, because these observations are essential, they may apply to other
similar cases in reality (cf. Pires, 1997).
In forming the sample for such a study, the researcher does flot necessarily seek statistical
representativeness of populations (generalization is therefore flot accomplished through statistical
93

Though essentiaÎ to each case, there is no tdlling at the outset whether such observations wiIl be similar or different
from case to case.
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inference warranted by a probabilistic sample): rather, he or she may aim for an acceptable degree
of diversity with respect to chosen parameters.94 I shah now give a generai description of the
present sample, followed by a more detailed one, which will further allow the reader to appreciate
the level ofdiversity achieved.

4.4.1 Generat Description
As shown in table III, the sample consisted of thirteen undergraduate students majoring, or
specializing, in chemistry (5 students), mechanical engineering (4 students), or physics (4 students)
at different umversities in the Monfreal area.
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Table UI: Major of participants

Ail but one participant (subject JW) were first-year students. Ail subjects volunteered (and were
remunerated) for participation in the study. Participants had had no prior contact with either the
VPLab or Télé-université.
Ail participants had previously conducted physics experiments in school laboratories at
university level, and had attended lab-based physics courses during the current or previous term.
$ubject maffer knowledge vas flot assessed through formal means, but some participants did exhibit
more knowledge than others about the specific subject matter relevant to the experiment chosen for
this study, i.e. forces in rotating frames ofreference. Understandably, the physics students had taken
more physics courses than the other participants. A number of subjects had previousïy encountered
real air-tables in an experimental context but some ofthose set-ups were significantly different from
the air-table which served as referent for the VPLab’s simulation.
Attitudes and expectations toward experimental work were fairly diverse. While some
participants claimed to enjoy performing physics experiments, others stated that they did not take
pleasure in doing so for two main reasons: lack of theoretical (or technical) knowledge relating to
particular experiments, and preference for theoretically oriented activities. Educational benefits
expected from experimental work varied a good deal, and included: better assimilation of theory
and abstract concepts; an opportunity to verify the vahidity of theory; gaining appreciation for
precision in one’s work; leaming to be honest in reporting one’s work; leaming the scientific
method, statistical analysis of resuits, or handiing of apparatus; leaming how to deal with
uncertainty in general, as well as with errors caused by instruments.
94

When a sample is composed ofvotunteers, due to circumstances surrounding the recruitment of participants,
prove somewhat more difficuit to reach a high level of diversity.
To protect anonymity, each participant shah only be identified by two capital letters.

it

may
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Ail participants reported much prior experience with computers and graphical user interfaces,
but some were somewhat more confident about their computer abilities than others. There was also
a broad specfrum of pnor experience with simulation, as shah be shown below.

4.4.2 Detailed Descrïption
In this section, I flrst present information about self-reported attitudes toward computer use.
Next, I show data on self-assessed computer expertise and then display information conceming use
of simulation as well as multimedia applications bearing similanties to the VPLab. finally, I
consider subjects’ a priori attitudes toward simulation as an educational medium. Further
information is available in Appendix G, which consists of fairly extensive subject profiles. Note that
my purpose here is flot to establish statistical correlations between these data and other variables.
4.4.2.1 $elf-reported Attitudes toward Use of Computers
Computer-related attitudes are considered factors affecting “both the extent and the manner in
which students use computers” (Levine & Donitsa-$chmidt, 1998). The context of this study made
it impossible to use a lengthy, valid, and reliable questionnaire just to assess these attitudes. I cannot
therefore daim to have rneasured them.
Nevertheless, I did acquire data of a similar yet distinct nature, which helps describe the profiles
of participants. Information in table IV was obtained by asking subjects to rate use of computers, in
general, on the following 5-point scales:
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A)

1- Unpleasant

to

5 Pleasant

B)

1- Useless

to

5 Useful

C)

1- Difficuit

to

5 Easy

-

-

-

Table IV thus shows data relating to self-reported attitudes toward use of computers in terms of
perceived pleasantness of use (A) and usefulness ofcomputers (B). It also shows perceived ease of
97
use (C) in the fourth column. The mean;ng of symbols is explarned in the area beside table IV.
It can be seen that the degree of diversity ofthese attitudes ranges from moderate (for perccived
pleasantness of use) to how (for perceived usefutness). Observe that none of the participants gave
the lowest rating (‘1’) on any of the scales and that ratings are relatively high for most subjects.
This might be explained by the fact that participants were recruited on a voluntary basis within a
population of individuals who use computers, most likely, for many hours a week (see table VIII).
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French versions ofthese scales, which are borrowed from De la Teja, Lundgren-Cayrol, and Paquin (1998), tvere used
during the telephone interview.
97
Levine and Donitsa-Schmidt (1998) suggested that such a construct as perceived case ofuse (whtch these authors called
computer self-confidence) should be treated separately from other computer-related attitudes. They could flot definitely
conclude, however, that computer attitudes and self-confidence were different psychological constlucts.
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Table IV: Self-reported attitudes toward use of computers.

Subjects

Pceivedj
pleasantness
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110
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DQ
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ER

B..
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GT
RU

w.
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Pleasantness

B..

B..
II...
•ii••

w...
w’...
w...
w....
w..
w....
w....
.•..
u.’..
...w.
w....

•...i

w....

u....
...

w....
•uu

LY

.....

.....

MZ

w....

•usw

wwww•

>

•

I•IS

5-Pleasant

1 -Unpleasant

Usefulness

I...

•..i.
BB•BB

IV
Jw
KX

Meaning of symb ois

Peréived
eàse ol use

Perceivd
usefulness

==>

•

u....
5-Useful

I -Useless

Ease of use
•

1-Djfficult

==>

w....
5-Easy

One way to explore this data judiciously is to look at extreme cases. With respect to this
cntenon, interesting cases include subjects CP, FS, I{U, IV, LY, who gave the maximum rating
(‘5’) on ail three scales, as well as subject AN who gave reiativeiy iow ratings on ah scales. Also
worthy of mention is the case of subject GT, whose ratings vary most from one scale to the other,
and the case of subject DQ, whose rating for perceived ease of use is somewhat lower than lis
ratings for perceived pleasantness of use and perceived usefulness.
4.4.2.2 Self-assessed Computer Expertise, and Use of Advanced Operating System Functions
Initially, I had hoped to gather information on subjects’ computer expertise with respect to
abilitïes relevant to use of the VPLab. However, obtaining objective information on computer
expertise can be a complex and lengthy process. Idealiy, one would have subjects perform several
tasks representative of the relevant task domains in order to assess their performance.
Since I could flot implement such an assessment method in the present context, I gathered data
of a different nature, flot necessanly tied to actual computer expertise, and having more to do with
9$

how a user perceives lis or lier own expertise. Table V thus shows self-assessed expertise relating
to computer use in general, and common computer applications.
Information in the second column was acquired during the preliminary teleplione interview, by
asking subjects to assess their own expertise with respect to use of computers, in generai.
Information in ail other coiumns was obtained through the pre-interaction questionnaire:
participants were asked to assess their own expertise with respect to use ofwindow-based operating
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Whether this relates directly to the aforementioned construct ofself-confldence, as described by Levine and Donitsa
Schmidt (1998), is debataNe.
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systems (e.g., Windows 95, Mac OS), word processors, browsers, e-mail, and graphics creation or
image editing software (e.g., Iliustrator, Corel Draw, Photoshop).
The
1

—

following scale was used:

very weak

99

2— rudïmentary

3

—

intermediate

4

—

good

5

—

expert

The meaning of symbois in table V is as foliows:
U

very weak

I U

rudimentary

intermediate

• U•

U UI U : good

R R U UI : expert

Table V: Self-assessed expertise relating to computer use in general and to common applications
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Again, it is sensible to look at extreme cases. These include participants with a relatively high
‘general’ self-rating who also rated themselves fairly high in regards to most types of applications
100)
as well as those with a relatively low ‘general’ seif-rating, who also rated
(CP, fS, HU, IV, LY
themselves relatively low in regards to most types of applications (AN, ER).
The degree of diversity among participants is fairly high for self-assessed expertise relating to

use of e-mail and graphics creationlimage editing software; it is lower for ‘general’ and window
based OS expertise (notice that these two ratings are the same for nearly ail ofthe participants
exception being subject KX

101
—

—

the

which might mean that the latter is h;ghly representative of the

former); the diversity is even lower for word processing and browser expertise.

99

For self-assessment of expertise pertalmng to computer use ‘in general’, the term “weak” was mistakenly used instead
of “rudimentary”.
100

Observe that these are the exact same subjects who gave the maximum rating on ail three scales pertaimng to self
reported attitudes toward computers (sec table IV).
101
KX was following a curnculum that featured more programming courses, tvhich translates to spending more ttme using
programming interfaces.
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In the questionnaire, participants were also asked to indicate how often they used four
‘advanced’ functions ofwindows-based operating systems (creation of shortcuts on the desktop; use
of shortcut keys; drag and drop; software customizing functionalities like macros or changing
defauit options). The foilowing scale was used:
1

—

very often

2

—

often

3

—

occasionally

4

—

rarely

5

—

almost neyer

Ijudged that subjects had flot reported considerabie use of advanced functions if they answered
either “rarely” or “almost neyer”. Table VI thus shows the number of functions that each subject
reported using, when counted this way. The degree of diversity, here, is iow. Stili, it is of interest
that AN, ER, GT and JW did not use ail four advanced functions; there might be a relation between
AN’s and ER’s lower seif-assessments shown in table IV and their reports of less frequent use of
advanced functions in window-based operating systems. This seems to point to a lower level of
expertise on their part.
Table VI: Use of ‘advanced functions’ in window-based
operating systems (self-reported)
Subjects
.

of aclvaiiced •func(ioiis tiseci
,
.rv oltcn , otkn , or o,asioiyiH

NtInhI)er

.

:...‘..

AN
BO
cP
DQ
ER
fS
GT
im
IV
Jw

KX

1•1.

LY

MZ

4.4.2.3 Prior Use of Simulation ami Multi-media Applications Bearing
Similarities with the VPLab

In order to have an indication ofpredispositions to perceiving the VPLab as sfrange or novel, I
sought to find out if participants had previously encountered applications bearing similarities to it.
Table VII lists simulation applications previousiy used by subjects. There was a wide range ofprior
experience with simulation: for instance, AN reported having no prior experience whatsoever with
simulation, whereas IV had tried out industrial flight simulators.
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Table VII: Prior experience with use of simulation (self-reported)
0r

AN

No prior experience

110

Realistic video games; Social science simulations
Realistic video games (but no experience with simulation in an educational
context)

DQ

SimCity

ER

SimCity; SmalI educational programs in physics

fS

Realistic video games; Numencal (non-visual) simulation with MAPLE software;
Design ofmechanical component simulations, using Computer Assisted Design
(CAD) software

GT

Realistic video games; Design ofmechanical component simulations, using CAD
software

*

Realistic video games; Design ofmechanical component simulations, using CAD
software
Industrial flight simulators; Design ofmechanical component simulations, using
CAD software
JW

$mall physics simulation

KX

Realistic video games (no experience with simulation in an educational context)

LY

SimCity; Highly realistic video games; Much experience with MAPLE software

MZ

Little experience except for software simulating motion of stars

*
SimCity, a popular video game, is basically a simulation ofa city and its problems. The player acts as mayor. This gaine
has been praised for its realism and bas sometimes even been used in educational contexts.
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Elsewhere, participants were also asked to indicate, on the scale below, how often they used the
following multimedia applications:
—

—

—

—

1

video games;
graphics creation or image editing software (e.g., Illustrator, Photoshop, Coreldraw);
animation software (e.g., Director, 3D studio);
web sites containing video or animation.
—

very often

2

—

3

often

—

4

occasionally

—

rarely

5

—

almost

Table VIII presents reported use of these types of multimedia applications. I assigned very
often I often / occasionally to a category named ‘More’ and rarely / almost neyer to a category
named ‘Less’. The last colunm displays total weekly use ofcomputers.
Table VIII: Use of multi-media applications bearing similarities to the VPLab (self-reported)

Graphics
creacion
or image
editing
software

Web sites
containïng
video or
animation

.

Video
games

.

Subj ects

AN
BO
CP
DQ
ER

fS
GI

HU
W
JW
KX
LY
MZ

.

Less ‘r
More
More
Less”’
Less
More
More
Less *
.Less
Less
More
Less *
‘Less

,‘.

“

‘

.

Self-reported
weekly use of
computers, in
general (hours)

Animation
software

Lte,’

‘‘.:.

‘6 tôÏ2

Less, Less
Less
More
More
‘iLess ;Lesf ‘Lss
LJss
Less
LessMore
More
Less
More
;Less
More
More
More
Less
Less «
More
Less
Less
Less
‘ç jLess
•Less’cLess
,::Less
More
More
«Leis
More
More
Less
“

‘

.-

-‘

.

,

.

-

6 t12brs
more than 12 hrs.
more than 12 hrs.
more than 12 hrs
more than 12 hrs.
‘-‘.6 to:121*s’
more than 12’hrs.
6 to12hrs4
I to 5 hrs-’
morethanl2brs.
more than 12 hrs.
morethanl2hrs.

.

The diversity among participants is high for video game use, slightly lower for use of

graphics creationlimage editing software and web sites containing video or animation, and lower
stili for use of animation software.
Looking at extreme cases, it can be scen that AN, DQ, ER and 1W reported ‘less’ frequent use
of ail four applications (with JW reporting less weekly use of computers in general), whereas CP,
FS and GT reported ‘more’ frequent use of three out of four applications (with CP and fS reporting

greater weekly use of computers in general).

*
During their debriefing interviews, subjects HU and LY mentioned that they had played realistic video games, as
shown in table VII. Their answers to the questionnaire mightjust indicate that they had flot played video games very often

during a relatively short period precedtng their participation in the study.
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4.4.2.4 A priori Attitudes toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
Because I feit that users’ preconceived ideas concerning simulation could serve as bascs for
credibility judgments, I set out to investigate these beliefs. To this end, I developed a novel method
with which to evaluate participants’ a priori attitudes toward simulation (as an educational
medium), and more specifically the degree to which these attitudes were either favorable or
unfavorable.
This procedure involved questions containing descriptions of various pedagogical situations,
each accompanied by 5-point scale items (see Appendix B: Questions M5 to Mb). Through these
questions, participants were first asked to express confidence levels toward simulation in these
situations, and then shortly thereafter, they were asked to express confidence levels toward other
alternative educational media (video clips or training equipment) in those exact sanie situations. I
made comparisons within pairs of near-identical questions involving simulation on the one hand,
and the alternative medium on the other hand.
Tables IX and X present classifications ofthe participants according to the resuits ofthe process
just described (see Appendix H for details). This information allows me to evaluate how credible
simulation was to participants, as an educational medmm, even before they inspected the VPLab.

104

Both tables show a moderate degree of diversity amongst participants, with regard to these
preconceptions. Note that it is more prudent to consider tables IX and X separately because these
classifications are based upon two sets of indicators involving distinct baselines— participants’
attitudes toward video clips were used for the first set, and their attitudes towardfairÏy rudimentaiy
training equipment were used for the second. I strove to establish baselines appropriate for each
type of pedagogical situation presented in the questionnaire (convincing students during a lecture,
and training operators for vanous tasks). The two categonzations are wholly meaningful in their
own right, insofar as the specific baselines are deemed adequate for each type of situation.
Table IX thus presents a classification of participants according to their apriori attitudes toward
simulation in comparison to video, when used to illustrate physics concepts. This classification
was derived from answers to questions involving situations wherein a teacher would try to convince
skepticaÏ students of the validity of a countenntuitive physics concept during a lecture.
103

I had originalty intended to verify that the questionnaire answers (and the resutting indicators contatned in Appendix
H) could be considered reliable, by discussing them with participants during the debriefing period. Such discussions did
take place, but I subsequently realized that two shortcomings would invalidate this ‘triangulation’ process. First, because I
was forced to discuss these questions at the very end ofthe debriefing period in order to prevent influencing other
judgments, there was a significant probability that participants’ reactions to their own questionnaire responses would
themselves be influenced by prior events. Second, I realized, after the fact, that readjusting or conecting questionnaire
responses (on numencal scales) by drawing on participants’ discourse exclusivety, would be unfeasible. Nevertheless, the
very idea of using such a questionnaire as a pretext for discussing these attitudes remains interesting. To illustrate this
process, excerpts of debriefing discussions about questionnaire responses were included in Appendix G (see footnotes 4,
7, 11, 14, 17, 20, 21, and 22). Again, itis importantto stress that, forreasonsjustgiven, these cannot be used to validate
or readjust questionnaire answers in the present case.
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Table IX: A priori attitudes toward simulation (in comparison to video) when used to convince skeptical
students of the validity of counterintuitive concepts

Table X presents a classification of participants according to their a priori attitudes toward
simulation in comparïson to use of training equipment (i.e., real equipment, though more
rudimentary than that needed for the actual task), for sidil training. This classification was derived
from answers to questions involving the expression of confidence in operators training for various
tasks.
Table X: A priori attitudes toward simulation (in comparison to real, albeit simple equipment) when
used for training
V
-

k

.V

----

%jport at

JifavorabXÇ
DQ, HU

V

ude owaqiç

u4ÏJ
AN, GT, JW, MZ

abfø
BO, CP, ER, fS, W, KX, LY

Let me reiterate that the two types of attitude were evaluated with reference to different
baselines. In light of this fact, if one wishes to consider both types, interesting cases can be
specified as follows:
—

—

—

—

participants unfavorabte to simulation in at least one of the
IV, KX, MZ).

two cases (DQ, ER, FS, GT, HU,

participants unfavorable to simulation in both cases (DQ, HU)
participants favorable to simulation in at Ïeast one of the two cases (BO, CP, ER, fS, IV, KX,
LY)
participantsfavorable to simulation in both cases (CP, LY)
Evidently, it would be interesting to further investigate such attitudes with larger user samples.

In regards to credibility, spme might expect students to be generally unfavorable, a priori, to
simulation as an educational medium. To my knowledge, no study has specifically examined this
issue although, in a fairly recent paper, Cartwright (1998) anecdotally reports:

[...] students knew that the data

were cornputer-generated, and perhaps because of this, they
atways seerned to perceive such data as being less “reat” than anything that carne mit ofthe back
ofa spectrorneter.

Indeed, I did find students who exhibited such unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation
(e.g., DQ and HU), but I also encountered favorable apriori attitudes (e.g., CP and LY).
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4.5 ANALYTICAL METIIODS
4.5.1 Recordïngs and Transcripts
Two simultaneous recordings of sessions were made. A camera taped video and audio fracks of
participants seated at the computer and engaging in activities or discussing with the interviewer. At
the same time, a VCR also recorded a direct video feed from the computer, thus captunng a full
screen view of what subjects saw and did within the VPLa5 while performing tasks during the
activities penod.
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Verbatim franscripts of the recordings were produced, inciuding copious descriptions of both
video tracks (which were integrated, within brackets, to the franscribed speech). The transcribed
text files were ioaded into Atlas TiTM, a software package used for advanced qualitative analysis,
but employed here only for indexing purposes (i.e., to gain faster access to interesting excerpts); no
analytical processing of coded excerpts was performed with the package.

4.5.2 Analytical Process
A crucial element ofthis study’s analytical approach is that each participant was first freated as
an autonomous case. I initially examined each franscript in isolation as though it constituted
locating ail excerpts pertaining to verisimiiitude. This
material for an individuai case study
yielded resuits on a first level: based on a majority of these excerpts, I wrote fairly thorough
—

—

accounts of each session wherein I attempted to reconstruct the judgment processes of subjects.
Those individual accounts, contained in Appendix I, are very instructive because they offer a
106
such treatment is
focused v;ew of specific credibihty concems for each of the 13 participants;
highly congruent with the aforementioned principle of searching for elements essential to each case.
Tbroughout this initiai anaiysis, I aiso flagged judgments and cues as ‘more important’ or ‘less
important’: that is, I fried to identify elements that had made the most impact on verisimilitude for
each ofthe participants. Such a process was admiffedly subjective; this is not to say, however, that I
had no critena for gauging the importance of these items. b some extent, I looked for issues and
cues that had been spontaneousty evoked by participants during the session, as well as those
mentioned when subjects were asked general questions relating to overali credibility ofthe VPLab.
Importance of issues and cues was also sometimes discussed explicitly during the sessions. Tables
XI and XII, presented in the next chapter, display a significant sample ofthe resuits of this process.
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A redundant audio track was recorded for synchronization purposes.
With this exposition, judgments are presented in their original context, when possible, thereby conveying added detail
and nuance. In addition to Chapter 5, interested readers should consuit these accounts to get an idea ofhow various
verisimilitudejudgments and cues relate to each other within individual sessions, and to obtain further information
concerning specific judgments.

106
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The second analysis phase consisted in qualitative comparison ofjudgments, based on material
in both the individual accounts and the original transcripts. To create subtities within the individual
accounts, I had previously identified sections of text with labels corresponding to aspects of
participantJVPLab interaction relevant to the various judgments considered; I thus simply regrouped
elements from different accounts that had been placed under similar headings, and proceeded to
compare them, sometimes going back to the original franscripts for additional material. In this
analysis, I confronted both similar and diverging judgments to one another (seemingly favorable
judgments to unfavorable ones, for instance), essentially identifying and contrasting their various
bases.

4.6 LOOMNG BACK
In this chapter, I have covered the methodological elements of my exploratory study, detailing
its context, general approach, user sample, data-gathering techniques, and analytical processes. In
the next chapter I shall expose, interpret, and discuss my observations.

Chapter 5. Resuits
I have organized the discussion ofresuits around important issues linked with various aspects of
the VPLab. In keeping with the study’s exploratory aim, I endeavored to tacide a wide diversity of
themes and to present a detailed exposition of observed differences between various cases.
Compared to the individual accounts in Appendix I, the following exposition allows a more
general and contrasting view of verisimilitude judgments expressed by ail participants. On the
whole, I have found that verisimilitude judgments can be quite complex. These judgments (and the
cues involved) may vary considerably from one subject to the other. Concems that appear to be
crucial for some participants do not stand out for others. Even when participants show the same
concems, it is flot uncommon for their judgments to be confradictory or to involve significant
nuances relating to other preoccupations.
This idiosyncrasy bas been observed several times and for a vanety of issues. Individual traits
of participants (e.g., interests; attitudes; aptitudes; expenence with lab work, computers and
simulation; lmowledge of subject matter; etc.) appear to have been important factors influencing
vensimilitude judgments. In what follows, I have tned, whenever possible, to describe individual
traits that seem to matter in specific verisimilitude judgments expressed by participants. Among
different types of individual traits, u priori attitudes toward simulation, pnor experience of lab
work, and prior use of certain computer applications figure prominently.
In the course ofmy investigation, I encountered credibility concems that had littie or nothing to
do with specific characteristics of the environment. One such matter dealt with the feeling of
presence (or tangibility) in the simulated environment; because the general subject of presence in
virtual environments bas becn studied to a fair extent in the past, I will not address this concem
here. Another such issue was rather related to user judgments based on the VPLab’s ontological
status as a simulated environment— i.e., the environment’s very nature. I discuss this topic first.
I then go on to examine a host of important issues concemed with verisimilitudejudgments that
ïnvolve specific cues which emerged from the VPLab environment itself. These issues relate to
video-clips of real experimental set-ups, to the behavior of simulated apparatus, to the VPLab’s
main metaphor, to graphical attributes and visual presentation of the environment, to measuring
instruments and their precision, to perceived freedom and control within the environment, to
discursive cues present in the environment, and to user anticipation of relevant pedagogical
objectives.
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5.1 ONTOLOGICAL STATUS 0F SIMULATIONS
In this section, I describe observed expressions of lack of credibility specifically linked with the
VPLab’s ontological status as a simulation environment. These judgments involve the
constructedness criterion of modality judgments; they cannot be associated with any particular cue

emerging from the environment, but are instead inherently tied to the VPLab’s very nature.
I suggest that such lack of credibility can vary across a specfrum which ranges from the least
107
radical to the most radical. One example ofthe least radical type was expressed by subject LY:

[...] you ‘il aiways have limitations. is this really representative ofthe theoretical mode!? What ‘s
behind this /simutationJ to make /ilte diskJ maye like that? Did [the prograinmerJ take aforinula
and simpl it ta allow for nice motion? [...] That ‘s what bothers me: you have this software but
you can have it do anythingyou want. [...]
0f course, you teli yourself that [the teach ers] are teaching a class sa they won ‘t hand you any
oid thing. Even so, they aiways teli you to act as if Jwhat is being taughtj isn ‘t true until they
prove it ta you [...] they say thatyou shouid aiways ask yourself questions concerning what the
teacher is saying: maybe he ‘s saying nonsense. With [the VPLabJ, you can ‘t realiy question
things because there v an /intrinsicj limit in using the program itself if you start to question
things at home like that, you iose the wholeprinciple of using the software.
You don ‘t know [in the case of the simulation] tfthe programmer has taken the time to inctude
eveiything to realiy consider ail the theoreticai aspects and do the correct caiculations or if
hejust shoved the whoie thing, and said: “Here, this is what it ‘li do [Maybe] a whole table bas
aiready been written up sa that when such or such thing happens, [the diskj automaticaily goes
the other way... Or, does it reaÏiy work with aformida, with ail values truly changing according
ta reaiity?
[citation 1]
—

—

“.
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comments here, subject LY addresses the issue of the underlying model’s
design, in relation to his own tendency to scrutinize what teachers expose in class. He asks a crucial
question: If students should aiways start by being skeptical of what teachers expose, then why
should they blindly frust insfructional simulations at face value? In my opinion, this participant is
Through his

just manifesting a ‘healthy’ skepticism toward simulation models. It seems to me that students, such
as LY, who have computer science knowledge, might be inclined to display such attitudes.
Another case ofthe teast radical types ofjudgment is exemplified by subject BO’s attitude. This
participant spoke of “the software taboo”: he believed that the most important obstacle to the
success of the VPLab would be a lack of credibility that could occur if users felt that they were “just
pawns in a game” and that everything within the VPLab had been pre-programmed to react in a
determinate way when users followed a pre-determined path. Since this apprehension seemed to be
successfully countered, in BO’s case, by the presence ofvideo clips “showing the experiment done

107

Participant citations were translated from French. The original citations, referenced by a number between brackets (for
instance, [citatian I] in the above quote), are listed in Appendix J.
108
Masculine pronouns and adjectives are used throughout for both male and female participants. As a precaution, I have
chosen to conceal gender in order to inhibit unwarranted associations between certain attitudes and gender.
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with real objects” and by the possibility of free interaction with the sirnulated apparatus, I believe
that his ontologically-relatedjudgment was ofthe least radical type. BO thus stated:
There is programining but it respects what happens in real hfe.
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[citation 2]

At the other end of the spectrum, I found the most radical judgments, one of which was
expressed by subject DQ. It can be interpreted as a daim that there is an (undetermined) alteration
caused by mediation of the experiment through the simulated environment:
DQ: [...] When you ‘re on a computer it’s flot real. I think that’s the biggest dfference between
the two. [...J
Interviewer: What would you think ofa /virtual realityj lob where you could manipulate things
using gloves? There would be objects... and there are gÏoves that give you tactile sensations. I
was wondering fthe problem [with the VFLabJ was that you were working with a inouse and a
keyboard or fit woutd be the same [nrobtemjforyou with a helmet and gÏoves?
DQ: It would be the sanie. It remains imaginaiy... well, imaginaiy, in a way ofspeaking. It ‘s flot
[citations 3 and 41
imaginaly but it ‘s flot real.

Another variety of radical-type judgment was expressed by JW. He brought up the question of
simulation being vulnerable to tampering. There was also a link with the question oftangibility:
JW: [...] I think that there are some things which, even fyou see them here fin the VPLab],
you ‘Il have the impression that tÏiey could be fully tampered with. For instance, when we
watched the disk move in the video clip, you could see that it was real, but [...] it seems less real
in the computer, when it ‘s flot a video clip. When you do it in a lab, you see it with your own
eyes. Here /with the VPLabJ, you see it [...] but it’s a machine that bas done it alt.
Interviewer: So it ‘s the medium itselj?
JtV: Yes, it ‘s thefact that I don ‘t do things with my own hands

—

that I don ‘t really look upon it...

[citation 5]

$omcwhere in the middle of the spectrum of ontologically-related judgments are conceptions
like the ones displayed by ER, GT, IV, and KX. These participants exhibited expectancy of ideal
conditions within the VPLab. for instance, subject ER expected that physical factors (a piece of
pencil Iead on the air-table, for example) which could cause experimental resuits to stray
110
dramatically from theoretical predictions, would be absent from the VPLab simulation:
maybe such and such physical factor should be token into account. I don’t know... the
window was open and a draft blew over my setup; but here [in the VPLabJ, you won ‘tfind that.
[citation 6)
[...] It ‘s o computer, [so] evetything goes welt...

[...]

One may ask if there is a connection between unfavorable o priori attitudes toward simulation
as an educational medium (see tables IX and X) and the occurrence or the radicalism of negative
judgments based on a simulated environment’s ontological status.
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Notice that subject BOfully acknowledges the role oftechnology (programming), but stiil considers the environment as
verisimilar. The existence ofsuchjudgments is the reason why Lombard’s criterion of ‘illusion ofnon-mediation’ (sce
Chapter 3), as included in bis definition of social realism (Lombard, 2000), cannot be used in a valid operational
definition ofverisimilitude.
110
Rather than the terni ‘absent’, ER used the word ‘impossible’.
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To examine this question, let us start by considering the aforemcntioned cases of subjects DQ
and 1W, both of whom expressed the rnost radical kinds of (negative) ontologically-related
judgments. On the one hand, subject DQ was one of two participants (HU is the other) who had

priori attitudes toward simulation with respect to both of the situations
presented in the preliminary questionnaire (convincing students in a classroom, and operator
training). Hence, DQ’s case supports the hypothesis of a connection between unfavorable a priori
attitudes and negative ontologicaily-related judgments. On the other hand, subject JW’s ci priori
attitudes toward simulation were neutral with respect to both of the questionnaire situations, so his
exhibited unfavorable

ci

case does not lend credence to the hypothesis (although its significance is somewhat mitigated since
JW’s apriori attitudes are neutral rather than favorable).
Next, let us dïscuss BO’s and LY’s statements classified as the least radical kind of
ontologically-related judgment. Since these judgments were not radical at ail, one would expect BO
and LY to present ci priori attitudes tending toward neutrality, if flot approval, and indeed such is
the case (see tables IX and X). LY even counts as one oftwo participants (the other being CP) who
exhibited favorable attitudes with respect to both of the situations presented in the preliminary
questionnaire.
finally, consider the statements of subj ects ER, GT, IV and KX who expected ideal
experimental conditions within the VPLab (recali that those statements were classified somewhere
between the least radical type of ontologically-related judgments and the most radical type).
Observe that ail of these participants displayed unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation
with respect to one of the situations presented in the preliminary questionnaire (convincing students
in a classroom), but not the other (operator training). I see two vaiid, albeit opposite, ways to view
these facts: either (a) these cases do not support the hypothesis of a connection between these types
ofjudgments and ci priori attitudes toward simulation, or (b) they do support this hypothesis and, if
so, one must suppose that the unfavorable ci priori attitudes toward simulation with respect to the
first situation matter most in such instances. Proposition (b) becomes more plausible when the
following additional case is considered: as I mentioned, subject CP displayed favorable attitudes
toward simulation with respect to botÏt of the situations presented in the preliminary questionnaire
and, contrary to the participants mentioned above (ER, GT, W, KX), it so happens that he expected
to encounter ,ton-ideal experimental conditions within the VPLab.
In view of the mai ority of the cases stated above, I believe that there may be a link between the
expression of negative judgments based on a virtual environment’s ontological status and the
presence of unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation. An important and more general
conclusion suggested by the data would be that preconceived ideas influence credibility judgments,
and that this influence seems to be sornewhat independent of concems linked with cues emerging
from the simulated environment. Related to this is the finding that students (e.g., subjects BO and
LY) may make judgments of consfructedness and stili find a virtual environment credible.
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I must also mention that some participants (e.g., FS, JW) predicted that simulations like those of
the VPLa5 would be more vuÏnerabÏe to disbeÏief in situations where the simulated apparatus’
behavior is sfrange or counter-intuitive. I can, however, point to a significant counter-example
through a specific account conceming subject RU.
In the Analysis workspace, RU examined the disk’s motion by measuring distances between
successive positions in the disk’s trajectory (which corresponded to successive time indexes).
Dunng this exercise, a very interesting event occurred: HU obtained a measurement that raîi
counter to his expectations. 11e then rationalized the existence of this seemingly anomalous result
by saying that it was normal to encounter it since he was involved in “practical work”.
Insofar as subject HU had exhibited unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation with
respect to both of the situations presented in the preliminary questionnaire, it is fairly significant
that he would not blame the VPLab’s simulation for this seemingly anomalous result. Wbat’s more,
during the debnefing interview, RU even went so far as to say that it was he, and not the simulation,
who would be at fault if he were to obtain final experimental resuits radically sfraying from
theoretical predictions (he also asserted that he was usually at fault when this happened in an actual
lab). 11e claimed that he would izot expect the computer to make mistakes.
Subject HU’s statements may thus indicate that it is possible for students having unfavorable
preconceptions of simulation, to be ‘won over’ by simulated environments, eventually regarding
them as credible.

5.2 AN OVERVIEW 0F IMPORTANT CUES AFFECTING 0’ÏERALL
VERISIMILITUTW
Below, tables XI and XII present an overview of vensimiÏitude-related concems for which I
found relations to specific cues emerging from the simulated environment. In preparing these tables,
I tried to identify the eues that had made the most impact on verisimilitude for each of the
participants (criteria for gauging importance of cues were given in the previous chapter). Most of
the cues and themes presented here are analyzed in greater detail later; other ones not included
below will also be tackled. My first finding here is a simple one: different cues and aspects of the
simulated environmcnt matter more or less to different individuals. In considering these results,
bear in mmd that they merely represent a sample (albeit, a significant one) ofmy observations.
Table XI presents eues connected to positive verisimilitude judgments, whereas table XII (on
page 101) presents eues connected to negative ones. Observe that descriptions found in the last
colunm reflect thejudgments ofsubjects and not those ofthe author. It is also essential to note that a
given eue may have had a positive effect for some subjects, but a negative effect for others. for
instance, one subject (GT) complained about the lack of precision that was induced by having to

visually align instruments onto graphical objects, since he was expecting a CAD-like ‘snap’
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function to fix instruments very precisely onto objects being measured (see table XII, under the
theme Instruments). By contrast, another subject (LY) felt that the absence of such an automatic
function was favorable— lie appreciated that the user could “do things himself’ and that an
uncertainty factor would subsist when making measurements (see table XI, under the theme

Freedoin and Control over the simulation and the experimentatprocess / Uncertainty assessment).
Table M: Important eues affecting verisimilltudejudgmentspositivety

(Dîsk motion on the

Unpredictability of the disk’s
motion

AN

The disk’s slow and uniform
deceleration (when the pump
activated)

S

30, CP,
FS, GT,
JW,
LY, MZ

Angles of collision between the
disk and the table’s sides

30, GT

Rapid cessation of movement
when pump is deactivated

GT

Rotation ofthe disk about its
center

GT, MZ

nem
L
‘s motion is unredictable and therefore similar
to an actual disk’s motion.
Deceleration is an indication that air friction working
against the disk’s motion lias been included in the
simulation (CP, FS, HU, JW, LY, MZ), or that repeated
collisions gradually affect the disk’s speed (BO, GT).
Angles of collision between the disk and the sides of the
table are similar to those on a bïlliards table (angle after
collision is “opposite” to angle before collision).
It is normal that the dïsk should stop rapidly when the
pump is deactivated (that is, when there is no air cushion
to reduce friction).
The disk’s rotation about its own center, or spin,
indicates that friction between the table’s sides and the
disk (at the point of impact) lias been included in the
collision model.

Potential eues that would allow
Experimental conditions that would involve randomness,
detection or awareness of
anomalies, and the possibility of maldng errors, would be
KX
experimental conditions involving
advantageous, as these would help the VPLab become
randomness, anomalies and the
the “model ofa real situation
possibility ofmaking errors
Theme: fie videodllp in the Ptesentation multimedia doôLimentand-* -:
-Lutsivecuesinthemultimedia-documents ::The video clip “shows the experiment donc with real
objects.” (subject BO) When the simulated disk’s motion
is compared to that ofthe disk depicted in the video clip,
30, FS
The video clip
it is exfremely similar. Therefore, the VPLab offers
much potential for physics experiments (subject FS).
The Presentation multimedia document describes (or
should describe) how complex the simulation is
Discursive eues, conceming the
compared to reality and why there are deviations from
simulation’s complexity, found in:
if any. This makes the simulation’s behavior
reality,
(1) The Presentation multimedia
meaningful.
LY
document
(2) Theoretical explanations
The theoretical explanations (in the Explanations
contained in the Explanation
multimedia document), which contain animations of disk
multimedia document
motion (including vectors), will promote trust in the
simulation.
Theme: Freedom ana Uontroi’ over ti e simulation and the expenmental ptocess /
Uncetta ntv assessment
The freedom flot to follow a (tutorial-like) pre
estabuished path (BO), and the freedom to choose
free interaction and freedom to
30 HU
measurement methods and calculating methods (HU),
choose methods
are favorable for credibility.
“.

,

--,-

--

—

,—

—--—

-

-

‘

10I
‘Direct manipulation’ conventions: using the hand
shaped cursor and mouse to directly handie the apparatus
in a variety ofways (BO) is favorable; flot having to
enter parameters with the keyboard to get feedback in
retum (FS, GT) is also favorable.
High degree of control over
objects / Direct manipulation
conventions / Affordance of enors
on measurements

It is the user who performs the measurements, and no!

BO, GT,
HU, FS, LY

the computer (RU), so that the situation is “really
experimental.”
The absence ofa CAD-lilce ‘snap’ function (allowing the
user to fix the protractor very precisely on the object
being measured and automatically obtain a
measurement) is favorable (LY). The absence of such a
function allows an uncertainty factor to subsist when
makmg measurements. Users can do things for
themselves.

Types of instrument

Theme: Virtual instruments, operations perfotmed, data collected
The types of instruments used are likely to be the same
CP, IV, XX as in an actual lab (CP). In a broad sense, data is
collected the same way as in a real lab (KX, IV).

Instruments look like they can be
handled with one’s hands
Some instruments can be handled
.
as expected (e.g. the virtual tapemeasure)

GT

The instruments look like they can be handled with one’s
hands— this is a “realisfic” aspect found in video games.

IV

Use ofthe vntual tape measure is enjoyable and its way
offunctiornng is the same as for a real tape measure.

.

.

.

.

Objects being measured distances between traces
(dots), angles, etc. are the same as in an actual lab
experiment (CP, IV).
—

Objects being measured and
quantities denved from
measurements

—

cp, iv

Quantities derived from measurements, such as disk
velocity, are also likely to be the same (CP).

Table XII: Important cues affecting verisimilitude judgments uegativety

(The virtua! camcorderand the virtual monitor with Trace and Zoom functions)
It feels artificial and “unrealistic” to film objects and take
.

The metaphor itself and its task
a 11 oca ion

MZ

measurements on the recorded images, rather than doing
it on the objects themselves. Also there are drawbacks in
terms ofpedagogical effechveness because the
metaphor’s allocation oftasks is not conducive to
thiuking ahead about the methods one should use

(planning ahead.
The requirement ofhaving to
perform scale conversions of
measurements
Too many steps in the process of
measuring lengths / Using the
Zoom function
.

Traces ‘moving along’ ahead of
the object in motion

CP

HU, CP

ER
‘

Performmg scale conversions ofmeasurements does not
correspond to anything that is part of actual lab work.
Performing measurements within the VPLab is more
fastidious than in a real lab (RU). There is no need for a
Zoom function in a real lab (RU, CP).
When comparing to carbon paper markings, it seems
strange and impossible that there should be traces ahead
of the object in motion (the disk’s image, during
playback).
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It is very difficuit to imagine how one could add and
remove traces at will so easily m the context of a real
expenrnent.
The uncertainty of measurement which resuits from
zooming in on the image is an unnecessary consequence
of poor visual rendenng. In an actual laS, there would be
easy solutions allowing an experimenter to obtain much
more precision.

.

.

Adding and removmg traces m the
Analysis workspace

DQ

Lack of precision resulting from
degraded graphical quality after
zooming in on the recorded image

MZ

.

Theme General visuel presentatton and gmphical attnbutes
Lower visual fidelity: the color schemes emphasize the
fact that the images ofthe apparatus are drawings (ER).

The colors and textures of the
apparatus depictions in the
Manipulation and Analysis
workspaces / Game-like graphical
attributes

Seeing the apparatus in a narrow
space

Appearance of the instruments /
“Unreal” instruments (calculator
and tape measure) / A ‘gadgety’
mterface

The Manipulation and Analysis workspaces’ graphical
attributes are “attractive” and “game-like” and, as such,
create expectations of lower complexity in simulation
behavior (FS). Moreover, the images are not photo
realistic, its textures could 5e improved, and the colors
could “look more real”.
Seeing the apparatus in a narrow space is annoying and it
would 5e preferable to see the whole air-table in large.

ER, FS

ER

Theme Instruments
The calculator and tape measure do not seem “real”: the
VPLab tape measure and calculator are not similar to
ER
those encountered in the real world.
The interface has many gadgets— this is distracting.
Some instruments lilce the virtual tape measure
should be as intuitive to use as their real counterparts
(LY). The tape measure does flot behave lilce real ones
(E
—

Measuring instruments that cannot
be handled as expected or are less
intuitive than in the real world

ER, IV,

The virmal ruler and protractor do not allow for arbitrary
rotations: they are restricted to 90-degree tums (IV). It
would be more ‘realistic’ and satisfactory to be able to
smoothly spin ifiese instruments just by confinuously
‘dragging’ a corner in a circular motion.
There is an unwarranted lack ofprecision when visually
aligning instruments onto graphical objects (CP, GT).

Perceived lack ofprecision when

visually aligning instruments with
graphical objects / Impossibility of
“snapping” instruments onto

—

cp, GT

It should be possible to use a CAD-like ‘snap’ function
to fix instruments very precisely onto the object Seing
measured and thus automatically obtain precise
measurements (GT).

graphical objects Seing measured

Theme Control
Feeling a lack ofcontrol over
objects / Impossibility ofhandling

A feeling of lack of control over objects is experienced.
It is impossible to control objects with one’s hands (DQ).
DQ,

objects with one’s hands

Working with a mouse instead of manipulating apparatus
and instruments with one’s own hands is detrimental to
comprehension (JW).
It would be preferable to be able to control disk velocity
and direction more accurately. Use of the mouse is to Se
blamed for this lack ofprecision (1(X).

Lack of precision when launching
the disk

GT, KX

In a real lab, one could know what force has been applied
when launching the disk with the elastics that une the
table’s sides. In the VPLaS simulation, one cannot set the
initial position of the disk as precisely as in an actual lab.
Additionally, one would 5e able to launch the disk faster
in an actual lab (GT).
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5.3 Tu

MAIN METAPHOR

(The virtual

camcorder and the

virtual monitor with

its Trace and Zoom functions)

Below, I examine cues and issues that directÏy concern the VPLab’s main metaphor. As
rnentioned before, I observed that verisimilitude judgments could be very idiosyncratic. Some of
this idiosyncrasy is vested in

—

and also seems to resciit from

—

the speci[’ic

ways in which

individuals interpreted the metaphor. In other words, participants interpreted the main metaphor
their own

in

way and this, in tum, seemed to affect verisimilitude judgments conceming the metaphor

itself and related aspects of the environment.
Table XIII presents a sample of participants’ interpretations of the Analysis workspace main
display (virtual monitor) and

virtual camcorder. These are ordered by degree of similarity to the

meaning that designers intended to convey. I

have also enumerated cues quoted by participants as

III

contributmg to their interpretati ons.
Cues marked by an asterisk (*) had flot been included in an earlier version of the VPLab, which
I had usabiÏity tested

with six other students (this work vas mentioned in section 4.2.2.1 [p. 76]); at

the time, five ofthem had
and the remaining subject

flot understood that the Analysis workspace represented a display device
was not totally convinced that this vas so.

Table XIII: Interpretations of the main metaphor

Subjects

F5

Interpretations

The Analysis workspace’s main
display is a flat video screen which
faces upwai-ds. It is connected to
the camcorder. Measurements are
perfomed on the screen itself.
Instruments can be set on the side
ofthe screen. In the Manipulation
workspace, there is uncertainty as
to whether the camcorder is placed
inside the meny-go-round or

Degree of
similarity between
interpretations
and the
intended_meaning

Cites involved

The monitor frame *
The fact that instruments and panels
outside the playback area (outside the
virial monitor’s frame) remain in place
and do flot expand or contract after
zoornÏng in or otit (only the image inside
the screen’s frame varies in size) *
Scale conespondence between
Analysis workspace and Manipulation

--

--

Extrernely similar

--

workspace

outside_of it.
Tinie display on monitor (which vas
very similar to the virlual camcordcr’s

--

time

‘V

The Analysis workspaee’s main
disptay is hke ait oscilloscope: it is
a flat screen on which you can
perform measurements directly.

--

Very similar

display)

*

The blue screen preceding the first

image ofeach filiiied’ sequence (this
made IV realize that the camcorder’s
small monitor and the main monitor were
both displaying the sanie miages) *
The colors (blues, violets and greens)
used for the image displaved on the
--

Other ciies rnight also have mattercd without stibjects being aware oftheir effect.
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vii-tuai monitor
Grid-iike pattem formed by the tues on
the virtual merry-go-round’s floor
(which, for IV, was indicative ofscale
conespondence)
--

The Analysis workspace’s main
display is a television screen
allowing measurement of the
recorded video image.
.

.

MZ

.

LY

30

.

Very Similar

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

Similar

.

.

Similar

.

.

.

Less similar

--

.

--

.

Atfirst: The displayed image does
not really seem lilce a recorded
video sequence, as such.

KX

When KY was asked specflcal1y to
interpret the metaphor: The
Analysis workspace s main display
is a camera.
,

.

.

.

--

..

Less sumiar

.

GT

.

.

.

.

.

--

‘

ER

Scale correspondence between
Analysis workspace and Manipulation
workspace
The different color schemes used in the
Manipulation and Analysis workspaces
The impossibihty of mampulating
graphical objects which had previously
been movable in the Manipulation
workspace ‘s simulation
--

Later: The Analysis workspace s
main display is a board that
presents results in an animated way.
The Analysis workspace’s main
display is lilce nothing that really
exists; it is like a video game.
(Difficulty in interpretmg the
metaphor.)
Great difficulty in interpreting the
metaphor in a functional way. The
displayed image should behave like
objects in a CAD package.

The monitor’s time display *
Scale correspondence between the
Analysis workspace and the
Manipulation workspace
The effects ofperformmg a zoom-in.
Grid-lilce pattem formed by the tiles on
the virtual merry-go-round s floor
--

.

.

The blue screen preceding the first
image ofeach ‘fiimed’ sequence (this
made BO realize that the camcorder’s
small monitor and the mam monitor were
boffi displaying the same images) *

--

.

.

--

--

.

The Analysis workspace s mam
display is a camcorder (HU first
expected that objects depicted on
the mam display should have the
same scale as that of the measunng
mstruments).

The monitor s time display *
The different color schemes used in the
Manipulation and Analysis workspaces

--

.

.

.

HU

.

The Analysis workspace’s main
display is a device (screen) that
allows viewmg a replay ofthings
recorded.
1- The Analysis workspace’s main
display is a workbench used to
perform measurements. Simiiar to
recording an experiment with a
camera and then watching the
replay. Yet, writing on the display
surface wiffi a freehand-type
function should be allowed.
(2- BO also referred to a rapid
photography rig with a
phosphorescent marker to record
successive positions, and an
overhead projector for dispiay
purposes.)
.

Scale correspondence between
Analysis workspace and Manipulation
workspace
--

.

.

N O SM anty O
intended meanmg

N/A

(The confrol panels for the Trace and
Zoom funcfions seemed to be cues for
this mterpretation.)
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When these resuits are compared with reactions to the earlier prototype, there is an indication
that a more tangible representation’12 of the metaphor heips users better understand its intended

meaning. Many subjects now equate the Analysis workspace’s features with those of a display
device, whereas none had done so when testing the previous version of the VPLab.

Conceming the camcorder’s verisimilitude, many participants judged that it was possible to use
a camcorder in an actual student lab, but that it was not very probable due to considerations of cost.
As far as the virtual monitor is concemed, it is interesting to observe that some cues which
designers thought would contribute to verisimilitude, were actually conducive to unfavorable
judgments for certain participants. For example, CP and ER found that having to perform scale
conversions (of measurements) was bothersome and they felt that it did flot correspond to anything
which actually occurs in real labs. In other cases, however, participants (e.g., FS, W, KX) were flot
at ail annoyed by this requirement— in fact, it might have actually helped them interpret the
metaphor.
Another such exampie concerns the degraded graphicai quality that resuits from zooming-in on
the displayed image in the Analysis workspace. When certain participants (e.g., BO, LY, MZ)
observed that magnified super-imposed traces were flot identical and that overail definition of the
image had degraded, they saw these characteristics as unintentional computer artifacts, which they
perceived as “artificiai” or “reminding one that one was working on a computer.”
The distortion that caused differences among magnified traces was in fact intentionaiiy inciuded
in the dispiay by designers to simulate the iimited resolution of existing camcorders and, at the
same time, to promote uncertainty assessmcnt. It is of great interest to note that such features
included by designers, in part to aliow students to gain knowledge of certain expenmentai
procedures, may sometimes flot yield greater verisimilitude and may even lead to lesser
verisimilitude.
It must be said that the VPLab still incorporates some characteristics which make it stray at
least slightiy from a perfectiy literai interface ($mith, 1987), even by the designers’ standards. For
instance, the virtual instruments in the Manipulation workspace appear to bat above the simulated
scene (considering that the user, in this expenment, has a bird’s eye view of the simulated
apparatus) without them being tied to, or constrained by, anything. In a perfectiy literai
representation, however, the effects of gravity on the virtual stopwatch, the camcorder and the
calcuiator should have been simulated in the Manipulation workspace and therefore these
instruments shouid ‘fail into’ the simulated scene.’13
112

That is, representing the monitor as a display area surrounded by solid, opaque borders containing a time display, and
adding a small camcorder screen, which bears striking similarities to the main monitor (see f ig. 1.2).
Additionally, users who recognize the main display in the Analysis workspace as a monitor or a television coutd
suppose, contrary to what the designers wished to depict, that the screen’s surface is perpendicular to the (virtual) ground
because monitors and televisions usually are in everyday life and then infer that simulated gravity, here too, should
take effect on the virtual instruments (since these are found on a ‘layer above’ the monitor).

—

—
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However, these gravity-related considerations did not appear to be issues in the vensimilitude
judgments expressed by participants. Either they did flot analyze the metaphor in such detail or they
took for granted that some things were different in a virtual environment and that these things did
114
flot matter.
Nevertheless, some participants (e.g., fS, HU, MZ) did speak of another such issue, namely the
view of the simulated scene afforded by the camcorder; for instance, subjects asked where the
camcorder was located with respect to the merry-go-round. Perhaps these students raised issues of
this ilk because they sensed that the question of the observer’s point of view was important when
considering an expenment dealing with rotating frames ofreference. I also speculate, in this matter,
that a metaphor capable of presenting multiple points of view would have yielded greater
verisimilitude. Not only might such a metaphor help improve visual perception of the simulated
phenomenon, but it would also simulate the real-world capability ofmoving a camera around in the
lab. Moreover, if users were allowed to inspcct apparatus more closely (by changing their view
point) in order to detect potential quirks, the practice of including anomalies or defects in
experimental set-ups might seem less artificial or unfair. Indeed, some participants (e.g., CP, ER,
MZ) claimed that inclusion of anomalies would be unfair to unwamed users, as such anomalies
would be extremely difficuit to detect— the fact that the user is confined to a very limited point of
view was blamed among other factors.

5.3.1 Straying from Familïar ReaI-world Experiences Commonly $hared by
Users
The metaphor’s design aims to allow students to carry out operations analogous to those
performed in actual labs. However, I can infer from my data that most participants were unfamiliar
with at least some of the specific methods and technical processes which designers sought to
replicate through this metaphor— i.e., video analysis ofrecorded physical phenomena.
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In view of my observations, I propose that a virtual laboratory metaphor like the VPLab’s,
which somewhat strays from representations shared by most potential users, is conducive to
diverging judgments within the user population. This divergence seems much more likely to occur
in situations where there exists little discourse (e.g., explanations) or social interaction to stabilize
the meaning and verisimilitude of such a metaphor (i.e., when the user is ‘left more to his own
devices’, as in this study).
Said divergence may result of processes taking place, conceptually, on two separate levels. On a
first level, initial interpretation of a metaphor may be more or less problematic, leading different
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This would be consistent with a metaphorical interpretation ofthe main representational feature (sec chapter 1); AIty et
al. (2000) stated that human beings arc very used to the metaphor concept and, as such, are not troubled by mismatches
between metaphor and reality since they expect to encounter these.
115
A possible exception to this tvas subject f S.
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individuals to ascribe various meanings, functions, uses and values to this metaphor. Differences in
interpretation may arise, for example, as objects and events depicted through the metaphor are more
or less familiar to users, in the relevant context (in the present case, lab work).
One can appreciate, for instance, how different subject FS’s interpretation is from ER’s (see
table XIII). The interpretation made by fS is extremely close to the metaphor’s intended meaning
and involves association of the VPLab’s devices with real ‘advanced’ analysis technologies,
whereas ER’s interpretation (“nothing that really exists” ; “like in a video game”) lies at the
opposite end of the interpretative spectrum. $ubject FS’s greater technological imowiedge,
enthusiasm for technology, and use ofvideo games might be factors that were conducive to a match
between lis interpretation of the metaphor and its intended meamng.
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In any case, taking into

account the basic difference between the interpretations made by these two participants, I may go
on to observe that fS’s construal involving more ‘advanced’ analysis technologies probably had
positive effects on verisimilitudejudgments conceming specific elements ofthe metaphor: contraty
to ER, subject fS felt that the Analysis workspace’s digital Trace function
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was somewhat

plausible because he associated it with video devices encountered elsewhere (special effects used in
hockey broadcasts).
On a second level, differences in individual traits

—

including interests, attitudes, aptitudes, and

familiarity with recognized metaphor objects and events

—

may give rise to diverging judgments,

even when different users have similar and acceptable understandings of what designers wish to
represent through the metaphor.
Illustrating this divergence are the differences among verisimilitude judgments expressed by
subjects MZ and LY who made sirnilar interpretations of the metaphor. Near the end of the
debnefing interview, subject LY was asked to estimate the probability of finding real-lab
equivalents of the main metaphor’ s functions (recording an image sequence, viewing it, and using a
trace function). LY answered that finding devices replicating these functions in an actual lab was
probable— that is, in a new school or one which kept up to date with recent technologies. Also,
during the session, LY compared the Trace function to the carbon paper tracing system that he lad
used for an experiment conducted in college. LY appreciated the fact that the Trace function (like
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However, other hypothetical differences between ER and fS might also explain the difference ofinterpretation. The
critical difference between FS and ER might simply be that fS had a greater capacity to associate the VPLab’s devices
with objects and processes which would seem to be foreign (from a user’s point ofview) to the context ofa physics
experiment. Or, at a much more basic level, it might be that fS had a greater capacity or tendency to imagine possible
three-dimensional referents for uncommon two-dimensional depictions presenting a certain measure of ‘ambiguity’ (in the
present case, one single 2-D depiction corresponding to a bird’s eye view ofthe Analysis monitor, with no additional
views ofthis device’s ‘other sides’).
117
It is essential to point out that the choice of experiment (one with an air-table) bears consequences for judgments
regarding the metaphor, and especially for thosejudgments which concern the Analysis workspace’s Trace function. In
educational tabs, air-tables are often used in conjunction with a tracing system that works by repeatedly shooting electrical
discharges on carbon paper. Students analyze obj cet trajectories thus recorded on carbon paper as a series ofdots. Had I
chosen a different experiment for this study one that was not traditionally linked with such a tracing system verisi
militudejudgments ofthe Trace function might have been very different (although not necessarily more negative). Note,
however, that the experiment vas flot chosen with this in mmd.
—

—
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the carbon paper system) did flot instantaneousty provide needed information to the experimenter,
but instead required him to do further work in order to obtain this information.
MZ’s attitude stands in sharp contrast to LY’s. During the session, MZ cnticized the way that
the metaphor structured tasks in the experiment. He feit it was sfrange that the experimenter had to
make length measurements on “a television image” in the Analysis workspace instead of making
them whule handiing the apparatus (in the Manipulation workspace). Also, even though he noted
great similanties between the Analysis workspace’s Trace function and a carbon paper tracing
system lie had previously used, lie thouglit it peculiar tliat it was flot left to the experimenter to
decide if traces are to be drawn as the disk moves on tlie air-table. Considerations of pedagogical
value, whicli seemed important to the previous participant, were manifest in MZ’s judgment:

[...] even from cx pedagogicat standpoiitt, I think it ‘s good that one should be required, white
peiforming the experirnent, to plan ahead and say: “I’rn going to have to leave traces [of the
trajectoiyJ to be able to make measurernents.”
Whereas here [i.e., with the VPLab], it ‘s like we don ‘t really care: we move the disk around, then
we go to the Analysis [workspaceJ where we can do anything we want. For this aspect, maybe
it ‘s flot vely realistic.
[citation 7]

During the debriefing interview, MZ further expressed negative judgments conceming the
metaphor as a whole. He said that it feit artificial and tliat lie could not imagine, as far as the
specific air-table experiment was concemed, how replicating its functions in an actual lab could be
advantageous. I surmise that MZ’s abilities and interests in experimental design were conducive to
him expressing tliese types ofjudgments.
Leaving aside the question of divergence for now, one could say that verisimilitude judgments
would probably tend to be more positive if individuals were faced with a metaplior based on more
familiar devices or processes (in tliis instance, a system similar to the carbon-paper tracing system
to which several participants referred
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).

$ubject BO’s case supports this liypothesis. This participant had had prior experience working
witli an actual air-table in an experimental context. The functionality of tlie fig lie had tlien used to
collect data, if more rudimentaiy, was in many ways analogous to VPLab functionality. It involved
rapid photograpliy and a pliosphorescent marker to record successive positions of the disk; analysis
was tlien performed by developing tlie film and projecting the pictures on a screen. It is true tliat BO
found salient differences between this device and the VPLab’s analysis system. Nevertheless, based
on comments lie made, I surmised tliat these differences had a negligible negative impact on
credibility because the basic functions provided by the VPLab’s devices were the same as the ones
provided by the rig he hadpreviously used, so tliat tlie structure of the experimental methods were
somewhat similar.
118

0f course, thete are practical issues that can hinder the implementation ofsuch a metaphor, flot the Ieast ofwhich is the
issue oflong-term usability (cf. AIty et aI., 2000) as welI as the problem ofdesigning an environment suitable for several
different types of experiments and flot just those that would involve a carbon paper tracing system.
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Ultimately, this issue should be investigated further, as I suspect that a hypothesized counter
phenomenon (dubbed ‘Ïatency of favorable verisimilitude judgments’) could impede the expression
of positive verisimilitude judgments in such cases. This hypothesis is examined in the final chapter.

5.4 THE VIDEO CLIP AS A BASIS FOR VERISIMILITUDE JUDGMENTS
As expected, a number of participants (e.g., AN, BO, CP, fS, GT, IV) manifestly used the
video clip (viewed in the multimedia Fresentation document) as a basis for judgments concerning
simulated objects and events. In most cases, the video clip favored greater verisimilitude of the
simulation or of the experimenter’s role in the simulated environment. for instance, subject BO
attributed great importance to viewing the video before working with the simulation:
Interviewer: So this Lvideo clip] is important?
30: Yes... You know, skepticai people witl say: “Welt this is ail pre-arranged. It ‘s software so
it ‘li workjust so ail I have to do is click andfollow the path.” With the video clip, they see that
it’s flot just software it’s flot just a simulation where you click and it responds tike so. [The
video clip] shows you the experience done with real objects.
—

—

[...] That ‘s why it ‘s ttseful to see the video clip beforehand. It provides an introduction so that
sorneone who cornes here [in the Manipulation workspace] and starts the meny-go-round will
not be surprised ofthe disk’s curved trajectoiy.
Interviewer: Because otherwise you would be surprised?

30: Well novices would be sztrprised, notpeople who are used to it.

[...]

Interviewer: Does the curved trajectory seern
30: No, it seems normal in cornparison to the video clip that was shown earlier.

[citations 8 and 9J
One should note that the simulation and the video clip offered the same bird’s eye view of the
set-up. Comparison (albeit from memory) between the clip and the simulation was thus facilitated, a
situation which probably favored vensimilitude further.
Participants appeared to use the video clip to judge different aspects of the environment: AN
and IV referred to the video clip when considenng their own roles in the experiment; BO used the
clip to judge the experiment, as a whole, and also to assess the simulated disk’s trajectory on the airtable; CP referred to the video clip to back up his daim that it was possible to find an actual merry
go-round in a lab; f5 and GT referred to the video clip to assess the disk’s motion and the scale of
the simulated objects; HU tried to use the video clip to assess the disk’s motion but had a hard time
doing so because the simulation did not offer a view of the air-table from outside the merry-go
round (as did the video clip, though very briefly).
Participants who referred to the video clip to assess the simulated disk’s motion focused on
various aspects of this phenomenon: 30 and f5 considered the disk’s behavior, in general; GT
focused on collisions between the disk and the table’s sides (more specifically: the question of
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conservation ofenergy); IV was mainly concemed by the relation between the disk’s trajectory and
the meny-go-round’s speed.
Despite the video clip’s usefulness, however, participants often had to rely upon other cues in
order to assess disk motion, as certain behaviors (e.g., the disk’s slow deceleration after having been
launched; back and forth motion across the table on one sfraight path; the disk getting stuck in a
corner of the table, etc.) were not ostensibly displayed in the video sequence.
I can offer an example where behavior not shown in the video clip seemed dubious to one ofthe
participants. Subject IV feit it was strange, when the meny-go-round’s speed was high, that the disk
would sometimes become stuck in one corner of the air-table after having moved around a lot. “But
maybe it is normal,” he concluded, showing that he was not totally convinced either way. In
contrast though, another participant (FS) found this behavior quite normal, as he explained that it
was the result of centrifugal force.
From the preceding considerations, three important inferences can 5e drawn about the role of
video clips. first, clips depicting actual apparatus may enhance verisimilitude of simulations for
certain individuals, in situations where the simulation and the video clip allow for close comparison.
Secondly, different individuals may use the same video clip in different ways to judge various
aspects of a simulation. Thirdly, for certain individuals (as for subject W), video may not be
sufficient to secure credibility of aIl behaviors depicted by a simulation.
Finally, it should be pointed out that there were no direct indications that any ofthe participants
who were physics majors used the video clip as a basis for verisimilitude judgments. This may
suggest that howledge pertaining to the phenomena depicted by the simulation was an important
factor influencing use (or non-use) of video clips as a basis for judgments. I also observed that only
a subset (subjects F$, GT, IV) of those individuals who had displayed unfavorable a priori attitudes
toward simulation in comparison to video tended to use the video clip as a basis for verisimilitude
judgments concerning the disk’s motion. Confrary to what would be expected, other participants
(DQ, HU, KX) who seemed to have exhibited strongly unfavorable a priori attitudes did flot refer to
the video clip in such judgments. AIl of these issues ment further investigation.

5.5 BEHAVIOR 0F THE MANIPULATION WORKSPACE SIMULATION
(Disk motion on the air-table, in the merry-go-round)
Assessment of disk motion seems to have been relatively important with respect to the VPLab ‘s
overall credibility. Recall that one ofthe session’s activities (activity 4) was specifically designed to
expose participants to the disk’s behavior and observe what judgments they would express.
Nevertheless, by no means does this fully explain why there were so many noteworthy judgments
relating to the simulation’s behavior: indeed, several participants (e.g., BO, fS, HU, IV, KX) also
expressed opinions conceming the simulation’s vensimilitude during the preliminary exploration-

lii
based tasks for which no specific goals had been set (except to explore, of course) and some of
these judgments were unprompted. Yet, the significance of the simulation’s behavior, with respect
to overali credibility, is flot very perpiexing afier all because, as a surrogate for the real setup, it is
the focus of attention in the expenment.
In any event, there were various types of bases for verisimilitude judgments conceming the
simulation’s behavior. As shown in the preceding section, the video clip was one such basis. Others
included prior experience with similar phenomena in the real world (i.e., objects moving on air
tables), and information drawn from explanations provided in the multimedia Presen talion
document.
Again, in judgments conceming the simulation’s behavior, different cues were important to
different participants, and assessments of the simulation’s verisimilitude may have diverged
depending on the cues perceived or taken into account by different individuals. Such divergence can
be observed by comparing comments made by subjects AN and LY. In AN’s case, the primary cue
for overall verisimilitude was the unpredictabitity ofthe disk’s motion. This was probably related to
AN’s observation of the disk after he had launched it in such a way that its motion, initially back
and-forth, became irregular after a short while. Conversely, subject LY observed the disk repeatedly
travel back and forth across the table, neyer deviating from a single straight path. This indicated to
LY that he could launch the disk at a perfect 90 degree angle (to the table’s side), and that the
table’s surface and sides “were perfect”; the subject claimed that “the conditions were perfect” and
that the disk would “totally react [accordingJ to theory” (which is tantamount to attributing
predictability to the disk’s behavior, in opposition with AN’s judgment). This companson suggests
that different observations of the very same simulation, corresponding to different sets of initial
conditions, may lead to opposite conclusions as to its verisimilitude.

5.5.1 Deceleration of the Disk
One of the cues used by participants

—

namely, the disk’s slow deceleration (caused by residual

friction between the disk and the table, and by air friction)

—

desenres in-depth analysis for two

reasons. The first is to check the designers’ assumption that this cue would lead to favorable
judgments in terms of the VPLab’s overall credibility. A second reason is that the investigation of
perceptions regarding simulated friction (the cause ofthe disk’s deceleration) could be insightful in
studying how the simulation of a broad range of behaviors descnbed by classical mechanics might
be perceived by students, insofar as friction is an important phenomenon within this field.
At the outset, I had expected aIl participants to say that the mere occurrence ofdeceleration vas
an indication that the simulation took into account friction working against the disk’s motion. I was
thus very surprised to observe that one participant (DQ) attnbuted the disk’s deceleration to the
merry-go-round’s continuous rotation, while stating that the air cushion was not to blame because it
was always stable (I am not too certain of what lie meant). Another participant (GT) attributed the
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deceleration to a “loss of energy” for which he did flot specify a cause, while making comments
which wouid indicate that he was flot aware ofthe existence of friction.
Ail the other participants associated disk deceleration with non-zero friction, as I had expected.
It is frue that the textual explanations in the multimedia Presentation document (consulted by most
participants before they made their judgment regarding the deceleration) mentioned “a surface with
very littie friction,” which indeed suggested the inclusion of friction in the simulation. Howèver,
one participant (KX) did iink the deceleration to air friction even before he viewed the Presentation
document, while another (FS), afier having consulted the document, stiil did flot expect friction to
be present. Hence, the textual explanations cannot be held compietely responsibie for the
effectiveness of this cue, in ail circumstances.
Tuming to another aspect of this issue, I observed that the apparent magnitiude of deceleration
was defrimentai to verisimilitude for one participant (ER). Although ER did aclmowledge the
presence of friction, lie feit that the disk vas flot siowing down fast enough. This led him to believe
that air friction had been included in the simulation, but that residual friction with the table itself
had not. Subject ER’s prior expenence of launching a metal disk on an air-table (as opposed to the
much lighter plastic disk depicted in the video clip and simulation) must have been an important
factor contributing to his judgment. On the other hand, another participant (CP), who had also had
prior exp erience launching such a disk, did not find fault with the magnitude of the sirnulated disk’ s
deceleration; confraiy to the previous subject, lie was very aware ofthe difference between the two
set-ups, and suggested that it explained the difference in the disks’ behaviors:
Interviewer: So it ‘s normal to see this deceleration?
CP. Yes and it corroborates what would happen in a lab. But in a lab, you have steet disks so
they slow down faster.
[citation 10]

Overall, I may draw several conclusions from how participants judged the disk’s deceleration.
The first is that a sirnulated behavior, for which designers have high expectations in terms of
contribution to vensimilitude, may indeed be effective for several individuals. Others, however,
might flot react favorably. In these cases, real-world experience rnight help explain opposite
reactions but it also may not constitute a sufficiently discnminating factor, as demonstrated by CP’s
judgment compared to ER’s.
Another conclusion would be that even when an aspect ofa simulation’s behavior is considered
to be ‘normal’ or ‘realistic’ by various users, different individuals might corne up with different
explanations for the sarne ‘normal’ behavior (at least, during their first contacts with a simulation).
This is demonstrated by the surprising reactions of the two participants (DQ and GT) who did not
seem to associate the deceleration of the disk with the inclusion of residual friction in the
simulation.
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Yet another conclusion would be that some individuals may make expected inferences between
a given simulated behavior (the deceleration) and its intended cause (friction) without any prior
explicit notice of the cause, as shown by the case of subject KX who linked the deceleration to
friction even before he had read the Presentation document wherein friction was mentioned.

5.5.2 Random Fluctuations
Random fluctuations ofthe merry-go-round’s angular velocity (rotational speed), as well as the
effects of vibrations of the merry-go-round’s structure, had been included in the simulation model
in order to enhance its fidelity to the actual apparatus. As these elements were not detectable, I
cannot say whether they would favor verisimilitude, but I can say that they were not expected by
participants. Nonetheless, it is possible that knowledge of the inclusion of such fluctuations could
promote credibility. This supposition will be discussed in a further section.
5.6 GENERAL VISUAL PRESENTATION AND GRAPHICAL

ATTRIBUTES
In this section, I examine judgments regarding the simulation’s general visual presentation and
graphical attributes. To begin, I address an issue closely related to the topic of the simulation’s
behavior, which was just discussed.

5.6.1 Connections between Judgments Concerning Graphical Attrïbutes
and Those Regarding Simulation Behavior
One of my findings in this area is that a number of participants (e.g., AN, ER, LY, MZ) could
easily discem visual presentation of the disk’s motion, from its underlying model. One type of
judgment expressed by two of these participants illustrates this capacity very well. It concemed the
disk’s motion, which was somewhat jerky at extremely low velocity, an effect related to the finite
pixel dimension of the computer display. Obsewing this effect, both subjects AN and ER proposed
that the software did not allow for smooth presentation of motion and that the jerky movement was
in fact representing low velocity. $ubject AN added that this was just a detail which did not bother
him. I consider this account to be very significant, as it describes circumstances where visual
fidelity (and, more importantly, perceived visual fidelity) was poor but where credibility was infact

preserved.
Another very important concem in this area is the question of whether a simulation’s graphical

attributes (or graphical complexity) create expectations as to its behavioral fidelily (or underlying
model complexity). Once more, I found that different individuals had expressed conflicting
judgments.
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Subject FS who, we recail, had thought that residual friction would flot be included at ail in the
simulation, was lcd to this expectation by the Manipulation workspace’s graphical attributes, which
he considered “attractive” and “game-like”. Here, his perception of the graphical attributes (as
attractive) probably lead him to imagine appropriate target users (beginners), and then to anticipate
the simulation’s level of complexity (simple). For the same reasons, FS also seemed to feel less
mvolved in some tasks like uncertainty assessment.
Both subjects LY and 30 displayed an opposite attitude. LY thought that there “wasn’t really a
relation between content” and graphical quality. Later, he also declared:
[The VPLabJ is sornewhat like SirnCity /the video gaine] wltere eveiything is accounted for.
These are software for which the graphical inteiface is flot realistic [but] you look at what
happens [i.e., the content] and it ‘s veiy realistic.
[citation 12]
—

As for subject BO, though the simulation’s graphics also reminded him of vidco games (like
subject F$), he did not seem to think any less ofthe VPLab— quitc the contrary, in fact:
30: The graphics aren ‘t duli. $ornetimes, because it ‘s physics, /teachersJ think that they have to
make it boring. When you get textbooks and videosfrom thefiflies in class, it ‘s usually physics.

Interviewer: $o does [the VPLab] look tess serions to you?
30: No. On the contraiy, I think it opens some doors. It doesn ‘t have to be ugly to be serious. It
doesn ‘t have to be boringforyou to learn sornething.
[citation 13]

BO later added that possible lack of credibility didn’t have much to do with graphical attributes.
Both the statements ofLY and BO, as opposed to those ofF$, seem to indicate that it is possible for
individuals to remain relatively uninfluenced by a simulation’ s ‘simpler’ visual presentation.

5.6.2 Other Verïsimilitude Judgments Concerning Graphîcal Attributes and
Visual Presentation
While subjects like 30 and CP praised the prototype’s visual presentation, others displayed a
more negative reaction (e.g., AN, ER, FS). $ubject ER was the most displeased with the VPLab’s
visual presentation. Apparently, it made the expenence of witnessing the disk’s motion less
convinc;ng for h;m than seerng it

in a

real lab. He feit that the simulation’s unusual colors

119

emphasized the fact that the images were actually drawings. To this, lie added that the disk did not
have the appearance of a real puck. Finally, he mentioned that seeing the apparatus in a narrow
space was annoying and that it would be preferable to sec the whole table in large. I conclude, from
ER’ s reactions, that lower visuaÏfidelity (through the cues described above) can be associated with
lower verisimiiitude.

For his part, subject AN beiieved that the VPLab’s visual presentation could be improved if
designers were aiming to impart a greater sensation of “palpability”. Subject FS also expressed a
119

The simulations Ifl both the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces use spectfic color schemes comprtsed ofvivid

hues: ‘warm’ colors (i.e., red, yellow, orange) for the Manipulation workspace simulation and ‘cool’ colors (i.e., colors
towards the blue/violet end of the spectrum) for the images dïsplayed on the Analysis workspace monitor.
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negativejudgment conceming the VPLab’s graphical attributes. During the debriefing interview, fS
proposed that photo-realistic images including elements such as “a nicer texture”, as well as
—

instruments and colors that “look more reai”

—

might help provide “a greater impression that [the

environmentJ is real.” I must note, however, that this student praised the VPLab for its “attractive”
graphics

—

in comparison to non-commercial software

—

and said that these graphical attributes

would help foster beginning expenmenters’ interest in working with the environment.
I believe that there are two types of attitudes at work here and that they are not mutually
exclusive. It seems that some individuals (e.g., BO, CP, fS) find graphics like those of the VPLab
attractive compared to the visual presentation of educational products (viz., textbooks, software,
etc.) that they usually encounter in science classes. However, some of these same individuals (e.g.,
f5), or others (e.g., AN, ER, JW), may feel that those graphical attributes could or should stiil be
improved in order to further promote presence or credibility. It would be interesting to verify
whether these types of negative judgments conceming graphical attributes similar to those of the
VPLab arise from comparing software like the VPLab to more graphically complex computer
applications (e.g., highiy realistic video games). Neither AN, ER, nor JW reported playing realistic
video games (only f5 reported having donc so), but most ofthese participants had seen such video
games before.

5.7 OBJECTS, OPERATIONS, AND DATA
In this section, I analyze judgments pertaining to the kinds of objects that are present in the
VPLab environment, focusing on its tools and instruments, on operations performed with these, and
on the type of data that can be collected. Additionaily, I discuss how participants perceived the
handiing and behavior of measuring instruments.

5.7.1 Virtual Instruments, Operations Performed, Data Cottected
A number of subjects (e.g., CP, IV, KX) feit that the same kind of data could be collected
with;n the VPLab as in a real iab.
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for instance, subject W stated:

f...] ail the elements are present to make it as f I were in a tab.

Ail the instruments are provided
so that I can obtain the sanie data as I woutd have wanted to obtain in a lab that’s what’s
important, I think.
[citation 14]
—

Some of the instruments

—

particuiarly, the vii-tuai ruler and protractor (Fig. 5.1 A ,B)

—

seem to

have been perceived by many participants as objects that could be found in a lab. Other instruments
with less ‘conventional’ appearance, especialiy the virtual tape measure (Fig. 5.1C), were perceived
more negatively by a number of participants (e.g., AN, ER, MZ). In the case of the tape measure,
the digital dispiay and the red ‘tape’ (which actually looks very much like a string) were judged
120

Furthermore, using traces ofthe disk specifically in the form of dots
verisimilitude for several participants (e.g., 80, CP, ER, LY, MZ).
—

—

as data tvas a eue that gave rise to
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‘unrealistic’ by sorne.12’ Furthermore, certain participants (e.g., IV, MZ) mentioned that in an actual
lab, it would be more practical to use a ruler or another type of tool to measure lengths, rather than a
tape measure.
Figure 5.1 Measuring tools used in the VPLab’s Analysis space: A) ruler; B) protractor; C) digital tape
measure.
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B)

For one participant (ER), verisimilitude was considerably affected by the presence of certain
instruments in the environment. This participant was really bothered by the fact that instruments
which lie perceived as “real” (the stopwatch, protractor and ruler) shared the environment with
122
others which he perceived as “unreal” (the calculator
and tape measure). Apparently, objects that
were sirnilar to those the subject had seen, appeared more real to him than those that weren’t, and
dissonance or lack of coherence occurred because both types of instruments were present in the
same space. What’s more, this participant further complained that “ail the gadgets” were distracting
him from what lie really should be doing— that is, from studying tlie real phenomenon.
Another participant (GT) stated that the type of instruments available, as well as the way they
looked and the way they were confrolled, made the VPLab look and feel like a video garne. For this
subject, however, “looking like a video garne” had the connotation of “being very realistic”:
In video games, we often sec this a logboolc or a camera. [The VPLab ‘s canzcorderJ is design ccl
in a ueiy real... veiy realistic way: you can ahnost manipulate it... with yourfingers. Yott click
on ct button with the finger [i.e., hand—shaped cursorJ and it closes /the camcorder ‘s screenJ
atttomatically. So it ‘s veiy realistic, it ‘s gadgety [...] l’on don ‘t enter fimctions with the keyboanÏ
it ‘s ahnost alii’ays donc with the inotise and a hand fi.e., hand—shaped cursorJ on the screen.
[citation 15]
—

—
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Also, the tape measure’s ‘inner workings’ seemed very difficuit to explain. One reason is that the measurernent starts at
a red circle drawn on the tape measure’s plcxi-glass casing (see Fig. 1.3); some participants (e.g., AN, MZ) said that they
could flot figure out how the measurement would be processed by the tape measure if it were faithfully replicated in
reality. In addition, its tape “seemed to come out ofnowhere.”
122

The simulated calculator is rectangular but, contrary to most pocket calculators, its width is twice as long as its height.
Moreover, it does not have buttons: mathematical expressions are entered using the computer keyboard.
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5.7.2 Handiing and Behavîor of the Measurïng Instruments
Some participants feit that the measunng instruments could not be handled as expected or that
they behaved in a strange fashion. For example, a number of subjects (e.g., IV, ER) were
considerabÏy displeased that the virtual ruler and profractor did flot allow for arbitrary rotations, but
were resfricted to 90-degree tums. It would have been more “realistic” and satisfactory for these
participants if they had been able to smoothly rotate these tools just by continuously ‘dragging’ a
corner in a circular motion.
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Judgments toward the tape measure’s behavior were flot the same for ail participants and
appeared to be very compiex. $ome participants (e.g., ER) feit that this tool’s components behaved
quite differently from their real counterparts. For one subject (LY), an important which led to lesser
verisimilitude was lis perception that the tape measure was not as intuitive to use as its real
counterpart. This participant had flot been able to find the device’s reference points for the
beginning and the end of the measurement.
Nevertheless, other participants (e.g. F$, IV) lad a more positive view of the tape measure. In
particular, subject IV elaborated at length on this topic, revealing just how complex judgments
toward certain instruments can be.
At a basic level, IV judged that the virtual tape measure provided the same type of data that lie
expected to obtain in an actuai lab. At another level, and in contrast to other participants (e.g., ER,
LY), subject W enjoyed using the virtual tape measure and said that its “way of functioning” was
the same as for “a real tape measure.” This was probably because mappings of mouse-driven
actions to liand-driven actions (those possibiy performed with one’s hands when manipulating an
actual tape measure) were thought to be satisfactory— i.e., manipulating the same types of
components seemed to produce the same types ofeffects.
At yet another level, IV said lie would neyer use the virtual tape measure’s real-world
counterpart in an actuai lab because it could neyer be manipulated with as much precision as what
was provided through mouse-driven actions in a 2D space. However, the subject aiso stated that
sorne imprecision remained despite the ‘excess in precision’, and this preserved verisimilitude, to

some extent.
Thus, IV’s case suggests that there can be more than one dimension to verisimilitude judgments
concerning virtual objects like the tape measure. As in the case of the VPLab’s main metaphor, the
divergence ofjudgments regarding sud virtual objects as the tape measure is linked, in my opinion,
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At the time of the study, this feature was flot feasible due to software limitations, but it has since been ïmplemented.
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to the fact that common experience or awareness of their intended referents (or of very similar
ob]ects) vas not shared by subjects.
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5.8 THE CRITERION 0F PRECISION AND THE ÀSSESSMENT 0F
UNCERTAINTY 0F MEASUREMENT
For several participants (e.g., CP, GT, RU, IV, KX, MZ), precision vas an important criterion
when making verisirnilitude judgments concerning vai-ious elements of the VPLab .A

pi-lori.

participants seemed to regard precision of manipulations and precision of tools as crucial elements
ofexperimental work: durmg the prelirninary interview, certain participants (e.g., CP, DQ) said that
they expected accuracy from their school’s lab apparatus and that a lack of precision could become
a source of frustration. Others (e.g., DQ, FS, GT) mentioned that they usually strove to achieve
precise measurements.
I believe that the ‘quest for precision’, as a value, is cultivated through lab work or any activity
involving repeated use of precise instruments. Most participants were familiar with both lab work
and precise tools, and arnong them, engineering students probably had had the most contact with
high-precision instruments. It is prudent to bear in

mmd

that precision might be of lesser importance

for other individuals who would flot have as tnuch experience with laboratory instiatments and
practices.

5.8.1 Precision ofthe Virtual Instrument vs. Precisïon ofthe Object ït Appears
to Represent
Sometimes, an instrument’s precision vas judged vith reference to the actual physical object

that the simulated tool was meant to represent. For instance, a number of participants (e.g., I-lU, LY,
KX) feit that die virtual protractor was tess precise than its real-world counterpart; this had a
considerable impact on its verisimilitude. The following excerpt is an excellent illustration. During
the debriefing interview, subject HU rated the probability of finding the VPLab’s protractor in a
physics lab at 2 on a scale of I to 5 (with ‘1’ meanrng a very low probability and ‘5’ meaning a very
high probabillty). I-le gave the following explanation for this rating:
Tue protraCtors that Ive useci beJre had u ctil/hration thctt was [detailedJ to the one—clegree
mark. We 1l’ouÏd really sec the one—clegree mark tO tilt level oJprecisimi [ofthose protractorsJ
is a bït higher [thon that oJ the VPLab ‘s protrcwtorj. So this one may flot ht pi•eeise enottgh. J
110111(1 S)’ “2” 0 1011’ probability L] becaitse it S îlot precise euough for o phvsics lai).
—

[citation 17j

Demonstratmg an opposite reaction, some participants (e.g., LY, IV) felt that another tool
virtual tape measure
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—

the

could yield greciter pieion than the object which they perceived as being

1t s fileresting 10 flote that tape measurcs with digial dispays do exisl and arc sold cornmerciaH but are ess common
than the older moUds that most people use at home. In any case, thc virtual tape measure’s digital display is flot the only
feature that a number of participants feit vas different.
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its real—world referent. Subject LY, for instance, could not imagine himself measuring a short
distance with sufficient precision (in an actual lab) with what appeared to be a

string

(the virtual

tape measure’s ‘tape’).

5.8.2 Precis ion of the Vïrtual Instrument vs. Precision of an Object Other ttian
that which ït Appears to Represent
An instrument’s accuracy could also be judged by reference to the level ofprecision that a user
expected to obtain for the type of data provided, or b)’ reference to other types of real-world
instruments provîding the same data. For instance, subject DQ judged that the tape measure was
precise enough because it seemed to provide the same level of precision as a ruler. Judgments may

not aiways go the same way when this type ofcnterion is applied however: contraly to DQ, subject
F111 feit that the measurements would have been more precise, had lie been able to use a ruler for ail
measurements, instead of the tape measure.
In a slightly different assessment, one participant (ER) expected more precision from the tape
measure than it could yield because lie had a vague recollection of being able to obtain ‘more
decirnals’ for length measurements (in sirnilar experiments). For this subject, however, another
factor was of influence: the tape measure’s digital display (see Fig. 5.1 C) seemed to create
expectations for a very precise reading. This is quite interesting, as rnany participants referred solely
to other devices with digital displays (e.g., voltmeters) when assessing uncertainty of length
measurernents performed with the tape measure. 1ndeed, users can associate a virtual object with a
different real-world object that they have encountered (in this case, a voltmeter), on account of one
salient

—

yet,

in some regards, superficial

—

likeness to that object (presence of a digital display, in

the present case).

5.8.3 Precîsion of Vïrtual Instruments vs. Precision of Software Tools, and
Other Concerns Regarding Uncertainty of Measurements
When discussing the precision of the virtual instruments or the assessment of uncertainty of
measurements, participants sornetirnes referred to other computer software with which they had
previously

worltcd (e.g., Computer Aided Design [CAD] packages, Graphics creation software).

In one case, stibject GT complained about the lack ofprecision assocïated with visual alignrnent
of VPLab instruments onto graphical objects. 1-le conttasted this way of working to the use of CAD
like functions which, had they been available in the VPLab. would have allowed him to fix tools
veiy precisely onto objects being rneasured, or to othenvise obtain extremely precise measurements
automati cal Iy:

[... in the I’PLtzbJ I have to ,‘elv 011 0 screen wïth n :ooin, ii’ith n [difjerc’iitJ scctle, tnd with
pï.vels. It ‘s reallv appi’oxiniate, (t 0(1 1 eau ‘t be sure that [the insti’ttineutsJ (tue aligned or...
[citation 18]
i’isttalli’, it ‘s liard to tel.
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This subject’s reaction is understandable, insofar as the act of measuring had aiways implied
great precision for him— precision and methods available with software tools he had frequently
used, and precision which had been required ofhim in the course ofhis past employment as a parts
inspector in the field of aeronautics.
$ome participants, like subjects CP and ER, showed mixed reactions when asked whether it was
surprising to be required to assess uncertainty of measurement while working with the VPLab. For
CP, dissonance resulted from working on “physics software” like the VPLab, which allows for
much less precision than that which is usually available in most computer-assisted tasks. This

student also feit lie couldn’t get as close to the measuring instrument (the ruler) as wished, because
being too close to the screen was not optically comfortable. $0, for both subject CP and subject GT,
there was a negative aspect associated with the visual alignment oftools on objects being measured.
CP did acknowledge, however, that uncertainty assessment was a normal part of physics
experimentation.
For subject ER, their was an even more important tension between usual ‘computer precision’
and measurement uncertainty, specifically related to the virtual tape measure. Dissonance was
created because, on the one hand, it was necessary to align the tape measure’s components with the
object that was being measured, and on the other hand, the reading of the measurement was
obtained on a digital display within a computerized environment:
Wdll, it ‘s because [lite tape measure] is between... Because, given thefact that [the VPLab] is a
cornputerized system, you teil yourselfthat it is going to measure precisely— direct, precise, real
values. But this is rather somewhere between taking precise values and taking values that refer
to something that would be coÏlected manually. So, because it between the two, I’rn having u bit
[citation 19]
ofdfficutty...’25

Other participants (e.g., RU, IV, KX, LY) exhibited more approving reactions with respect to
measurement uncertainty. For instance LY, confrary to subject GT, commented favorably on the
absence of a CAD-like ‘snap’ function, which would have allowed the user to lix the protractor
very precisely on the vertices of the angle being measured. LY said that the absence of such a
function allowed an uncertainty factor to subsist when maldng measurements. Later, when he was
required to perform uncertainty assessment of measurements obtained with another tool the tape
measure LY proceeded to do so with no hesitation. Afierwards, LY stated that the method lie had
—

—

applied to assess uncertainty was the same as the one he would have applied in an actual lab.
Apparently, it feit quite natural, for this participant, to assess uncertainty of measurement within the
VPLab, even when it came to measurements obtained with the tape measure; this is in direct
opposition to ER’s attitude toward the tape measure.
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This excerpt also goes to show that some individuals tike ER give the Impression, through theirjudgments, cf being in
a ‘state of limbo’, as they are ‘caught between’ aspects ofthe virtual environment that seem real to them, and other
aspects that seem unreal or artificial.
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I also have reason to believe that the act of requiring the user to perform uncertainty assessment
was itselfa positive verisimilitude eue, in some cases. For instance, subject AN said:
If you didn ‘t ask me, I would surely say that [the data] is precise. But [uncertainty] is
always there; they want to make reaÏity more a part of it /the VPLabJ [...] they want it to be
doser to reality so they ask us to assess uncertainly so that ive will reatly be working...

[...]

[citation 201
This issue does flot actually involve a verisimilitude eue that is inherent to the VPLab
environment itself, but instead one which is brought about by a potential task (uncertainty
assessment) that a teacher might ask a student to perform. 0f course, the very fact that uncertainty
assessment is possible can also be taken as a eue favoring verisimilitude: it only makes sense to
require students to assess uncertainty if the interface, and more specifically the measuring
instruments, afford it. As a matter of fact, at least two participants (}{U, KX) spoke directly or
indirectly of uncertainty even before they were required to assess it. $ubject HU had this to say
about the process ofmeasuring distances within the VPLab:

[...] it’s really experimental in the sense that it is I [and not the computer] who measures the
distance between dots. If ten people measured [a distance], there could be ten d4fferent resuits.
[citation 21J
Some judgments involving the criterion of precision had nothing to do with the virtual
measuring instruments, per se. for instance, subject MZ feit that the VPLab’s instruments were
precise enough but that the metaphor itself (and its Trace function) did not provide adequate
precision:
fyou ‘re going to film [the experiment], you might as well arrange it so 0U can get good
resolution; you ‘d get a close-up of the table in order to obtain a better image, for instance
You ‘d arrange to fix a grid on the table ‘s swface so it would be easier to evaluate distances. It
seems to me that these are things you think of almost naturally when you ‘re doing it for real,
whereas in [the VPLabJ, there are big limitations.
[citation 221

[...]

This sensation of lack of precision occurred, as mentioned before, whe MZ realized that the
recorded image’s quality degraded as he zoomed-in to measure distances between traces more
precisely. He judged this apparent lack of precision in terms of the accuracy that was usually
available when using computers, and thus regarded the resulting uncertainty of measurement as an
unnecessary consequence ofpoor visual rendering. MZ perceived uncertainty as being artificial in
this context:
I’m aware that this aims to simutate the manipulation [of instruments] but... I know that tite
computer is powerful enough to give me dots [i.e., position of traces] which are much more
precise than this. So, this is a kind offalse uncertainly. It’s just that the dots are too big... In
realily, I’m certain that the computer knew vemy, vemy precisely ivhere the dots were when it

made them.

[citation 231

The above discussion (and the beginning of the next section) shows that precision and
uncertainty were important concems relating to the verisimilitude of various aspects of the VPLab.
This is interesting insofar as it suggests that some credibility concems can be relatively common
among members of the same population. Drawing another general conclusion, I may say that the
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credibility of limitations imposed by an interface (e.g., precision or lack thereof) can be assessed, as
expected, in direct reference to real-world conditions (e.g., lab work), but it can also be assessed
with reference to the capabilities of other computer applications (e.g., CAD packages).

5.9 FREEDOMICONTROL WITHIN 111E SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
Precision was important, as well, to a number of participants who made judgments in regards to
manipulation ofthe disk on the air-table. As we recall, users could only launch the disk ‘manually’
—

by dragging and releasing it with the hand-shaped cursor

—

in much the same way as in the real

world experiment.
One participant (F$) did make comments indicating that this method allowed for sufficient
precision in launching the disk, when compared to working with the real set-up. By contrast, several
others (e.g., BO, GT, HU, IV, KX, MZ) spontaneously complained about a lack of accuracy. For
instance, subject GT claimed that in a real lab, one could how what force had been applied when
launching the disk with the “elastics” that une the table’s sides. This is something that lie had not
been able to do with the VPLab. GT also seemed to say that the initial position of the disk before its
launch would not be as precise in the VPLab simulation as in an actual laS.
Precision notwithstanding, some of those same participants and others (e.g., BO, HU, fS) were
satisfied with the general level of interaction provided through ‘direct manipulation’ with the mouse
and hand-shaped cursor (e.g., drag and drop of objects and apparatus components). for those
participants, ‘free interaction’ with objects (i.e., almost as free as in an actual lab) and freedom to
choose methods, coupled with ‘direct manipulation’, promoted overall credibility of the
environment. for instance, free interaction was a most important vensimilitude cue in the case of
subject BO who, as we recall, had expressed apprehension of being “just a pawn in a game” and o
priori suspicions (apparently related to use of science tutorial software) that everything would 5e

pre-programmed to react in a determinate way as one followed a pre-determined path. Interacting
freely with the simulated apparatus alleviated these concems:
[If] you do not have control over anything, then you might say: “It’s programmed to do that.”
Whereas fyou have controÏ to be able to move and touch eveiything thatyou desire, to throw
and have fun with the disk for 15 minutes you see that it’s not reatly programmed... there is
programming but it respects what happens in real lfe.
[citation 2]
—

—

for subject HU, the most important element that contributed to the VPLab’s verisimilitude was
probably the freedom to choose work methods. This is linked, in my view, to the degree of confrol
that one has over actions. As HU said:
I do eveiything, basically. $ee here: I determine the number ofdots [i.e., traces] and the interval
[between themj myseif as I want... For instance, I can takefive dfferent measurernents, with a
toterance of] or 2 miltimeters, and calcttÏate their average to obtain a more precise distance:
/the computerj does flot do it for me. It is I who chooses the measurement methods and the
calculating methods [...] I choose my own way ofproceeding.
[citation 24]
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In light of the foregoing examples, it appears that perceived control over objects and perceived
limitations in regards to interaction constitute significant issues with respect to verisimilitude.

5.10 ANTICIPATED PEDAGOGICAL OBJECTIVES AS FRAMEWORKS
FOR CREDIBILITY JUDGMENTS
An interesting yet somewhat unexpected finding of this study is that participants sometimes
tended to use potential pedagogical objectives those which they anticipated as being eventually set
—

for students using the VPLab

—

as general frameworks for credibilityjudgments.

One example of this process involves subject LY. Previously, I mentioned that this participant
commented favorably on the absence of a function which would have allowed the user to fix the
profractor very precisely onto a graphical object and automatically obtain a measurement. He
argued that such an automatic function would be detrimental to students in a context where leaming
how to conduct a lab experiment is more important than getting excellent resuits. LY’s main
impression was that performing measurements onesclf without the help of an automatic function
was favorable in that context.
Another important issue in this area deals with the question of the type oftarget users that were
anticipated by participants. I observed that some participants (e.g., FS, MZ) judged that the VPLab
was destined to be used by students of lower grade levels than their own; occasionally, this seemed
to have an impact on their credibility judgments: for one participant (FS), lower simulation fidelity

was expected and deemed adequate for tess advanced students. Another participant (KX) felt that
the VPLab would serve as a very good surrogate only for students who do flot have access to an
actual lab. He argued that students would understand and leam more if they had the possibility of
performing experiments “concretely” in an actual school lab.
The cases discussed above strongly suggest that users who only know about the VPLab’s
general purpose (i.e., to teach experimental physics) can form relatively specific representations of
designers’ goals when working in the simulation-based environment which they created (and when
following very basic task scenarios, admittedly exogenous to the environment itself, yet consistent
with the designers’ vision); my observations indicate that these representations can then serve as
ftameworks or criteria for credibility judgments. Indeed, the anticipated context of use seems to
underlie credibility judgments in meaningful ways.

5.11 POTENTIAL ANOMALIES AND USE 0f DISCURSIVE CUES (I.E.,
EXPLANATIONS)
As discussed in a previous section (Ontologicat status ofsimulations), a number of participants
(e.g., ER, GT, W, KX) expected ideal or optimal experimental conditions within the VPLab. Many
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associated computers, in general, with ‘perfection’ and with ‘consistent’ behavior, and did flot
expect computer programs to spontaneously generate enors. Hence, many also did not expect
simulated experiments to present anomalies or degraded experimental conditions similar to those
which can show up in school-lab experimental set-ups (e.g., a gust of wind blowing on the disk, dirt
on the air-table’s surface).
Additionally, some participants (e.g., CP, LY, MZ) also feit that it was impossible, when
handiing the simulated apparatus, to commit serious errors which would radically affect
experimental outcomes (e.g., launching the disk too abruptly and damaging it).
When participants were eventually told that it would be possible to simulate the types of
degraded conditions or random fluctuations discussed above, some (e.g., C?, ER, MZ) said that it
126

would not be possible to detect these, even if they did exist in the simulation. Others (e.g., IV,
HU) questioned the usefulness or pertinence of simulating such elements. For instance, subject I{U
claimed that simulated anomalies were unwarranted, as the goal of the expenment was really to
study and understand disk motion (read ‘normal’ motion), and not to be confronted to ‘tricky’
situations. Furthermore, he felt that some ofthe potential anomalies and raridom fluctuations ofreal
expenmental set-ups could be avoided by manufacturers of apparatus (and sometimes even by
students), if they really wished to do so. For this subject, credibility was rather linked to the
replication of as many conditions as are ‘inescapabte’ and ‘useful’ in reality.
In slight contrast, other participants (e.g., BO, JW, KX, LY) said right away that the inclusion
of anomalies would improve the simulation. For example, when subject KX was made aware (by
the interviewer) that expenmental conditions could involve randomness, anomalies and the
possibility ofcommitting senous handiing errors, he stated that this would be very good as it would
truly be the “model of a real situation.” ‘11e crucial point here is that these participants (as well as
others) also mentioned that users shoutd be warned of the inclusion of such anomalies. Hence, it
seems that discourse

—

in this case, explanations regarding the simulation’s model

—

would play an

important role with respect to verisimilitude judgments in this context. for some students like
subject KX, potential cues that would allow awareness of random fluctuations of parameters or
anomalies in the simulated apparatus may give nse to enhanced verisimilitude.
There are already a few indications that discursive cues can matter when it comes to credibflity
judgments conceming the simulation’s complexity. Recail that I previously discussed the
importance, for credibility, ofviewing the video clip, which included verbal discourse. In addition, I
can point to other cases involving the textual and graphical explanations in the multimedia
Presentation and Explanation documents.
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Subject MZ also said Ébat stnce it did not seem possible to make adjustments required to correct such defects, students
should flot be expected to anticipate them.
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The most convincing of these cases concems subject LY. During the session, this participant
did not seem to mmd that one of the simulation’s behaviors he observed (slow deceleration of the
disk due to presence of residual friction on the table’s floor) pointed to greater complexity of the
simulation, while another observed behavior pointed to lesser complexity in the collision model (he
had deemed that the sides of the table were perfectly uniform). for LY, this contradiction if ever
there actually was one had been resolved by the multimedia Presentation document, which made
—

—

everything coherent: the subject had noticed that ‘minimized friction on the table’s surface’ was
mentioned in the Presentation document, whereas no reference had been made regarding the table’s
sides. Hence, in the subject’s opinion, designers had no obligation to make the table’s sides ‘less
than perfect’.
$o, the multimedia presentation of the expenment seemed to set the tone for LY’s expectations
of complexity, and this was linked to prior experiences in situations where teachers had announced,
before specific experiments, that certain aspects of the physical phenomenon under study would not
be taken into account.
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Stiil in LY’s case, yet another discursive cue could eventually give rise to greater credibility:
extensive mathematical and theoretical information accompanying the simulation. LY feit that
greater disclosure of the ‘inner workings’ of the simulation (in the form of mathematical and
theoretical information) was warranted. During the debnefing period, he was shown theoretical
explanations (in the Explanations multimedia document), which contained animations of disk
motion (featuring items such as vectors), and lie stated that this type of information would promote
credibility of the Manipulation workspace simulation.
I believe that LY’s expectations in regards to mathematical and theoretical descriptions of the
simulation’s behavior were conditioned by bis prior experience with simulations created with
MAPLE TM software: it seems that these visual simulations had been accompanied by real-time
exposition of the formulas and calculations used to render them. This case suggests that disclosing
the method through which a simulation model is constructed could, in some cases, enhance
credibility of simulated environments (to the extent, of course, that the method would be perceived
as valid).
As a concluding note, let me add that I did flot observe any judgments involving a lack of
credibility of information (Tseng and fogg, 1999a, 1999b) contained in the multi-media
documents— i.e., the video clips, the textual information, and the animations. It is entirely possible
that this type of information will not be subject to substantial doubt, or so at least when users
assume that it is provided by authority figures like teachers and domain experts.
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LY probably associated the act ofneglecting these aspects at the time ofanatysis (in order to simplify the ptocess),
with the act of neglecting these aspects when designing the simulation itself.

Chapter 6. Conclusions
To conclude, I will review the theoretical and empirical deveiopments ofthis project, expose
its limitations and offer leads for future research. In closing, I will tackie ethical implications of
simulation credibiiity research and development.

6.1 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
One of the theoretical contributions of this thesis is the proposition that any proper
conceptualization of simulation credibility must focus on the discourse of actors who use,
analyze, or otherwise deal with simulation, and more notably, that key discourse is formed of
judgments. Another contribution is the elaboration of a model that helps define, categorize, and
extensively describe judgments according to who expresses them, what they focus on, which
cnteria they are based upon, and which competencies and resources are involved in rendering
them. In addition to this model, a distinction between first-order and second-order judgments
(those involving meta-assessment pnor to their final expression) was pivotai in contrasting expert
judgment-types with other kinds of assessments relating the perceptions of media users.
Within this framework, I outlined a partial typology of judgments including simulator
realism/fideiity assessments of experts, as well as psychological realism/fidelity, television
modality, and computer credibilityjudgments expressed by media users as the primaryjudges. 0f
course, the development of this typology was influenced by an interest in the credibility concems
of users, leading to the development of a verisimilitude judgment construct. In defining this
construct, I asserted that, like modality but contrary to fidelity and psychological fidelity,
verisimilitude is not necessarily characterized by reference to very specific and agreed-upon
systems or situations; indeed, there are no assurances as to the exact referents that may be
involved in verisimilitude judgments. This is congruent with the idea that the central principies of
verisimilitude assessments are those of modality (viz., constructedness, recognition of absence,
possibility, plausibility, existence, perceived utility, genre and consistency within the genre),
which go far beyond similitude, the underlying principle of fidelity.
I aiso theorized that verisimilitude judgment bases aside from the individual competencies
ofjudges could be associated with categories of credibility (viz., presumed credibility, reputed
=

—

credibility, surface credibility, experienced credibility) and with types of modality criteria (viz.,
internai and external). More concretely, I reasoned that non-experts usually draw upon resources
that are readily available to them, making informai judgments based, for instance, on cues
emerging from their interaction with the environment, on their own limited knowledge and
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experience of whatever they think is represented by the simulation, or even on its very nature as a
computerized construct.
Borrowing from computer credibility research, I put forward that the potential scope of
vensimilitude assessments is quite broad (including targets such as software and hardware
interface features, specific events and objccts presented by the simulation, interaction scenarios,
etc.) and that it is perhaps best conceived as being defined by users themselves. Moreover, I
asserted that the notion oftrustworthiness, which captures the perceived goodness or intent ofthe
source of a product, represents important common ground between computer credibility and
simulation verisimilitude.
I subsequentiy disentangled the verisimilitude judgment construct thus defined, from notions
of presence and willful suspension of disbelief (the latter, I argued, shouid be replaced by a
Goffmanian concept of engrossment, thereby avoiding confusion with credibility). An important
realization was that presence and suspension of disbelief descnbe phenomena that operate in situ,
if at ail, while verisimilitude judgrnents can be both expressed and studied post hoc. It follows,
incidentally, that a verisimilitude framework is appropnate to explore the impressions that users
retain from interaction with simulation (what they come away with).
This not withstanding, I should now point out a limitation in my general approach, namely a
failure to fuily take into account behavior not involving verbal expression or discourse. It seems
indisputable that credibility does manifest itself through actions, in addition to discourse. Fuller
consideration of relevant activity-related behavior should therefore eventually enter the
verisimilitude equation— for one thing, even sincere users may not aiways act as they daim, nor
adequately account for how they have acted.

6.2 EMPIRICAL DEVELOPMENTS
For the empirical part ofthis project, I used the verisimilitudejudgment construct as a general
theme in the exploration of potential users’ discourse. To this end, I developed a qualitative and
descriptive method involving thirteen university students who tried out the VPLab prototype.
This approach has allowed for the gathering and in-depth analysis of a wide variety of
judgments. Overall, my resuits indicate that user vensimilitude judgments pertaining to
simulation can be very complex and specific. In particular, I observed that given cues could play
different, even contradictory, roles in the formation of judgments. I also found that, in some
instances, unfavorable assessments could be promoted by cues which designers initially expected
to favor verisimilitude, and vice-versa. furthermore, my descriptive approach allowed me to
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suggest that individual traits, such as certain attitudes and prior experiences, can play significant
roles in the expression ofparticularjudgments.
As far as this study’s participants were concemed, some of the prevalent individual traits of
which I have just spoken included a priori attitudes toward simulation, prior use of certain
computer applications, knowledge/expenence of specific apparatus and related subject matter,
and knowledge/expenence of lab work in general. Indeed, it is especially noteworthy that some
verisimilitude judgments seem to be at least partially based on preconceived ideas or prior
expenence pertaining to the medium of simulation itself.
As mentioned above, the question of presumed credibility, which is linked with a priori trust

in simulation as a medium, may be ofparticular interest to researchers and practitioners. first, the
present data indicate that students’ a priori attitudes toward simulation as a medium can be
unfavorable, neutral, or even favorable. Second, I found indications that unfavorable a priori
attitudes may influence verisimilitude judgments related to the constructedlvirtual nature of
synthetic environments. I have established, however, that some users who make these types of
judgments may stiil express other types ofjudgments infavor ofoverali credibility.
With regard to interactivity, I may conclude that an interface which allows direct
manipulation of simulated objects, and freedom to choose work methods, will be favorable to
verisimilitude for certain users. The credibility of limitations imposed by the interface (e.g.,
precision of measurements or lack thereof) can be evaluated, as expected, with reference to real
world conditions, but can also be assessed with reference to the capabilities of other computer
applications of a completely different nature.
One of the most important findings relating specifically to virtual labs concems the
perception of the simulation’s behavior. I found indications that cues which point to inclusion of
real-word constraints (e.g., a moving object’s deceleration signifying inclusion of friction) often
lead to favorable credibility judgments (although this is not aiways strictly the case).
In a related area, I found that video clips showing the actual phenomena replicated by
simulations were valuable assets in terms of credibility. However, my findings indicate that
designers cannot necessarily expect meaning and verisimilitude of simulations to be completely
circumscribed just by providing users with common ‘referents’ in the form of video data.
Nevertheless, I suggest that future studies should test whether an even tighter coupling of
simulation with video data could further promote credibility. for instance, one could provide
users with video footage of strange or potentially unexpected behavior in real phenomena, and
then later show participants that such behavior can indeed be observed in the simulations
replicating these phenomena.
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Other discursive cues, namely textual/graphical presentations and theoretical explanations of
the simulation, also seemed to influence verisimilitude judgments expressed by certain
participants. Future investigations in this area could explore the consequences of disclosing
information to users conceming the ‘inner workings’ of simulation models (an act which some
might regard as more ethically correct— see below). For example, a longitudinal study could be
conducted wherein virtual lab users would be called upon to perform several experiments; after
each experiment, these participants would be made aware of simulation modeling methods and
informed of unapparent similarities or differences between the simulation and the actual
apparatus. The idea would be to verify whether credibility of a virtual lab can be progressively
enhanced, from one simulated experiment to the next, by showing users how designers “have

done the;r homework.”
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Further issues were closely related to the VPLab’s main metaphor. Some of the technical
processes and objects represented by the metaphor were unfamiliar to participants (with respect to
their experience in laboratory contexts), and this may have caused certain user interpretations of
the metaphor to stray from its intended meaning; in some cases, such interpretations apparently
lead to negative effects on verisimilitude. I proposed that more ‘familiar’ metaphors could
possibly give rise to less divergent and more positive verisimilitude judgments. However, I
briefly mentioned an additional hypothesis (dubbed ‘latency of favorable judgments’), which
postulates that the expression of positive verisimilitude judgments could be impeded in such
cases. I discuss this hypothesis in more detail, just below.

6.3 OUTLINES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
I suggest that when a high-fidelity virtual environment is being used in everyday life (or in an
ethnographic-like study which aims to observe use of virtual environments in everyday
conditions), users’ positive attitudes relative to verisimilitude may tend to remain latent, as
elements that favor vensimibtude are taken for granted.
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That is what I call ‘latency of

favorable judgments’.
Let me expand upon this: I am proposing that in everyday use, the more a virtual environment
feels ‘natural’ to an individual (either by conforming to what he/she expects, or by seeming very
similar to possible real-world environments, or else by being intemally coherent and consistently
stimulating perceptual mechanisms as accurately as real environments), the more the elements
which contribute to this feeling of naturalness are taken for granted by that individual. As a side
128

A similar test could be conducted for virtual lab metaphors by informing users ofrelationships between metaphors
and analogous experimental methods used in real labs.
129
This could also be the case when some kind ofmetaphor is ;nvolved, say one that is based on very famihar objects,
events and processes.
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effect, the remaining perceived differences between the virtual environment and the real world
might ‘stick out’, which (combined to an awareness of ontological status) may lead to the
expression of negative verisimilitude judgments.
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In other terms, for a user hab;tuaÏly engaged

in such a seemingly ‘natural’ virtual environment, it is ‘business as usual’ unless some feature
promotes disengagement from the mediated experience.
In the course of this study, I sometimes did get a sense that perceived deviations from reality
(or rather, from the participants’ experience of reality) actualiy did ‘stick out’, but I cannot
demonstrate this ostensibly with the present data, since the methods I used were not designed to
do so. It is also my belief that certain ‘positive’ aspects of the VPLab’s metaphor, by and large,
were taken for granted or ignored.
One such aspect wouid be the ‘first-person’ perspective afforded by the interface. With the
VPLab, the user’s actions are not mediated by an on-screen anthropomorphic character that
represents him as the experimenter (like in third-person video games). Instead, the user directly
interacts with the instruments and apparatus via a cursor shaped like a hand and meant to
represent the user’s own hand. In this way, users may feel that they are ‘personally’ conducting
experiments. This characteristic was hardly mentioned by participants as contributing to
vensimilitude.
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In my opinion, the importance of such an aspect would be more likely to emerge
in this instance, if users (either directly or mentally)
paradigmatically (cf. Barker, 1988)
—

compared vanous potentiat metaphors which could be alternatively implemented for the same
132
vii-tuai environment. This, however, was not part ofthe study’s design.
Notice that it would also be possible to test a similar hypothesis with other media. For
example, one could observe if spectators having recently viewed films that are considered more
or iess ‘realistic’ by subject matter specialists and movie critics (i.e., experts), would naturaiiy
tend to discuss amongst themselves elements which give rise to greater verisimilitude or, on the
contrai-y, elements that are unfavorable with respect to verisimilitude. My hypothesis entails that
130

0f course, if the user does flot perceive any further differences between the virtual environment and the real world,
then he might weB be led tojudge (perhaps even falsely) that the environment is extremely verisimilar, possibly despite
considerable lack offidelity.
131
Subject AN did mention that it was interesting to be “the master” ofthe situation and subject GT mentioned that the
instruments were designed realistically, giving the impression that one could “handie them with one’s own hands.”
Nevertheless, I do flot believe that these comments reflect the specificity of ‘first-person perspective’, nor do they
adequately convey its potential importance for verisimilitude.
132
I beheve that failure by participants ofthis study to specifically acknowledge the vensimilitude ofthe first-person
perspective could eventually serve as first evidence of ‘latency’, that is, if another study using such a comparative
method as described above, could demonstrate that this aspect can, in fact, favor verisimilitude. In a more
descriptive/anthropological study, attitudes like subject B0’s concerning the metaphor would rather tend to infirm this
latency if they could be spontaneousl)’ expressed during the use of a virtual environment in a context as close to
everyday use as possible.
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the latter would tend to happen. In regards to virtual environments, let me also put forward the
idea that unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation could exacerbate this hypothesized

propensity for negative elements to ‘stick out’.
within given cultures,
Regardless of the details, my first underlying prernise is that
including ours there is an asymmetry in vensimilitude judgments regarding certain mediated
—

—

experiences (e.g., films, sirnulated environments). My second premise is that this asymmetry, in
some ways, favors the expression of negative judgrnents (this is not to say, however, that there
will necessarily be more negative assessments than positive ones in a given context). If this
hypothesis can be somehow verified, it might constitute an important issue relating specifically to
how verisimilitude judgments are investigated, but it may also be one which addresses the very
nature of eveyday verisimilitude judgments thernselves. One could consider that this latency or
asymmetry is itself part and parcel of the problem of designing credible virtual environrnents.

As other starting points for future investigations, I propose three straightforward questions,
which are likely to represent particularly salient preoccupations for individuals faced with
simulations. The first may emerge immediately for users: How real does this simulation seern?
The second could corne after additional thought about, or contact with a simulation: How far
should I trust it? The third involves motivation or justification: Why should I trust it? Although
there are several other important issues, perceptions relating to these questions are assuredly of
fundamental interest.
At this juncture, I should recall that the study described in this thesis was conducted in a
research facility rather than in users’ normal work-settings (i.e., in school or at home). The extent
to which this influences credibility judgments is unknown. It would be useful if at least some
future studies were to be conducted in more ‘natural’ conditions. When dealing with students for
instance, efforts should be made to observe verisimilitude judgments in class (or at home, in the
case of distance education). In so doing, it is likely that investigators will not just be assessing the
verisimilitude of simulation software as such, but also the credibility ofwhole units (e.g., leaming
units, training units) which, in addition to the simulation-based environment, also include extemal
elements involved in its use, such as prescribed tasks, support materials, etc. It should be
paramount to include context of simulation use into some types of credibility studies.
Attitudes resulting from prolonged use of simulation-based environments should be given
very special attention in order to investigate the full realm of experienced credibility. for
practitioners, it is crucial that the value of simulation as a credible medium be assessed not only
by taking into account the initial reactions of users, but also by considering their attitudes when
sufficient experience of use has been acquired. We also need to find out how perceptions of
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verisimilitude affect user motivation, performance, and achievement of goals (e.g., transfer of
skills, instructional effectiveness).
I have observed that verisimilitude judgments can often be complex. As such, future studies
should ideally involve both rich qualitative descriptions of individual judgments pertaining to
specific elements of virtual environments, as well as reliable quantitative measurements of overali
credibility. Studies with large representative samples of users, working with a variety of
simulation-based environments,
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are required to confirm and go beyond the find;ngs of this

exploratory study.
The present work did flot aim to establish the existence of statistically valid and consistent
causal relationships between verisimilitude judgments and individual traits; certainly, this should
be the topic of future studies. Nevertheless, I believe that my observations can serve as excellent
basis for such investigations involving simulation-based science laboratories. Such studies could
focus on the following types of user charactenstics:
—

—

—

—

—
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interests, attitudes, aptitudes, and experience pertaining to lab work in general;
knowledge of subject matter pertaining to specific simulations;
exposure to computers, multimedia applications and simulation;
a priori attitudes toward simulation and computers in general;
‘computer confidence’, computer expertise, and howledge pertaining to computers and
simulation.

Another promising but as yet unexplored area for research deals with possible links between
simulation credibility and the level of attention given to relevant cues. for instance, it could be
usefril to test whether users who pay much attention to cues thought to favor verisimilitude
(relevant discursive cues, for example) find simulations more credible than others who do flot.
Once verified, this hypothesis would have interesting implications: should there be a strong link
between attention to cues and credibility, a designer’ s power to influence credibility would then
be somewhat more limited than could otherwise be expected, insofar as user attention is difficuit
to confrol in eveiyday conditions.
Due to the context of this study, social aspects of verisimilitude could flot be properly
135
addressed.
These too should be tackled in future investigations. Obviously, in reahty,
simulation users are not ‘confined to a closed box’: they interact with others and are influenced
133

The fact that the present work deals with only one simulation within a single environment constitutes a limitation.
On the other hand, I have taken the trouble of extensively describing both the VPLab environment and the user sample
so that researchers considering the findings of future in-depth studies similar to this one might be better equipped to
compare outcomes, when possible.
i34
Some of these items are inspired by a review of user variables relevant to general computer credibility (Tseng and
Fogg, 1 999a, 1 999b): namely, userfoin iliarity with subject motter, user understanding ofthe computer system, and
user needfor information.
The expression ‘social aspects’ might be seen as misleading, if it is held that verisimilitude is intrinsically social.
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by their peers (e.g., classmates, instructors) and by information from other sources (e.g.,
television, movies). Additionally, the credibility of a simulation might be affected to some extent
by the credibility attributed to the product’s designer, to an affihiated institution, or to a third party
(an instructor, for example) who suggests or imposes the use of that simulation (cf. Tseng &
fogg, 1999a).
Looking even further beyond the individual bases of judgments to their social context,
investigators should consider Hodge and Tripp’s hypothesis that general social relations influence
modality in significant ways; these authors suggested, for instance, that:
Modality relations (both in television content and in response to television) witl often serve to
express something about the social relations of the viewer. Over-emphasis on the reality of
television content expresses a sense ofsocial isolation, a rejection ofgeneral social relations in
the tived world in favor of those experienced via television. Over-emphasis on the unreatity
expresses the opposite. a rejection of the world as mediated by television in favor of lived
experience.

(HodgeandTripp, 1986, p. 136)
Television, the focus ofHodgeand Tripp’s research, is much more a part of our social fabric
than simulation is. Transferring such hypotheses to the context of simulation use might therefore
seem risky. With the proliferation of video games and educational software, however, simulation
has been infroduced to a wider public, such that there may already exist situations in which
hypotheses like these would carry pragmatic implications.
In the same spint, I would draw attention to the fact that my empirical investigation
constitutes a case study, or ‘micro-study’, of verisimilitude; at a later stage, researchers might
consider conducting macro-studies, for instance, analyses of simulation verisimilitude as it
variously relates to diverse cultures or sub-cultures. Such work could lead to a much broader
vision of the field.

6.4 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
As a final note, I will briefly address another theme which must flot be overlooked by
members of the research and development community: ethics in the promotion of verisimilitude
and credibility. First off, it should be established, for obvious reasons, that a certain measure of
caution toward simulation is a commendable, even a highly desirable, trait. Some may argue,
incidentally, that for certain users, a priori distrust of simulation goes beyond that which can be
deemed ‘healthy skepticism’. Stiil, in the case of simulated lab work, one could question the very
notion that something truly unique is going on when students are skeptical of such simulations.
As Hennessy and O’Shea (1993, p. 130) put it: “It must be recognized that the same concem
regarding simulation credibility can be applied to laboratory work [...] After all, the science
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laboratoiy is another idealized situation.” This suggests that the credibility of the simulation’s
referent itselfshould also 5e pondered.
In any event, when dealing with credibility of media, it is appropnate to consider the means
through which knowledge and beliefs rnight be influenced. For instance, one may feel that using
video footage of real apparatus, with the sole purpose of promoting credibility of simulated
experiments, would not be an ethically correct solution as it would rest, at least to some extent, on
the premise that students should trust video data without much reserve.
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More generally, it is obviously unethical to try to make non-recreational simulations appear
to unsuspecting users as being more accurate than experts would judge. Nevertheless, designers
and practitioners should stiil strive to make simulations with lesser fidelity seem credible, when
those simulations can be deemed sufficiently valid and useful by their peers and by domain
experts. However, promotion of credibility should neyer corne to the detriment of users. In
instructional simulations, voluntary departures from elevated levels of fidelity can 5e very
beneficial (Alessi, 1988) when such is the case, it can be explained to users easily enough. In
addition to this, I strongly insist that designers should strive to uncover any significant
—

involuntary departures from high fidelity, as well as barriers to the achievement of desirable
objectives which may be pursued by users. What’ s more, it is imperative that this information 5e
disclosed to users themselves, even if one should do so only after they have finished using a
simulation. People should neyer corne away with a false impression that, in the course of using a
simulation, they have acquired specific knowledge or skills, or attained particular objectives,
when that is actually not the case.
I will go even a step further and propose that, as a general rule, users must also be provided
with as much information as possible conceming the workings of underlying models and
modeling methods. Turkle (1997, p. $2) was of the same opinion when she argued that people
should 5e taught to demand greater fransparency in simulations and to ask that “the games we
[sic) play (particularly the ones we use to make real-life decisions) make their underlying models
more accessible.” Her prernise was that simulations “enable us to abdicate authority [...]; they
give us permission to accept the opacity of the model that plays itself out on our screens” (p. 81).
Turkle’s characterization of simulations in general, as “opaque”, is justified. Moreover, by
reading the rest of her discussion, it is also understood that some people might not passively
136

As such, I recomn-iend that practitioners who use video clips allow users the opportunity of evaluating the
trustworthiness of the video footage itself by providing them with at least some cf the following items, while stressing
their relevance: the opportunity of verifying the video producer’s credentials; information about when and where the
footage was shot; a detailed description of the objects depicted in the video footage; a description of any special
circumstances that significantly affect the behavior of apparatus, but are flot obvious in the video clip; infonnation
regarding manipulation or special editing ofthe footage; other video footage from different sources. (Note that en
hancing credibility is not the sole purpose of including video clips in the VPLab. Among other reasons, excerpts of
professionally produced science videos are used because they contain well presented theoretical explanations and real
life applications ofphenomena involved in the VPLab’s experiments.)
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accept “the authority” of simulations without reserve. That much seems clear from my study, too.
However, let me suggest that Turkie’s excellent recommendations, stated above, should flot apply
solely to simulation use. Indeed, musn’t greater efforts be deployed in teaching literacy and
critical thinking, not only with respect to simulation, but also in regards to ail media, and to visual
media in particular? I certainly agree with educators and thinkers who believe, for a host of
reasons, that this would be exfremely beneficial. from then on, added meaning and purpose is
conferred upon empincal credibility research: that of ensuring the adequacy and quality of this
education. I can only hope that this thesis will stand as a contribution, however modest, to such
efforts.
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Appendix A: Questions Asked During
the Telephone Interview
Subi ect lB:

ans

Âge

Scolarité
D Cegep programme(s) completé(s)
D Université programme(s) completé(s)
D Autre
—

-

-

1. Avez-vous déjà suivi des cours de physique au niveau secondaire? D oui

D non

Si oui, combien de cours
Avez vous réalisé des expériences de physique à l’occasion de certains de ces cours?
‘

D oui

D non

2. Avez-vous réalisé des expériences dans d’autres domaines que la physique au secondaire?
Si oui, dans quels domaines

D oui

D non

D oui

D non

9

3. Avez-vous déj à suivi des cours de physique au niveau collégial?

Si oui, combien de cours 9
Avez-vous réalisé des expériences de physique à l’occasion de certains de ces cours?
D oui

D non

4. Avez-vous réalisé des expériences dans d’autres domaines que la physique au niveau collégial?
Si oui, dans quels domaines

5. Avez-vous déjà suivi des cours de physique au niveau universitaire?
Si oui, combien de cours
Dans quel programme

9

9

D oui

D non

D oui

D non

9

‘t

Avez-vous réalisé des expériences de physique à l’occasion de certains de ces cours?
G oui

G non

6. Avez-vous réalisé des expériences dans d ‘autres domaines que ta physique au niveau
universitaire?
Goui
Gnon
Si oui, dans quels domaines
‘

G oui

7. Avez-vous de l’expérience avec des ordinateurs ?

G non

Si oui, quelle plate-forme avez-vous utilisé le plus fréquemment?
G Autre
G Macintosh
G IBM/PC

8. Indiquez combien d’heures par semaine vous utilisez l’ordinateur (approximativement)?
G O heures
G l-5 heures
G 6-12 heures
G plus que 12 heures

9. Sur une échelle d’un à cinq
Su

--

en général, l’utilisation d’un ordinateur vous paraît:
et 5 correspond à:

correspond à:

1

2

3

4

5

‘Difficile’

G

G

G

G

G

‘Facile’

Désagréable

G

G

G

G

G

Agréable

Inutile

G

G

G

G

G

Utile

10. Indiquez le chiffre qui correspond à votre niveau de compétence quant à l’utilisation d’un
ordinateur, en général.
1

-

très faible ;

2

-

faible ; 3

-

intermédiaire ;

4

-

bon ;

5

-

expert

itt

Appendix B: Pre-interaction Written Questionnaire
Nous aimerions connaître le profile des gens qui participent aux séances d’essai. Les questions qiti
suivent visent à recueillir de Ï ‘information sur l’utilisation que vozcs faite des ordinateurs.

1.

Utilisez-vous un ordinateur à la maison?
D oui

D non

Si oui, l’utilisez-vous en rapport avec vos travaux scolaires (par exemple : rédiger vos travaux,
faire des graphiques ou des calculs pour ces travaux, chercher sur Internet, organiser votre
temps d’étude, communiquer avec des coéquipiers, etc.)?
D non

D oui

2.

Indiquez par un X, la fréquence à laquelle vous utilisez les applications suivantes:
fréquence d’utilisation

Application

Jeux vidéos

Très
souvent

Souvent

Occasionnellement

Rarement

Presque
jamais

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Logiciels de dessin ou de
traitement d’image
(Paintshop, Photoshop,
Illustrator, Clarisworks,
Coreldraw,
Etc.)

Sites WEB contenant des
éléments vidéos ou
d’animation

Logiciels d’animation
(Director, 3D studio, etc.)

Date

Quest. C & A pré

Q.P.T

iv

3.

Utilisez-vous un système d’exploitation de style fenêtres (par exemple : Windows 3.1,
Windows 95 ou 98 Windows NT, Mac Os, XWindows, etc.)?
Doui
Dnon
,

Si oui, le(s)quel(s)

Indiquez, par un X, la fréquence à laquelle vous utilisez les fonctions suivantes quand vous
vous servez de ce(s) système(s)

Fonction

Très souvent

Création de
raccourcis ou
d’alias sur le
bureau

Souvent

fréquenced’ufflisatioit.:.
Occasionnellement Rarement

Presque
jamais

D

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

D

Q

D

D

Q

Q

Q

i:i

Q

Q

Q

Q

D

Q

D

D

D

(desktop)

ati
Travail sur

plusieurs
applications
simultanément
dans des
fenêtres
multiples

La fonction
glisser-déplacer
(drag and drop)
Fonctions pour
personnaliser
les logiciels
(changement
des options par
défaut, macros,

etc.)

Date:

Quest. C & A pré
Q.P.T

_______________

V

Pour chaque type d’application, encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre niveau de
compétence.

4.
1

—

très faible;

2

—

rudimentaire

3

;

—

intermédiaire

4— boit

;

;

—

expert

expert

intermédiaire

très faible

S

Traitementdetexte

1

2

3

4

5

Courrierélectronique

I

2

3

4

5

fureteurs
(ex:Explorer,Netscape, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Sytfmes d’exploitation
àfenêtres(ex:Windows3.1,95,
MacOs, etc.)
Logiciels de dessin
oudetraitementd’image
(Paintshop, Photoshop,
fliustrator, Clansworks, Coreldraw,
etc.)
Autres

très faible

Date:

intermédiaire

expert

Quest. C & A pré
Q.P.T
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Il itoits serait utile de connaître votre avis ait sujet de différentes inéth odes pédagogiques
employées dans tes cas suivants. Pour cli acune des mises cii situation vettittez répondre

aux trois qttestions. (Attention, il ne s ‘agit pas de résoudre les problèmes de physique qui
sont décrits dans certaines de ces mises en situation; d’ailleurs, la solution des problèmes
est donnée. N’hésitez pas à me poser des questions en cas de besoin, je suis là pour ça!)

M5.

Vous faites partie d’un groupe d’étudiants qui prennent le cours de physique «Mécanique
101» (c’est un cours de dynamique). En début de classe, le professeur mentionne un fait qui
paraît contre-intuitif aux yeux des étudiants. Plusieurs étudiants sont sceptiques. Le
professeur décide donc d’illustrer le problème à l’aide d’une simulation informatique.

La simulation informatique montre un cube de bois qui flotte (en l’absence de gravité) dans la
cabine de la navette spatiale en orbite autour de la terre. Une balle de tennis est lancée à deux
reprises sur le cube de bois, dont une des faces a été recouverte de velcro.
Dans un premier cas, la balle de tennis est tirée sur la face du cube couverte de velcro, et la
balle colle au cube après la collision.
Dans le deuxième cas, la balle est tirée sur une face du cube qui n’est pas couverte de velcro,
et donc la balle rebondit après la collision. (Un appareil spécial permet de lancer la balle à la
même vitesse dans les deux cas.)
On compare la vitesse du cube de bois après la collision dans les deux cas. Résultat: La
vitesse du cube de bois est plus grande dans le cas où la balle rebondit sur la face du cube
qui n’est pas couverte de velcro. La simulation informatique montre clairement ce résultat.

A,) Estimez approximativement la proportion des étudiants sceptiques dans la classe qui, d’après
vo us, seraient complètement convaincu par cette simulation.
D 0%

D 10%

D 20%

D 30%

D 40%

D 50%

D 60%

D 70%

D 80%

D 90%

C 100%

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes:

B) Cette simulation me convaincrait sije faisais partie des étudiants sceptiqttes.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Il existe de meilleures méthodes que la simulation pour convaincre les éttidiants sceptiques dans
ce cas.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date :

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-.

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Quest. C & A pré
Q.P.T
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M6. Vous faites partie d’un groupe d’étudiants qui prennent un cours de physique moderne. En
classe, le professeur mentionne un fait qui paraît conire-intuitif aux yeux des étudiants. Il
s’agit de la dilatation du temps dans la théorie de la Relativité. Plusieurs étudiants sont
sceptiques. Le professeur décide donc d’illustrer le problème à l’aide d’une simulation
informatique.
Au début, la simulation informatique montre, côte à côte, trois horloges très précises et
identiques. Les trois horloges sont exactement synchronisées. Ensuite, on voit que la
première horloge fait le tour du monde à bord de l’avion à réaction qui détient le record
mondial de vitesse et on voit que les deux autres horloges restent sur terre. Finalement, on
réunit les horloges pour comparer le temps donné par chacune d’elles. Résultat: les horloges
restées sur terre sont encore parfaitement synchronisées entre elles. Par contre celle qui a fait
le tour du monde à grande vitesse indique un temps légèrement plus faible (il s’agit d’une
différence infime). La simulation montre clairement ce résultat.
A,) Estimez approximativement la proportion des étudiants sceptiqttes dans la classe qui, d ‘après
vous, seraient complètement convaincu par cette simulation.
0%

10%

El 20%

1 30%

1J 40%

t 50%

E1 60%

1J 70%

90%

80%

100%

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes:
B,) Cette simulation me convaincrait sijefaisais partie des étudiants sceptiques.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

C) Il existe de meilleures méthodes que la simulation pour convaincre tes étudiants sceptiques dans
ce cas.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date:

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Quest. C & A pré
Q.P.T
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P47.

Un employé d’une cour à ferraille doit opérer, pour la première fois, une grue mécanique
spéciale. Cette grue spéciale sert à la fois à déplacer et à écraser des matériaux inutilisables,
et ce, en une seule opération. Le seul entraînement qu’il subira avant d’opérer la grue
spéciale se fera à l’aide d’une simitlatio,, informatique (simulation de cette grue mécanique
spéciale et de divers matériaux inutilisables).

A) Indiquez le niveau de conJktnce qit ‘itfintdrait accorder à cet employé, selon volts.
1- très faible

3

2 faible
-

-

4 élevé

modéré

5

-

-

très élevé

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes

B,) L ‘employé pottrrait faire de graves
1- tout à fait en désaccord

crieurs

2 en désaccord

clans l’exercice de son travail.
3

-

-

incertain

4 d’accord

5

-

-

tout à fait d’accord

C’,) L ‘employé est bien préparé à affronter des difficultés de toittes sortes clatis l’exercice de son

travail.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

l’I8.

3 incertain

2 en désaccord

-

-

5 tout à fait d’accord

4 d’accord
-

-

Un nouvel employé d’une centrale nucléaire remplace d’autres employés en grève. Sans
l’aide de personne, il doit surveiller l’état du réacteur nucléaire et faire son diagnostique en
cas de problème. C’est la première fois qu’il surveille un vrai réacteur nucléaire. Le setti
entraînement qu’il a subi, a consisté à diagnostiquer et à surveiller une simulation
inférmatique du réacteur de la centrale nucléaire en question.

A) Incliqttez le niveau de confiance qtt ‘il fàtictrait accorder à cet
1-très faible

3

2 faible
-

-

ciii» loyé,

selon voits.

4 élevé

modéré

-

5 très élevé
-

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes
B,) L ‘employé pourrait faire de graves erreurs dans l’exercice de soit travail.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-

5

-

tout à fait d’accord

C) L ‘employé est bien préparé à affronter des dnfjcitltés de toutes sortes dans t ‘exercice de son
travail.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date :

2 en désaccord
-

3

-

incertain

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Quesi. C & A pré
Q.PT
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Nous aimerioits également connaître votre avis au sujet des différentes méthodes
pédagogiques employées dans tes cas suivants. Pour chacune des mises en sitttation
vettittez répondre aux trois questions. (Attention, il ne s ‘agit pas de résoudre les
problèmes de physique qui sont décrits dans certaines de ces mises en situation d’ailleurs,
la solution des problèmes est donnée. N’hésitez pas à me poser des questions en cas de
besoin, je suis là pour ça!)
,

M9.

Vous faites partie d’un groupe d’étudiants qui prennent un cours de physique moderne. En
classe, le professeur mentionne un fait qui paraît contre-intuitif aux yeux des étudiants. Il
s’agit de la dilatation du temps dans la théorie de la Relativité. Plusieurs étudiants sont
sceptiques. Le professeur décide donc d’illustrer le problème à l’aide d’une séqttence vidéo.
Au début, la séquence vidéo montre, côte à côte, trois horloges très précises et identiques. Les
trois horloges sont exactement synchronisées. Ensuite, on voit que la première horloge fait le
tour du monde à bord de l’avion à réaction qui détient le record mondial de vitesse et on voit
que les deux autres horloges restent sur terre. Finalement, on réunit les horloges pour
comparer le temps donné par chacune d’elles. Résultat: les horloges restées sur terre sont
encore parfaitement synchronisées entre elles. Par contre celle qui a fait le tour du monde à
grande vitesse indique un temps légèrement plus faible (il s’agit d’une différence infime). La
séquence vidéo montre clairement ce résultat.

A,) Estimez approximativement ta proportion des étudiants sceptiques dans la classe qui, d’après

vous, seraient complètement convaincu par cette séquence vidéo.
C 0%

C 10%

C 20%

C 30%

C 50%

C 40%

C 60%

C 70%

C 90%

C 80%

C 100%

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes
3,) Cette séquence vidéo ne convaincrait si je faisais partie des étudiants sceptiques.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord

3 incertain

-

-

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Ç) Il existe de meilleures méthodes qu’une séquence vidéo pour convaincre les étudiants sceptiques,
dans ce cas.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date:

2 en désaccord
-

3

-

incertain

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Quest. C & A pré
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Mb. Vous faites partie d’un groupe d’étudiants qui prennent le cours de physique «Mécanique
101» (c’est un cours de dynamique). En début de classe, le professeur mentionne un fait qui
paraît contre-intuitif aux yeux des étudiants. Plusieurs étudiants sont sceptiques. Le
professeur décide donc d’illustrer le problème à l’aide d’une séqttence vidéo.
La séquence vidéo montre un cube de bois qui flotte (en l’absence de gravité) dans la cabine
de la navette spatiale en orbite autour de la terre. Une balle de tennis est lancée à deux
reprises sur le cube de bois, dont une des faces a été recouverte de velcro.
Dans un premier cas, la balle de tennis est tirée sur la face du cube couverte de velcro, et la
balle colle au cube après la collision.
Dans le deuxième cas, la balle est tirée sur une face du cube qui it ‘est pas couverte de velcro,
et donc la balle rebondit après la collision. (Un appareil spécial permet de lancer la balle à la
même vitesse dans les deux cas.)
On compare la vitesse du cube de bois après la collision dans les deux cas. Résultat: La
vitesse du cube de bois est plus grande dans le cas où la balle rebondit sur la face du cube
qui n’est pas couverte de velcro. La séquence vidéo montre clairement ce résultat.
A) Estimez approximativement la proportion des étudiants sceptiques dans la classe qui, d’après
vous, seraient complètement convaincu par cette séquence vidéo.
0%

1 10%

D 20%

D 30%

D 40%

D 50%

D 60%

D 70%

D 80%

D 90%

D 100%

Encerclez le chiffre qui correspond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes:
B) Cette séquence vidéo me convaincrait sije faisais partie des étudiants sceptiques.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord
-

3 incertain
-

4 d’accord
-

5

-

tout à fait d’accord

C) Il existe de meilleures méthodes qu’une séquence vidéo pour convaincre les étudiants sceptiques,
dans ce cas.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date:

2 en désaccord
-

3

-

incertain

4

-

d’accord

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

Quest. C & A pré
Q.P.T
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Mli. Un employé d’une cour à ferraille doit opérer, pour la première fois, une grue mécanique
spéciale. Cette grue spéciale sert à la fois à déplacer et à écraser des matériaux iruttilisables,
et ce, en une seule opération. Le seul entraînement qu’il subira avant d’opérer la grue
spéciale se fera en se servant cl ‘une grue plus simple potur déplacer les inatériattx et aussi
d ‘um appareil différent qui écrase les matériaux de façon très semblable à lct grue spécicile.
A,) Indiquez le
1- très faible

accorder à

niveau de confiance qui ‘itfauclrait

2 faible

3

-

modéré

-

cet

employé,

4

élevé

-

vous.

selon

5

très élevé

-

Encerclez le chiffre qui cotTespond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes

B) L ‘eiiiplovépottrraitfàire de graves erreurs dans l’exercice de son travcul.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

3

2 en désaccord
-

incertain

-

4

d’accord

-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

C) L ‘employé est bien préparé à affronter des difficultés de totttes sortes dans I ‘exercice de son
travail.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord

3

-

-

incertain

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

M12. Un nouvel employé d’une centrale nucléaire remplace d’autres employés en grève. Sans
l’aide de personne, il doit surveiller l’état du réacteur nucléaire et faire son diagnostique en
cas de problème. C’est la première fois qu’il surveille un vrai réacteur nucléaire. Le seul
entraînement qu’il a subi, a consisté à diagnostiquer et à surveiller d’autres appareils qui

fonctionnent de manière très semblable ctu réacteur nucléaire en question.
A) Indiquiez te niveau de confiance qit ‘ilfétidrait accorder à cet employé, selon vous.
1- très faible

2

-

3

faible

-

4 élevé

modéré

-

5

-

très élevé

Encerclez le chiffre qui coiTespond à votre opinion au sujet des propositions suivantes

B) L ‘employé pourraitfaire de graves erreurs dans I ‘exercice de son travail.
l-tout à fait en désaccord

2 en désaccord
-

3

-

incertain

4 d’accord
-

5 tout à fait d’accord
-

C’,) L ‘employé est bien préparé à affronter des dfficuuttés tic toutes sortes clans l’exercice de son
travail.
1- tout à fait en désaccord

Date

2 en désaccord
-

3

-

incertain

4

-

d’accord

5

-

tout à fait d’accord

Quest. C & À pré
QP.T
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Appendix C: Items for the Pre-interaction
Verbal Interview
1) J’aimerais savoir ce qui te plaît quand tu fais une expérience?

2) Qu’est-ce qui te déplaît?
3) Est-ce que tu trouves que le volet expérimental est essentiel à l’apprentissage de la physique?
4) Est-ce que tu considères qu’il y a certaines choses qui sont nécessaires ou essentielles à un cours
de physique expérimental?

5) Est-ce qu’il y aurait certains éléments qui sont essentiels à un cours de physique expérimentale?
—

—

l’apprentissage de certaines notions?
l’apprentissage de certaines habiletés?

certaines conditions qui rendent l’apprentissage possible (par exemple, la présence de certaines
personnes ou certains instruments essentiels)?

—

—

autres choses?

6) Quels sont les principaux buts de l’expérimentation dans un cours de physique?

xltt

Appendix D: Script Read to $ubjects prior to
Interaction with the VPLa5
«Je vais te lire un texte qui présente la séance d’essai. La raison pour laquelle je lis un texte préparé
d’avance est la suivante : il faut que je donne les mêmes informations à tous nos participants et je
veux être certain de ne rien oublier.
Pendant les deux prochaines heures, situ acceptes de nous aider, on va mettre le logiciel dont je t’ai
parlé à l’épreuve; on va l’évaluer ensemble. Tu sais probablement déjà qu’il s’agit d’un
environnement mteractif pour l’apprentissage à distance de la physique expérimentale. Un peu plus
tard, avec le logiciel, tu vas être appelé à faire certaines activités.
Par contre, il ne faut pas vraiment chercher un sens à tout ça, même si parfois on va faire des genres
de mise en situations. Je tiens encore à te dire qu’il n’est aucunement question d’évaluer tes
connaissances en physique aujourd’hui ni tes compétences en informatique. Tu peux donc te sentir
très à l’aise s’il y a des termes ou des concepts qui ne sont pas clairs, ce n’est pas grave.
Pour le restant de la séance, je vais te demander ton opinion sur divers sujets. Premièrement, tu
dois comprendre que je ne suis pas le concepteur du logiciel. Je collabore à son évaluation. Mon
rôle ici, c’est d’essayer de l’évaluer avec toi. Ta franchise est une ressource très précieuse pour
moi. En d’autres mots, plus tu es (franc ou franche) et tu me dis ce que tu penses pendant la séance,
plus le prototype a des chances d’en bénéficier.
Je dois surtout insister sur la chose suivante pour chacune des questions que je vais te poser, il n’y
a pas de bonnes ou de mauvaises réponses. En bref, tu peux toujours, toujours te sentir à l’aise pour
me dire ce que tu penses même quand cela implique que tu n’as pas de réponse à donner.
Aujourd’hui, tu n’es certainement pas en classe ou devant un examen.
J’apprécie beaucoup, en passant, que tu te sois déplacé pour m’aider.
Tu as probablement remarqué la caméra vidéo. Avec ta permission, je vais enregistrer la séance de
manière à pouvoir la visionner au cas je ne me rappellerais pas de certains détails. Je vais prendre
quelques petites notes aussi. J’insiste sur le fait que ces enregistrements et ces notes ne seront
jamais accessibles à d’autres gens que moi ou l’équipe de conception du logiciel. A cet effet,
j’aimerais te remettre un formulaire que j’ai signé en tant que responsable des séances d’essai.
Ta participation est volontaire : on peut mettre fin à la séance en tout temps. Normalement, la
séance entière devrait durer entre 2h et 2h30. Mais n’hésite pas à me dire quand tu voudras prendre
une pause pour aller à la salle de bain, pour boire quelque chose ou simplement pour te reposer un
peu. Les toilettes sont juste l’autre côté.
Est-ce qu’il y a des choses que tu voudrais que j’explique davantage? Est-ce que tu acceptes de
participer?
Je vais maintenant t’expliquer comment on va procéder pour la séance. Pour chaque étape de la
séance, je vais te donner des directives énonçant des choses à faire. Parfois, les directives seront
verbales et parfois, elles seront données par écrit. Ne te gènes pas pour poser des questions si ce
n’est pas clair ou si tu as besoin de précisions sur les directives.
J’aimerais que tu te souviennes des 3 points suivants pendant toute la séance

xiv
1et

point important:

Je t’encourage à poser des questions si tu as des difficultés: parfois je ne

pourrai pas t’aider tout de suite parce qu’un des objectifs de la séance est
de savoir si le ‘ogiciel permet aux gens de se débrouiller un peu tout seul à
distance. Mais je t’encourage quand même à poser des questions parce que
ça nous donne une idée des genres de problèmes qui sont éprouvés lors de
l’utilisation.
2ème

point important:

Même si c’est un prototype avancé, le logiciel est encore au stade de
prototype donc c’est normal qu’il y ait encore des choses à améliorer. Il ne
faut pas que tu penses que c’est toi le problème.

3èrne

point important:

Pendant que tu fais l’activité, essaie de verbaliser le plus possible tes
pensées. Je te donne un exemple: [exemple du protocole «think aloud »].
Insiste surtout sur les choses que tu frouves familières ou à l’inverse, les
choses que tu trouves étranges par rapport aux expériences de physique que
tu as déjà faites.

Est-ce que ça va? Est-ce que tu as des questions ? Je peux répéter les 3 points si tu veux.
Si non, on débute.
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Appendix E: Debriefing Interview Items

1) En gros, que penses-tu du logiciel du Laboratoire virtuel de physique?

2) Qu’en penses-tu par rapport à ce que tu as déjà fait en laboratoire?

3) Comment appellerais-tu ce logiciel si tu devais Je nommer?

4a) D’après toi, jusqu’à quel point ce genre de chose là représente-t-il bien la réalité de faire une
expérience en laboratoire?
b) Pourrais-tu m’indiquer le potentiel de ce logiciel pour l’expérimentation, sur une échelle de
1 à 5, si ‘1’ correspond à potentiel très faible et ‘5’ correspond à potentiel très élevé.

5) Avant aujourd’hui, avais-tu déjà utilisé un logiciel qui comprenait une ou plusieurs simulations?
(Les jeux vidéos semblables à flight Simulator peuvent aussi être considérés comme des
simulations.)
--

Si oui, dans quel contexte:

6) (Quand l’utilisateur n ‘avait pas déjà abordé ces aspects, les questions suivantes lui ont été
posées.)
a) Quand tu faisais des expériences de physique, est-ce qu’on te demandait de tenir compte de
l’incertitude sur les mesures
Si oui:
b) Comment faisais-tu pour tenir compte de Pincertitude, quand tu mesurais une longueur, par
exemple?

c) Et si on regarde comment ça se passe pour la règle à mesurer dans l’environnement, qu’en
penses-tu?
d) Pour le galon?
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7) Retour sur les faits marquants de la séance.

$a) Admettons que tu fais l’expérience au complet dans le labo virtuel et que tes résultats ne
correspondent pas aux résultats théoriques. Pourtant t’es sûr et certain qu’il n’y a pas d’erreurs
de mesure ou de calcul. Si tu refaisais l’expérience une deuxième fois, tu t’attendrais plutôt à
quoi?
b) Est-ce qu’il y a une raison particulière pour cela?
c) Est-ce que ça représente bien la réalité d’un laboratoire?

9) Si je te disais qu’on a pris les moyens pour introduire, une fois de temps en temps, des anomalies
dans l’appareil expérimental, comme simuler des problèmes techniques avec la table ou les
instruments de mesure (par exemple : la table serait collante ou la rotation du manège serait très
inégale ou encore le galon serait mal calibré), est-ce que tu aurais soupçonné cela tout à l’heure,
pendant la séance? Qu’est-ce que tu penses de ça?
(Pour des raisons d ‘éthique il convenait ensuite de dire à l’utilisateur que la question n ‘était
qu ‘une mise en situation, mais que les situations décrites auraient été possibles.)

10) Dans ce que t’as vu et fait, est-ce qu’il y a des objets, des événements ou des actions qui
seraient impossibles à reproduire dans les labos de mécanique?

lia) Inversement, penses-tu qu’il y aurait des choses que tu as déjà faites dans un laboratoire de
mécanique qui seraient vraiment impossibles à faire avec ce genre de logiciel?

b) Y a-t-il des choses qui te sont arrivés en labo et qui ne pourraient pas se produire en utilisant
ce genre de logiciel?

(facultat/)
12a) Peux-tu nommer les objets du logiciel qui existent sûrement dans certains labos de
mécanique?
b) Est-ce que ces objets (qui existent ailleurs) se comportent de la même manière?
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13) Y a-t-il des objets du logiciel qui n’existent certainement pas dans les labos de mécanique ou
ailleurs ?

(facultatU)

14) D’après toi, est-ce qu’il y a des éléments importants que l’on retrouve habituellement dans des
labos de mécanique mais qui ne figurent pas dans le logiciel?

15) Peux-tu évaluer la probabilité de retrouver, un jour, les éléments suivants en faisant une
expérience de physique?
L’échelle est la suivante
1

—

très peu probable

2

—

peu probable

3

—

incertain

4

—

assez probable

5

—

très probable

a) ce galon à mesurer; (certaines caractéristiques ?, l’objet en général?)
b) ce rapporteur d’angle; (pourquoi?)
c) cette table à coussin d’air; (pourquoi?)
d) ce cahier de laboratoire; (pourquoi?)
e) l’écran table ; (pourquoi?)
1) une façon semblable de prendre des mesures; (pourquoi?)

16) Pour chaque outil que je vais te montrer, peux-tu m’indiquer jusqu’à quel point l’outil te
semblait pouvoir être utilisé de façon semblable ou de façon différente aux types d’instruments
disponibles dans les labos de physique.
L’utilisation est-elle
1

—

très différente

$

2

—

différente

3

—

Pour les éléments suivants
a) La règle (pourquoi?)
b) Le galon à mesurer (pourquoi?)
c) Le système de traces (pourquoi?)
d) Le zoom (pourquoi?)
e) Le rapporteur d’angle (pourquoi?)
f) Le caméscope (pourquoi?)

incertain

4- semblable

5- très semblable
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Appendix F: Ethics and Confidentïality Form

SÉANCE D’ESSAI DU PROTOTYPE
DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT D’APPRENTISSAGE DE LA PHYSIQUE
formulaire de déontologie
Chère madame, cher monsieur,
Je soussigné Alexandre Francis, responsable des séances d’essai, vous remercie d’avoir accepté de
participer.
Conformément aux règles de déontologie en recherche, voici quelques informations relatives à
cette séance d’essai.
—

—

—

Cette séance d’essai fait partie d’un projet dont le but est de développer des logiciels
permettant de faire des activités expérimentales dans certains domaines de sciences et
technologies.
La séance d’essai à laquelle vous participez servira à alimenter une réflexion sur la pertinence
de l’approche adoptée pour développer le logiciel visant à enseigner la physique
expérimentale. Celle séance sert aussi à vérifier la pertinence de certains choix spécifiques en
matière d’informatique.
Les participants retenus pour les séances d’essai ont été choisis sur la base de l’adéquation de
leur profil à celui de la clientèle à laquelle s’adressera le laboratoire, une fois développé.

En vertu des mêmes règles de déontologie, nous nous engageons, dans le cadre de toutes les
activités liées à ce projet
—

—

—

—

à n’utiliser les informations que nous recueillerons que lorsqu’elles sont pertinentes aux
objectifs du projet;
à maintenir confidentielle (dans la mesure permise par les règles de vérification financière)
l’identité de tous les participants aux séances d’essai, notamment en ne fournissant, dans les
textes présentant les résultats de la recherche ou fondés sur ceux-ci, aucun nom ou information
susceptible de permettre leur identification;
à limiter l’accès au matériel recueilli aux seules personnes affectées à la recherche;
à vous fournir, sur demande, les rapports de recherche non publiés dans les revues spécialisées,
ou les références, pour ceux qui l’auront été.

Nous espérons que ces informations sauront vous éclairer quant à la nature du projet et aux
mesures que nous entendons prendre pour respecter les règles de l’intégrité scientifique dans le
cadre de notre projet de recherche.
Veuillez agréer l’expression de mes meilleurs sentiments.

date

responsable des séances d’essai
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Appendix G: Subject Profiles
Below are participant profiles described in terms of educational background in physics and
experimental work, self-assessed expertise with computers and positive attitudes toward them, a
priori attitudes toward simulation as an educational medium, and prior experience with simulation

and multimedia applications bearing similarities to the VPLab.
These profiles serve two purposes: (1) to expose a more thorough description ofthe user sample
and (2) to expose data that will be useful for a deeper understanding of resuits found in Chapter 5
and individual accounts (see Appendix I).

G.1 SUBJECTS AN, BO, CP, DQ, ER: CHEMISTRY STUDENTS
Subjects AN through ER were enrolled in the same bachelor’s degree program, specialized in
chemistry (chemistry courses make up ail of the curriculum, with few exceptions). At the time of
the sessions, these participants were taking an experimentai physics course for chemistry students.
Ail except one (AN) were taking or had taken two university-levei theoretical physics courses for
chemistry students. One of these theoretical courses deait soleiy with content in ciassical mechanics
and wave physics. Hereafier, I shah refer to these participants as ‘chemisfry subjects’.

Subject AN
At the time of his session, subject AN had rcsided in Quebec for the past 4 years. He

2

is

originaiiy from Zaire, where he was schooled up to high school level (lab equipment was scarce in
Zaire). AN had the weakest physics background of the “chemistry subjects” (he had not taken any
university-ievei theoretical physics courses).
AN seemed aware of statisticai variation in experimentai outcomes3, but he stiii did not like the
fact that he usually could flot obtain experimentai resuits exactiy identicai to those contained in text
books and reference tables (for this, he biamed the quality ofhis materiai and the fact that he could
oniy do the expenment once). He aiso seemed to think that manuai dexterity was an important
abiiity upon which to focus during an experimental physics course.

1

This experimental physics course for chemistry students did flot feature any classical mechanics experiments (the
VPLab’s air-table experiment illustrates theory in this field ofphysics).
Masculine pronouns and adjectives are used throughout for both male and female subjects. As a precaution, I have
chosen to conceal gender in order to inhibit unwarranted associations between certain attitudes and gender.
‘Statistical variation ofexperimental outcomes’ means that when experiments are repeated several times, varying results
can be obtained from trial to trial (following a probabilistic function) and that reference values for known physical
quantities are derived by repeating an experiment and by applying statistical methods in processing resuits of multiple
trials.

xx
AN is the only participant who gave relatively iow ratings on ail three scales pertaining to
positive attitudes toward computers (see table IV). 11e aiso gave relatively iow computer expertise
self-ratings in regards to ail of the common applications enumerated in the preliminary
questionnaire (see table V), and these ratings might be correlated with his report of less frequent use
of advanced functions in window-based operating systems (see table VI).
AN is the oniy participant with no prior experience whatsoever of simulation use (see table
VII). 11e is also one of four participants who reported the least frequent overall use of four multi
media applications bearing similanties to the VPLab (see table VIII). This could predispose AN to
perceiving the VPLab as being somewhat strange or novel. It is worth mentioning, however, that
this subject also claimed to have watched many scientific documentaries on television and to have
benefited very much from them; he thus supposed that content presented by way of multimedia may
sometimes be more beneficial than content fransmitted through conventional means (classrooms,
textbooks, etc.).
A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
AN exhibited neufral attitudes with respect to both of the situations presented in the preliminary
questionnaire (simulation used to convince students in a classroom, and simulation used for
operator training: see tables IX and X).

4

Subject BO
This subject considered lab expenments to be somewhat akin to exfra-curricular activities,
given the fact that students are called upon to leam by handling apparatus (in contrast to the work
required for lectures).
At his CEGEP (as a natural sciences student), BO had had prior experience with the use of an
air-table in an experimental context. It is important to note that the functionality of the rig he used
to collect data dunng this expenment, if more rudimentary, was somewhat analogous to the
VPLab’ s functionality. It made use of rapid photography and a phosphorescent marker to record
successive positions ofthe dise. Analysis was then performed by developing the film and projecting
the pictures on a screen using an overhead projector. Also noteworthy is the fact that BO had neyer
used a reai camcorder. This could have some impact on his judgments conceming the VPLab’s
main metaphor.

4

During debriefing, AN had this to say about answenng the questionnaire:
I was o bit confused. It wasn ‘r vety clear in my mmd thar il was u computer simulation. I thought ofit nore as
[citation 251
fit were a video. So... J could lower [my raring] a bit.
Latet, vhen contrasting video clips to simulations, lie also stated: “When you see vhat really happened, it’s a video.”

[citation 26]
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This participant had made prior use of social science simulations and he had also played with
very ‘realistic’ video games.
A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium

BO exhibited a neufral attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical students of
counterintuitive concepts (see table IX), and a favorable attitude toward simulation when used for
skill training (see table X).

Peer Influence
Analysis of data from the session with subject BO adds a very important dimension to potential
findings: in the course of my interview with BO, it became obvious that at least one previous
participant

—

subject CP

—

had spoken to subject BO about lis expenence pnor to BO’s session:

5

30: WeÏl, one classinate totd me that f/the VPLabJ were available, he would get it. Thisfriend
who spoke to me doesn ‘t like physics. And he told me. “It /the VPLabJ helped me to understand
things that I hadn ‘t understood in class tOn the sole basis ofi having done the test here, lie
said that [the VPLab] Ïooked tike it was really wetl designed and that atthough lie isn ‘t a
physics student this would be the kind of software lie would buy. But no, they [i.e. other
participants] did flot say anything of.. I was flot aware of..
“.

—

—

Interviewer: I’mjust curious... Did they mention any ofthe questions [thatyou wouÏd be asked
here todayj?
30: No.

[citation 27]

6

One might be tempted to disqualify BO’s data on this basis. On the confrary, I shall assert that,
in reality, users are flot confmed to a closed box and can rather be influenced by third parties

—

in

effect, that a product’s credibility can usually be somewhat grounded in social interaction or
affected by information acquired through other media. Hence, it is acceptable to include this kind of
data in the study.

Subject CP
This subject felt that leaming the scientific method was important in an experimental physics
course. Let’s note that CP disliked physics in general and also disliked the physics experiments he
was performing at his university; lie feit lie didn’t understand wlat le was being asked to do.
In the past, CP had usually obtained experimental results tlat came close to theoretical
predictions and he tlought that students would only rarely obtain resuits tlat were completely off.
He seemed to feel that it was tle experimenter’s fault when this happened (which could indicate
Subject CP, whom BO had spoken to prior to his session, was rather favorable to simulation as an educational medium
(see tables IX and X).
6

Participant citations were translated from French. The original citations, referenced by a number between brackets (for
instance, [citation 27] in the above quote), are Iisted in Appendix J.
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that he was not very aware that maifunctions, anomalies and inadequacies in an experirnentai set-up
might affect the outc ornes of an experiment).
This subject had prior experience with an air-table in an experimental context and also with a
tracing system that worked by shooting electrical discharges on carbon paper.
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers (see table IV), CP is one of five participants
who gave the maximum rating on ail three scales used in the preiiminary questionnaire (perceived

ease ofuse,perceivedpleasantness of use,perceived usefutness). He is also one of five participants
who rated their owri computer expertise relatively high in regards to most of the common
applications enumerated in the prelirninary questionnaire.
Although CP had made no prior use of simulations in an educational context, lie did report
piaying realistic video garnes and using two other types of multi-media applications bearing
similanties to the VPLab (see tables VII and VIII).

A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
CP is one of two participants who exhibitedfavorable attitudes toward simulation with respect
7
to both types of situation presented in the prelim;nary questionnaire (see tables IX and X).

Subject DQ
Based on bis prior expenence, subject DQ had found conducting laboratory experiments
enjoyabie and felt that “touching” apparatus, in contrast to just reading or iistening to a teacher,
could heip him better understand physical phenomena. He considered precision in one’s work an
important skill to acquire in an experimental physics course. Ne believed it important to try to
closeiy foiiow experimental protocol and to strive for the best possible results. He feit it was
discouraging to work with some of his university’s lab equipment because it was old and lacked
precision, and thus degraded expenmental outcomes.
This subject had pnor experience with an air-table in an expenmental context and also with a
tracing system that worked by shooting electrical discharges on carbon paper.

Here’s a sample ofwhat CP had to say, in this respect, during the debriefing interview:
CP: [...] eve,ything can be manipulated... Wetl, notice that today, f I show you a video clip, it con be
createdfroin A to Z on a computer and it isfictive. [..]
Interviewer: for you, the dfference between the two /simulation and videoJ, is it stiil...
CP: No, asfar as I’m concerned, there is no difference fbetweenJ a video and a computer because both can be
înanipulated. Ifyou ‘ue see,z the ,novie Star Wars fEpisode Que], there is fonlyJ one sce,ie that was trutyfitmed; but
for the test ofthe movie, you say: ‘My God. is it reat? It seems reat! “Audit was ail doue with computers but you ‘ii
[citation 28]
t’atch it on your Tt” scrccn.
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In regards to self-assessed attitudes toward computers, it is noteworthy that DQ’s seif-rating
for perceived ease of use was lower than lis self-ratings for perceived pÏeasantness of use and

perceived usefutness. This might mean that lie possesses less confidence in bis own abilities to
operate successfully with computers.
8

DQ had littie prior expenence with simulation, except for playing SimCity. He is also one of
four subjects who reported the least frequent overail use of four multi-media applications bearing
similarities to the VPLab (see table VIII). This could predispose DQ to perceiving the VPLab as
being somewhat strange or novel.

A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
DQ is one of two subjects who exhibited unfavorable attitudes toward simulation with respect
to both types of situations presented in the preliminary questionnaire (see tables IX and X).
Difficulty with Use of the Interface
It should be noted that, of ail subjects, DQ seemed to have the most difficulty in using the
VPLab’s interface (with the possible exception of GT). This may have caused him to be more
negative in his judgments toward the VPLab.
Differences in Mental Models of a Phenomenon (The Disc’s Deceleration)

After DQ had launched the dise on the air-table while the meny-go-round was tuming, I asked
him to explain why the dise was slowing down. I expected him to say, like most subjects, that the
deceleration was caused by the simulation of non-zero air friction working against the disc’s
motion. Instead, he attributed the disc’s deceleration to the merry-go-round’s continuous rotation.
(Observe that DQ still put forward an explanation and did not just say: ‘I don’t understand, this
9

can’t be happening.’ ) I take this as evidence that he had a different mental model of the simulated
phenomenon. As is the case for actual experiments, a eue can be used quite diversely by different
subjects, depending on their mental model of a phenomenon.

Subj ect ER
Conceming prior lab work, ER hadn’t enjoyed the classical mechanics experiments lie had
performed in CEGEP (as a natural sciences student) because he hadn’t possessed sufficient
knowledge of the theory and of the instruments to understand the experiments. However, ER did

SimCity, a popular video game, is basically a simulation ofa city and its problems. The player acts as mayor. This game
has been praised for its realism and bas sometimes even been used in educational contexts.
0f course, if he tmly did not understand what was happening, he may have feit obliged to put forward an explanation
anyway in the context ofthe session, i.e. because he vas being asked by an interviewer in a position ofauthority to
explain a simulated scientific phenomenon.
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say that experiments were important in a physics course because they allowed students to verify the
10
vahdity of a theoiy by observing reality and by manipulating objects.

This subject had prior experience in working with an actual air-table. That table, however, was
different from the table represented by the simulation: instead of pumping air through holes in the
table’s sides, the air cushion was created by pumping air down through a hole in a disc made of
metal (a layer of air was thus created between it and the table). In such a case, the disc’s behavior
can be somewhat different. ER also had prior experience with a tracing system that worked by
shooting electrical discharges on carbon paper.
ER gave relatively low

computer expertise

self-ratings in regards to most of the common

applications enumerated in the preliminary questionnaire (see table V), and these ratings might be
correlated with bis report of less frequent use of advanced functions in window-based operating
systems (see table VI).
This subject had made prior use of a small educational program containing physics simulations
and he had also played SimCity. He is also one of four participants who reported the Ïeast frequent
overall use of four multi-media applications bearing similarities to the VPLab (see table VIII); this
could predispose him to perceiving the VPLab as being somewhat strange or novel.

A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
ER exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
students of counterintuitive concepts”, and a favorable attitude toward simulation when used for
sIdil training.
Lack of Guidance
I bave mentioned that ER was not keen on doing experiments without proper guidance. This is
important because the very first comment he made during the debriefing interview was to express
bis opinion that the VPLab was difficult to use without additional instructions, and without help on
its features. He also feit that he had experienced difficulties during the session because he lacked
information, usually dispensed before a lab session, conceming the purpose of experimental
activities and the types of measurements that should be performed. This lack of information, which
iO

This might play against the VPLab, should the subject feci that a simulation is flot an appropnate means ofverifying a
theoiy’s validity.
ii
Here is an excerpt ofa discussion on this matter, which occurred during the debriefing period:
ER: Chances are better that things really happened f they were fitmed then if they are depicted with
inlages.

Interviewer: Would the video clip and the computer simulation be about equatforyou?
ER: No... I wouldprioritize video.
Interviewer: On a scale of J to 5?
[citation 29]
ER: Video wotdd be higher than simulation.
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was inherent to the method chosen for this study, seems to have had a negative effect on ER’s
attitudes. For instance, he felt distracted “from the physical phenomenon by the gadgets
[instruments]” and it seems that his difficulties with the virtual instruments, due to lack of
experience and proper guidance, may have been partly responsibie for this feeling of distraction.

G.2 SUBJECTS FS, GT, RU, IV:
MECRANICAL ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Subjects fS through IV were enrolled in the same mechanical engineering bacheior’s program.
Hereafter, I shah refer to them as ‘engineering subjects’. These participants attended a different
university from the one both chemistry and physics subjects were attending. This university is
special, as it requires students to have acquired a three-year collegiate technological degree pnor to
admission.

12

At the time ofthe sessions, ail engineering subjects had taken or were attending at least

one mechanicai engineering course which required them to perform ciassicai mechanics
13

experiments (more precisely, statics expenments ).
Three out of four engineering subjects (with GT as the notable exception) gave the maximum
rating on ail three scales pertaining to positive attitudes toward computers. These same three
engineering subjects also rated their own computer expertise relatively high in regards to most of
the common applications enumerated in the preiiminary questionnaire.
Most importantly, and contrary to other participants, ail of the engineering subjects had made
use of computer-assisted design (CAD) software packages (these software tools afford much
precision when designing system components). Not only did they design mechanical components
with this package, but they aiso simulated them, in order to inspect aspects of their behavior.
Consequently, these participants had probabiy made more extensive prior use of simulations than
most other subjects.

Subject FS
F$ beiieved that experimental work was essential to any physics course because it ailowed one
to prove the vaiidity of theoreticai propositions which could otherwise aiways be subject to doubt.
fS claimed that he enjoyed hands-on experimental work. Even before seeing the VPLab, the subject

spontaneousiy declared: “I Izave b toucli things, so simulations will often work so-so [for

me]”

[citation 30]. F$ also stated that he enjoyed performing chalienging experimentai manipulations
requinng dexterity. 11e thought that acquiring precision in one’s work and applying oneseif when

12

Note that three ofthe four engineering subjects (the exception being subject GT) had also previously studied withtn the
general CEGEP science program, for various lengths of time.
Statics is the subdivision ofclassical mechanics that is concemed with forces that act on bodies at rest under
equilibrium conditions (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2001). The VPLab experiment did flot deal with statics.
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performing experimental manipulations should be important objectives of an experimental physics
course.
In contrast to some of the other engineering subjects (and chemistry subjects), FS seemed to
have more technical knowledge, but also a better grasp of theoretical knowledge conceming the
subject matter which applied to the simulated experiment chosen for this study (i.e., forces in
rotating frames of reference).
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers, fS is one of five subjects who gave the
maximum rating on ail three scales used in the preliminary questionnaire (perceived ease of tise,
perceivedpleasantness ofuse,perceived usefutness). 11e is also one of five subjects who rated their

own computer expertise relatively higli in regards to most of the common applications enumerated
in the preliminary questionnaire.
Comparatively, FS reported frequently using three types of multimedia applications bearing
similarities to the VPLab (see table VIII), including realistic video games.
A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium

fS exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
students of counterintuitive concepts, and a favorable attitude toward simulation when used for skill
training.

14

Type of Simulation Exp ected

It seems noteworthy that fS was rather expecting to try software comprised of non-visitai
simulation that would mainly display numbers. When he first saw the Manipulation workspace, FS
seemed satisfied because the application actually depicted objects:
Often enough, you ‘Il have homemade software and tue person who tises it LflrstJ knows what it ‘s
for. But for someone who wants to learn, it’s flot fun to onÏy have a textuat display and enter
data. To pe,jornz experimental manipulations, you have to t,y to make it as visual as possible
because most people are visualty oriented [...] At least, you see here fwith the VfLabJ that this
[citation 321
is simutating something: there a chronometer...

14

Concerning simulation when used to train operators for diverse tasks, FS said the following during the debriefing
period:
A computer simulation ofsoinetfiing that is itselfnormally con trolled through a computer [e.g.. a nuci car reactorj
will work well. However, ifyou simulate somerfiing like ajib-crane, the /operalorj gets on lite crane and if
manuat operalions are required theit fie wilt have dfficutties because f..] titis requires “manuatfeel” and fie ‘Il
itever know that. And )YOU have a phenomenon /associated withJ tfie power /oftfie ntacfiineiyJ it ‘s notifie sanie.
[citation 31]
—

—

—
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Subject GT
GT liad previously worked in the field of aeronautics as a parts inspector. He claimed that
precision in one’s work was crucial in this fieid.
He feit that learning how to handie apparatus adequately while using a rigorous method was
essential to an experimental physics course. When asked what lie liked about performing
experiments, GT answered that he enjoyed obtaining conclusive resuits, given that an experiment’s
15

GT liked to work
main goal is precisely to prove something (and illustrate the laws ofphysics).
with a well-defined experimentai protocol which allowed him to obtain resuits with a small error
margin. In lis opinion, when students obtain large margins of error, blame should be cast either on
the experimenters themselves or on the experimental protocol. 0f ail participants, GT had the
weakest physics profile (fewest physics courses taken).
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers, GT is the subject whose ratings vary the most
from one scale to the other (see table IV): bis rating for pleasantness of use was lower than the one
for ease ofuse, which was in tum lower than his rating for usefulness.
from a comparative standpoint, GT reported frequentiy using three types of multimedia
16
applications beanng sim;lant;es to the VPLab, ;ncludmg video games (see table VIII). Like ail
engineering subjects, he had conceived simulations of mechanical components (with a CAD
package) which, he thought, were “very realistic”.

A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
GT exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
students of counterintuitive concepts, and a neutral attitude toward simulation when used for skill
training.

Subject HU
I{U felt that performing experiments was important to him because he considered himself a
rather practical person and because experiments aliowed him to better assimilate subject matter. In
his opinion, practical skiils, greater understanding of theory, and rationaiity were among the
abilities or qualities that an experimental physics course could help promote.
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers, HU is one of five participants who gave the
maximum rating on ail three scales used in the preliminaiy questionnaire (perceived ease of use,

This subject also mentioned that getting mathematical ptoof of theoretical propositions was necessary for engineers.
During the debriefing interview, GT claimed that video games “stili had a long ways to go” in terms ofrealism.
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perceivedpleasantness of use, perceived usefulness). He is also one of five subjects who rated their
own computer expertise relatively high in regards to most of the common applications enumerated
in the preliminary questionnaire.
HU had prior experience in working with an actual air-table and also with a tracing system that
worked by shooting electrical discharges on carbon paper.
0f prime importance is the fact that MU had seen a documentary in which the motion of an
object had been analyzed “using a camera” (and, in ail probability, aiso by means of video
processing tools).
A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium

HU is one of two subjects who exhibitedfavorabte attitudes toward simulation with respect to
both types of situation presented in the preliminary questionnaire (see tables IX and X).

Subject IV
$ubject W feit that he had had more success in physics courses which required him to perform
experiments and handie apparatus, than in other physics courses. Me said that hands-on activities
aiiowed him to better assimiiate subject matter. for this participant, an important part of an
expenmentai physics course was coming into contact with instruments and ieaming how to handie
them.
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers, IV is one of five subjects who gave the
maximum rating on ail three scales used in the preliminary questionnaire (perceived ease of use,
perceivedpÏeasantness ofuse,perceived usefulness). Me is aiso one offive subjects who rated their
own computer expertise reiatively high in regards to most of the common applications enumerated
in the preliminary questionnaire.
IV’s past experience with simulation is of foremost importance: he had had the opportunity of
trying out two different industrial flight simulators (made by a firm which had employed him).
A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium

IV exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
students of counterintuitive concepts, and a favorable attitude toward simulation when used for skill
training. The latter could be linked to his prior contacts with industriai flight simulators and to
contact with users (pilots) who praised their fidelity.17
17

Here are some ofIV’s debriefing comments about simulation when used from training:
IV: I fried the Ri and the F]8 /simulatorsJ. It wasfun.
Interviewer: Didyou have the impression that it really represented...
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G.3 SUBJECTS JW, KX, LY, MZ: PHYSICS STUDENTS
Subjects JW through MZ were ail enrolled in a physics program, although the curriculum of
their respective programs varied somewhat. Hereafter, I shah refer to them as ‘physics subjects’.
They should be considered as having the strongest backgrounds in physics and the rnost knowledge
of subject matter pertaining to the VPLab’s simulated air-table experiment.
Tbree of these participants (KX, LY, MZ) were attending the same university. At the time of
the sessions, ail physics subjects had taken or were attending at least one experimental physics
course which featured some classical mechanics experiments among experiments in various fields
of physics. It should also be noted that at the time of the session, at least three of these participants
(KX, LY, MZ) had conducted an experiment at their university, using software to acquire data, in
real-time, from lab apparatus (and to draw graphs displaying this data).

Subject JW
$ubject JW was from Puerto Rico and was much less fluent in french than other participants
18
(only french was used in the VPLab and the session was mostly conducted in French ). At the
time of the session, this participant was attending a different university than the three other physics
subjects. The total number ofuniversity-level physics courses he had previously attended was 13,
which is more than any other subject.
JW claimed that he often did not sufficiently understand what he was doing when he performed
lab expenments, and he thought that this might explain why he did not generally enjoy doing so.
Although lie did not enjoy lab work, JW acknowledged that hands-on work (manipulating objects
with one’s hands) vas necessary because it allowed him to beffer grasp abstract concepts like
conservation of momentum.
This participant reported having littie prior expenence with use of simulation. JW is also one of
four subjects who reported the least frequent overail use of four multi-media applications bearing
similarities to the VPLab (see table VIII). This could predispose him to perceiving the VPLa5 as
being fairly strange or novel.

IV: Yes, that ‘s why, when Jgot to that question, earlier in the questionnaire, ofsomeone who tested ajib-crane

on o simulation “is lie ready to operate the [real] jib-crane? I answered “yes beca use I know that a
pilot with the sflghtest prior experience, ijyou [first] stick hi,;i in a simulator, lie eau then go on to pilot the
plane with no problems whatsoever. He won ‘t even reatize that lie ‘s not in lis simulator anymore, and that lie ‘s
in the plane instead: there ‘s no dfference. if the simulation is well designed. tIen we ‘re happ)’. It ‘s like the
nuclearpower-plant /questioiq: ,to natter that it ‘sa nuclearpower-plant which cait cause a lot of damage, as
long as the interface [ofthe simulation] is the sanie, there is no dfference. So that ‘s why I trust simulation.
—

“—

“,

[citation 33]
18

The multimedia explanations of the simulation were in french as well: to make up for JW’s linguistic disadvantage, I
thought ii appropriate to explain the Manipulation workspace simulation after the subject had explored it.
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A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
1W exhibited neutral attitudes with respect to both ofthe situations presented in the preliminary

questionnaire.

Subject KX
Subject KX was enrolled in a mixed physics/cornputer science bachelor’s program and had
completed 7 university-level physics courses as well as courses in computer science. This
participant stated that he did flot generally enjoy performing lab experiments and was rather
theoretically oriented. The reason he did not enjoy lab work was that he was being asked, in an
experimental physics class at his university, to perform experiments without having a sufficient
grasp of the corresponding theory: lie thus had the impression of not fully understanding what he
was doing. When he did have a good grasp of specific theoretical Imowiedge, one of the things lie
enjoyed about lab experiments was the opportunity to “validate” this knowledge.
In his opinion, statistical analysis of resuits was an essential skill to acquire in the course of an
experimental physics class; ironically, KX also claimed that he did not enjoy performing statistical
analysis and writing reports. Dealing with uncertainty was also seen by KX as an essential process.
Despite lis background in computer science, this subject reported having no prior contact with
19
computer simulation, other than playing realistic v;deo games.

A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
KX exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
20
students of countenntmtive concepts and a favorable attitude toward simulation when used for
,

skill training.

19

Moreover, KX’s computer science background does flot necessanly entail that lie shou]d be considered an ‘expert user’
in regards to the VPLab programming expertise does flot necessarily intersect with expertise needed to use the VPLab’s
‘direct manipulation’ interface.
20
Here is an excerpt ofKX’s debnefing comments on this matter:
A simulation does no! help to con vince you, in the end. h shows you— “Look, l’va programmed this thing and I can
obtain the right result However, with filte video clipJ, pou con ‘t help but believe it [...] it hasiz ‘t been rigged. It ‘s
casier to believe that lite simulation lias beeit riggcd than [10 believe that Me video clip has been rigged or has beeu
tampered withj In addition, o simulation is based on equations, such Mat fyour equations areflawed, pour
simulation wilt give you the outcoute that pou expect— as opposed to[a video cbpJ, which is not based 011 equatio US
[citation 34]
but raMer on reatity, as such...
—

“.
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Subject LY
Before enrolling in a physics program, LY had studied software engineering for two years.
Distinctively, this subject believed that honesty and ethically correct behavior were quailties
that students should acquire while completing an experimental physics course: learning to not
falsify data and to explain why an expenment had been inconclusive were important to LY. Another
important element that students should acquire, in his opinion, was “research acumen” [l’esprit de
recherche J, which he defmed as being alert and proactive (during an experiment) by ttying to
anticipate the behavior of phenomena, as opposed to having a passive attitude and just waiting
around for resuits.
In his view, the main goals of expenmentation in a physics course were verifying theory and
leaming how to use measuring instruments. Interestingly, LY also feit that experimental error “was
part of the game,” and that “students didn’t leam anything from perfect labs.” The purpose of a lab
expenment, he said, is also to leam about errors caused by instruments: “You leam about theory
and at the same time, you leam that instruments are not perfect” [citation 35).
LY considered that experiments had to have visual components; in his opinion, a leaming
activity which made use of a model implemented through MathLab sofiware or MAPLE software
could be “like an experiment” if students could view graphs (or other visual representations).
In regards to positive attitudes toward computers, LY is one of five subjects who gave the
maximum rating on ah three scales used in the prehminary questionnaire (perceived ease of use,
perceived pleasantness of use, perceived usefutness). He is also one of five participants who rated
their own computer expertise relatively high in regards to most of the common applications
enumerated in the preliminary questionnaire.
In CEGEP, this subject had conducted an expenment with an actual air-table which could be
rotated about its center (in the VPLab’ s simulation, the merry-go-round is used to rotate the table
and people can view motion on the table from inside the rotating frame ofreference). Instead of a
disc, he had used marbies as projectiles in this experiment. He had also used a carbon paper tracing
system.
It must be underscored that LY had much prior expenence with simulations and MAPLE
software in an expenmentaÏ context (as wehl as with $imCity and other “very realistic” video
games). In particular, LY had taken a CEGEP-level physics course designed to fully integrate
MAPLE software in ail classroom activities, both theoretical and experimental.
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A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
LY is one of two participants who exhibited favorable attitudes toward simulation with respect
21
to botlz types of situation presented in the prehminary questionnaire (see tables IX and X).
Ultimately, this subject’s experience with simulation (through MAPLE software), which had
apparently been very beneficial to him, probably contributed heavily to his favorable attitudes
toward this medium.

Subject MZ
Subject MZ was enrolled in a physics/mathematics mixed bachelor’s program and had affended
8 university-level physics courses. He seemed to have a better understanding of forces in rotational
frames of reference (theory crucial to the VPLab ‘s air-table experiment) than most other subj ects.
MZ had prior experience with an air-table in an experimental context and with a tracing system
that worked by shooting electrical discharges on carbon paper.
This participant feit it vas necessary for students taking an experimental physics course to leam
how to handle widely used instruments (e.g., oscilloscopes, multimeters) and he believed that
students should also get an idea of widespread phenomena (e.g., interference, diffraction, a simple
electrical circuit).
0f alt participants, MZ was the most interested in aspects dealing with expenmental design.
Although he did flot ofien get the chance to do so, he really enjoyed applying the experimental
method (defining a problem, frying to find a solution, thinldng about the experimental set-up, etc.).
He also said that he enjoyed analyzing experimental data. These are distinctive traits that matter
vety much, with respect to this study.
MZ reported having liffle prior experience with use of simulation: he had made scarce use of
software that simulated stellar motion.

21

Here’s an excerpt ofwhat LY had to say, during the debriefing, concerning the issue of simulations vs. video clips;
LV: [...] tue video sequence cmi do anything, really it does whateveryou tel! it to do, whereas the
simulation behaves in accordance to math ematical calculations. In the case of the video sequence, you ‘Il
say: “Maybe, ii wasjust drawn that way, “whereas with tue program f in fact you are shown with
disctosure what is realty happening using vectors and such il ‘s more credibte.
Interviewer: OK, so a video sequence cmi be...
LY: It caiz be anything. Take movies: you have special effects, etc. Well, I may be pushing it a littie... You
do tel! yourselfthat your school isn ‘t working against you, but that notwithstanding... Normally, J woutd
have more trust in simulation it proves more. Video shows no proof It ‘s like television. Ifyou watch
tetevision, you are passive with simulation, you can interact [...] That ‘s what we used to do in physics
with MAPLE /‘softwareJ: ive had a mode! and we coutd change the data f...] and the modet woutd change
in accordance. Ttmen ive verified this manually by calculations on the blackboard and saie that things were
[citation 36]
accurate.
—

—

—

—

—
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A priori Attitude toward Simulation as an Educational Medium
MZ exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation when used to convince skeptical
students of counterintuitive concepts, and a neutral attitude toward simulation when used for skill
training.

22
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Here are excerpts of MZ’s debriefing comments conceming the issue of simulation vs. video clips:
AfZ: You can ‘t help but be perfectly con Wnced wlten the experiment is conducted in front ofyour eyes. And
viewing a video sequence ix atmost equivalent to having the experiment conducted in front ofyour eyes
you can ‘t say o thing... Whereas, in the case of a computer, effects that infirm theoîyJ are just as
programmable /as those which confirm theoyJ.
—

Interviewer.’ More people would be convinced by the video clip /than by the simulation]?
[...] Yes. Howeve,; that nzay iot be a positive thing. Perhaps it ‘s an aspect of media in our time:
“Titis really happened: look wefilmed it!”
“Ah yes, now I betieve iL”

MZ:

But that doesn ‘t mean that it would be more credible objectively. I thint people would be more
convinced but that doesn ‘t mean that it wouÏd be more credibte...
Interviewer: from a scienlfic point o view?
MZ: Yes, that ‘s right:from o scientflc point ofview, &ideoJ lias no value.

[citations 37 and 38]
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Appendix H:
Classification of Participants According to Values for
Indicators of A priori Attitudes toward Simulation

This appendix gives details about the processing of responses to questionnaire items that
concern u

priori

attitudes toward simulation as an educational medium (see Appendix B: questions

M5 to I\412). Questions M5 to IVI8 involve computer simulation, while questions M9 to M12 are
almost identical to these, but involve other media instead of simulation. These two sections were
given to subjects separately. Near-identical pairs can be formed with questions M5 and MW; M6
and M9; M7 and Mil; M8 and M12. Answers within these pairs were compared in ordei to
compute the indicator values contained in tables XIV and XV, found below.
Table XIV contains indicator values for u

priori

attitudes toward simulation in comparison to

video, when used to convince skeptical students ofthe validity of counterintuitive physics concepts
during a lecture. These were obtained by comparing qctestion M5 Iesponses to question M10
responses, which involved a mechanics concept, as well as by cornpanng question M6 responses to
question M9 responses, which involved a relativity concept. This process went as follows: Ail
responses were first converted to an integer between O and +20 in order to accommodate both the
11-point percentage scale and the 5-point scale used for questions M5, MC, M9, and Mb. The
5-point scale was thus mapped to 0 5 10 15 20, while the 11-point percentage scale was mapped
to

0 2 4... 20

(as an example invoiving the latter scale, subject DQ’s responses to questions

M5(A) and M1O(A) are 60% and 80%, mapping respectively to 12 and 16 [on 20]). Indicators in
table XIV were then calculated by subtracting converted M10 values from M5 values, as well as
M9 values from M6 values (in the above example M5(A)

—

M1O(A)

12

—

16

=

-4 which is the

result displayed in the first ccli of subject DQ’s row).
Consequently, the scale ofindividual indicators (i.e. ofthe values in each ccli) i-anges from —20
to +20. Negative values indicate unfavorable attitudes toward simulation. Positive values indicate
favorable attitudes toward simulation.
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Table XIV: Inclicators for u priori attitudes toward simulation (in comparison to vi(leo) when used to
convince skeptical students of the validity of counterintuitive physics concepts
Qti estio ns

Simulation is used to convince skeptical
students of validity of counteriniu iUve
relativity concept (M6-M9)

Simulation is tised to convince skeptical
students of validity of counterintuitive
classical tnechatiics concept (M5-M 10)

Subj ccts

A) Convince
skeptical
classmates

B) Com’i,zce
subjeci

0
0
0
-4
-2
-10
0

-5
0

-$
-2
-2
-12
4
-8

-5
-5
0

AN
DO
CP
DQ
ER
f5
GT
RU
IV
JW
KX
LY
MZ

5

-5
0
0
5

-10
0
-5

C) OttalUv of
in et hoU

A) Convince
xkeplicol
classmates

B) Convince
subject

C) Oualïti’ of

o
o

o
o

O
-2
-2
-2

O
-5
-10
0

o
o
O
-5
0
0

-4

-5

-10

-8

-10

-6
-2

-5
0

-5
0

-16

-20

-5

0

0
0

10

5

5
-5
0
-5
0
-10
0
-5
-5
10
-10

-6

methoti

5

0

Negative values indicate unfavorable attitudes toward simulation. Positive values indicate favorable attitudes.

Subjects were then classified in one of three categories (ttnJivorctble attitude, neutrat attitude,
or /itvorable attitude: see table IX), by summing indicators across the entire table foi- each
participant. for example, in subject ER’s case, I sumrned —2, —2. —10 and obtained —14 (on a scale
of—)20 to +120). I considered that subjects with an indicator sum:

•

inferior or equal to —10 had exhibited an unfavorable attitude toward simulation,
overail

•

between

•

superior or equal to +10 had exhibited a favorable attitude.

—

9 and + 9 had exhibited a neutral attitude

Table XV presents indicator values for o priori attitudes toward simulation, in comparison to
use of real equipment (though simpler than the one needed for the actual task), in skill training.
These indicators were obtained by comparing question M7 responses to question Mil responses,
which involved

training for a

low risk mechanical operation, as wefl as by cornpanng question M$

responses to question M12 responses, vhich involved training for a high risk computer-based task.
This process vas essentially the same as for the previous indicators: Responses on the 5-point
scales were first converted to corresponding integers between O and +20, that is 0 5 10 15 20;
converted MII values were then subtracted from M? values, and M)2 values from M$ values,

yielding the results displayed in Table XV. As before, the scale of individual indicators (i.e. of the
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values in each ceil) ranges from —20 to +20, with negative values indicating unfavorable attitudes
toward simulation, and positive values indicating favorable ones.
Table XV: indicators for u priori attitudes toward simulation (in coniparison to real, albeit simple
equipment) when used for skill training
\Questions

\
\
\
\
\
Subjects
AN
30
CP

n

Simulation is used to train operator for
scrapyard task (M7-M1 1)
(low risk / mechanical oneration)
A) General

level of
confidence in

B,) Opetator
‘not,) prone to
commit grave

C) Operator
preparedfor
difficulties

errors

operator

Simulation is used to train operator for
nuclear reactor task (M$-M 12)
(high risk / computer-based)
il) Genetat
tevet of
confidence
in operator

B) Operator
(‘aol,) prone to
commit grave
errors

C] Operator
preparedfor
difficutties

0
5
0
10
10
0
10
10
10
-10
-5
-5
DQ
5
5
5
ER
5
10
5
FS
0
0
-5
GT
-10
-10
-10
HU
10
10
5
IV
O
O
O
o
o
o
Jw
15
10
10
10
10
KX
10
5
5
0
5
LY
0
0
O
O
O
MZ
o
o
Negative values indicate unfavorable attitudes toward simulation. Positive values indicate favorable attitudes.
0
5
10
-5
0
0
5
-5
10

0
-5
10
-5
0
0
5
0
0

-5
0
15
-5
-5
-5
-5
0
10

Again, I classified participants in one of three categones (itnfrtvorable attitude. neutml attitude,
or ftn’orabÏe attitude: see table X), by summing indicators for each participant. Once more, I
considei-ed that subjects with an indicator sum:
•

inferior or equal to —10 had exhibited an unfavoivble attitude towai-d simulation,
overall

•

between

.

superior or equal to +10 had exhibited afavorab/e attitude.

—

9 and

+

9 had exhibited a neutral attitude
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Appendix I: Observations Presented as
Indivïdual Accounts
Below, I present separate observations for each participant, in the form of individual accounts.
My goal here is to show the resuits ofthe first analytical process in which I engaged and to describe
more ofmy observations through a user-centered exposition. It would be helpful to read a subject’s
profile (found in Appendix G) before reading the account that concems him.

1.1 SUBJECTS AN, BO, CP, DQ, ER: CI{EMISTRY STUDENTS
Subject AN
When AN was asked what he thought ofthe VPLab compared to bis previous lab experiences,
he said that it was veiy realistic. The main element contributing to this favorable judgment was the
disk’s motion (see below).
Lack of tangibility / Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performïng educationa
experiments

During the debriefing interview, AN was required to evaluate the software’s potential in
allowing to perform physics experiments. I noticed that AN rated the VPLab’s potential differently
when he considered different pcdagogical objectives:
liiterviewer: To allow someone to develop abitities retating to manipulation [of apparatusj, to
[the application ofu] ,,zethod, to rigor, and accounlingfor things that can happen in u lab...
AN: Well, then maybe [you could push itj further. There ‘s one dimension that is the
comprehension of concepts and another dimension that is manual experimentation. On the one
hand, to help you understand !conceptsJ, this is fine.., but on the other hand, to personatty
peiform experiments, then I think that a real lab is necessary.
Interviewer: To heÏp you understand, it ‘s fine but to experiment, flot really...

[citation 39J

AN: No.

AN believed that the VPLab had more potential to help “understand concepts” for which he
gave a rating of 5 on a 5 point scale and a little less potential for acquiring skills (“manual
—

—

experimentation”), for which he gave a rating of “three or four” on a 5-point scale. So, it appears
obvious that pedagogical objectives served here as cntena to which AN referred when performing
this verisimilitude judgment.
It seems that the VPLab’s most important flaw, in AN’s opinion, was its lack of “palpability”,
i.e., that working with the VPLab was not enough of a tangible experience. The subject stated that
the VPLab needed to have a more “palpable” quality to it, if it was to have a better potential for
experimentation and that “maybe putting it in 3D could help” [citation 40]. I could also conclude
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from this that a possible cue for verisimilitude is the graphical complexity of the environment (in
this case 2D vs. 3D graphics).
Verisimilitude ofthe disk’s motion on the air-table

In AN’s case, the pnmary cue for verisimilitude was the unpredictability of the disk’s motion.
This was probably related to AN’s observation of the disk after he had launched it in such a way
that its motion, initially back-and-forth, became inegular after a short while.
Also, the fact that the disk slowed down after having been launched gave the subject an
indication that there was residual friction at work against the disk’s motion. This yielded greater

verisimilitude:’
AN:

f...] air must be [actingJ on

it, so it [the diskJ will eventuaÏÏy stop...

htterviewer: You think it ‘il eventuatly stop?
AN: Yes

[..] because thepump eliminates e certain type offriction but flot ail of it.

Interviewer: What do you think about thefact that ive stiÏl inciuded somefriction?
AN: Wetl, I would say it ‘s truthfut. Veiy realistic.
Interviewer: And is that necessarily a good thing or would you say that it is not important?
AN: Yes, it ‘s important. You have to tiy to get as close to reality as possible when you
experiment in physics because... If you take away many reat conditions, you ‘Il end up with a
[citation 41]
theoiy that is applicable only within your own conditions.

Another important finding in this area is that AN was able to discem visual presentation ofthe
disk’s motion from its model. When watching the disk’sjerky motion,2 as it was supposed to move
extremely slowly, AN proposed that the software didn’t allow for smooth presentation of the
motion and that the jerky movement was really representing low velocity. He added that this was
just a detail that did not bother him. This is a case where visual fidelity (and, more importantly,
perceived visual fidelity) is poor but credibility is preserved.

Mastery over the simulation deduced from free manipulation and comparisons between the
video clip (of the disk moving on the actual air-table) and the simulation

AN feit that it was stimulating to have mastery over objects in the simulation. He claimed that
the simulation’s graphical atfributes (compared to the video image’s attributes) were a sign that lie
“would be the protagonist [in the simulation]” exactly like the experimenters depicted in the video
clip comprised in the multimedia explanations [citation 42]. I also infer from this quote that the
video clip was a referent for the simulated experiment. Later, when he first interacted with the
simulation, AN further deduced that he was “master” of the situation (i.e., that he had to move

Observe that the video clip does flot depict the disk’s motion long enough for the subject to witness this deceleration
when watching the video.
This effect vas flot the resuit ofthe physical model ofthe disk’s motion. Instead, the disk’sjerky motion (when
extremely slow) was the resuit of intrinsic display limitations, namely, the finite pixel dimension ofthe display.
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objects himself) when he noticed that the disk wasn’t automatically brought back to its initial
position after getting stuck in a corner of the table.
Multimedia explanations of the experiment

The textual and graphical explanations of the simulation contained in the multimedia
Presentation workspace helped to stabilize the meaning of the visual simulation and they provided
details on the behavior of its objects as well as information on actions that are possible within the
simulation. AN seemed to have understood some ofthe simulation’s features (the role of the pump
in suppressing friction on the table, more specifically) by consulting the multimedia explanations;
hence, the disk’s behavior was more understandable and coherent. As such, the explanations in the
multimedia workspaces, be they of an introductory or theoretical nature, must be considered as cues
for verisimilitude.
Use of a scale factor to establish a correspondence between images dïsplayed on the Analysïs
workspace monitor, and the simulation in the Manipulation workspace

In the Analysis workspace, AN used the mler to measure the ‘filmed’ image of the scale
marker, on which was wriffen “20 cm”. The fact that the measurement he obtained on the monitor
was smaller than 20 cm established a scale correspondence to the Manipulation workspace
simulation and it seemed to make the metaphor coherent; it may have also conferred a different
reality status to the Manipulation workspace:
Interviewer: When you saw the 20-centimeter marker, what did that suggest?

AN: 20 centimeters in reality [with emphasis on the word “reality ‘7. But now, you ‘ve transposed
[citation 43]
that to the monitor.

Verisimilitude ofthe experimental method I Requiring the subject to perform uncertainty
assessment
Dunng the debnefing interview, AN was asked if the VPLab’s objects could be replicated in an
actual lab and lie answered that they could. He also said that it was possible, in an actual lab, to

accomplish the actions that he had performed in the VPLab.
On the other hand, it may be significant in itself that, when asked, AN was unable to corne up
with points of comparison between how work was done within the VPLab and how it is done in an
actual lab. However, when requïred to evaluate the probabiÏity of finding a similar way of canying
out measurements in a lab, the subject said it was probable (4 on a 5-point scale).

4

Moreover, I

It is important to note that subjects may stiil flot be able to correctly identify objects after seeing the multimedia
explanations. for example, AN continued to think that the disk was a bail after he had seen the multimedia explanations
(the user has a bird’s eye view ofthe simulated objects so that the disk may be easily mistaken fora bail, at first sight).
Also interesting is the fact that this had no apparent adverse effects on the verisimilitude ofthis object’s behavior.
The condition AN set for this positive rating was that the (virtual) tape measure be replaced by a ruler. AN thought that
the tape measure vas less plausible three elements seem to contribute to this: first, the tape measure had a digital
—
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have reason to believe that asking AN to perform uncertainty assessment was itself a cue for
verisimilitude:

f..] Ifyou didn ‘t ask me, I would sureÏy say that Lthe data] is precise. Bïtt LuncertaintyJ is aiways
there; they want to make reality more a part of it Lthe VPLabJ [...] they want it ta be doser to
[citation 20]
reatily 50 they ask us to assess ttncertainty, so that we wilt realty be working.

0f course, the very fact that uncertainty assessment is possible can also be taken as a eue
favoring verisimilitude (it only makes sense to require subjects to assess uncertainty if the interface,
and more specifically the measuring instruments, afford it). It is interesting to note that at first, AN
thought that there would 5e some function which would allow him to automatically obtain
uncertainty of measurement.
Expectations of much lower complexity compared to reality and of less variation in resuits
when repeating experiments
As indicated in bis profile (see Appendix G), AN had been aware that resuits may vary from
trial to trial when repeating an expenment in an actual lab and that statistical methods may be used
to compile resuits of multiple trials. It would seem that AN did not expect expcnmental results to
vary as much with the VPLab because he believed that many elements would be missing in the
simulation since a human being had programmed it.

Subject BO
Importance of verisimilitudc
$ubject BO spontaneously expressed how important the issue ofvensimilitude is for users:

5

Because the most important obstacle for software may be that people will aÏways think that
things have been pre-arranged, like speciat effects in a movie. They witl say: “Well they ‘ve
arranged it so it ‘s just right.” So, this is the advantage of having video as a complement. You
[citation 44]
can see that it hasn ‘t been pre-arranged.

From this excerpt, we also get the idea that the video clip (as part of the experiment’s
multimedia Presentation workspace) may have been an important eue for verisimilitude, hence
playing a big role in promoting credibility. I will come back to this topic later.

display; second, it seemed bizarre for him to pull on what he perceived to be a string (instead ofa wider tape) in order to
measure; and third, the measurement was taken starting at a red circle drawn on the tape measure’s plexi-glass casing (and
so he could not imagine how the measurement would be processed by the tape measure if it were real).
0f course, this subject could have inferred that credibility was an important issue after answering questions dealing with
credibility in the preliminary questionnaire.
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Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experïments /
The question of “tangibility”

BO assessed the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments, and its
likeness to expenmental reality. Using a 5-point scale (with 1 signifying ‘a very low potential’ and
5 signifying ‘a very high potential’), 30 rated the VPLab between 4 and 5, saying that it was
“aÏmost identical to the real motion [the real phenomenon]” [citation 45]. Nonetheless, having

worked on an actual air-table, lie feit that the VPLab couïd flot completely replace the actual
experiment because the experience of working on the VPLab was far less tangible. He compared the
VPLab to looking at a picture of someone famous and likened performing the actual experiment to
shaking that person’s hand in “real life.” “You may appreciate the picture,” he said, “but you’ll
appreciate lis presence [even more].”
B0’s attitude illustrates some of the subtle nuances that distinguish presence the quality that
seems to be lacking here from verisimilitude. In this case at least, verisimilitude can apparently
—

—

subsist despite diminished presence.

6

Dïrect manipulation coupled with a high degree of control over objects and choïce of methods

The high level of ftee interaction with the VPLab’s graphical objects was something that
reminded subject 30 of video games lie had played. One miglit expect that this likeness to video
games would flot favor verisimilitude. Just the opposite, free interaction a high degree of control
—

over objects and choice ofmethods coupled with ‘direct manipulation’ conventions was precisely
the most important cue for greater verisimilitude:”
—

[Ifi you do not have control over anything, then you might say: “It ‘s programmed to do that
Whereas fyou have control to be able to move and touch eveiything thatyou desire, to throw
and have fun witlt the disk for 15 minutes you see that it’s flot really programmed... there is
[citation 2]
programming but it respects what happens in real lfe.
“.

—

—
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Lack ofpresence, for this subject, seems to be linked with lack of “tangibility” but also with the fact that a virtual lab’s
images are computer-generated. Surprisingly though, B0 stated that he would flot be inclined to give a higher rating to an
experiment performed within a complex ïmmersive environment (of course, knowledge ofsuch technologies is probably
obtained through media and subjects were flot given the possibility to inspect one first-hand, so this kind cf statement has
to be taken with some caution). When asked why, 30 had this to say:
Well, because it ‘s stili numerical the images are drawn or made with a computer. But fyou see it... You
know, f j’ou see someone in weightlessness on television, it ‘s not die saine as actually being in
[citation 46]
weightlessness yourself
lacks
presence,
in B0’s opinion.
also
experience
that
ic
an
images
is
photo-realist
watching
that
this
I also deduce from
Predictably, 30 vas flot surprised when encountering limitations to interaction if he deemed that actions which were flot
allowed, such as dropping the disk beside the air-table on the merry-go-round’s floor, were also somewhat useless in the
context of an experiment.
—
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The video clip
for this participant, the video clip ofthe actual apparatus being used, coupled with references to
the place where it was filmed, seems to have been a very important eue for verisimilitude:
Interviewer: So this /video clip] is important?
3.0: Yes... You know, skepticaÏpeople will say: “Well this is ail pre-arranged. It ‘s software so
it ‘li workjust $0— ail I have to do is click andfoÏlow the path.” With the video clip, they see that
it’s flot just software— it’s not just a simulation where you click and it responds like 50. [The
video clip] shows you the experiment done with real objects.

[citation 8]
Hence, the video clip functions as a referent for the simulation:
B0. That’s why it’s useful

10

see the video clip before. It provides an introduction so that

someone who cornes here [in the Manipulation workspace/ and starts the rneriy-go-round will

flot be surprised ofthe disk’s curved trajectoiy.
Interviewer: Beca use otherwise you would be surprised?
30: Well novices would be suiprised, notpeople who are used to it.

[...]

Interviewer: Does the curved trajectoly seem

30: No, it seems normal in comparison to the video clip that was shown earlier.

[citation 9]

It is noteworthy that BO tried to imitate some of the actions performed by the man who was
depicted handling the disk in the video clip; I therefore conclude that the clip may also function as
reference for the experimenter ‘s behavior.

Graphical attributes
Since video clips are eues for verisimilitude, one may ask if a visual simulation’s graphical
attributes are also eues. Though the simulation’s graphies, as we recall, reminded BO of video
games, he did flot seem to think less of the VPLab quite the contrary, in fact.8 In his opinion,
possible lack of credibility didn’t have much to do with graphical attributes and was rather linked to
people’s perception of the nature of software and resistance to leaming through this means: he
—

called this the “software taboo”. Now, it may be that graphical quality made littie difference for this
particular subject, because he was not companng the VPLab to other applications with more
sophisticated graphies.

8

Conceming the graphies, this is what BO had to say;
30: The graphics aren ‘t du!!. Sometimes, because it ‘s physics, /teachers/ think that they have to make it
boring. When you get textbooks and videos front thefifties in class, it ‘s usuallyphysics.
interviewer: So does flue VPLabJ look less serious to you?
30: No. Oit the contraiy, I think it opens some doors. It doesn ‘t have to be ugly to be serious. It doesit ‘t
[citation 13]
have 10 be boringfor you to tearn something.
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Verisimilitude ofthe dïsk’s motion on tue air-table
BO stated that the disk’s motion on the air-table was “quite similar to the motion you would
obtain on the real [apparatusJ” [citation 47]. In this area, cues for verisimilitude were:
“Conservation of momentum”, “uniform deceleration” after collisions with the sides of the table,
and angles of collision which were similar to those “on a billiards table”.9 To evaluate disk motion,
BO said lie relied on lis pnor expenence using an air-table.
The VPLab’s main metaphor
Even though he had neyer used an actual camcorder, BO did compare use of the VPLab’s
virtual camcorder to possible use of an actual camcorder, for the purpose of filming trajectones in
the context of a lab expenment.
Referring to bis prior experience with use of rapid photography to collect and analyze data, lie
10
sa;d that certain aspects of using the Analysis Workspace monitor and camcorder were very
different. first of ail, lie claimed, with photography one cannot “play back” the recording and see
what is going on at a specific instant, as is possible with the virtual camcorder. Second, with
photography, the experimenter is constrained by a basic time interval between snapshots, so that in
the analysis phase, lie doesn’t have the flexibility to modify the time ïnterval between successive
disk ‘traces’, as is seemingly possible witli tlie monitor’s Trace function.
On tlie other hand, BO also stated tliat the VPLab’s workspace was credible because, as witli a
real lab experiment, dots of some sort could be used as data. This was a good eue for verisimilitude.
0f chief importance is the fact tliat differences observed by BO did not seem to have adverse effects
in terms of vensimilitude. Based on comments made by BO, these differences had a negligible
negative impact on verisimilitude because tlie basic functions of the devices (i.e., what the devices
were used for) were the same.
When lie zoomed in on the images displayed on the virtual monitor, BO observed that the traces
were not identical. The distortion that caused differences among traces was in fact intentionally
included by designers to simulate the limited resolution of existing camcorders and, at the same
time, to promote uncertainty assessment— instead, BO believed that it was an unintentional

It is of interest to note that collision behavior on a billiards table is flot as described in physics textbooks and flot what it
is commonly held to be (see Wallace & Schroeder, 1988). Hence, in spite ofwhat some subjects might have thought,
collision behavior on a billiards table cannot be assumed, o priori, to be the same as the collision behavior of a dise on an
air-table.
10
Ofifiand, 80 was able to determine the Analysis workspace’s function by noticing visual similarities between the
camcorder and the monitor.
11
Interestingly enough, even though there is a lower limit to the time interval associated with both the Traces and the
virtual camcorder (the frame rate, if you will), subject BO did flot expticitly make this paratlel tvith rapid photography. He
mayjust have felt that analyzing data within the VPLab’s workspace xvas more dynamic and flexible by nature; hence,
this limitation was flot identified clearly or tvas overlooked by 30.
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computer artifact: he thought it had something to do with how pixels were being used. The subject
did flot seem overly bothered by the irregular traces because he feit that they would flot have
adverse consequences on measurements. He did mention, however, that this distortion effect
following a zoom-in on the image remrnded him that he was working on a computer.
Finally, it appears that BO’s interpretation of the metaphor (a workbench used to perform
measurements) might have at least slightly strayed from the meaning which designers had intended
to convey. Although, during debriefing, BO actually made an analogy to recording an experiment
with a camera and then watching the video replay, he also suggested (during the session) that
writing on the Analysis workspace’s display surface with a freehand-type function should be
allowed.

12

Wntmg on a display monitor is flot usually possible in reahty.

Optimal conditions expected due to the VPLab’s nature

BO feit that subjects should be wamed about simulated factors which would cause experimental
resuits to radically stray from theoretical predictions. If not told otherwise, BO would expect
experimental conditions within the VPLa5 to be “optimal” because the VPLab is software.

Subject CP
Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments I
Impossibility of errors in handiing apparatus

When evaluating the VPLab, CP claimed that it had very high potential (a rating of 5 on a 5point scale) to allow performing expenments. He stated one motive for such a high rating: using the
VPLab avoids encountering unplanned problems, physically caused by the apparatus or by errors in
handiing apparatus, that would disrupt the experiment and force the experimenter to start over (the
example he gave was electrical discharges accidentally buming the carbon paper within a tracing
system). Note that this may flot be a good point with respect to verisimilitude. In any case, this
subject showed much appreciation, overali, for the VPLab and seemed very satisfied with it.

13

Inabitity to get close to measuring instruments with graduations, and lack of precision when
measuring (because of visual alignment)

CP seemed to find it difficuit to align graduated measuring instruments (like rulers and
protractors) in order to get precise measurements. The subject also feit that he could flot get as close
to the measuring instrument (the ruler) as he wanted, because being too close to the screen was not
optically comfortable. Strangely, had CP used the zoom functionality (which he knew about) in the
Analysis workspace, getting physically doser to the screen would not have been as necessary. This
12

Note however that in BO’s opinion, the appearance ofthe display surface did flot suggest that it was possible to write on

‘t.
I)

For instance, CP commented favorably on the VPLab’s graphical attnbutes.
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not withstanding, the greater inahulity to get close to instruments is an important difference between
the VPLab and real labs. (Participants were sometimes reticent, or forgot, to use the zoom
functionality; perhaps the following section will shed some light on why.)
The VPLab’s main metaphor
During the session, CP had interpreted the Analysis workspace’s main display as a “screen”
allowing him to see a replay “of the video sequence” he had recorded. The different color schemes
used in the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces were cues for this interpretation.
OutstandingÏy, there was one requirement that CP found to lie bothersome as lie worked with
the monitor in the Analysis workspace: after measuring distances between points on the virtual
monitor’s image, one must factor in the scale ofthe image (which varies with the level of zoom) to
make measurements commensurate with the scale of reality (see Fig. 4.1). Judging from CP’s
comments, lie must have feit that performing scale conversions ofmeasurements did flot correspond
to anything that was part of lab work:
but working tvith units and having to take into account [zoom-levets] 100%, 200%, 400%
and having to translate those /unitsJ to centimeters l’in not used to this. When l’in in a lab, I
work in centimeters and I can ‘t get more than a 100% Lreal size] I can ‘t zoom-in on mj’
[citation 48]
apparatus.

[...]

—

—

This frustration is understandable since this participant was not assessing the Analysis
workspace by referring to a lab situation where working witli different scales is necessary (as with a
real lab that makes use of cameras and video analysis tools).
Interestingly, CP also seemed to think tliat working with scaled measurements would invalidate
or render impossible certain operations like interpolating between graduations when measuring with
the simulated ruler (the ruler was designed to replicate a real ruler and be used much the sanie way).
Because CP was using carbon paper markings as a referent for the Trace function (of the
Analysis workspace), it seemed strange and impossible that tliere should be traces ahead of the
15
object in motion (the disk’s image) durmg playback. The subject said this was not possible in a
lab unless you had a computer to do it— by that, he probably meant ‘unless you have u computer b
predict or approximate the trajectoîy’. Hence, for subject CP, it seems that traces ‘moving along’
ahead ofthe object in motion is a cue which led to lesser verisimilitude of the metaphor.

14

I beheve that the ma]orlty of students in Quebec would flot have prior experience with such tools in laboratory settings,
and that an attitude similar to CP’s might be common among them.
It is essential to point out that the choice ofexperiment (one tvith an air-table) has consequences for verisimilitude
judgments ofthe metaphor, and especially for those judgments which concern the Anatysis workspace’s Trace function.
In educational labs, air-tables are often used in conjunction with a tracing system that works by repeatedly shooting
electrical discharges on carbon paper. Students analyze object trajectories thus recorded on carbon paper as a series of
dots. Had I chosen a different experiment for this study one that was flot traditionally linked with such a tracing system
verisimilitudejudgments oftbc Trace function might have been veiy different (although flot necessarily more negative).
Note, however, that the experiment was flot chosen with this in mmd.
—

—
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Aside from the Trace function, CP felt that it vas possible, although very costly, to replicate the
metaphor in an actual lab by installing “a system of cameras” and “a graphical interface on a
computer” (presumably, to analyze the recordings). [citation 49]
Precision and requiring subjects to perform uncertainty assessment

In CP’s case, dissonance resulted from working on “physics software” like the VPLab which
allowed for much less precision than that which is usually allowed in most computer-assisted tasks
(for example, drawing with design software allows for much more precision). However, CP did
acknowledge that uncertainty assessment was a normal part ofphysics experimentation:
Then again, in physics, it ‘s tiot weird to have uncertainly [ofmeasurement]: it ‘s experiinental. So
[citation 50]
it ‘s normal ta have uncertainly: ive calcutate it.

This suggests that requiring (and allowing) subject CP to assess uncertainty was itself a cue for
verisimilitude.
Types of instruments and types of objects being measured (distances between traces)

In CP’s opinion, the types of instruments used during the session, the quantities measured
(distances and angles) and the quantities derived (the disk’s velocity) were very likely to be the
same as in an actual lab experiment. Using traces of the disk, in the form of dots, as data was a cue
16

for vens;mihtude.
The video clip

The video clip was used by this subject as a basis for vensimilitude judgments even though he
did not have an unfavorable a priori attitude toward simulation (compared to video):
it would be possible to reproduce it [reproduce a meny-go-round in o research labJ
because we see in the video clip that they did it in Paris. It is possible ta do ii!

[...]

[citation 51]
Verisimilitude of the disk’s motïon on the air-table

CP seemed to be impressed by the disk’s motion on the air-table, as he mentioned that building
the simulation must have involved a lot of work. The fact that the disk decelerated after being
launched gave the subject an indication that there was residual friction at work against the disk’s
motion:
Interviewer: What was happening before you stopped the purnp?
C’P: The disk was moving. It stowed down

—

there is o loss ofspeed, of course.

Interviewer: Why?
16

Tins vas also a eue in subject BO’s case. Note, however, that 30 dtd flot have the same referent in mmd as subject CP:
he had measured distances between marks on carbon paper (created by electrical discharges), whereas DO had used an
entirely different system which made use ofrapid photography (sec BO’s profile in Appendix G).
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C?: There is somefriction; it ‘s not totaliy absent.

Iutervie;ver: What do you think about thefact that there isfriction? Didyou expect that?
P. Welt yes. Air creates friction. It is impossible [flot to have frictionj unÏess... We neglect it a
lot /in calcuÏationsJ but it’s there ail the same.
Interviewer: So it ‘s normal to see titis deceleration?
CP: Yes and it corroborates what wouid happen in a tab. But in a lab, you have steet discs so
[citation 10]
they slow downfaster. Idon ‘t know f..

This suggests that the disk’s deceleration (signaling that air friction had been included in the
simulation) was a strong cue for verisirnilitude.
Resuits deviating slightly from theoretical predictions / Conditions that are flot ideal
CP believed that experimental resuits can and should usually deviate somewhat from theoretical
predictions because experirnental conditions are not perfect. He proposed that the VPLab should
reflect this and flot pre sent ideal conditions. In contrast, he felt that if one performed the expenment
conectly, resuits should corne relatively close to theoretical predictions and flot stray dramatically
from them, which is what he had expenenced in actual labs.
Impossibïlity of detecting degraded experimental conditions
During debnefing, CP was told that the simulation could have contained factors which would
heavily degrade experimental conditions (soda dropped on the table making its surface sticky, for
example). He reacted by saying that it would be impossible to detect this when using the software
because users lacked the “physical feeling” of objects and the multiple points of view (seeing the
table from many angles, for instance) that are helpful in detecting these types of degraded
conditions in a Iab. This suggests that, in the absence of specific cues allowing detection of
anomalies, experimental outcomes that significantly stray from theoretical predictions would work
against verisimilitude, in subject CP’s case.

Subject DQ
Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performïng educational experiments
DQ gave the VPLab a rating of 4 on 5 for its potential to allow performing experiments. When
asked why, DQ said that he saw the VPLab as an element that would bring students something
distinct from lectures and regular Iab work. He said that simulations were comptementary to those
means. When he was asked what the differences were between actual labs and the VPLab, DQ
answered:
DQ: [...] When yott ‘re on a computel-. ii’ ‘s flot real. I think that ‘s the biggest dfference between
the two. When yott ‘te in a lab, yott ‘te the one who ‘s manipulating, you ‘re the one who ‘s
measuring and adjusting settings, you ‘re doing eveiything— when you ‘re Ofi a computer, you use
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the keys but you ‘re flot the one who ‘s in control, you ‘re
things thatyou do.

flot

controïling, with your own hands, the

Interviewer: Right now, is that also the case? It ‘s a question ofcontrotÏing things more directly
with your own hands..
DQ: for me, that ‘s the big dfference between software like this and u practical Ïab.
In terviewer: What type of consequences does manipulating things with one ‘s hands entail,
compared to doing things like this [with the VFLabJ? Do you see repercussions on the
eÀperiment’s resuits? How does it change the wayyou do the experilnent?

DQ: I think it doesn ‘t give the same resuit. Ideally, in my opinion, you should be in a tub, but
software like this can be afine comptement.
Interviewer: Does manipulating things have an impact on whatyou can learn and the errors that
you can make?
DQ: Sure, because Lin a labJ, fyou make a mistake, fanything is wrong, you’ll see it and you
can readjust things. I think you have more control when... with equipment, when you ‘re
maniputating it. The disadvantage of a computer simulation is that you ‘re flot controlling
eveiything. Even fyou ‘re controtÏing things with your keyboard andyour mouse, it ‘s flot real
[citation 3]
it ‘s not the same.
—

In my opinion, there are three issues to be addressed when considenng the above excerpt.
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I examine these below.
1) Dfficulty in using the interface contrasted to ease of work in u tab

The first issue is a feeling of lack of control, which may be caused or exacerbated by this
subject’s greater difficulties in using the VPLab’s interface. Supposing that this feeling of lack of
control is partly due to lack of skill, it could be lessened by allowing further interaction with the
interface and by offering technical support to the user.
2) Lessfreedom, Ïess controt over objects and Ïess ease in detectingprobtems which
inay occur during an experiment

The second issue is a more basic sensation that working with the VPLab entails less freedom
and control over objects than in a real lab, and less ease in detecting problems which may occur
dunng an experiment. This feeling seems to be expressed in the following quote: “[in a lab], if you
make a mistake, if anything is wrong, you’ll see it and you can readjust things.” This feeling may
well be directly related to two factors: (1) the fact that users do not directly touch objects with their
hands when using the VPLab (this is explicitly referred to by DQ): and (2) the subject’s suspicion
that the nature of a 2D simulation would not allow users to detect potential anomalies.
3,) Ontological status ofthe VPLab and unfavorabte u priori attitudes toward simulation

Both of the factors just stated should be less problematic, at least to some extent, in an
immersive virtual environment. But consider the following excerpt:
17

Notice that, contrary to DQ, other subjects like AN and BO feit rather in control of things and this feeling ofmastery
made things credible for them. This contrast in attitudes is very interesting but also difficuit to explain.
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Interviewer: Have you ever seen movies or news reports on virtual reatity— ofpeople who wear
hebnets and gloves?
DQ: Yes, I’ve seen that afew limes.

Inten’iewer: What woutd you think of o /virtuaÏ reaÏityJ lob where you could manipulate things
using gloves? There would be objects... and there are gloves that give you tactile sensations. I
was wondering fthe probtem [with the VPLabJ was that you were working with a mouse and o
keyboard or fit would be the sanie [problem] for you with a helinet and gloves?
DQ: ft woutd be the same. It reinains imaginaly... well, ilnaginaly, in a way ofspeaking. It’s flot
[citation 4]
imaginaly but it ‘s not real.

$o the third issue is the even more basic question of ontology: the VPLab’s experiment is
computer generated and has no material subsfrate. In regards to this last issue, let me recail that DQ
had exhibited unfavorable o priori attitudes toward simulation with respect to both situations
presented in the preliminary questionnaire (see tables IX and X) and that some of these unfavorable
attitudes may play a role in his judgment here.
The VPLab’s main metaphor
In the Analysis workspace, DQ used the mier to measure the ‘filmed’ image of a marker on
which “20 cm” had been written. The fact that the measurement he obtained was smaller than 20 cm
established a scale correspondence with the Manipulation workspace simulation and it seemed to
make the metaphor coherent; it may have conferred a different reality status to the Manipulation
workspace:
Interviewer: Why was “20 cm” written on the purpie marker?
DQ: Because it’s the real space. And we’re in a space that’s... well, not virtual, buta space with
o scate. So the scale would be that Li centimeters is equivatent to 20 centimeters in reatity. If we
[citation 52]
want 10 calculate; ive con use this [scale] to hansform...

When asked to evaluate the probability of finding the Analysis workspace features in a lab, DQ
rated it at 3 on a 5 point scale (1 being a very low probability and 5 a very high probability): it did
not seem likely that an actual lab could include the Zoom and Trace functions. More specifically
conceming the Trace function, DQ said he could not imagine how one cou]d add and remove traces
at will
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easily in the context of a real exp eriment.

Ideal conditions (appearance of flawlessness)
When it was suggested to DQ that it would be possible to simulate factors causing experimental
outcomes to stray from theoretical predictions, the subject replied that such factors would present
difficulties also expenenced in actual Iabs. He also claimed, that due to the VPLab ‘s appearance, lie
would not have expected these factors to exist:
I would flot have thought of that. [The VPLab] looks well built, veiy structured
work: nothing wouÏd go wrong.

—

it ‘s going to
[citation 53]

Subject ER
Graphical attributes and a narrow fteld of view

During the debriefing interview, ER was asked what he thought of the VPLab in companson to
thelabshehadknown:
As for realism, it is important to also have the opportunity to see the disk moving on an actual
table, in an actual lab, because I’m flot so sure that it gets into your head as much when you see
[citation 54]
it on a computer— it ‘s flot as convincing as when you sec itfor reat
“.

When asked to explain what was contributing to this sensation, the subject spoke about three
elements. He first brought up the VPLab’s instruments which, he said, “were more or less real
instruments.” (I will be discussing this shortly.) Then lie spoke ofthe colors (mentioning the blues,
violets, and yellows’8) of simulation objects, which emphasized the fact that the simulation’s
images were drawings. To this, lie added that the disk did not have the appearance of a real puck.
Finally, lie mentioned that seeing the apparatus in a narrow space was annoying and that it would be
preferable to see the wliole table in large.
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I conclude, as far as ER is concemed, that lower visual fidetity (through the cues described
above) can be associated with lower verisimilitude.
Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments

When evaluating the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments, ER gave
it a rating of 3 on a 5-point scale. Hejustified this relatively low rating by the following argument:
I must admit that ail the gadgets somewhat divert your attention from what you really should be
doing—from the real phenomenon. It distances you a bit more foin the physicai phenomenon.
You sec it a bit like a gaine or a gizmo for drawing. It ‘s more or iess real and it... it ‘s distracting.
[citation 55]

I shaH try to expand on this comment in the sections below. For now, let me contrast this
excerpt to a comment ER made as he was exploring the Analysis workspace:
I have to admit that I tike this. [...] I tike this software
like this with instruments /iike thesej.
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—
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I enjoy performing physics experiments

[citation 56]

Both the Manipulation and Analysis workspaces use color schemes comprised ofvivid hues: ‘warm’ colors for the
Manipulation workspace simulation and ‘cool’ colors (i.e., colors toward the blue/violet end ofthe spectrum) for the
images displayed on the Analysis workspace monitor.
19
When first exploring the Manipulation workspace, ER had tned to enlarge the air-table by dragging out one of its
corners with the hand-shaped cursor (as is often possible with graphical objects in “direct manipulation” interfaces, but is
not possible with the VPLab’s objects).
20
Importantly, this comment was made before ER realized that he had a poor grasp ofthe meaning ofthe VPLab’s main
metaphor, i.e., that the Analysis workspace basically simulates a monitor screen on which video recordings ofthe
expenment (‘filmed’ in the Manipulation workspace) can be replayed, md that the images ofthese recordings are scaled
down as on a real monitor.

li
On the one hand, ER said that he enjoyed “performing physics experirnents” with the virtual
instruments and on the other, he feit that the VPLab’s features distracted him from the main goal of
the experiment.
“Real” and “unreal” instruments
ER was bothered by the fact that instruments which he perceived as “real” shared the
environment with others which he perceived as “unreal”. On the one hand, the stopwatch, the
protractor and the niler seemed real to him, and on the other hand, the calculator did not.
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I

conclude that objects that were similar to those ER had seen, seemed more real to him than those
that weren’t. I also conclude that dissonance or lack of coherence occurred because both types of
instruments were present in the same space.
One of the instruments, the tape measure, was most peculiar to ER. Thougli he had first
hesitated, ER recognized that the virtual tape measure’s shape was reminiscent of an actual tape
measure. He thus expected its behavior, when handled, to be analogous to an actual tape measure’ s
behavior; instead, when he used

it,

he feit that it behaved quite differently.
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Most importantly, he felt that the tape measure was “less real” because the measurement was
read on its digital display and flot on a tape with graduations. The digital display also seemed to
create expectations for a very precise reading (more numbers after the decimal): at the same time,
ER claimed that lie was used to obtaining more precise values when measuring lengths.
Furthermore, wlien assessing uncertainty of measurements made with the tape measure, ER
hesitated because lie feit that the tape measure combined seemingly opposite ways of producing
measurements. In effect, dissonance occurred because, on the one hand, it was necessary to visually
align the tape measure’s components with the object tliat was being measured, and on the other
hand, the reading of the measurement was obtained on a digital display within a computerized
environment:
Well, it’s because Lthe tape rneasurej is between... Recause, given thefact that [the VPLabJ is a
computerized system, you teil yourselfthat it is going to measure preciseÏy— direct, precise, real
values. But this is rather somewhere between taking precise values and taking values that rejer
to sornething that would be cotlected rnanually. So, because it’s between the two, I’m having a bit
ofdfflcuÏty...
[citation 19]
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The simulated calculator does flot have buttons. Instead, mathematical expressions are entered into it using the
keyboard. It is rectangular but, contrary to most pocket calculators, its width is twice as long as its height.
First, he felt that the virtual tape measure behaved differently from a real one because, once the tape was deployed, he
could make the casing rotate fluidly around the ring at the end of the tape (which ;vas then stuck in place, to be used as the
first point of reference for the measurement). Second, he did flot expect to use the red slider (on the side of the casing) to
immobilize the ring and move the casing around it— instead, he feit that this type ofslider usually bas a different function
in real tape measures (that of locking the tape into place when its length is sufficient).

‘ii

Performing uncertainty assessment

Performing uncertainty assessment within the VPLab was not overly sfrange for ER, although
lie feit tliat working witli a computer usually meant that one could avoid performing certain tasks
(like uncertainty assessment) by using automatic functions. Stiil, ER deemed it was normal to assess
uncertainty when working with tlie VPLab, given that he considered it an important skill to acquire.
Let me also note that he perceived uncertainty assessment as problematic with the tape measure but
not with the ruler or the protractor.
The VPLab’s main metaphor

0f chief interest is ER’ s poor understanding of tlie main metaphor and the verisimilitude
judgments tliat concem it. After having recorded a sequence of the disk’s motion in the
Manipulation workspace, ER expected to view the recording in a larger format, on the spot, by
obtaining a blow up of the camcorder’ s small screen. Consequently, it is very interesting that lie did
not correctly identify this as the function served by the Analysis workspace monitor when lie got
around to seeing it. Instead, he mistook the monitor for a “window” allowing one to launch the disk
more accurately on the table or to tune parameters for launching the disk more accurately. It was
only when the interviewer inadvertently gave ER a due (by telling him to go back to the beginning
of the ‘filmed’ sequence), that he started regarding this ‘window’ as a device that could offer a
playback functionality. At this point, when asked to state what lie thought the workspace monitor
represented, ER hesitated for a long time, then said it could be a camera and finally surmised that it
represented nothing that actually existed— the Zoom and Trace control panels were responsible for
tliis conclusion.
Measunng the ‘filmed’ image of the scale marker was no help in stabilizing the metaphor.
Thougli lie postulated that the marker represented some kind of scale, ER could not understand why
it was flot possible, witli tlie ruler, to obtain a measurement ofthe scale marker’s image equal to the
“20 cm” that was wriften on it.
Later, dunng the debriefrng (after tlie interviewer had explained the metaphor and the use of the
scale), ER stated that doing scale conversions of measurements did not correspond to reality. His
past experience seems to have been crucial in forming this judgmcnt:
ER: [...] J was really expecling to measure /betweenJ dots. In fact, it ‘s because I was relating
titis to when J had done titis experiment in college— when I measured distances belween dots [in
cotiege], I was not doing it through a window. I ivas measuring directly: the distance /measured]
between two dots WAS the distance between Iwo dots. I would flot have expected to go to a
/monitorJ screen, and to have to transpose /the measurementJ.
Interviewer:

And now thatyou know, does it seem strange to work like titis? Or is it

ER: WetÏ... strange

[...] It bothers me.

Interviewer: In reference to whatyou ‘ve done in the past, it stiti bothersyou?

normal...

liii
ER: Wetl, it bothers me b have to do scale conversions of measurements
calculating something that does not correspond to anything real.

[...]

it ‘s like

[citation 57]

Tellingly, he also likened working with the Analysis workspace to playing a video game. More
to the point, he made an interesting link between the Analysis workspace and a video game which
has the player act as a pilotin a cockpit:
When I use these instruments, it doesn ‘t relate to anything real. Ii ‘s purely like playing a video
game with aplane cockpit.
[citation 5$]

Although ER did not elaborate on this, one can imagine how a simulated cockpit with
instruments and dials laid out below a windshield could be perceived similarly to the VPLab’s
virtual monitor screen, with its measuring instruments laid out around it.
Traces appearing ahead ofthe object in motion (in playback mode)

Measuring distances between traces was something ER had previously done in a school lab. But
because ER was relating to his experience of using a carbon paper tracing system for this type of
experiment, it seemed strange and impossible that there should 5e traces ahead of the object (the
disk) which was in motion (during playback). Hence, it seems here that traces ‘moving along’ ahead
of the object in motion (in this case, the disk) is a cue that works against verisimilitude.
Verisimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table

Much like AN, subject ER was able to discem between the simulation’s model and its
presentation: he noticed that the disk’s motion was jerky at veiy low velocities but he proposed that
this was due to poor visual presentation of the motion.
This Seing said, the subject feit that the disk’s motion was not realistic, in other regards. ER did
acknowledge the presence of friction working against the disk’s motion when he observed that the
disk slowed down afier launching it. However, he felt that it was not siowing down fast enough
(note that ER had pnor experience with a different type of air-table— see bis profile in Appendix G).
He believed that air friction had been included in the simulation, but that residual friction due to the
table ‘s surface itselfhad not. To ER, this made things out to be somewhat “less real”.

Expectations of ideal conditions / Impossibility of detecting degraded experimental conditions

ER believed that the air-table’s sides (on which the disk had rebounded) were perfectly uniform
and that it would be impossible to replicate them in an actual lab. In a related maffer, he expected
that physical factors (a piece of pencil lead on the air-table, for example) which could cause
experimental resuits to stray dramatically from theoretical predictions, would be absent
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Rather than the term ‘absent’, ER used the word ‘impossible’.
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from the

liv
VPLab. When later told that ‘physical anomalies’ might in fact have been simulated, ER said he
would flot have expected them to exist nor would he expect to be able to detect their presence:
It ‘s a compute!; [sol eveiything goes weÏl: there are no physiologicaÏ pro blems with the
apparatus. And also, when you experiment [in an actual tub], when you do it yoursetf you
see... you ‘il know f u piece oJpencit tead [on the table] has made the [disk deviate]... but in this
case [the VPLab], I don ‘t know f one can physiologically perceive the anomalies. Anyway, it ‘s
[citation 6]
good that these types oferrors exist [in the VPLab].
—

1.2 SUBJECTS FS, GT, RU, IV: MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENTS
Subject F5
Evaluation ofthe VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments

During the debriefing interview, fS was asked to rate the VPLab’s potential to allow
performing cducational experiments. He rated it between 4 and 5 on a 5-point scale (with 1
signit’ying ‘a very low potential’ and 5 signifying ‘a very high potential’). The disk’s motion
(pointing to underlying constraints) and its similarity to the video clip seemed to promote such a
high rating. More on these topics, below.
The video clip

The video clip (comprised in the multimedia presentation of the simulation) was an important
element of reference when fS made verisimilitude judgments conceming aspects of the simulation
(e.g., the disk’s motion and the scale of the simulation itself). Although the subject did not mention
this explicitly, the fact that the simulation was depicted using the same point of view (bird’ s eye
view) as the video clip is a factor that probably facilitated comparison between the clip and the
simulation (when assessing the simulation’s scale, for example).
The disk’s motion (deceleration pointing to inclusion of residual friction)

Before the subject launched the disk on the air-table for the first time, he did not expect that it
would stop on its own because he believed that friction had not been included at alI in the
simulation (his reasons are described in the next section). When fS realized that the disk was
slowing down, this became a major cue for vensimilitude because it signaled that real-world
constraints had been included in the simulation:
Interviewer: Why does Lthe VPLab/ have much potential [to alÏow peiforming physics
experiments]?
FS. Well, when you watcit the video clip and you watch this [simulation], both do exactly the
sanie thing— [the simulation ‘s designers] have inchtded friction; they have included most of the
constraints that could be appÏied to it.
[citation 59]
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Perceived Jack of visual fidelity: the simulation’s ‘game-like’ graphical attributes / Perceived
target users
It is the VPLab’s graphical attributes

—

qualified by FS as “attractive” and “game-like”— that

caused the subject to expect that residual friction would flot be included at ail in the simulation.
Since the graphics were attractive to him, he feit that the VPLab was intended for high-school (or
first year college) students, because such attractive graphics would heip muster beginners’ interest.
furthermore, to lis mmd, students at this level were often told by their teachers to neglect some
aspects of tIc phenomenon involved in the expenment (air friction, for example), in order to
simplify analysis; fS probabiy associated the act of neglecting residual friction at the tirne of
analysis with the act of neglecting residual friction when designing the simulation itself In any
case, f S’s judgment starts with perception of graphical attributes (attractive), which probabiy led
him to imagine appropriate target users (beginners), and then to anticipate the simulation’s ievel of
complexity (simple).
for the same reasons, FS also seemed to feci less invoived in some tasks like uncertainty
assessment:
FS: Well I was stiil thinking that I would do [uncertainty assessmentJ approximately.
htterviewer: Is ii’ stiil because [the VPLab] doesu ‘t seem serious enough to you?
F$. Well, it looks like a gaine... that’s why. You do it quickly...

[citation 601

Visual fidelity (or lack thereof) stili seemed to matter for this subject, even though
verisimilitude of the simulation had been enhanced by the realization that the simulated disk’s
motion was more complex than he had first thought. During the debriefmg interview, the subject
proposed that photo-realistic images inciuding eiements sud as “a nicer texture,” as well as
—

instruments and colors that “look more real”
environment] is real”.
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—

may help provide “a greater impression that [the

A greater sense ofpresence seemed to be at stake here:

0f course, the nearer it gets to reality, the more you will feel part of that world. You ‘Il forget
[citation 61]
your surroundings andyou ‘li reaÏly concentrate on [the simulation].

This may be an attitude which can be cultivated through more extensive use of ‘realistic’ or
visually appealing video games (F$ had reported playing video games often).2S
‘Direct’ manipulation / Affordance of errors on measurements (uncertainty assessment)
During the session, f$ seemed to believe that it was normal to launch the disk on the table by
manipulating it with the mouse and cursor (rather than through other input devices and modes of
24

I must note that this subject praised the VPLab for its “attractive” graphies (probably in companson to ‘home-made’
software) and said that these would help foster interest in working with the environment.
On the other hand, subject C? also reported playing video games “ofien” (sec Appendix G) and he hardly mcntioned the
graphies except to say that they were stimulating. Moreover, subject ER reported that he “almost neyer ptayed” vidco
games but he criticized the VPLab’s graphical quatity, anyway.
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control). He made comments which would indicate that he approved of the, level of precision that
was thus afforded. Later, at the beginning of the debriefing interview, fS was asked what he
thought of the VPLab, in general. One of the first things he mentioned was that he appreciated
‘directiy’ manipulating objects:
It ‘s flotjust entering data and getting answers in return. You actually maniputate things. There is
uncertainty invotved and it realty emphasizes that there is a stake in error [on measïtrementsJ.

[citation 62]
from this excerpt, I can also infer that the affordance of error in measurements (and thus, of
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uncertainty assessment) is an important feature. FS’s initial reaction, when he first began to
measure distances with the tape measure, was different however. Having made prior use of
Computer Assisted Design software, he feit that the VPLab’s instruments did flot offer the same
level of precision and convenience as the tools in such packages; for example, he would have liked
to “snap” (automatically fix) the tape measure onto the extremity of the object he was measuring.
As he made further use ofthe tape measure, his attitude toward it seemed to change: he said he
enjoyed using it because it was fun and it gave him a measurement that was “approximate, yet stiit
precise” [citation 63].
It is also extremely important to note that fS was considering uncertainty assessment in
reference to the context of simulating an actual lab and that it made sense to him within this context:
Interviewer: Is it normal or strange to askyou to assess uncertainty here?
FS: No, no... That’s aiways fine: no instrument can be 100% reliable. Andfurthermore, with this
software, you realize that the purpose is to simulate something /soJ you have some error
[citation 64]
[uncertainly].

The VPLab’s main metaphor
More than any other subject, fS seemed to interpret the VPLab’s main metaphor in a very
‘literai’ way (Smith, 1987). for instance, he was one of very few subjects to explicitly consider
whether the virtual camcorder was placed inside or outs;de the merry-go-round
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(before he used ;t

to record the disk while working in the Manipulation workspace).
Moreover, his interpretation of the Analysis worskpace’s main display was extremely close to
the meaning that VPLab designers had intended to convey:
Interviewer: What does this [work]space represent?
F$: WeÏl it ‘s as f the camcorder was connected to a flat video screen placed on the ground
ifacing upwards]. You woutd have your instruments there andyou could work on the screen. [...]
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Note that requiring FS to evaluate uncertainty and dtscussing this topic during the session might have helped to elicit
this comment.
27
This isa crucial question in the context of an experiment concerned with rotating frames ofreference because motion
seen from outside the frame of reference will flot be the same as motion seen from within.

lvii
It looks like u snzooth screen— fthis were
on it.

in

reality, you coutd put the objects /ï.e.,

inst,-umencsj

[citation 65]

Tbree elements mainly contributed to ascribing this meaning to the display. The first cue was
measuring the ‘filmed’ image of the scale marker with the ruler and obtaining a measurement
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inferior to the “20 cm” which was written on it. This established a scale correspondence to the
Manipulation workspace simulation and it may have also conferred a different reality status to the
Analysis workspace. The second element contributing to a literai interpretation of the metaphor was
the possibility ofzooming in and out of the recorded image displayed in the Analysis workspace— a
strong eue leading to comprehension of the metaphor thus emerged: namely, the fact that
instruments and panels outside the playback area (outside the virtual monitor’s frame) remained in
place and kept the same scale afier zooming in and out (hence only the image inside the screen’s
frame varied in size). The third element was the different textures used for the frame of the virtual
monitor and for the screen itself. While the frame’s embossed texture reminded FS of a metal floor,
the center part ofthe display seemed flat (and transparent) as a smooth screen.
f5 is one of two subjects that likened the yellow Traces (displayed in the Analysis workspace)
to the display of special effects ‘traces’ that foliow a hockey puck, in real-time, in hockey games
broadcast on an American television network.29 This case is veiy interesting for three
First, it is an example of a subject using a referent radicaily different from that which most subjects
used (and doser to the designers’ otvn referent)
understanding of the main metaphor (see above).

—

this must be somewhat related to FS’s

Second, it is a case where vanous elements are combined to produce specific meaning: an
actual television screen vs. the VPLab’s virtual monitor + the hockey puck vs. the disk in the
simulated experiment + the VPLab ‘s yellow Traces vs. the traces produced by special effects on
televisïon. In effect, had the simulated experiment involved something other than a disk, say a
pendulum for instance, perhaps the subject would not have made this connection with the hockey
broadcast’s special effects, which involved another type ofdisk: a hockey puck.
Third, it is a case where knowledge of other media is mobiiized when considering features of a
software environment. Technical knowledge of such media may be used when making
verisimilitude judgments. Even though f5 believed that the Traces would be very hard to reproduce
in an actual lab, he did not completely exciude that possibility: he claimed that it would be
necessary to use a video editing consol in order to superimpose video images of the disk
corresponding to different time indexes in the recording.
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Contrary to some subjects, FS was flot in the least bothered by havrng to do scale conversions ofmeasurements.
He referred to a television program called “NHL (National Hockey League) on FOX”.
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Physical feeling (presence) / Ontological status of the VPLab
I have already stated that fS gave the VPLab a very high score (4.5 on a 5-point scale) for its
potential in allowing to perform pliysics experiments. When lie was asked wliy he had flot given it a
perfect score (5 on 5), f$ answered that there is a loss ofphysical feeling associated with working
on a computer and that it was stiil possible to doubt simulations in cases where a simulated object’s
motion would seem very strange. “Everybody is a bit like $aint-Thomas,” he claimed, “you’d like
to get into the machine and really launch [the disk] yourself’ [citation 66].
When asked if working in an immersive virtual environment would solve this problem, he
answered that it would stili flot be the same as being in an actual lab since one would flot feel things
like cenfrifugal force acting on one’s body while standing inside the meny-go-round; he added that,
by working with a simulation, one loses the “sense of danger” that one expenences while doing
chemistry or physics expenments in an actual lab.
Resuits that stray radically from theoretical predictions
Dunng debriefing, fS stated that if a simulated experiment’s resuits strayed radically from
theoretical predictions, lie would be tempted to blame the simulation for being inaccurate (afier
having excluded enor on the part of the expenmenter as a probable cause).

Subject GT
The video clip and the multimedia explanations (in the Presentation workspace)
The video clip and multimedia explanations in the Presentation workspace were used by this
subject as a basis for verisimilitude judgments conceming tlie disk’s movement and the scale of

objects represented by the simulation:
Interviewer: What s going on?
GT: WeÏl, when [the disk] hits one side ofthe table, it keeps going so I imagine like I saw in the
film [i.e., the video clip] that [the side of the table] is like an elastic that perpetuates the
motion.
—

—

L...]
I,iterviewer:
GT: In my

$0

why was the 20cm /markerJ put there [in the simulationj?

opinion,

it s

to

give the scale ofreality.

Interviewer: And where is reality?
GT: Reality is what we saw in the film the merty-go-round. [...] In comparison to the film, we
see that it is realistic and that 15 people can sit on the bench [in the ineriy-go-rouncJ, so the size
[citation 67]
[i.e., the scale] seems realistic to me.
—

lix

Verisimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table I Complexity of the simulation: ideal
conditions (physical flaws not included in the simulation)
There were two dimensions to GT’ s judgments concerning the disk’ s motion. Judgments of one
kind were exhibited during the session, when GT stated that the disk’s motion was “quite realistic”.
Cues used for this judgment included angles of collisions between the disk and the sides of the table
being similar to those on a billiards table (angle after collision is “opposite” to angle before
collision); rotation of the disk about its own center; rapid cessation of motion when the pump is
inactive; and slow deceleration of the disk after having been launched (when the pump is active).
Note that GT attributed this deceleration to a “loss of energy” (for which he did flot specify a
cause), but lie also made comments which would indicate he was flot aware of the existence of
residual friction working against the disk’s motion.
Interestingly, during the debriefing interview, GT displayed judgments which integrated another
dimension of verisimilitude: that of constructedness (more specifically, alteration through
mediation of the phenomenon). He claimed that if he were to launch the disk on the actual air-table
depicted in the video clip, the actual disk’s motion would flot be exactly the same as the simulated
one:

[...] the object fthe diskJ may no! inove at the saine speed or... I really have to teil you that it wiit
neyer be the same; the object will neyer move like the real one even f it starts at the same
position /andyou iaunch itj with the same force. Given that the computer does no! account for
eveiything that happens in reality, I would not obtain the same /experimentalj results at the end.
Ii may be close, though. But you will neyer have the same resuits. So you would have three types
of resuits: the theoretical resuit /Le., predictionJ shared by ail, the resu!! obtained with fihe
[citation 681
VPLab] and the resuÏt thatyou really ;vould get in reatity.

What’s even more interesting about this comment is that it was made not long after GT had
been told that anomalies and ‘physical’ sources of error might have been included in the
simulation.
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It is highly significant that before he was told this, GT believed even more deeply that
conditions within a simulation were ideal. First evidence of this vas found in his statement to the
effect that it is good to include possibilities of error in measurements when “simulating a real
absent that, lie said, “experimental resuits would be practicatty the same as
experiment”
—

theoretical results [i.e., predictions]” [citation 69]. Another comment made by GT demonstrates this
attitude even more convincingly:
A computer is perfect [...] When you activate the air-cushion pump, it ‘s precise. The pump
produces constant pressure. $o, this is data that wiiÏ be more precise on a computer than in
reality. The computer does no! account for ail, ai!, ai! ofwhat is in reality so it’s certain that
[citation 70]
your resuits wiil be aiinost perfect compared to reahty.
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In my view, this may either be a manifestation ofawareness ofdifferences between a model and reality, or else of more
basic mistrust of simulation.

lx
This part of the discussion foliowed a thread in which GT recalled a statics experiment that ail
engineering subjects had previousiy performed at their university. In that particular experiment, as
and, to GT’s mmd, could neyer have been
GT recalled, outcomes had not been predicted
predicted by the equations which students had been using because these equations included
factors presumed to be ‘ideai’, but which were flot in reality. “So we say that experimental reaiity
—

—

cannot get close to theoretical simulation,” he concluded [citation 71]. From this, he then infened
that if the statics experiment in question were to be simulated on the VPLab, its outcome would be
“perfect” (given the extreme precision of instruments which had been used in the actual lab), and its
resuits would conform not to reality itself, but instead to equations based on presumption of an
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‘ideal’ expenmental set-up.
Precision and possibilïties when manipulating the disk

GT gave further justifications for lis belief that actual expenmental resuits wouid differ from
those obtained with the VPLa5’s air-table simulation. He claimed that in a real lab, one could know
what force lad been applied when launching the disk with the elastics which iined the table’s sides.
This is something that lie had not been abie to do in tIc VPLab (he would not exciude that
possibiiity, however). He also seemed to say that the initial position of the disk before its launch
would not be as precise in tIc VPLab simulation as in an actual iab.
In another area of interest, after laving tried tliree times to iaunch the disk as fast as lie could
during the session, GT commented that he wouid be able to launch the disk faster in an actual lab.
Instruments which look like they can be grabbed wïth one’s hands (like objects depicted in
video games) I Manipulation of instruments via the mouse and cursor

Whule exploring the Manipulation workspace, GT declared that it looked like a video game.
WIen asked why, lie answered that it lad to do with the type of instruments available as weli as the
way they looked and the way they were controiled. For GT, “looking like a video game” had the
connotation of “being very realistic”:
In video garnes, ive often see this a togbook or a camera. [The VPLab ‘s cam corderj is designed
in a veiy real... veiy realistic way: you can almost manipulate it... with yourflngers. You click
on a button with thefinger [Le., cursorJ and it closes [the camcorder ‘s screenJ automatically. So
it ‘s ve?y realistic, it s’ gadgely [...] You don ‘t enter functions with the keyboard it ‘s almost
[citation 15]
aiways done with the mouse and a hand /i.e., cursor/ on the screen.
—

—
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An informant (a professor who had taught the class which featured this experiment) told me that the discrepancies
obtained by the students, between theory and experimental resuits, were due to errors in the experimental set-up.
However, my informant added that these enors could themselves be simulated without too much effort. This is crucial
because GT might flot have been fully aware ofthis fact or what it entails when considering possible simulation ofthis
statics experiment: namely, that more constraints could eventually be feU into a computer mode!, allowing a simulation to
get very close to experimental reality.
Admittedly, extrapolating from GT’s comment, one may suppose that had a simulation been used, some ofthe statics
experiment’s objectives might flot have been attained by certain students— the hindrance would have been students’
unfavorable attitudes toward simulation or a basic ontological limitation: students tvould have been comparing a more
simplified model ofreality (theoretical equations) to a less simplified model ofreality (a sophisticated computer model
with additional complexities), but flot to experimental reality itself.

lxi
As shah be indicated below, this turned out to be a source of dissonance for GT.
The main metaphor I Impossibility of “snappïng” instruments onto graphical objects being
measured

GT’s poor grasp of the main metaphor and special expectations as to how tools should behave
are essential for an understanding of his judgments. I examine his reactions to the VPLab’s relevant
features, in two steps:
1 - Before he was given a demonstration ofhow to work with the VPLab
2 After he was given a demonstration ofhow to work with the VPLab
-

Before seeing a demonstration ofhow to work with the VFLab
After having recorded a sequence of images in the Manipulation workspace, GT predicted that
he would be able to analyze and obtain measurements from the recordings by going to the Analysis
workspace. Ne felt that this separation of tasks, between the Manipulation and Analysis
workspaces, was satisfactory given the constraint of having to work on a computer:
This is good. It’s a lot like real results. I think it’s a good way [to do thingsJ on a computer
because in reatity you don ‘t need to record since you ‘re there, you see, you handle [apparatus],
[citation 72]
andyou collectyour resutts at the saine turne.

Whihe he worked in the Analysis workspace, however, GT said lie “did not know how the ruler
worked” [citation 73]. Ne kept trying to fmd a way of selecting an object in the virtual monitor’s
recorded image, as if the system could recognize and isolate objects in tlie image, in order to
measure them with the ruler (but the ruler was designed to be used by simply taking a visual reading
with the lielp of graduations
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).

This way of isolating and work;ng on graphical objects is widely

used within the kinds of design and CAD software packages with which GT was familiar. Ne thus
had a very hard tirne understanding why it was impossible to connect the tape measure to the object
being measured (i.e., to ‘snap’ the tape rneasure’s ring onto a point of the recorded image).
A bit later, lie figured out that the tape measure’s digital disphay indicated ‘Omrn’ only wlien
there was a specific alignment of tlie tape measure’s ring with a red reference mark on the tape
rneasure’s casing. This must have cued him to the fact that he could “visuahly” assess lengtlis by
using the tape measure, but tehlingly he qualified this
witli the tape measure

—

—

the intended method for measunng lengths

“an approximation”.

At that point, lie might have bec orne aware of the need for scale conversions when measuring
lengths of objects in the recorded images; this, along with tlie impossibility of “touching objects” in
the recording, probably caused him to have a better grasp of the main metaphor (i.e., that the virtual
camcorder, in the Analysis Workspace, is connected to a virtual monitor which only represents a
display device). He thus perceived that lie could “visually compare” an image’s size to the ruler’s
32

The difference in scale between the image ofthe 20cm scale marker and the ruler’s graduations seemed to contribute to
GT’s confusion. At one point, he thought that the graduations had only been drawn on the tool to identify it as a ruler.
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graduations. However, lie immediately stipulated that this way of visually assessing lengths lacked
precision.

$till, he looked fora more precise way of assessing lengths. He persisted in saying that he could
flot measure objects knowing only what he then knew. Wlien pressed to measure tlie recorded
image of tlie scale marker witli tlie ruler, GT answered that it was not necessary since ‘20cm’ was
already wntten on the scale marker.
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GT’s difficulties are understandable given that the act of measunng had aiways implied great
precision for him precision and methods available with sofiivare tools lie had ftequently used, and
—

precision which had been required of him in the course of his past employment as a parts inspector
in the field of aeronautics. GT was flot poised to fully understand the metaphor (or to understand
liow measurements could be accomplished) since, to bis mmd, it did flot seem conducive to
obtaining that level ofprecision.
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After seeing u demonstration ofhow to work with the VFLab
At the beginning of tlie debriefing discussion, the interviewer feit it was appropriate to
demonstrate liow one could work with the VPLab.35 following this demonstration, GT made further
comments about the Analysis workspace monitor. He explained that it was extremely unnatural for
him to measure things directly on a screen, because in a professional context this was seen as
lacking precision; he also explained that his point of view was now changing because he had more
consideration for the intended use of the VPLab:
It’s like when you look at a design drawing, workingfor afirrn. They teÏlyou flot to measure on
the drawing even (f it is scaÏed no / reaÏly, because this lacks precision. But here ive ‘re
taiking about u physical experirnent.36 That ‘s why mypoint ofview is changing a bit because I’ve
[citation 74]
been thinking too much in ternis ofcomponents production...
—

—

GT also stated that measuring distances on a video recording would be more complicated in an
actual Ïab. He said that if lie were to really film this experiment in a lab, he would lix a grid onto the
table’s surface in order to locate the disk precisely dunng playback. Although lie did not say so
explicitly, the virtual monitor’s Trace function seemed to be tlie key element which for him,
differentiated VPLab analysis functionalities from actual video analysis:
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GT had flot yet realized that the letters “cm” were written on the ruter.
This subject expected more ‘magical features’ (Smith, 1987) than were availabte in the interface. GT was thus also
unable to predict how one would measure the velocity of the disk because he could flot figure out how to assess time
mtervals between traces. He neyer reatized that he could have used the virtual monitor’s time display, and lie looked
instead for more ‘instantaneous’ ways of obtaining time intervals. He was also unable to assess uncertainty of
measurement. The ensuing confusion and frustration may have caused GT to express negative judgments conceming the
VPLab. The session was stopped short.
The subject said that this demonstration had “opened bis eyes”. Discourse and assistance should eventually be seen as
eues for verisimilitude when real users actually interact with the VPLab in a pedagogical context.
“Physical experiment” is translated from “expérience physique” in French. There is a possibility that the subject might
have actuatly meant “a physics experiment”.
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[...J beca use in reality, I would have trouble measuring distances between instant I and instant 2
[Le., at dtfferent time indexesJ. I would almost have 10 stop the camera —pause the camera and
[citation 75]
determine a path on the television screen, and then roughly assess its length.
—

As for the monitor’s Zoom function, it was seen as allowing for precision of measurement,
which in tum made the VPLab more credible. The remaining uncertainty seemed more acceptable
to GT, especiatly given the context of tiying to sintulate experimentat work in physics.

Impossibility of manipulating instruments with one’s hands I Lack of precision when
measuring (because of visual alignment)

Even if the Zoom function improved upon the accuracy of measurements, GT stili had a more
basic grievance with the interface. At the beginning of the session, he had said that the instruments
were very realistic and that they looked like they could be grabbed with one’s hands. During the
debriefing, GT claimed that this property had, in part, caused his problems with the main metaphor.
Dissonance had occurred due to tension between how GT regarded the instruments’ visual
presentation and the manner in which they are manipulated:
GT: We [engineers] are used to plugging numbers into formulas— numbers wth lots ofdecimaÏs.
It ‘s also n veiy serious field, vey conservative [...] This is software which is attractive, it v
gadgety [...] but it’s flot the type of software we... we use things that are only technical and
that why I was disconcerted.
Interviewer: OK. You weren ‘t in your own world.
GT: That ‘s it! Exactly. A drawing tike this [protractor] inteiferes with my real world [...] In my
real world, I coutd take these instruments, play around with them on n table and use the rule,, in
my own way, to perforin measurements. Howeve,; in this case, I cnn ‘t touch /the instruments]
and I have to rely on a screen with n zoom, with n [dfferent] scale, and with pixels. It ‘s really
approximate, and I can ‘t be sure that [the instruments] are aligned or... visuaÏly, it hard to telI.

[citation 18]
With this excerpt, I also conclude that visual alignment of instruments on objects being
measured is problematic in the VPLab (and much less so in an actual lab).

Subject HU
When asked what he thought of the VPLab compared to the lab work he had doue in the past,
FR1 answered “Everything is there,” from which I infer that, in his opinion, none of the important
elements of an actual lab were missing. HU’s case is an example of a student which had exhibited
unfavorable a priori attitudes toward simulation but stiil seemed to find the VPLab credible, on the
whole.
Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performïng experiments I The main metaphor

During the debriefing interview, HU evaluated the VPLab’s potential to allow performing
physics experiments, on a 5-point scale. The rating lie gave was just below 4. He put forward two
arguments for not giving a higher rating. The first had to do with his impression of having a better
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grasp of things in an actual lab.37 His second argument was that measuring was faster (or less
fastidious) in an actual lab because you could measure distances directly— he was comparing the
process of measuring in the VPLab to the process of measuring distances between marks made by
electrical discharges on carbon paper (when using a tracing system in an actual lab):
HU: Ifeel more at ease when taking measurements [in an actual labJ: you can take the sheet /of
carbon paper] and work directly on it without having tofactor in a [scale] ratio.
Interviewer: It ‘s having tofactor in the scale ratio that...
HU: Wetl, itot necessarily. It just faster [in an actual lab]... there ‘s no zoom [...J With fihe
VPLabJ, the concept is good except that you have to go through two or three steps in order to
obtain a measurement.
Interviewer: The measurement manipulations themselves are morefastidious?
HU: Yes, a bit. Here, I measured three distances and it took me some time to do so, whereas, had
I been in a lab, il couÏd have taken me onÏy one minute... On the other hand, it couldn ‘t have
been aity faster [on a computerJ. I don ‘t sec a way of making it faster [on a computer].
[citation 77]

There are too many steps in the process of measuring lengths and the Zoom
something that is unnecessary in an actual lab.
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function is seen as

In my view, this is HU’s chiefnegative judgment

in regards to verisimilitude. Notice, thougli, that it seems acceptable enough to HU, given the
constraint of liaving to work on a computer.
In an issue related to the virtual camcorder, RU did not consider that the available view of the
air-table was very plausible. This is because he felt that the camcorder’s perspective (that ofrotating
with the table) would be impossible to replicate in an actual student lab, if one were to rotate the
table witliout using a merry-go-round.
Understandîng the main metaphor
During the session, HU interpreted the meaning of the main metaphor on his own, whule
exploring the Analysis workspace. One of the eues for this was measuring the ‘filmed’ image of tlie
scale marker with the ruler and obtaining a measurement inferior to the “20 cm” which was written
on it. This was not sufficient, however, because lie still believed it possible to obtain a measurement
equal to 20 cm by zooming in on the recorded image. At this point, lie thought that lie was viewing
the recording through the camcorder instead of viewing it on a monitor. It was only after lie had
zoomed-in on tlie recorded image and stiil obtained a measurement inferior to 20 cm that lie
realized it was necessary to perform scale conversions of measurements made in the Analysis
workspace. Thereafter, it is very likely that HU stiil thought that lie was viewing and replaying tlie
scene through the camcorder (and that he was using tlie zoom function of a camcorder, as opposed
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This may have had something to do with feeling lesspresence in the VPLab. “Dnving a real car as opposed to driving a
car simulator does flot provïde the same feeling,” said HU shortly after claiming that there was less precision when
launching the disk in the VPLab than in an actual Iab [citation 76].
I take this to be ajudgment ofthe main metaphor (virtuai monitor).
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to that of a monitor) but at ieast, lie liad realized that lie couid flot obtain fuil-scale images of the
obj ects.
Moreover, I{U’s understanding of the metaphor was aiso promoted by his recoilection of a
documentary in which a camera liad been used to analyze the motion of an object. When asked what
features of the Analysis workspace reminded him of that situation, RU named two: the time display
on the virtuai camcorder (it is veiy similar, incidentaiiy, to the monitor’ s time dispiay) and the grid
like pattem formed by the tues on tlie virtuai merry-go-round’s floor,39 which reminded him of
grids used to iocate objects more accurateiy in two-dimensional space. The use of this iast eue is
quite surprising, as the intended purpose of drawing tues on the merry-go-round’s floor was not at
ail to convey this impression.
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Zoom function and Trace function

Measuring distances between traces was something RU liad previousiy done in a lab. However,
when RU was asked, during the debriefing interview, to identify any actions lie had performed
within the VPLab which wouid be impossible to reproduce in an actual lab, lie named three:
zooming-in on objects, clianging the interval between Traces, and clianging tlie number of Traces.
He added tliat this flexibility witli the VPLab Trace function was a good thing (see below).
Freedom in clioosïng methods I Control over actions (assessment of uncertainty)

In tlie course of tlie preiiminary interview, RU commented on measurement procedures:
I aiways think that it ‘s experimental so [tite procedure] can ‘t be computer-driven; we have to do
[citation 7$]
things oursetves.

For this subject, the most important element which confributed to the VPLab’s verisimilitude
was probabiy freedom to choose work metliods. It appears that this is iinked witli the degree of
control that one has over actions: an example is tlie possibility of varying the number of Traces and
tlie interval between tliem. Thougli the act itself ofvarying tliese parameters was seen as impossible
(see above), tlie freedom to do so contributed to the overali verisimilitude of working witli the
VPLab since it empowered tlie subject to choose his own metliod:
I do evetything, basically. Sec here: I determine the nuinber of dots [i.e., traces] and the interval
[between them] myseif as I want... for instance, I can takefive dfferent measurements, with a
toterance of J or 2 mitiimeters, and calculate their average to obtain a more precise distance:
[the computer] does flot do it for me. It is I who chooses the measurement methods and the
[citation 24]
caïculating methods [...] I choose my own way ofproceeding.

Another example ofthis is the freedom to do (or forgo doing) uncertainty assessment:
Interviewer: What do you think abottt assessing uncertainty with software, in an environment
like this one? Do you think it ‘s normal?
39
40

There were no tues on the floor of the actual merry-go-round depicted in the vidco clip.
Instead, the designers chose to draw tues because it was the simplest way to add texture to the meny-go-round’s floor.
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HU: Yes, it’s normal. What I like about this is that it the same as in a tab: it’s nothing less,
nothing more. In a lab, you canforgo assessing uncertainty, fyou so desire —you’refree —you
canforget about it fyou want. There is nothing to telÏyou: “Here, you have a column [in your
notebook] to note uncertainty.” [Instead:] “I give you a blank notebook and you do what you
want with the colujnns. You write whatyou want at the top.”
[citation 79]

Though the interviewer required the subj cet to assess uncertainty, the absence of constraints
(within the environment itself) which could force the user to comply, scems to have promoted
verisimilitude.
Uncertainty of measuremeut / Adequate precision of instruments
It is obvious that the affordance of uncertainty of measurement was important for this subj cet,
in regards to verisimilitude— note the strong tics with the notion of control over actions discussed
above:
it’s really experimental in the sense that it is I [and not the computer] who measures the
distance between dots. If ten people measured [a distance], there could be ten dfferent results.

[...]

[citation 17]
Here, I must insist that RU made this statement before the interviewer required him to assess
uncertainty so that this requirement had nothing to do with the present judgment. After he was
required to do so, RU was asked if he thought it strange, given that he was working with software.
RU said it was good that students assess uncertainty themselves, rather than having the computer do
it automatically for them, since this is an important skill to develop when performing experiments.
This indicates that requiring RU to assess uncertainty may have been a eue favoring verisimilitude,
as well.
Although the affordance of uncertainty of measurement was seen as favorable by ITU, the
virtual instruments’ verisimilitude was diminished when the subject perceived they lacked precision
compared to their real-world counterparts. The following excerpt is an excellent illustration. During
the debriefing interview, subject RU rated the probability of finding the VPLab’s profractor in a
physics lab at 2 on a scale of 1 to 5 (with ‘1’ meaning a very low probability and ‘5’ meaning a very
high probability). He gave the following explanation for this rating:
The protractors that I’ve ztsed before had a calibration that was /detailed] to the one-degree
mark. We would realÏy see the one-degree mark... so the level ofprecision [ofthoseprotractors]
is o bit higher [than that of the VPLab ‘s protractor]. So this one may not be precise enough. I
would say “2” a low probabitity [...] because it’s not precise enough for a physics lab.
[citation 17]
-

Verisimflitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table / Points of view
The fact that the disk slowed down afier having been launched (while the pump was on) gave
this subject an indication that there was residual friction at work against the disk’s motion. This
yielded greater verisimilitude— RU made the following comment spontaneously during an
exploration-based task:
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It ‘s good because we see that the disk is somewhat sÏowing clown. Because having absolutely no
[citation 80]
friction is impossible.

Overali, whule in the Manipulation workspace, HU perceived that the disk’s trajectory was
“normal”. However, he said he had a hard time assessing the disk’s motion and was basing his
judgment on what he supposed its behavior should be. He claimed the difficulty stemmed from the
fact that the simulation did not also offer a view of the air-table from outside the merry-go-round
(as did the video clip, though very briefly). Consequently, I can extrapolate from this that the view
available was not effective enough, in its own right.
Later in the Analysis workspace, HU examined the disk’s motion by measuring distances
between positions along its trajectory (said positions corresponding to different time indexes).
During this exercise, there was one very interesting event: HU obtained a measurement which ran
counter to his expectations. He then explained this seemingly anomalous result by saying it was
normal to encounter it since he was involved in “practical” work.
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Complexity of the simulation (random fluctuations and ‘anomalies’)
During the debriefing interview, it was suggested to RU that ‘anomalies’ and random
fluctuations might have been included in the simulation. Examples given were the table’s surface
being sticky, small random fluctuations of the merry-go-round’s speed, and vibration of the merry
go-round’s motor causing, in tum, the whole structure including the table, to vibrate (only the last
two elements were really included in the simulation).
Concerning the sticky surface, RU claimed that it was unwarranted since the goal of the
experiment was really to study and understand disk motion (read ‘normal’ motion), and not to be
confronted to tricky situations. Furthermore, he felt that such a circumstance could exist in an actual
lab but could be easily avoided if students sufficiently prepared for the experiment. Similarly, in the
case of the meny-go-round’s speed fluctuations, the subject said that the fluctuations should be
made small enough to be neglected (which was actually the case) because dealing with them “isn’t
the goal of the experirnent.” Finally, in regards to vibrations of the merry-go-round’s structure, RU
proposed that it should be simulated only if the designers of the actual merry-go-round had intended
these vibrations to exist. He did not believe this to be the case however:
If it is intentional, it must be replicated because there’s a reason Lfor itJ... but my impression is
that fthey were to constnict another meny-go-round and wanted to do away with the vibrations,
they would manage it. However, I think it ‘s good to produce a simulation which represents, as
much as possible, what it ‘s like to reaÏly do the experiment. [...] If you look at real flight
simulators, they include wind turbulence; ffoîJ e racecar simulator, it ‘s the condition of tires
[citation 81]
and adherence to the road... it ‘s good to accountfor as many things as possible.
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During the debrtefing interview HU stated that it tvas he, and flot the simulation, who would be at fault if he were to
obtain results radically straying from theoretical predictions after having conducted the whole virtual experiment (he atso
said that he was usually at fault when this happened in an actual Iab). He claimed he would flot expect the computer to
make mistakes.
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For this subject, credibility is rather linked to the replication of as many conditions as are
‘inescapable’ or ‘usefut’ in reality. This is an important nuance.
In a related matter, HU was asked to descnbe rare events witnessed in physics labs which could
not take place within the VPLab. The example he gave (which pertains to another field of physics)
was committing an error when connecting electrical circuits, thereby burning resistances. “In a
simulator,” he supposed, “the same thing could happen maybe, but well... you do a RESET and you
start over” [citation $2]. Hence, this nicely addresses the topic of possible consequences when
experimenters make mistakes (while handling apparatus, in RU’ s example) within a simulated
environment— provided, of course, that it is even possible to make mistakes.

Subject IV
Measuring instruments
When asked what he thought of working with the VPLab compared to his prior experience with
lab work, IV said that working with the VPLab “reflected” and “was faithful to” experimentation
done in a lab. The measuring instruments were an exfremely important part of W’s assessment of
the VPLab: “I can measure and do the same steps [as I would in an experimentation],” he
said [citation $3].
IV’s judgments toward the virtual instruments were very complex and ofien seemed
contradictory. A basic element of his attitude toward virtual instruments was his feeling that these
tools allowed him to obtain the same data as in an actual lab:

[...] ail the elements are present to make it as f I was in a lab. Ail the instruments are provided
so that I can obtain the sanie data as I woutd have wanted to obtain in a lab— that’s what’s
[citation 14]
important, I think.
On the other hand, IV claimed that he could neyer use a real tape measure in an actual lab with
as much precision as that which he had enjoyed when using the VPLab’s tape measure; thus, he said
he would use a slide caliper, instead. However, he judged that the virtual tape measure was ideal in
the context of the virtual lab and imagined that handiing a ‘virtual siide caliper’ through mouse
driven actions would have been tedious and awkward.
$ubject IV enjoyed using the virtual tape measure and said that its “way of functioning” was the
same as for “a real tape measure”. In confrast, he was dissatisfied with the way some of the virtual
instruments were manipulated compared to the actual objects that they represented. This had to do
with certain limitations: for instance, he complained that the virtual ruler and protractor did not
allow for arbifrary rotations (but were restricted to 90-degree tums)

—

although he acknowledged

that it was stiil possible to “do the same job” despite this limitation. At one point, he even went so
far as to say there was an advantage to knowing that the profractor was perfectly horizontal or
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vertical; stili, lie would have deemed it more ‘realistic’ and satisfactory, had lie been able to
smoothly spin these instruments just by ‘dragging’ a corner in a circular motion. Consequently,
verisimilitude of the ruler and profractor was probably diminished because mouse-driven actions
were flot well mapped onto manual operations (those possibly perforrned with one’ s hands when
manipulating an actual ruler or protractor).
Coming back to the tape measure, recali that IV claimed lie was allowed much more precision
with the VPLab’s tape measure than if he had used the object it was meant to represent in an actual
lab: this is because IV felt that the position ofthe instrument’s components could be fine-tuned with
greater accuracy through mouse-driven actions in a 2D space, than with lis own hands in an actual
lab. Verisimilitude of the measuring process was lessened by this. (I suppose that this perception of
excessive accuracy may have also been linked to the added precision provided by zoom-ins.) Stili,
IV stipulated that uncertainty, due to requfred adjustments of the cursor’s position, was nonetheless
present and that this made measuring more “realistic” than if users had been allowed to
instantaneously “snap” instruments onto obj ects.
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the (virtual) rod which was designed to be assembled to the virtual protractor in
was judged unusable in an actual lab. This graphical object appeared to
order to take readings
represent something like a string, rather than a rigid rod.
Another tool

—

—

b sum up, IV’s judgments toward the virtual instruments were multi-dimensional and this is
well illustrated by those judgments which concem the virtual tape measure: at a basic level, the
virtual tape measure provided the same type of data that IV expected to obtain in an actual lab; at
another level, the virtual tape measure’s basic way of functioning was seen as similar to its real
world counterpart (probably because mappings ofmouse-driven actions to hand-driven actions were
judged to be satisfactory: manipulating the same types of components seemed to produce the same
types of effects); at yet another level, IV said he would neyer use the virtual tape measure’s real
world counterpart in an actual lab because it could neyer be manipulated with as much precision as
what was provided through mouse-driven actions in a 2D space; finally, some imprecision remained
despite this ‘excess in precision’ and this preserved verisimilitude, to some extent.
The video clip / No automatic initiation of disk motion
The video clip was used by this subject as a basis for verisimilitude judgments concerning the
simulated disk’s movement:
I would expect that thefaster [the meriy-go-round] goes, the more fthe diskj should inove about,
but that ‘s not what they said in the video clip so it ‘s normal thaÏ it doesn ‘t do this. [citation 84]
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Initialty, he had expected to “snap” instruments onto objects because ofhis prior use ofCAD software packages which
had included this feature.
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The video clip

—

combined with the fact that disk motion was flot automatically initiated

—

was

also useful when the subject apprehended his own role in the experiment:
IV[...] when they introdïtced the simulation [in the video-clipj, there was a man there Lbeside
the air-table]. But now [in the simulationj, nobody ‘s there. $0, I imagine that fI’m the man, I
have to be there and brin g the disk [...]
litterviewer: Does it give you the impression thatyou are the man [in the video clip], or is it...
IV: Well, l’in looking to do the experimentation, but as I saw in the video clip, it was the inan
who initiated the [disk ‘s] motion. Because, f I start the pump and do nothing else, nothing
happens. However, if I start the pump and I give [the diskJ a little push, it is going to start
[citation 85]
moving.

Verïsimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table / Friction on the table
On the one hand, IV said that the disk’s motion, in general, “did not seem strange to him,
intuitively” (adding that he was not familiar with this type of motion and could flot evaluate its
dynamics, per se). Additionally, IV thought that the disk reacted normally to changes in the merry
go-round’s rotational speed: he observed that the motion ofthe disk changed wlien he augmented
the meny-go-round’s speed, and that it changed again when he stopped the merry-go-round
completely— at this point, the disk took a while to corne to a full stop, and this could be explained,
W believed, by “the principle of inertia”. The subject thus felt confident that lie could really gain

lmowledge about the motion of a real disk by performing the virtual exp eriment.
On the other hand, IV feit it was strange, when the merry-go-round’s speed was high, that the
disk would sometimes become stuck in one corner of the air-table after having moved around a lot.
“But maybe it is normal,” he added, showing that he was not totally convinced either way. In fact,
this behavior was realistic and likely to occur because the table was slightly off-center in the merry
go-round when IV made the observation; this, however, was overlooked by IV. (I should point out
that the ‘strange’ behavior in question was not shown in the video clip.)
While the merry-go-round was not turning, W observed that the disk decelerated after having
been launched and he seemed to be uncertain as to whether correct behavior was being represented
by the simulation— note that this uncertainty may have stemmed from the rate of deceleration of the
disk:
IV Uh... there ‘s no friction— of course, there is aiways... [The dislçJ shouÏd aiways keep moving
stightly. It should not stop that much or Lit should only stop] afler a veîy, veiy long time.
Interviewer: Would you say that there is uncertainty as to the presence offriction? Would you
say that presently, you are not sure whetherfriction exists or not [on the table]?
IV: Yes... Well no, but I know that in reat 4fe, it is impossible to have [a surface] with absolutety
no friction. It is logical that this [simulation] should account for that. But the uncertainly comes
from me— by which I mean: what happens if there ‘s friction and what happens if there isn ‘t any?
It ‘s me and not the software.
[citation $6]

Let me note that the disk’s deceleration finally became a cue pointing to non-zero friction, and
thus favored verisimilitude:
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Interviewer: If there weren ‘t any friction...
IV: If there weren ‘t any, /±he diskJ would aiways keep moving slightly and it would continue the
motion it was given.
Interviewer: And, jfthere were friction [on the table]?
IV Eventually, it would stop.
Interviewer: What do you observe at this moment?

IV: I observe that [the simulation] is representing a situation where [the disk] really tends to
stop eventually, so I think that there is a tiny bit offriction somewhere. To conclude, I think that
[citation 86]
reality is well represented by this.

The VPLab’s main metaphor

IV did not like the fact that the virtual camcorder had an upper limit in terms of recording
duration. Although he acknowledged that this was “logical if one wanted to make a true simulation

that represented reality,” [citation 87] he was upset that this took away a potential advantage of a
virtual lab over an actual one. Moreover, he feit that the allotted recording time (a few minutes) was
much too short in comparison to actual camcorders— this, in fact, might have been the element that
shocked IV.
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While he was exploring the Analysis workspace, W was asked to describe what lie thought the
workspace’s main display represented. Observe that lis interpretation of the metaphor was very
close to what the VPLab’s designers had intended to convey:
I have the i,npression oflooldng at... by analogy, it ‘s as f I were looking at an oscilloscope and I
could take measurements directly on the screen. [...] It gives me the impression that I could be in
[citation 82]
front ofa screen which, I hope, would be veiyflat [...]

the actual instruments which, in IV’s view, epitomize the VPLab’s metaphor
are common in labs; hence, the metaphor seemed credible to this subject. Cues contributing to this
interpretation included the following elements: the grid-like paffem formed by the tues on the
Oscilloscopes

—

—

virtual merry-go-round’s floor (which, for IV, was indicative of a scale correspondence); the
monitor’s time display, which was very similar to the virtual camcorder’s time display; the colors
(blues, violets, and greens) used for the image displayed on the virtual monitor (instead of black and
white); the blue screen which preceded the first image of each ‘filmed’ sequence (this made IV
realize that the camcorder’s small monitor and the main monitor were displaying the very same
images).
Related to IV’s interpretation of the metaphor, is his comparison ofthe yellow Traces displayed
on the monitor, to the display of special effects ‘traces’ that follow a hockey puck during hockey
game broadcasts (on an Amencan television network).
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This did flot seem to be a problem for some of the other subjects (e.g., ER, FS and HU).
Subject f2 also made thts comparison and, much hke IV, his interpretation ofthe metaphor was extremely close to what
designers had intended to convey.
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Complexity and ontologïcal status of the simulation

During the debriefing interview, IV indicated that the VPLab would be appropriate if the
purpose of an experiment was simply to observe a phenornenon as described by the laws ofphysics
but inappropriate if the goal of an experiment was to confront ‘real’ behavior to behavior ‘predicted
by theory’. “It isn ‘t reality which is inside [the computerj, IV said, because that with which you
feed the computer ts the stuffoftheoiy”
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[citation 89].

Importantly, this attitude toward simulation subsisted even after IV was told that anomalies
46
might have been included in the VPLab simulation: although the mention of these anomalies
reminded IV of trainees being confronted to problem-situations in flight simulators, it was flot
enough to significantly effect IV’s attitude which consisted in dissociating simulation from the
complexities ofreality and associating it with ‘pure’ theory.

1.3 SUBJECTS JW, KX, LY, MZ: PUYSICS STUDENTS
Subject JW
Evaluation of the VPLab’s potentiat to allow performing educational experiments

During the debriefing interview, subject 1W rated the VPLab’s potential to allow performing
educational physics experiments. 11e rated it between 2 and 3 on a 5-point scale (‘1’ signifying a
very low potential, and ‘5’ a very high potential).
Impossibility of manipulating objects with one’s hands (tangibility) / Ontological status of the
VPLab, and visitai fidelity

To explain the relatively low rating mentioned above, 1W said that working with a mouse
47
instead of man;pulatmg apparatus and instruments with his own hands was a great disadvantage.
This issue seemed to be merged with the question ofthe VPLab’s ontological status (i.e., its status
as a simulated environment) I observed this when I asked JW to compare working with the
—

VPLab, to working in an actual lab:

[.7 I think that there are sonte things, even fyou see them hei-e [in the VPLabJ, you ‘li have
the impression that they could be fully tampered with. For instance, when we watched the disk
move in the video clip, you could see that it was real, but [.7 it seems Iess real iii the computer,

1W:
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This was exactly the opinion expressed by subject GT. When making this argument, both GT and IV referred to the
same statics experiment previously performed at their university.
IV said that he would flot have expected such anomalies to exist because a computer was supposed to be consistent and
was flot usually supposed to spontaneously generate errors. More importantly, in IV’s opinion, the usefubtess and
pertinence ofsuch anomalies were somewhat questionable in the context ofthe air-table expenment (when contrasted to
the simulation ofproblem-situations in the context ofskill training with a simulator).
As is indicated in his profile, JW be!ieved that manipulating apparatus with his own hands was an essential part of
laboratory tvork.
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when it ‘s flot a video clip. When you do it in a lab, you see it with your own eyes. Here [with the
VPLab], you see it [...] but it ‘s a machine that lias done it ah.
Interviewer: So it ‘s the medium itselJ?
JW: Yes, it ‘s thefact that I don ‘t do things with my own hands

—

thati don ‘t really look upon it...
[citation 5]

Since there was a possibility that things seeming “less real in the

computer”

might be linked to

visual fidelity, JW was asked if he thought that working within an immersive virtual environment
would improve credibility:

[...] fit looked real, I think thatpeople would believe it more— I would believe it more. But it’s
stiil a computer f...] for example, f I were in e virtuat reality where time dilation fa concept in
the theoiy ofreÏativityj would be demonsfrated, maybe I would be more inchined to believe it in
there [as opposed to with the VPLab], simpÏy because it wouÏd have the sensation ofbeing more
real. At the sanie time, though, Icould teit mysef “Yes, but this isa computer, sa...
[citation 90]
Based on this excerpt I believe that, in the case of subject 1W, improving the VPLab’s visual
fidelity might slightly enhance verisimilitude but a basic lack of credibility would remain due to its
ontological status.
The VPLab’s main metaphor

1W felt that the Analysis workspace’s background represented something “like a television”.
Cues contributing to bis interpretation of the metaphor included: the impossibility of manipulating
the graphical objects which had previously been movable in the Manipulation workspace’s
simulation; the conventional representation of the virtual camcorder and the great similarities
between the virtual camcorder’s screen and the virtual monitor; the virtual monitor’s frame; and last
but certainly not least, the invanance of the ruler’s dimensions and scale, before and after having
zoomed-in on the displayed image.
During the debriefing interview, JW stated that replicating a device similar to the virtual
monitor in an actual lab would be possible, but only if some sort of computer was involved.
However, he feit that replicating the virtual monitor’ s Zoom and Trace functions would be a
difficuit endeavor.
Verisimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table (deceleration as a sign of residual friction)

The fact that the disk slowed down after having been launched gave this subject an indication
that there was a loss ofenergy when the disk collided with the table’s sides and that residual friction
was working against the disk’s motion. This yielded greater verisimilitude:

f...] it truly is like reality, for fthe air-cushion was peifect really ideat then [the disk] would
—

—

keep on goingforever. This, however, gives you a taste of how things really happen.

[citation 91]
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Optimal experimental conditions are expected because ofthe VPLab’s nature

During the debriefing interview, 1W said he’d expect that outcomes of an experiment with the
VPLab would conform to theory, that behavior of simulated phenomena would be consistent from
trial to trial and that experimental conditions would be optimal. This is because 1W associated
computers, in general, with ‘perfection’ and ‘consistent’ behavior. When told about the possible
inclusion of anomalies and random fluctuations in simulated phenomena, 1W said this would be
good as it would show students that “sometimes things are not so pretty [in reality]” [citation 92].

Subject KX
Evaluation ofthe VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments

During the debriefing interview, KX evaluated the VPLab’s potential for experimentation in a
slightly different way, when considering different target users. He felt that the VPLab would be a
very good substitute for students who did not have access to an actual lab, and hence gave it a rating
of 5 (very high potential) on a 5-point scale. On the other hand, he had a feeling that students would
understand and leam more if they could do the experiment “concretely” in an actual lab. He thought
that students with access to an actual lab should use it rather than the VPLab, especially since it
seemed possible to replicate rnost ofits experirnents in an actual lab. In this context, KX’s rating

was just slightly lower then before (4 on the 5-point scale).
Less complexity compared to reality (impossibility of making errors, no randomness, and
‘anomalies’) I Experimental conditions that tend toward perfection

In order to justify this slightly lower rating (see just above), KX claimed that students would
leam more in an actual lab because commiffing errors was less possible in the VPLab and nothing
was lefi to chance:
KX: You can have errors in a Ïab, but here [in the VPLab] you have nothing— it’s simulated:
there is no source oJrandornness which cornes into play. In a lab, you iearn to be precise, but
here ait you have to do is... that is, unless errors ofrandomness appear [in the simulation].
Interviewer: Is itpossibie, or is itplausibie that these en-ors exist [in the VPLab]?
KX: Weti, I don ‘t know fthey ‘ve been progra,nrned.
Interviewer: Is that somethingyou woutd normaiiy exp eci, or on contraiy flot at ail?
XX- No, because later you have to find out why the randornness [Le., die error] has occurred
and that wouÏd be a bit cornplicated, as opposed to a lab where you can aiways say: “Yeah, I
know, Ilaunched [the disk] incorrectly... etc.” [...]
It’s more compiex [in an actuai iab]. Here [in the VPLabJ, you have o limited number of
variables which can corne into play [...] you con ‘t simutate reality perfectly. $0, I think that it
[citation 93]
woutd be rnuch better in a lob.
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This subject is evidently judging the VPLab in terms of complexity compared to reality. I first
conclude from this excerpt that KX would flot normally expect the simulation’s outcome to be
probabilistic or to be affected by simulated ‘anomalies’. furtherrnore, if KX were to then realize
that this was actually the case, it would become a major cue for verisimilitude. There are strong
reasons to believe this because of what KX had to say when the interviewer did announce that
‘anomalies’ and random fluctuations could have been included in the simulation:

[...] if it is previously indicated that this is truly a model ofa real situation, inctuding those types
[citation 94]

oferrors, then Lsuch a simulation] would be ve,y good infact.

So, we see that KX would want to be wamed of the inclusion of random fluctuations and
anomalies. Perhaps due to some of his preconceived ideas toward simulation, he rather expected the
VPLab to be an environment where “conditions are perfectly controÏÏed” [citation 95].
Verïsimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table (deceleration as a sign of residual friction)

KX expected the disk to slowly decelerate after having been launched because of residual
friction on the table (note that this somewhat stands in contrast to the above comments, regarding
expectations of ideal conditions). Consequently, the fact that the disk actually did slow down after
having been launched yielded greater verisimilitude.
Types of quantities measured and types of instruments available

The types of entities that the subject was asked to measure or describe (time, distances,
trajectories) promoted verisimilitude. From a general perspective, the types of instruments provided
in the VPLab promoted vensimilitude for KZ, as he felt that they allowed him to measure in ways
similar to how measurements were performed an actual lab.
When I examined judgments toward specific instruments, however, it became apparent that
some tools like the ruler promoted verisimilitude, whereas others for instance, the tape measure
—

—

did not. Although he later admitted to having previously used a tape measure in a lab, KX initially
said that one would use a “laser”, rather than a tape measure, to assess long distances.
Manipulation of the instruments (tape measure)

During the session, KX stated that it feit bizarre to handle the tape measure using a mouse, in a
way that was analogous to how lie wouÏd controÏ an actuat tape measure with his hands (the fact
that he would need both hands to control a real tape measure seemed to contribute to this feeling of
48
strangeness). He added that it did flot feel strange to confrol the simulated ruler with the mouse.
He also feit that the tape measure behaved differently from a real one, as it was possible to make its
ring (at the end of the tape) rotate fluidly around the casing.
48

For subject KX, the fact that that the virtual ruler and protractor did flot ail ow for arbitrary rotations (but were restricted
to 90-degree turns) had a relatively srnall negative impact on verisimilitude, but worth mentioning nonetheless.
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Lack of precision when launching tue disk on the air-table
Precision seemed to be an important criterion in KX’s judgments. During the session, he was
dissatisfied when he tried to launch the disk as fast lie could. Then, very early in the debriefing
interview, KX spontaneously complained about lack of precision when launching the disk— lie
would have wanted to determine the disk’s velocity and direction with more accuracy. for this lack
ofprecision, he blamed use ofthe mouse.
He said his request for greater precision was not based on the premise that there would in fact
be more precision when launching a real disk on an actual air-table (though lie did daim this).
Instead, he justified lis request by saying that the computer’s potential was flot being exploited
enough:
That ‘s just it: with ci computer, theoreticalty you can enjoy much more precision than in
experiment so it seems to me that [the VPLab] should take advantage ofthis a littie.

ci

real

[citation 96]

Precision of measurements / Uncertainty assessment
Precision was also a factor in regards to instruments used to perform measurements. In one
case, KX feit that the virtual protractor lacked precision and he wished that more graduations had
been drawn on it, or that some other way had been found to make it as precise as an actual
protractor.
In another case, KX was the only participant who thought of evaluating uncertainty on length
measurements without the interviewer having to suggest that he should do so.49 Later, he stated that
assessing uncertainty was normal insofar as uncertainty was a consequence of the width of the tape
measure’s ring (which was used as the reference point for the beginning of the measurement):
Interviewer: Does it seem either normal or strange that we should ask you to evaluate
uncertainty in this case? More or less normal?
KX: Uh... It’s quite normal since the [tape measure’sj ring makes it imprecise enough. Absent
that, I wouÏdfind it ci bit sfrange given that with a computer you can [usuallyJ obtain as much
precision as you desire... unless the context is such that one oftÏie objectives of the lab report is
[citation 97]
to peijorm statistical analysis.

I should point out that KX’s verisimilitude judgment here also refers to a pedagogical objective
(performing statistical analysis of errors) which he had identified as important even before
interacting with the VPLab.

49

In fact, his plan to assess uncertalnty vas prompted by the tnterviewer’s request to measure distances as if he needed to
produce a graph further on.
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The VPLab’s main metaphor

for KX, at first, the dispiayed image in the Analysis workspace did flot seem to be like a
recorded video sequence, as such. Then, when he was asked to interpret the Analysis workspace’s

main display, he stated that it was a video camera, and he later conciuded that it was simpiy a
“board that presents resuits in an animated way” [citation 98]. Both interpretations were different
from what the designers had intended to convey and iess ‘literai’ than interpretations made by some
of the other subjects.
In the Analysis workspace, KX used the ruler and tape to measure the ‘filmed’ image of a
marker on which was written “20 cm”. The fact that the measurement he obtained on the monitor
was smaller than 20 cm estabiished a scale conespondence to the Manipulation workspace
simulation; as can be inferred from the following citation, the necessity of having to do scale
conversions of measurements may have conferred a reality status to the Manipulation workspace
different from that of the Analysis workspace:
I converted it

using

the scale

—

I converted it to real lfe centirneters. [citation 99]

On another topic, KX deemed that it would be almost impossible to find an equivalent of the
Trace function in an actual lab because he perceived it as being too versatile. This may have had a
small negative effect on verisim;1;tude.
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Subject LY
Students communicating to compare resuits I Replicable experimental manipulations

During the debriefing interview, subject LY was asked what he thought of working with the
VPLab compared to prior lab work. To his mmd, the two were about equivalent, except that when
working with the VPLab, he could not enjoy the experience of performing the same lab experiment
with other students and communicating with them. LY feit that having the opportunity of
comparing with other students’ experimental set-ups and results was important. He wished that a
repository of other students’ resuits could be made available to VPLab users. In order for such a
feature to be useful, he thought, students would need to follow protocols detailing replicable
experimentai manipulations; he feli that the main manipulation he had performed during the session
launching the disk on the air cushion table by dragging it with the hand-shaped cursor and

—

releasing it
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—

had been rather arbitrary (as opposed to replicable).

The wtdth of traces, however, was perceived by KX as a source ofuncertainty ofmeasurement; this could have
ultimately favored verisimilitude.
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Evaluation of the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments /
Intuitiveness in handling of instruments
During the debriefing, LY rated the VPLab’ s potential to allow performing educational physics
experiments:
I think it lias good potential. $matÏ improveinents couÏd be ,nade I couÏd easily give it 3 or 4,
say 3.5 [on a 5-point scaÏe, with 1 sign5ing o veiy low potential and S sign5’ing a veiy high
—

[citation 100]

potentiat].

When asked why he hadn’t given the VPLab a higher rating, LY answered that some

instruments

—

like the virtual tape measure

—

should be as intuitive to use as their real counterparts:

Obvious things shoutd be given. Things that you have to Ïearn [in an actual lab] shotdd be
learned [in the virtual lab], but you shouldn ‘t have to learn to measure with û tape measure.

[citation 101]
Later however, LY stated that once he had leamed how the tape measure was handled, the tool
could do thejob as it should be done and it could be used very much like an actual tape measure.
I must add that LY’s basic faith in a simuÏated lab’s potential to aÏlow performing experiments
was probably linked with his favorable apriori attitudes toward the use of simulation in educational
contexts.52 Tellingly, lie claimed that training with a simulated lab was acceptable, given that the
US Marines had used a special version of a desktop video game called DOOM for mission training.
Basic doubt as to deviation from a valid theoretical model / Theoretical (and mathematical)
justification of the simulation’s behavior
To further explain why he hadn’t given the VPLab a higher rating, LY suggested that there was
a basic risk to using this type of software in that a simulation might be based on an invalid
theoretical model. He thus spontaneously brought up a fundamental credibility question; I should
note however that he addressed it very idiosyncratically, in relation to his own tendency to
scrutinize what teachers expose in class. LY asks a crucial question here: If students should aiways
start by being skeptical of what teachers expose, then why should they blindly trust instructional
simulations at face value?
L Y. [...] you ‘Il atways have limitations: is this really representative of the theoretical model?
What ‘s behind this [simulation] to make /the diskJ move like that? Did [the programmer] take a
formula and simpl it to allow for nice motion? [...] That’s what bothers me: you have this
software but you can have it do anythingyou want. [...]
0f course, you teil yourselfthat they are teaching a ctass sa they won ‘t hand you any old thing.
That flot withstanding though, they aiways tel you to act as f /what is being taughtj isn ‘t true
until they prove it to you [...] they saj’ thatyou should aiways askyourself questions concerning
what the teacher is saying: maybe lie ‘s saying nonsense. With [the VPLabJ, you can ‘t reaÏty

LY had flot been able to find the tape measure’s reference points for the beginning and the end ofthe measurement.
Let me note that LY claimed he could flot give the VPLab a rating of 5 (very high potential) also because its users
would flot directly be in contact with the apparatus and instruments. This concerns the question oftangibility or presence.
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question things because there ‘s an [intrinsicj limit in using the program itself fyou start to
question things at home like that, you lose the whole principle ofusing the software.
You don ‘t know fthe programmer has taken the lime to include eveiything to really consider
ail the theoretical aspects and do the correct caicutations or fIzejust shoved the whole thing,
and said: “Here, this is what it ‘il do fMaybej a whoie table lias aÏready been written up so
that when such or such thing happens, /the diskj automaticaily goes the other way... Or does it
reaiiy work with aformula, with alt vaittes truly changing according to reality? [...]
—

—

“.

Interviewer: So it ‘s reaÏly a question of trust in what the simulation can produce compared to
LY: Yes, a question of trust and /ofknowing thatJ theprincipÏes are clear
hidden.

—

that things ai-en ‘t too

Interviewer: So more disclosure is needed?
LY: Yes.

[citation lj

I believe that in LY’s case, a very important eue favoring verisimilitude would be extensive
mathematical and theoretical information accompanying the simulation. The interviewer tested this
assumption by showing LY theoretical explanations (in the Explanations workspace) which
contained animations of the disk’s motion (including vectors). LY stated that this type of
information would promote credibility of the simulation. I believe that LY’ s expectations in regards
to mathematical and theoretical descriptions of the simulation’s behavior were conditioned by his
prior experience with simulations created with MAPLE software: it seems that these visual
simulations had been accompanied by real-time exposition of the formulas and calculations needed
to render them.
Graphical attributes I Distinction between the simulation’s visual presentation and its
underlying model
from what was said above, it is obvious that LY had the capacity of disceming the simulation’s
underlying model from its visual presentation.
During the session, the subject stated that he expected a relatively high level ofcomplexity from
the simulation’s model. LY was then told that other subjects (cf. subject fS), upon seeing the
graphical interface, had expected less complexity from the simulation’s behavior because the
graphical interface reminded them of a video game. When asked if he feit the same, LY answered
that there “wasn’t really a relation between content” and graphical quality [citation 11].
What’s more, after having been asked if he had previously played realistic video games, the
subject made the following statement:
[The VPLab] is somewhat like SintCity [the videogaine] where everything is accounted for.
These are software for which the graphical interface is not realistic— [but] you look al what
[citation 12]
happens fie., the content] and il ‘s veiy realistic.
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This excerpt also ïndicates that the simulation’s complexity was sufficient in LY’s opinion.53
However, I shah see in the next section that hisjudgments in this area were flot always so favorable.
Complexïty of the simulation (disk motion, anomalies, errors in handling apparatus) I
Multimedia explanations in the Presentation workspace

The fact that the disk slowed down after having been launched (while the pump was on) gave
this subject an indication that there was residual friction at work against the disk’s motion. This
yielded greater verisimilitude.
Conversely, when LY launched the disk straight toward the table’s side (at a 90-degree angle),
he observed that it traveled back and forth on the table’s surface without deviating from a straight
path. This indicated to LY that lie could launch the disk at aperfect 90-degree angle (to the table’s
side), and that the table’s surface and sides “were perfect”. This seemed to work against
verisimilitude: the subject claimed that “the conditions were perfect” and that the disk would
“totally react [according] to theory” [citation 102].
LY did not seem to be bothered by the fact that one of the elements mentioned above (presence
of residual friction on the table’s floor) pointed to greater complexity of the simulation, whule the
other (the table’s ‘perfect’ sides) pointed to lesser complexity. This was because the explanations in
the Presentation workspace made things coherent for him: LY had noticed that ‘minimizedfriction
on the table’s surface’ was mentioned in the Presentation document whereas no reference had been
made in regards to the table’s sides (thus, he feit that designers had no obligation of making the
table’s sides ‘imperfect’). Moreover, LY believed that the users should be informed of any physical
factors which had not been included in the simulation’s model:
I expect that /the simulation] woutd take into account alt physicalfactors involved when you
do an experiment, you take alt physicalfactors into account, except fit is specfiedfrom the start
that [including o given factor] would exceed the experiment ‘s objectives [i.e., that ii would izot
be useful to attain its objectives]
—

this isjust being honest with the student [...] fyou teli hint, he understands that something
which goes on [in realityJ is not represented [by the simulation] because it exceeds the course ‘s
[citation 103]
content, or something like that...

[...]

At any rate, the multimedia presentation of the experiment seemed to set the tone for LY’s
expectations of complexity and this was hinked with bis prior experiences in situations where
teachers had announced, before specific experiments, that certain aspects of the physical
phenomenon under study would not be taken into account. LY probably associated the act of
neglecting these aspects at the time of analysis (in order to simplify the process), with the act of
neglecting these aspects when designing the simulation itself
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Note that LY made this statement after he vas shown the Explanatioiz workspace containing theoretical demonstrations
ofthe disk’s behavior.
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When it was suggested during the debriefing interview that ‘anomalies’ and random
fluctuations might have been included in the simulation’s model, the subject reacted by saying that
this would improve the simulation and raise it to another level, but lie also recommended that
students be wamed of these factors because they would not expect them.
Later, when he was asked to name any events which could take place or actions which could be
accomplished in an actual lab but flot within the VPLab, LY mentioned that handiing errors which
would ruin the experiment (e.g., making a wrong electrical connection in another type of
experiment) would be more difficult to replicate in the VPLab. LY believed that the impossibility of
committing such errors within the VPLab would prevent students from being well prepared for
actual laS work.
In his opinion, a very complex simulation would be needed to definitively replace actual lab
work in intermediary or advanced courses— the subject believed that making the VPLab that
complex (as complex as an industrial simulator, for instance) would be very costly, so that this was
not very likely to happen. However, LY did feel that the software (in its actual state) would be
perfect for an introductory course if its limitations were clearly exposed to students. Here again, he
alluded to situations where a teacher had announced, before specific experiments, that certain
aspects of the physical phenomenon under study would 5e neglected:
I think that this is perfect given that it would be used for an introductoiy course. I imagine that it
would be clearly written, etc. In my opinion, you don ‘t expect more thon this— this is what you
expect. Anyway, when you do an introductoîy lob experiment like this, there are some things that
you negtect. The teacher says: “Neglect this type offriction or this other thing.” for sure, it
won ‘t be peifect there either. You expect that too. li rounds off It ‘s just to show you that it tends
[citation 104]
toward what theory predicts you don ‘t see perfect theoiy.
—

Adequate precîsion of instruments, and control wheu performing measurements /
Uncertainty of measurement
During the session, LY mentioned that the virtual tape measure was precise enough when used
in the VPLab. However, he added that if this tool were to be replicated exactly and used in an actual
laS, it would not be precise enough to measure short distances (e.g., 2 cm). He feit that its tape
because it rather appeared to be like a string would fold or move causing large measurement

—

—

errors. Hence, in his opinion, a real tape measure designed like the VPLab’s would only be precise
enough to measure longer distances; for short distances, using a short ruler would 5e casier anyway.
Conceming the virtual protractor, LY commented favorably on the absence of a function which
would have allowed the user to fix the protractor very precisely on the object being measured and
automatically obtain a measurement.54 LY said that the absence of such a function allowed an

54

Such a function is sometimes referred to as a ‘snap’ feature in CAD software packages.
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uncertainty factor to remain when making measurements.55 He added that such an automatic
function would 5e detrimental to students in a context where leaming how to conduct a lab
experiment is more important than getting excellent results (and this is the context he anticipated for
use of the VPLab). LY’s main impression was that performing measurements oneseif without the
help of an automatic function tvas favorable in that context.
When he was asked to assess the uncertainty of length measurements performed with the tape
measure, LY proceeded to do so with no liesitation. Afterwards, the subject said that the method he
had used to assess uncertainty was the same as the one lie would have used in an actual lab. Later,
when he was asked whether it was strange or normal that he should be asked to assess uncertainty in
the context of working with the VPLaS, the subject said:
It

normal: you aiways have to assess uncertainty

011

ail measurements, with ail instntments.
[citation 105]

Requiring LY to assess uncertainty may have been a cue favoring verisimilitude, but it feit quite
natural for him to do so, at any rate.
Although the affordance of uncertainty of measurement xvas seen as favorable by LY, the
virtual instruments’ verisimilitude was diminislied when the subject perceived that they lacked
precision compared to their real-world counterparts. for instance, LY stated that the vïrtual
profractor was not precise enough since it lacked the detail of graduation lie was accustomed to
finding on actual protractors (the virtual protractor had a graduation for each 5 degrees but not for
each degree).
The VPLab’s main metaphor
During tlie session, LY had interpreted the Analysis workspace’s main display as a device
(screen) offenng a playback function. The different color schemes used in the Manipulation and
Analysis workspaces, as well as the time display, had been strong cues for this interpretation. Near
the end of the debriefing interview, LY was asked to estimate the probability of finding real-lab
equivalents of the functions constituting the VPLab’ s main metaphor (recording an image sequence,
viewing it, and using a trace function). LY answered that finding devices which replicated these
functions in an actual lab was probable— that is, in a new school or a school which had kept up to
date with recent technologies.
During the session, LY compared the Trace function to the carbon paper tracing system which
he had used for an experiment conducted in college. He appreciated the fact that the Trace function
(like the carbon paper system) did not instantaneousty provide needed information to the
expenmenter, but instead required him to do further work in order to obtain this information.
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Here, I must instst that LY made this statement about the inclusion of uncertainty in a simulation-based environment
before the interviewer actually required him to assess uncertainty ofmeasurements.
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Later, when he zoomed in on the display (while assessing uncertainty on measurements of
distances between traces), he observed that the traces were flot identicaL The distortion that caused
differences among traces vas in fact intentionally includcd by designers, in part, to promote
uncertainty assessment— instead, LY believed that it was an unintentional artifact of poor visual
presentation, either caused by poor resolution (he thus compared the VPLab to an 8-bit Nintendo
video game) or by the process through which the Traces were calculated for display.
As a final note, I would say that the metaphor’s overali credibility, in LY’s case, might have
been linked to his pnor experience with use of other software which integrated simulations in
experimental activities.

Subject MZ
Evalnatïon of the VPLab’s potential to allow performing educational experiments
MZ’s rating was 2 (on a 5-point scale) for the VPLab’s potential to allow performing
educational experiments at a first-year university level. The subject considered that the software
would have been much more appropriate for students in high school or college. Some ofhis reasons
will be exarnined in the next two sections.

The VPLab’s main metaphor I Task allocation
During the session, MZ criticized the way that the metaphor structured tasks in the experiment.
He feit it was strange that the experimenter had to make length measurements on “a television
image” in the Analysis workspace instead of making them while handling the apparatus (in the
Manipulation workspace). Also, even though he noted great similarities between the Analysis
workspace’s Trace function and a carbon paper tracing system he had previously used, he thought it
peculiar that it was not lefi to the experimenter to decide if traces are to be drawn as the disk moves
on the air-table. Here, considerations of verisimilitude and pedagogical value seemed to be
intertwined:

[...] even from a pedagogical standpoint, I think it ‘s good that one shoutd be required, while
perfol7ning the experirnent, to plan ahead and say: “I’rn going to have b teave traces [ofthe
trajectoiyj to be able to make ,neasurements.”
Whereas here [i.e., with the VPLabJ, it ‘s like we don ‘t really care: we inove the disk around, then
we go to the Analysis [workspaceJ where we can do anything we want. For this aspect, maybe
[citation 7]
it ‘s flot ve?y realistic.

I believe that MZ’s abilities and interests in experimental design were conducive to him making
these types ofjudgments.
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During the debriefing interview, he further expressed negative judgments conceming the
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metaphor as a whole. He said that it feit artificia] and that lie could flot imagine, as far as this
experiment was concerned, how replicating its functions in an actual lab could be advantageous:
Ifind that making measurements on a television screen, in a simple case like this one, is... well,
it ‘s artflcial. I can ‘t imagine circumstances where this could be advantageous compared to
teaving o trace [on carbon paperj.
[...] I woutd tend 10 say that the approach itself does flot seem realistic: to film o sequence so
you con later make measurements as on a video image... it ‘s a bit gadgety... However, I imagine
[citation 106]
it ‘s hard to do othenvise on a computer.

In this last excerpt, MZ also seemed to appreciate the difficulty of designing a realistic
experiment using the computer as a medium.
Uncertainty of measurement (and lack of precision) I ‘Poor quality” of images followïng a
zoom-in
MZ did consider the possibility of using a came order in an actual lab and he suggested ways of
avoiding what lie saw as the VPLab’s most important flaw— lack ofprecision ofmeasurements:

[...J fyou ‘re going 10 film [the experimentJ, you mnight as ive!! arrange il sa yOU can gel good

resolution; you’d gel a close-up of the table in order to obtain a bette,’ image, for instance...
You ‘d arrange to fil a grid on the table ‘s sitiface so it would be easier to evaluate distances. It
seems to me that these are things you think of atmost naturatty when you ‘re doing it foi- real,
[citation 221
whereas in [the VPLabJ, there are big limitations.

This sensation oflack ofprecision occurred when the subject realized that the recorded image’s
quality degraded as he zoomed-in to measure distances between traces more accurately. He first
judged this apparent lack of precision in terms of the accuracy that was usually available when
using computers, and thus regarded the resulting uncertainty of measurement as an unneccssary
consequence of poor visual rendering:
l’ai aware that this aimns ta si,nulate the manipulation [of instntmnentsj but... I know that lite
computer is poweiful enough to give me dots fl.e., position of fracesJ which are rnuch more
precise than this. So, this is a kind offalse uncertainty. It ‘s just that lite dots are too big... In
reality, l’ai certain that the computer knew veiy, veiy precisely where the dots vere when il
made themn.

[citation 23]

Requinng the subject to assess uncertainty may stiil be seen as favoring verisimilitude; in this
case, however, the subject perceived uncertainty as being artificial. Here is what MZ answered
when asked if it was useful or rather futile to have to deal with uncertainty:
I wouldn ‘t say il isfutile, because you always have to deal with uncertainty. I would say that il is
artficial. Uncertainty [in the VFLab] is induced by poor resolution of the image. Well.. .yott do
[citation 107]
have 10 introduce uncertainty somewhere...

$6

As a side note, MZ feit that if one accepted the concept of working with an image displayed on a “television”, it was
normal to have to deal with scale conversions. He realized this after he had zoomed-in on the displayed image and noticed
that the scale and size ofthe ruler (which was placed above the virtual monitor) had flot changed.
This is yet another example of the capacity ofdisceming between a mode] and its visual presentation.
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The subject was then asked to temporarily set aside considerations regarding the uncertainty’s
source and merely judge whether there should normally be more or less uncertainty in this type of
experiment (when done in an actual lab). He feit that the error percentage he had measured for
distances between traces was unacceptably high (20%) compared to what lie would have deait with
in an actual lab. 11e later explained that in an actuai lab, he would have been able to focus on objects
when getting extremely close to them, and thus would have measured them much more accurateiy
than when tvorking with the VPLab.
Measuring instruments

In generai, MZ saw the measuring instruments themselves as being “realistic”. A notable
exception was the virtual tape measure. 11e felt that the tape measure was “mysterious” (though
very useful) and he thought it highly improbable that this tool could be replicated, as such, in
58

reality, since its rnner workmgs being were difficuit to explain. MZ also mentioned that the tape
measure’s digital display was useless, given the level of precision that could actually be achieved
with this instrument.
Supposing, though, that it could be replicated in reality, MZ said, it could probably be used
much the same way as in the VPLab. The subject also commented, on the other hand, that in an
actuai iab he would rather use a ruler for ail length measurements (in the VPLab, at the time of the
study, the ruler could only be aligned horizontally and vertically so that it was impossible to use it
to measure the length of objects oriented otherwïse).
Verisimilitude of the disk’s motion on the air-table (deceleration as a sign of residual friction,
and spin as a sign of friction with the table’s sides) I Complexity of the simulation

The fact that the disk slowed down after having been launched gave this subject an indication
that residual friction was working against the disk’s motion and this yielded greater verisimilitude.
Another eue favoring verisimilitude in this area was the disk’s rotation about its own center
(spin).

This indicated to MZ that friction behveen the table’s sides and the disk (at the point of

impact) had been ;ncluded in the collision model.
Dunng the debnefing interview, MZ was asked to imagine how he would react were he to
conduct a full-fledged experiment using the VPLab’s air-table simulation and then observe that
results had radically strayed from theoretical predictions:
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With the virtual tape measure, the measurement starts at a red circle drawn on the tape measure’s plexa-giass casing:
MZ could flot figure out how the measurement would be processed by the tape measure if it were to be replicated exactly
in reality. Also, its tape (which was instead perceived as a string) “seerned to corne out ofnowhere”.
Some subjects (e.g., BO) aiso had the opportunity ofwitnessing the disk’s spin but either they did flot notice it, or else
they chose flot to comment on it.
60
This type ofbehavior can be observed in everyday hfe. for instance, one may sirnply launch a billiard bail against one
ofthe billiard table’s sides while giving it lots of spin and watch its behavior after the collision: the billiard bail is most
likely to Jose most of its spin after the impact. This is due to friction with the table’s sides at the point of impact.
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MZ: My resuits woutd be way off even considering experimental uncertainty?
Interviewer. Yes. Maybe that has happened toyou in the past?
MZ: Yes. But in this case, I woutd tend to say that it would stiil be my fauÏt. Even f this is
software, I wouid not think that it is the simulation ‘s fault— ail in ail, the taws ofphysics
[citation 1081
pertaining to this are simple enough. I wouid t,-ust it.

This excerpt may lead to various interpretations. first, one might say that the simulation’s
verisimilitude was sufficient during the session, and that credibility was thus promoted. A further
interpretation might be that this subject would flot expect that the simulation’s behavior would be
affected by anomalies causing experimental outcomes to radically stray from theoretical
predications.
Handiing of apparatus / Impossibility of errors in handiing apparatus

When he started to handie the disk on the air-table, MZ commented that launching it with the
hand-shaped cursor (through ‘direct manipulation’) was not very precise. He felt that more accurate
knowledge ofthe disk’s initial velocity would be necessary for an experiment.
In a similar area of interest, MZ also stated that it was impossible to simulate errors in handiing
of apparatus. In bis opinion, the act of launching the disk too abruptly and damaging it, for instance,
could not be simulated in the VPLab.
In a related issue, MZ said that he would flot expect the simulation to present degraded
experimental conditions (e.g., the table not being level to the ground). To bis mmd, users of the
VPLab’s air-table simulation would not be able to detect degraded experimental conditions nearly
as easily as in an actual lab, and more importantly, it did not seem possible to make adjustments
required to correct these defects: hence, students should not be expected to anticipate degraded
conditions and should thus be wamed of them.
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Appendix J: Original Subject Quotes
ver a participant is quoted
Table XVI presents ail subject quotes contained in this thesis. Whene
a number within brackets
ed
in the text, the English translation of the citation is usually follow by
n of the table. The third
[citation x]. This number refers to the number contamed in the first colum
column contains the original citations in french.
Table XVI: Translated citations and original citations in French

tu vas avoir toujours des limitations. cE
limitations là c’est : Est-ce que c’est vraiment
représentatif du modèle théorique? Qu’est-ce qu’il
y a derrière [le mécanisme sous-jacent] qui fait que
ça [le disque] bouge comme ça? Est-ce qu’il a pris
une formule et qu’il l’a simplifié pour que ça fasse
un beau mouvement? [...] C’est ça qui me
fatigue : tu as le programme mais tu peux faire dire
[.
n’importe quoi à un programme.
0f course, you teli yourself that [the teachersJ are
C’est certain que tu te dis : “Bon, ils donnent le
teaching a ciass so they won’t hand you any old
cours, ils ne te donneront pas n’importe quoi.” Sauf
thmg. Even so, they aiways teil you to act as if
que, même là, ils disent toujours de prendre
[what is being taughtj isn’t true until they prove it
comme si c’était pas vrai et il fallait qu’ils te
to you [...] they say that you should always ask
prouvent que c’est vrai. [...] ils disent qu’il faut
yourself questions conceming what the teacher is
toujours te questionner sur ce que le prof. dit. Peutsaying: maybe he’s saying nonsense. With [the
être qu’il dit n’importe quoi. Avec ça [le LVP] hi
e
VPLab], you can’t really question things becaus
ne peux pas vraiment te questionner parce que c’est
m
the
progra
there’s an [intrinsic] limit in using
limité dans le programme. Si la personne
itseif: if you start to question things at home like
commence à faire ça chez elle, tu perds le principe
that, you lose the whole principle ofusing the
du logiciel [le logiciel est rendu obsolète].
software.
Tu ne sais pas si le programmeur a vraiment pris le
You don’t know [in the case ofthe simulationJ if
temps de tout inclure les choses - vraiment tout
the programmer lias taken the time to include
e les aspects théoriques et de faire vraiment
prendr
everything to reaily consider ail the theoreticai
calculs - ou il ajuste foutu quelque chose
vrais
les
aspects and do the correct calculations or if he
dit: “Ça va donner ça”. Il y a toute une
qu’il
parce
just shoved the whole thing, and said: “Here, this
: quand il arrive telle chose,
faite
déjà
table
already
is what it’lI do”. [Maybe] a whole table lias
[le disque] part de l’autre côté.
ent,
tiquem
automa
thing
such
or
been written up so that when such
pas si c’est vraiment.., ou si c’est
sais
le
ne
tu
Donc,
the
other
goes
tically
automa
happens, [the disk]
une formule qui agit, et que toutes les valeurs, à
way... Or, does it reaily work with a formula, with
qui est
ail values truly changing according to reality? [...] chaque fois, changent vraiment selon ce
vrai. [...]
Interviewer: So it’s really a question of trust in
Animateur : Donc c’est vraiment une question de
what the simulation can produce compared to...
confiance en ce que la simulation peut donner par
LY: Yes, a question oftnist and [of knowing that]
rapport....
the principies are clear that things aren’t too
LY : Oui, question de confiance et c’est vraiment
hidden.
[de savoir si] c’est claire comme principe - que
Interviewer: So more disclosure is needed?
c’est pas trop caché.
LY: Yes.
Animateur: Il faudrait plus de transparence?

fï: [...] you’ll aiways have limitations: is this
really representative ofthe theoretical model?
What’s behind this [simulation] to make [the disk]
move like that? Did [the programmer] take a
formula and simplify it to allow for nice motion?
[...] That’s what bothers me: you have this
software but you can have it do anything you want.
.

—

—

—
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LY : Oui.
2

[If] you do not have control over anything, then
you might say: “It’s programmed to do that.”
Whereas if you have control to be able to move
and touch everything that you desire, to throw and
have fun with the disk for 15 minutes you see
that it’s not really programmed... there is
programming but il respects what happens in
real life.

[Si] tu n’as le contrôle sur rien, là quelqu’un va être
plus sceptique [et pourra] dire: “C’est programmé
pour faire ça”. Tandis que si quelqu’un contrôle
de bouger et de toucher à tout ce qu’il veut; de
lancer et de s’amuser avec le disque pendant 15
minutes, puis qu’il voit que c’est pas vraiment
programmé... une programmation oui sauf que
ça respecte ce que ça fait dans la vraie vie.

DQ: [...J When you’re on a computer, it’s flot real.
I think that’s the biggest difference, between the
two. When you’re in a lab, you’re the one who’s
manipulating, you’re the one who’s measurmg and
adjusting seftings, you’re doing eveiything when
you’re on a computer, you use the keys but you’re
flot the one who’s in control, you’re flot
controlling, with your own hands, the things that
you do.

DQ : [...] Quand t’es sur un ordinateur, c’est pas
réel. C’est la plus grosse différence, je pense entre
les deux. Quand t’es en laboratoire, c’est toi qui
manipule, c’est toi qui règle tes choses, qui prend
les mesures, c’est toi qui fait tout tandis que sur
ordinateur, tu joues avec des touches mais c’est pas
toi qui a le contrôle, c’est pas toi qui contrôle avec
tes mains ce que tu fais...

—

—

3

—

Interviewer: Right now, is that also the case? It’s a
question of controllmg things more dfrectly with
your own hands...
DQ: For me, that’s the big difference between
software like this and a practical lab.
Interviewer: What type of consequences does
mampulating things with one’s hands entail,
compared to doing things like ifiis [with the
VPLab]? Do you see repercussions on the
experiment’s resuits? How does it change the way
you do the experiment?
DQ: I think it doesn’t give the same resuit. Ideally,
in my opinion, you should be in a lab but software
lilce this can be a fme complement.
Interviewer: Does manipulating thmgs have an
impact on what you can leam and the enors that
you can make?
DQ: Sure, because [in a labJ, if you make a
mistake, if anything is wrong, you’ll see it and you
can readjust things. I think you have more control
when... with equipment, when you’re
manipulating it. The disadvantage of a computer
simulation is that you’re not controlling
everything. Even if you’re controlling things with
your keyboard and your mouse, it’s not real it’s
not the same.
—

-

—

Animateur: Dans le cas qui nous occupe, c’est ça
aussi? C’est une question de contrôler les choses
avec nos mains, plus directement....
DQ : Moi, c’est la grosse différence que je vois
entre un logiciel comme ça et un laboratoire
pratique.
Animateur: Quel genre de conséquences ça
entraîne, le fait de manipuler les choses avec ses
mains, par rapport à faire ça comme ça [avec le
LVP] ? Est-ce que tu vois des répercussions sur
les résultats d’une expérience ou la façon de faire
une expérience? Comment ça change la façon de
faire une expérience?
DQ : Je ne pense pas que ça amène le même
résultat. Selon moi l’idéal c’est d’être en
laboratoire mais comme complément ça peut être
bon un logiciel comme ça aussi.
Animateur: Le fait de manipuler des choses, est-ce
que ça un impacte sur ce qu’on peut apprendre ou
les erreurs que l’on peut faire?
DQ : C’est sur parce que [en laboratoire] si tu te
trompes, si jamais il y a quelque chose de pas
correcte, tu vas le voir, tu peux réajuster tes
choses—je pense que t’es plus en contrôle quand...
avec le matériel, c’est toi qui manipule. Le
désavantage d’une simulation sur ordinateur, c’est
que c’est pas toi qui contrôle tout. Même si tu
contrôles avec ton clavier et ta souris, c’est pas
réel, c’est pas la même chose.

Interviewer: Have you ever seen movies or news
reports on virtual reality ofpeople who wear
helmets and gloves?

Animateur: Est-ce que tu as vu certains films ou
reportage sur la réalité virtuel des gens avec des
casques et des gants?

DQ: Yes, I’ve seen that a few times.

DQ : Oui, j’ai déjà vu ça un peu.

Interviewer: What would you think of a [virmal
realityJ lab where you could manipulate things
using gloves? There would be objects... and there
are gloves that give you tactile sensations. I was

Animateur: Qu’est-ce que tu penserais d’un
laboratoire comme ça où tu pourrais manipuler des
choses avec des gants - ça serait des objets il y a
certains gants qui donnent des sensations tactiles?

—

-

-
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wondering if the problem [with the VPLab] was
that you were working with a mouse and a
keyboard or if it would be the same [problem] for
you with a helmet and gloves?
DQ: It would be the same. It remams imaginaiy...
well, imaginary, in a way ofspeaking. It’s not
imaginaiy but it’s flot real.
5

1W: [. . .J je pense qu’il y a certaines choses que
même si on le voit ici [elle pointe l’écran], on a
l’impression que ça pourrait tout être manipulé. Par
exemple, quand on voyait le disque qui bougeait
comme ça dans le vidéo, ça se voyait que c’était
vrai, mais [. . .1 ça l’air moins réel dans
l’ordinateur, quand ce n’est pas un vidéo. Quand
on le fait dans un labo, tu le vois avec tes yeux. Là
[elle pointe l’écran], tu le vois avec tes yeux mais
[...] il y a machine qui a fait tout ça.

Interviewer: So it’s ifie medium itself?

Animateur: Donc, c’est le médium lui-même?

FS: Yes, it’s the fact that I don’t do things with my
own hands that I don’t really look upon it...

FS : Oui, le fait que je ne le fais pas avec mes
mains. Que je ne le regarde pas comme ça...

Normally, there might be such and such physical
factor that must be taken into account. I don’t
know... ifie window was open and a draft biew on
my setup; but here [in the VPLab] you won’t find
that. [. .1

Normalement, il peut y avoir tel facteur physique
dont il faut avoir tenu compte - je ne sais pas : la
fenêtre était ouverte ça l’a fait du vent sur mon
affaire sauf que là [dans le LVP], il n’y en a pas.

It’s a computer [so] everything goes well

[. . .J

[...] even from a pedagogical standpoint, I think
it’s good that one should be required, while
performing the experiment, to plan ahead and say:
“I’m going to have to leave traces [ofthe
trajectory] to be able to make measurements.”
. .
.
.
Whereas here [i.e. with the VPLab] it s lilce we
.
don t really care: we move the disk around, then
.
we go to the Analysis [workspace] where we can
.
do anythmg we want. For this aspect, maybe it s
.
.
not very reahstic.
,

,

,
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C’est un ordinateur, ça se fait tout bien

[...]
.
Puis c est que quand tu 1 expenmentes, quand tu le
fais toi-même, tu vois - tu peux soit savoir [que
,

And also, when you experiment [in an actual lab],
when you do it yourself— you sec... you’ll know if
a piece ofpencil lead [on the table] has made the
[disk deviateJ ... but in this case [the VPLab], I
don’t lmow if one can physiologically perceive the
anomalies. Anyway, it’s good that these types of
enors exist [in the VPLab].
7

DQ : C’est la même chose. Ça reste dans
l’imaginaire - bien imaginaire entre parenthèses,
c’est pas imaginaire mais c’est pas réel.

3W: [. . .]I think that there are some things which,
even if you see them here [in the VPLabJ, you’ll
have the impression that they could be fully
tampered with. For instance, when we watched the
disk move in the video clip, you could see that it
was real, but [. . .1 it seems less real in the
computer, when it’s not a video clip. When you do
it in a lab, you sec it wiffi your own eyes. Here
[with the VPLab], you sec it [...] but it’s a
machine that lias donc it ail.

—

6

Je me demandais si le problème était de travailler
avec une souris et un clavier ou si c’était la même
chose pour toi avec un casque et des gants?

c’est] une mine de crayon sur le truc qui a fait
dévié mon affaire sauf que là, je ne sais pas si tu
peux voir les anomalies physiologiquement. Mais
c’est bon quand même qu’il y a des erreurs comme
ça.

[...] même d’un point de vue pédagogique, je
trouve que c’est bien d’avoir à prévoir
immédiatement au moment de faire l’expérience
[quand on fait les manipulations] - d’avoir en tête
le but donc d’être capable de dire immédiatement
: “Il va falloir que je laisse une trace pour prendre
mes mesures” Alors que. la on dirait qu’on s en fou
un peu on s amuse a faire deplacer [il se rend a
l’espace de manipulation]- on s’en va dans l’analyse
puis maintenant [il retourne dans l’espace
d’analyse] on peut faire ce qu’on veut. Donc pour
ça, c’est peut-être pas très réaliste.
-

‘,

Interviewer: So this [video] is important?

Animateur: Donc c’est important ça?

3.0: Well yes... You know, skeptical people will
say: “Well this is ail pre-arranged. It’s software so
it’il work just $0. Ail I have to do is click and
follow the path.” With the video clip, they sec that
it’s flot just software it’s notjust a simulation
where you click and it responds like so. [The video
clip] shows you the experiment donc with real
objects.

BO : Bien oui, ça ne fait pas juste... Tu sais..., du
monde sceptique qui dit: “Oui, c’est arranger. C’est
un logiciel, c’est sûr que ça va marcher comme ça.
J’ai juste à cliquer puis à suivre le cheminement.”
Avec l’extrait vidéo, ils voient que c’est pas juste
du logiciel - c’est pas juste une simulation où tu
cliques là et ça va faire telle chose. En fin de
compte, ça te montre l’expérience qui est fait avec

—

xc
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objects.

des vrais objets.

BO: That’s why it’s useful to see the video clip
beforehand. It provides an introduction so that
someone who cornes here [in the Manipulation
workspace] and starts the merry-go-round will flot
5e surprised of the disk’s curved trajectory.

BO : C’est pour ça que c’est utile de voir le vidéo
avant. Ça montre que... Ça amène une introduction
donc quelqu’un qui arrive ici et qui part le manège,
il n’est pas surpris de la courbe prise par le disque.

Interviewer: Because otherwise you would be
surprised?
.

.

BO: Well novices would 5e surpnsed not people
.
who are used to it. [.
‘

Interviewer: Does the cuwed trajectory seem...
BO: No, it seems normal in companson to the
video clip that was shown earlier.

.
Animateur : Parce qu autrement, on serait surpris?
BO : Bien les profanes seraient surpris, pas les
mities. Ceux plus qui ne reflechiraient pas : Ah,
quand tu y penses 2 secondes, tu le sais que ça va
tourner parce que c’est dans un référentiel qui
tourne.
..

.

Animateur : La façon dont il tourne, est-ce que ça
te paraît...
30 : Non, ça l’aire normal par rapport au vidéo
qu’ils ont montré tantôt.

10

Interviewer: What vas happening before you
stopped the pump?
.

CP: The disk was movmg. It slowed down
is a loss of speed, of course.
.

—

there

CP : Mon disque bougeait. Il ralentissait là, c’est
sur que tu perds de la vitesse...

Interviewer: Why?
.

.

.

.

CP: There is some friction;

.

it

,

s not totally absent.

Interviewer: What do you think about the fact that
there is friction? Did you expect that?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CP: Well yes. Air creates friction. It is impossible
[not to have friction] unless... We neglect it a lot
.
[m calculations] but it s there ail the same.
.

.

-

,

.

.

Interviewer: So
.
deceleration?

.

it

,

Interviewer: Qu’est-ce qui se passait avant que
t’arrêtes la pompe [avant que 19 arrête la pompe, le
disque allait très lentement]

.

s normal to see this

Interviewer : Pourquoi?
CP : Il y a quand même une friction, c’est pas
SANS friction TOTALE.
Interviewer: Et comment tu trouves ça qu’il y ait
tout de meme de la fnction ? Est-ce que tu
t’attendais a ça?
CP : Ben oui. Il y a l’air qui crée une friction. C’est
impossible[pas de friction] a part de... On la
neglige [pour les calculs] de beaucoup mais il y en
a quand même.
.

.

CP: Yes and it corroborates what would
happen in a lab. But in a laS, you have steel
,
disks so they slow down faster. I don t know
if...
.

Interviewer: Donc c’est normal que Pon voit un
certain ralentissement?
CP : Oui. et ça corrobore beaucoup ce qui se
passe en laboratoire. En laboratoire, c’est des
disques d’acier par exemple, donc ils
ralentissent plus rapidement. Je ne sais pas si...

11

wasn’t really a relation between content [and
graphical quality]

[la qualité graphique] ça n’a pas vraiment rapport
avec le contenu

12

[The VPLaSJ is somewhat lilce SimCity [the
videogame] where everything is accounted for,
These are software for which the graphical
interface is flot realistic [but] you look at what
happens [i.e. the content] and it’s very realistic.

Ton logiciel est fait un peu comme Simcity où tout
est tenu en ligne de compte. Ça c’est des logiciels
qui sont quand même assez - l’interface graphique
n’est pas réaliste [mais] tu regardes ce qui arrive
et c’est vraiment réaliste [. . .1

30: The graphics aren’t duil. $ometimes, because
it’s physics, [teachers] think that they have to make
it boring. When you get textbooks and videos from
the fifties in class, it’s usually physics.

30: [...] le graphisme le fait que ça soit pas
terne. Parfois, vu que c’est en physique, ils sont
obligés de mettre ça plate. Souvent les manuels et
les vidéos des années 50 qui nous présentent dans
les cours c’est en physique.

—

13

-

Interviewer: So does [the LVP] look less serious to
you?

-

-

-

Animateur: Est-ce que ça fait moins sérieux
-eommc y- Fcnrnr,,r T VP7J
‘

xci
BO: No. On the contrary, I thinlc it opens some
serious. It
doors. It doesn’t have to
. be ugly totobeleam
you
for
doesn t have to be bonng
somethmg. [. ..]
.

14

[. .J ail the elements are present to make it as if I
.

weres in a lab. Ail the instruments are provided so
that I can obtain the same data as I would have
wanted to obtain in a iab that’s what’s important,
I think...
In video games, vie often see this a logbook or a
camera. [The VPLab’s camcorder] is designed in a
very real... very realistic way: you can almost
manipulate it... with your fingers. You click on a
button with the fmger [i.e., pointer] and it closes
[the camcorder’s screen] automatically. So it’s
very realistic, it’s gadgety [. ..] You don’t enter
funcfions with the keyboard it’s almost aiways
done wiffi the mouse and a hand [i.e., pointer] on
the screen.
—

15

—

—

16
17

1$

tape measure’s “way offuncfioning” was the same
as “a real tape measure”
The protractors that I’ve used before had a
calibration that was [detailed] to ifie one-degree
mark. We would really see the one-degree mark..,
so the level ofprecision [ofthose protractors] is a
bit higher [than that of the VPLab’s protractor]. So
titis one may not be precise enougli. I wouid say
“2” - a low probability [. ..] because it’s flot precise
enough for a physics lab.

comme ça [comme le LVP]?
BO : Non. Au contraire, je trouve que ça ouvre des
portes. Ce n est pas parce que c est laid que c est
.
Ce n est pas parce que c est plate que 1 on
seneux.
va apprendre quelque chose. [. . .1
I

,

,

tous les éléments sont là pour faire comme si j’étais
en laboratoire. Tous les instruments sont fournis
pour arriver à prendre les mêmes données que
j’aurais voulu prendre en lab - c’est ça qui est
important je pense...
Dans les jeux vidéo, on a souvent ça - admettons
un logbook ou une caméra. C’est fait d’une façon
très réelle, très réaliste: on peut presque le
manipuler comme... avec nos doigts. On a le
bouton ici [il pointe le bouton qui permet de replier
l’écran du caméscope] avec un doigt [à ce moment,
le curseur est une main avec l’index qui pointe]
on clique dessus [il replie l’écran], ça se range
automatiquement. Donc c’est très réaliste, c’est
gadget. [...] c’est pas les fonctions qu’on tapent sur
le clavier, c’est presque tout le temps avec la souris
puis une main à l’ordinateur
-

Ça marche comme un vrai ruban à mesurer de
Papa.

Les rapporteurs d’angle que j’ai utilisé - la
calibration est faite au degré. On peu vraiment voir
le degré donc le niveau de précision est un peu
plus élevé [que celui du LVP]. Donc celui-là est
peut-être pas assez précis.
Peu probable [2]. Je dis que c’est peu probable
parce que c’est pas assez précis pour un laboratoire
de physique.
GT : Nous autres [les ingénieurs], on est habitué de
GT: We [engineers] are used to plugging numbers
‘plugger’ des chiffres dans des formules des
into formulas numbers with lots of decimals. It’s
avec plusieurs zéros après la virgule. C’est
chiffres
also a veiy serious field, very conservative [...]
sérieux le domaine, c’est très
aussi
très
This is software which is attractive, it’s gadgety
conservateur
use
we
we...
software
[...] Ça [le LVP] c’est un progranirne
[...] but it’s not the type of
gadget [...] mais ce n’est pas le
c’est
beau,
c’est
was
I
why
that’s
and
technical
only
are
things that
genre de programme- nous autres, comme je te dis,
disconcerted.
on utilise des choses qui sont juste techniques [...]
.
.
Interviewer: OK. You weren t in your own world.
c’est pour ça que j’ai ete deroute.
this
like
drawing
A
Exactly.
GT: That’s itt.
Animateur: O.K. Tu ne te retrouves pas dans ton
.
[protractor] mterferes with my real world [. ..j In
mon d e.
my real world, I could take these instruments, play
GT: C’est ça. Exactement! Un dessin de ça [il
around with them on a table and use the ruler, in
my ovin way, to perform measurements. However, déplace le rapporteur], ça interfère avec mon
monde vrai. Dans mon monde réel, moi je pourrais
in this case, I can’t touch [the instruments] and I
ces outils là et jouer avec sur une table [ii
prendre
with
a
have to rely on a screen with a zoom,
de manipuler des objets sur le
semblant
fait
really
It’s
pixels.
[different] scale, and with
mesurer comme je voudrais
vraiment
et
bureau]
[the
that
sure
be
can’t
I
approximate, and
et ma règle.
rapporteur?]
[?mon
avec
hard
it’s
visually,
or...
are
aligned
instruments]
to telt.
Mais ici, je ne peux pas y toucher et il faut que je
me fie à un écran qui a un ZOOM, qui n des
échelles et que c’est des pixels dans le fond.
C’est vraiment à l’oeil et je ne peux pas être sûr
-

—

,
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Well, it’s because [the tape measure] is between...
Because, given the fact that [the VPLab] is a
computerized system, you teil yourself that it is
going to measure precisely— direct, precise, real
values. But this is rather somewhere between
taking precise values and taking values that refer to
something that would be collected manually. So,
because it’s between the two, I’m having a bit of
dïfficulty
[...] If you didn’t ask me, I would surely say that
[the data) is precise. But [uncertainty] is always
there; they want to make reality more a part of it
[the VPLab] [.. .1 they want it to be doser to reality
so ffiey ask us to assess uncertainty, so that we ivili
really be working.

que je suis vraiment centre ou... visuellement,
c’est difficile à dire.
Bien, c’est le fait que ça soit entre un... Parce que
vu que c’est un système d’ordinateur, tu te dis que
ça va mesurer précisément, directement des vraies
valeurs précises. Tandis que là, c’est un peu entre
quelque chose qui prend des valeurs précises et
quelque chose qui prend des valeurs comme qui
réfère à quelque chose que l’on prendrait
manuellement. Donc là, comme c’est entre les
deux, j’ai de la misère un peu à voir.
-

Si on ne me le demande pas, je vais sûrement
dire: “C’est précis.” Mais il y en a toujours une
[incertitude) ; c’est pour ça que... ils veulent plus
meUre la réalité là-dedans, je veux dire.. [...] ils
veulent plus se rapprocher de la réalité alors ils
veulent nous faire prendre des incertitudes pour
qu’on soit vraiment en train de travailler.

[...]

[...] it’s really experimental in the sense that it is eI

[...] c’est vraiment expérimental dans le sens où, la
distance entre les points, c’est nous qui la
mesurons. Si dix personnes la mesure, il peut y
avoir dix réponses différentes.

[...] if you’re going to film [the experiment], you

[...] tant qu’à filmer, tu t’organise pour avoir une
bonne résolution, tu permets à la caméra de
zoomer seulement sur la table pour avoir une
meilleure image par exemple.... Tu t’organises pour
avoir un quadrillé sur la table pour que ça soit plus
facile d’évaluer les distances... Il me semble que
c’est des choses auxquelles on pense presque
naturellement au moment où on le fait pour de vrai
et dans ce cas là elles sont assez limitées.

[and not the computer] who measures the distanc
betsveen dots. If ten people measured [a distance],
there could be ten different resuits.

might as well arrange it so you can get good
resolution; you’d get a close-up ofthe table in
order to obtain a betrer image, for instance ...
You’d arrange to fix a grid on the table’s surface
so it would be easier to evaluate distances. It seems
to me that these are things you think of almost
naturally when you’re doing it for real, whereas in
[the VPLab], there are big limitations,

Je sais bien que c’est une simulation de
I’m aware that this amis to simulate the
manipulation là... mais.., je sais que l’ordinateur est
manipulation [of instruments] but... I know that
assez puissant pour me donner des points beaucoup
the computer is powerfiil enough to give me dots
précis que ça. Donc, c’est une espèce de
plus
precise
[position of traces] which are much more
incertitude là. Bon, c’est juste que les points
fausse
It’s
inty.
uncerta
than this. So, this is a kind offalse
sont trop gros.... alors qu’en réalité je suis certain
just that the dots are too big... In reality, I’m
il l’a fait
t
certain that the computer knew very, very precisely que lui, l’ordinateur, au momen où
très
très,
savait
ire],
il
[calculer la trajecto
where the dots were when it made them
les
points.
était
où
précisément
On fait tout dans le fond. Comme ici, c’est nous qui
I do everything, basically. See here: I determine
déterminons le nombre de points [traces] que l’on
the number of dols [i.e. traces] and the interval
peux
[between them] myseif, as I want... For instance, I veut; quel intervalle que l’on veut... Je
va être
ça
et
s
mesure
cinq
le,
exemp
e,
prendr par
can take five different measurements, with a
et après
près
mm
2
ou
à
1
ntes
s
différe
mesure
cinq
tolerance of I or 2 millimeters, and calculate their
avoir
s
pour
mesure
cinq
ne
ces
de
moyen
la
faire
average to obtain a more precise distance: [the
ne le
]
[l’ordinateur
Lui
.
précise
e
plus
distanc
une
is
who
I
computer] does not do it for me. It
qui
autres
nous
C’est
place.
notre
à
pas
fait
s
and
the
method
rement
chooses die measu
mesure, nos
calculating methods [...] I choose my own way of choisissons vraiment les méthodes de
choisissons
qui
nous
C’est
méthodes de calcul. [...]
proceeding.
er.
procéd
e
notre manièr de

I was a bit confused. It wasn’t veiy clear in my
mmd that it was p computer simulation. I thoujht

J’étais un peu mêlé là-dessus. J’avais pas vraiment
éclairci mon idée ouc c’était une simulation

xciii
mmd that ii was a computer simulation. I thought
ofit more as if it were a video. So... I could lower
[my ratmgj a bit.

éclairci mon idée que c’était une simulation
informatique. J’y réfléchissais comme si c’était de
ta vidéo comme modèle. Bien... je pourrais juste
baisser un peu plus.

26

when you see what really happened, it’s a video

quand tu vois ce qui s’est passé réellement, c’est
de la vidéo.

27

30: Well, one classmate told me that if [the
VPLab] were available, he would get it. This
friend who spoke to me doesn’t like physics. And
he told me: “It [the VPLaSJ helped me to
understand things that I hadn’t understood in
class”. [On the sole basis ofj having done the test
here, he said that [the VPLabJ looked like it was
really well designed and that although he isn’t a
physics student this would be the kind of
software he would buy. But no, they [i.e. other
subjects] did flot say anything of... I was flot aware
of...

BO : Bien il y en a un qui m’a dit que s’il était
disponible, il le prendrait. Que c’était le genre de
logiciel... Mon ami à qui j’ai parlé n’aime pas la
physique. Et il m’a dit que “Ça m’a aidé à
comprendre des choses que dans mes cours, je
n’avais pas compris.” Juste en venant faire le test
ici, il disait que ça avait l’aire vraiment bien fait et
que même si on n’était même pas en physique, ça
serait le genre de logiciel qu’il achèterait. Non mais
il ne m’ont pas dit rien de... Je n’étais pas au
courant de...

—

—

Interviewer: I’mjust cunous... Did they mention
any of the questions [that you would be asked here
today]?

Animateur: Je suis juste curieux... Est-ce qu’ils
t’ont parlé des questions?
30 Non

BO: No.
2$
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C?: [...] everything can 5e manipulated... Well,
notice that today, if I show you a video clip, it can
be created from A to Z on a computer and it is
fictive. [. ..]

CP: [. ..] ça peut tout être manipulé... remarque
que aujourd’hui, je te montre une séquence vidéo et
elle peut être montée par ordinateur de A à Z et
c’est fictif. [. .

Interviewer: For you, ifie difference between the
two [simulation and video], is it stiil...

Animateur : Pour toi, la différence entre les deux,
est-ce qu’elle est encore...

CP: No, as far as I’m concemed, there is no
difference [between] a video and a computer
because both can be manipulated. If you’ve seen
the movie Star Wars [Episode One], ifiere is [only]
one scene that was truly filmed; but for the rest of
the movie, you say: “My God, is it real? It seems
real!” And it was ah done with computers but
you’ll watch it on your TV screen.

CP : Non, pour moi, un vidéo ou un ordinateur, il
n’y a pas de différences parce que les deux peuvent
être manipulés. T’sais, si tu as été voir le film Star
Wars, il y a une scène qui a été toumer pour vrai;
le restant du film, tu dis : “Mon dieu, c’est-tu vrai,
ça l’air vrai !“ Ça tout été fait par ordinateur mais
tu l’as dans ton écran de TV

ER: Chances are better that things really happened
if they were filmed then if they are depicted with
images.

ER: Ily a plus de chance que ça se soit passé pour
vrai si c’est filmé que si c’est représenté par
présentation imagée.

Interviewer: Would the video clip and the
computer simulation 5e about equal for you?

Animateur: Et pour toi, est-ce que tu penses que
ça serait à peu près égal la séquence vidéo et la
simulation informatique?

.

ERs No... I would priontize video.

ER: Non... je mettrais assez en priorité le vidéo.

Interviewer: On a scale of to 5?

.

.

ER: Video would be higher than simulation.

Animateur: Sur une échelle de 1 à 5 ?
ER: [Je mettrais] le vidéo plus [élevé] que la
simulation.

30

I have to touch things, so simulations will often
work so-so [for me].

Moi il faut que je touche. Donc souvent, les
simulations ça va être so-so (comme ci, comme
ça).

31

A computer simulation of something that is itself
normally controlled through a computer [e.g.: a
nuclear reactor] will work well. However, if you

Une simulation sur un ordinateur qui simule
quelque chose qui se contrôle normalement à l’aide
d’un ordinateur, ça marche bien.[Central

xciv
simulate somethmg like a jib-crane, the [operatorJ
gets on the crane and if manual operations are
required then he will have difficulties because
[...] this requires “manual feel” and he’ll neyer
luow that. And you have a phenomenon
[associated with] the power [of the machinery]
it’s flot the same.

nucléaire]. Mais si tu fais une simulation d’une
grue, le gars arrive dans la grue et si c’est des
opérations manuelles, là il va avoir de la misère
parce que [...] quelque chose qui prend un feeling
manuel, bien tu ne le sauras jamais. Et tu as un
phénomène de puissance et tout ça -c’est pas pareil.
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Often enough, you’ll have homemade software and
the person who uses it [first] knows what it’s for,
But for someone who wants to leam, it’s flot fun to
only have a textual display and enter data. To
perform experimental manipulations, you have to
try to make it as visual as possible because most
people are visually onented [. . .j At least you see
here [with the VPLab] that this is simulating
something: ffiere’s a chronometer...

Souvent, en programmation, tu vas avoir des
logiciels faits maison puis le gars qui s’en sert sait
à quoi ça sert mais [pour] le gars qui veut
apprendre, c’est pas le fun juste d’avoir du texte
puis d’entrer des données. Quand tu fais des
manipulations, il faut que t’essaies que ça soit le
plus visuel possible parce que la majorité du
monde sont visuel. [...] Au moins tu vois -ça [le
logiciel] simule quelque chose: il y a un
chronomètre...

33

IV: I tried the RJ and the Cf 18 [simulators] It was
fui-i.

IV: J’ai essayé le U et le Cf 18. C’est le fun.

—

—

—

Interviewer: Did you have the impression that it
really represented...
IV: Yes, that’s why, when I got to that question,
earlier in the questionnaire, of someone who tested
is he ready to
a jib-crane on a simulation
operate the [real] jib-crane?” I answered “yes”,
because I know that a pilot with the slightest prior
expenence, if you [first] stick him in a simulator,
he can then go on to pilot the plane wiffi no
problems whatsoever. He won’t even realize that
he’s not in his simulator anymore, and that he’s in
the plane instead: there’s no difference. If the
simulation is well designed then we’re
. happy. It’s
lIce the nuclear power-plant [question]: no matter
that it s a nuclear power-plant which can cause a
the
lot of damage as long as the mterface
. [of
.
.
.
.
simulation] is the same ifiere is no difference. So
.
that s why I trust simulation.
—

“

—

.

.

.

.

‘
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.

A simulation does not help to convince you, in the
end. It shows you— “Look, I’ve programmed this
thing and I can obtain the right resuit”. However,
with [the video clip], you can’t help but believe it
[...] it hasn’t been rigged. It’s easier to believe that
the simulation bas been rigged than [to believe that
the video clip has been rigged or has been
tampered with]. In addition a simulation is based
on equations such that if your equanons are
.
.
.
flawed your simulation will give you the outcome
.
that you expect— as opposed to [a video clip]
.
which is not based on equations but rather on
.
reality as such...
.

.

.

.

.

.

‘
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experimental enor “was part ofthe game,” and that
“students don’t leam anything from perfect labs.”
The purpose of a lab experiment, he said, is also to

Animateur: Est-ce que t’avais l’impression que ça
représentait vraiment...
IV: 0m, c est pour ça, dans le questionnaire tantot
quand la question arrive quelqu’un qui a testé une
grue en simulation, est-ce qu’il est prêt à conduire
une grue c’est pour ça que j’ai répondu « oui ».
Parce que je sais qu’un pilote d’avion un plot qui
a le moindrement d’expérience si tu le mets dans
un simulateur, il peut aller piloter l’avion puis il y
en a même pas de problème. Il ne se rendra jamais
compte qu’il n’est pas dans son simulateur puis
qu’il est dans l’avion: il n’y en pas de différence. Si
la simulation est bien faite, on est content.
.

,

—

—

-

-

.

,

C est comme la centrale nucleaire ça I a beau etre
.
une central nucleaire qui peut faire bien du
dommage, mais si 1 interface est pareil, il y en a
pas de difference. Donc, c est pour ça que, oui, je
crois a la simulation
.

.

C’est parce qu’une simulation, finalement, ça t’aide
pas du tout à comprendre, à te convaincre. C’est
comme on montre: “J’ai programmé ça et j’arrive
au résultat et j’arrive au résultat.” Alors que là,
[pour la séquence vidéo] tu n’as pas le choix de le
croire [...] ça n’a pas été truqué. C’est plus facile à
croire que la simulation a été truquée que ça.
Parce qu en plus, sur ta simulation, tu te bases sur
tes equations donc si tes equations sont mauvaises,
ta simulation va donner les resultats que
[?taftend?] alors que ça [la sequence video], tu ne
te bases sur aucunes equations, tu te bases sur la
reabte en tant que telle donc tu as aucune
possibilité de changer...
-

.

,

Ça fait partie de la game. Un labo parfait, c’est un
labo où t’apprends rien. Le but d’un labo c’est
d’apprendre les erreurs des appareils. En même

xcv
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leam about errors caused by instruments: “You
leam about theory and at the same time, you leam
that instruments are flot perfect.”

temps que tu apprends la théorie, t’apprends que
les appareils ne sont pas parfaits.

LY: [...] the video sequence can do anything,
really — it does whatever you teil it to do, whereas
the simulation behaves in accordance to
mathematical calculations. In the case of the video
sequence, you’ll say: “Maybe, it was just drawn
that way,” whereas with the program if in fact
you are shown with disclosure what is really
happening using vectors and such it’s more
credible.

LY: [...J le vidéo fait vraiment n’importe quoi — il
fait ce que tu lui dis tandis que la simulation
répond à des calculs mathématiques. Le vidéo, tu
te dis : “Il l’a peut-être dessiné comme ça,” tandis
que le programme, si justement tu lui montres la
transparence - ce qui se passe vraiment avec les
vecteurs et des choses comme ça, là c’est plus
[davantage] crédible.

—

—

Interviewer: 0K, so a video sequence can be...
LY: It can be anything. Take movies: you have
special effects, etc. Well, I may be pushing it a
littie... You do teil yourself that your school isn’t
working against you, but that notwithstanding.
Normally, I would have more trust in simulation
it proves more. Video shows no proof. It’s like
television. If you watch television, you are passive
with simulation, you can interact [...J That’s
what we used to do in physics with MAPLE
[software]: we had a model and we could change
the data [...] and the model would change in
accordance. Then we venfied this manually by
calculations on the blackboard and saw that things
were accurate.
—

—

-

Animateur: O.K., donc une séquence vidéo, ça
peut être...
LY: Ça peut être n’importe quoi : regardes les
films : les effets spéciaux, etc. [il sourit]. C’est
peut-être pousser un peu mais... Tu te dis que
l’école n’est pas contre toi mais même là [...]
Normalement, moi je ferais plus confiance à la
simulation elle démontre plus de preuve. Le
vidéo montre aucune preuve. C’est comme la
télévision. Si tu regardes la télévision, tu es passif;
[avec] la simulation, tu peux peut-être plus
interagir. [...] C’est ça qu’on faisait en physique
avec Maple - c’est qu’on avait notre modèle et on
changeait les données f...] et il changeait selon les
données qu’on donnait. Et après ça on vérifiait
manuellement avec les calculs sur le tableau et on
voyait que c’était pareil.
—

—
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You can’t help but be perfectly convinced when
the experiment is conducted in front of your eyes.
And viewing a video sequence is almost equivalent
to having the experiment conducted in front of
your eyes — you can’t say a thing... Whereas, in
the case of a computer, effects that infirm [theory]
are just as programmable [as those which confirm
theory].

On n’a pas le choix d’être parfaitement convaincu
quand l’expérience est faite sous nos yeux. Et le
fait que ça soit une séquence vidéo, ça équivaut
presque à être fait sous nos yeux. On peut rien
dire... Tandis que dans le cas de l’ordinateur, l’effet
contraire pourrait être tout aussi simulable.

3$

Interviewer: More people would be convinced by
the video clip [than by the simulation]?

Animateur: Il y a plus de gens qui seraient
convaincu par la séquence vidéo?

MZ: f...] Yes. However, that may flot be a positive
thing. Perhaps it’s an aspect of media in our time:
“This really happened: look we filmed it!”

MZ: [. . .J Oui. Mais ça c’est peut-être pas positif.
Ça c’est peut-être un peu l’aspect des médias.., en
ce moment - du genre:

“

Ah yes, now I believe it.”

But that doesn’t mean that it would be more
be more
credible objectively. I think people would
.
.
convmced but that doesn t mean that it would be
.
more credible...

Interviewer: from a scientific point a view?
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“C’est arrivé, regarde on l’a filmé.”
“Ah oui, j’y crois maintenant’.
.
.
Mais ça veut pas dire que objectivement, ça serait
plus convaincant. Je pense que les gens seraient
.
plus convaincus, mais ça veut pas dire que ça serait
plus convaincant...

MZ: Yes, that’s right: from a scientific point of
view [videoJ has no value.

Animateur: Du point de vue scientifique?

Interviewer: To allow someone 10 develop abilities
relating to manipulation [of apparatus], to [the

Animateur: Pour permettre de développer des
habiletés de manipulation, de méthode, de rigueur,

.
.
MZ: Oui, c est ça, du pomt de vue scientifique, ça
n’a aucune valeur.
‘
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application of a] method, to rigor, and accountmg
for things that can happen in a lab.

de prise en compte des différents trucs qui peuvent
se passer dans un...

AN: Well, then maybe [you could push it] further.
There’s one dimension that is the comprehension
of concepts and another dimension that is manual
experimentation. On the one hand, to help you
understand [concepts], this is fine.., but on the
other hand, to personally perform experiments,
then I think that a real lab is necessary.

A.N. : Là, admettons [qu’on pourrait] aller plus
loin. Tu as le volet ‘compréhension d’un principe’
et t’as le volet ‘expérimentation manuelle’. D’un
côté, pour comprendre, ça va bien mais [pour]
expérimenter toi-même, ça, je pense c’est un
laboratoire réel [qui est nécessaire.]

Interviewer: b help you understand, it’s fine but
to experiment, flot really...

--

Animateur: Pour comprendre, c’est assez mais
pour expérimenter vraiment...
AN t Non

AN: No.
40

Que ça soit vraiment palpable? Je ne sais pas... le
mettre en 3D, je ne sais pas. Peut-être.

Paraphrase:
Maybe pumng it in 3D could help...
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AN: [...] air must be [acting] on ït, so it [the disk]
will eventually stop...

AN: [...] il doit y avoir de l’air là-dessus, ça fait
que ça va finir par arrêter...

Interviewer: You thinjc it’ll eventually stop?

Animateur : Tu penses que ça va finir par arrêter?

AN: Yes [..] because the pump eliminates a certain
type of friction but not all of it.

AN: Oui [. . . ]Parce que la pompe élimine une
certaine forme de force de frottement, mais pas
tout.
Animateur: Comment trouves-tu ça qu’on ait tenu
compte encore d’un certain ftottement?

Interviewer: What do you think about the fact that
we stili included some friction?
AN: Well, I would say it’s tniffiful. Very realistic.
Interviewer: And is that necessarily a good thing or
would you say that it is not important?

AN: Bien c’est très véridique, je dirais. Très
realiste.

.
AN: Yes, it s important.
. You have to try to get as
close to reahty as possible when you expenment m
physics because... If you take away many real
conditions, you’ll end up with a theory that is
applicable only within your own conditions,

Animateur: Et ça est-ce nécessairement une
boime chose ou tu dirais que ce n est pas
.
important.
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would be the protagonist [in the simulation]
exactly as ffiey did before [in the video clip]

C’est moi qui va être l’acteur [dans la simulation],
finalement, exactement comme eux l’ont fait avant
[dans le clip]
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Interviewer: When you saw the 20-cenfimeter
marker, what did that suggest?

Animateur: Quand tu as vu le 20 centimètres, ça
t’a suggéré ça?

AN: 20 centimeters in reality [with emphasis on
the word “reality”]. But now, you’ve transposed
that to your monitor.

AN : 20 centimètre EN RÉALITÉ [il met de
l’emphase sur ces mots.] Sauf que là, tu l’as
ramené sur ton écran.
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Because the most important obstacle for software
may be that people will aiways think that ffiings
have been pre-arranged, lilce special effects in a
movie. They will say: “Well they’ve ananged it so
it’sjust right.” So, this is the advantage ofhaving
video as a complement. You can see that it hasn’t
been pre-arranged.

Parce que c’est peut-être la barrière la plus difficile
pour un logiciel, c’est que les gens vont toujours
pensé que c’est arrangé avec le gars des vues. Ils
vont dire: ‘Ils se sont arrangé pour que ça tombe
pile.” Tandis que c’est l’avantage d’avoir un vidéo
en complément. Tu le vois que ce n’est pas
arrangé.
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Paraphrase: saying that it was “almost identical to
the real motion [the real phenomenon].” But he
also said that, having worked on an air-cushion

Tu vas apprécié la photo, mais tu vas apprécié sa
présence. C’est un peu la même chose t tu vas
apprécié travailler là-dessus [le LVP] parce que ça

.

,

.

.

.

AN: Si, c’est important. Il faut le plus possible se
rapprocher de la réalité quand tu fais une
expérience de physique puisque tu vas faire
quelque chose... Si tu enlèves beaucoup de
conditions de réalité, tu finis par faire une théorie
qui est applicable juste dans tes conditions à toi.
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actual table, it [the VPLab] could not completely
replace the actual experiment because the
experience tvith the VPLab was far less tangible.
He compared the VPLab to having a picture of
someone famous and hkened performmg the actual
expenment to shaking that person’s hand in “real
life”. “You may appreciate the picture,” lie said,
“but you’ll appreciate lis presence [even more]”.
Well, because it’s stiil numencal the images are
drawn or made with a computer. But if you sec
it... You know, if you sec someone in
weightlessness on television, it’s not the same as
actually being in weightlessness yourself.

46

—

reproduit, c’est presque identique au vrai
mouvement. Mais ayant travaillé sur une vraie
table, ça ne se remplace pas.
tangible» est la traduction de « palpable»
<‘
adjectif présent dans une autre citation]

Bien vu que c’est numérique c’est des images
déssinées ou des images faites à l’ordinateur...
Tandis que si on le voit là... Tu sais, si on voit
quelqu’un en apesanteur à la télévision, ce n’est pas
pareil comme si on est nous-mêmes en apesanteur.
-

quite similar to the motion you would obtain on
the real [apparatus]
[...] but working with units and having to take into
account [zoom-levels] 100%, 200%, 400% and
having to translate those [units] to centimeters
I’m flot used to this. When I’m in a lab, I work in
centimeters and I can’t get more than a 100%
[zoom-level] I can’t zoom-in on my apparatus.

Ça ressemble pas mal au mouvement qu’on
obtiendrait sur le vrai...
Mais déjà que de travailler en unités et ramener ça
à 100% 200%, 400% ramener ça en unités,
ramener ça en cm - moi je ne suis pas habituer de
faire ça. Quand je suis en lab, je travaille en cm tu
peux pas faire plus que du 100% ; je ne peux pas
zoomer ma table de travail.
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by installing “a system of cameras” and by
disposing of “a graphical interface on a computer”

50

Then again, in physics, it’s not weird to have
uncertainty [in measurements]: it’s expenmental.
So it’s normal to have uncertainty: we calculate it.
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[...] it would be possible to reproduce it

installer des systèmes de caméra en laboratoire qui
filment, ensuite avoir une interface graphique sur
un ordinateur
Remarque que, en physique, c’est pas bizarre les
incertitudes : c’est expérimental. Donc c’est
normal qu’il y ait des incertitudes ; on calcul des
incertitudes.
Tu sais, ça serait possible de le faire, de reproduire
ça parce que tu vois dans le vidéo [la séquence
vidéo dans l’esp. de présentation du LVP] qu’ils
l’ont fait à Paris.

47

4$

—

—
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[reproduce a smerry-go-round in a research lab]
because we sec in the video clip that they did it in
Paris. It is possible to do it!
Interviewer: Why vas
purpie marker?

“

20 cm written on the
“

DQ: Because it’s the real space. And we’re in a
space that’s... well, flot virtual, but a space with a
scale. So the scale would be that 1.1 centimeters is
equivalent to 20 centimeters in reality. If we want
to calculate, we can use this [scale] to transform...

,

Animateur : Pourquoi on a écrit’ 20cm’ sur le
ruban mauve?
DQ : Parce que c’est l’espace réel. Puis nous, on est
dans un espace... bien, pas virtuel mais c’est
l’espace avec une échelle. Donc l’échelle ça serait
que pour 1.1 centimètres, c’est 20 centimètres dans
la réalité. Si on veut faire nos calculs, à partir de ça
on peut transformer....

I would not have thought of that. [The VPLab]
looks well built, veiy structured it’s going to
work: nothing would go wrong.

Moi je n’y aurait pas penser. Ça l’air tout bien fait,
tout structuré.., d’après moi, ça va marcher, il n’y
aura rien qui ne marchera pas.
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As for realism, it is also important to have the
opportunity of seeing the disk moving on an actual
table, in an actual lab, because I’m not so sure that
it gets into your head as mudli when you sec it on a
computer— it’s flot as convincing as when you sec
it for real.
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I must admit that ail the gadgets somewhat divert
your attention from wliat you really should lie
doing from the real phenomenon.

Pour ce qui est du réalisme, c’est quand même
important aussi de voir vraiment sur la table à
coussin d’air, les trucs qui se déplacent de même
parce que par l’ordinateur, je ne suis pas sûr que ça
rentre aussi bien dans la tête ; ce n’est pas aussi
convaincant en fm de compte que de le voir pour
vrai.
Parce que j’avoue que tous les gadgets détournent
un peu l’attention de ce qu’on doit faire vraiment
du vrai phénomène.

53

—

—

-
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It distances you a bit more from the physical
phenomenon. You see it a bit like a game or a
gizmo for drawing. It’s more or less real and it...
it’s distracting.

Ça distance un peu encore plus du phénomène
physique. Tu vois ça un peu comme un jeu ou un
truc de dessin. C’est plus ou moins réel et ça te... ça
détourne ton attention.

I have to admit that I lilce this. [...] I like this
software I enjoy performing physics experiments
lilce this with instruments [like these].

J’avoue que j’aime bien ça.[...J Le logiciel faire
des expériences physiques comme ça avec des
instruments. Ça me plaît.

ER: [...] I was really expecting to measure
[between] dots. In fact, it’s because I was relating
this to when I had done this experiment in college—
when I measured distances between dots [in
college], I was flot doing it through a window. I
was measunng directly: the distance [measured]
between two dots WAS the distance between two
dots. I would flot have expected to go to a
[ monitor] screen and to have to transpose [the
measurement].

ER: Parce que moi je m’attendais réellement à
mesurer des points. En fait, parce que je faisais pas
mal référence à quand je l’avais fait au Cégep cette
expérience là je faisais la même affaire. Quand je
mesurais des distances entre des points, je ne
faisais pas ça par une fenêtre. Je mesurais ça
directe: la distance entre deux points, c’était cette
distance là entre deux points. Je me serais pas
attendu à repasser par un écran puis faire une
transposition.

Interviewer: And now that you know, does it seem
strange to work like this? Or is it normal..,

Animateur: Puis comment trouves-tu ça
maintenant que tu le sais— est-ce que c’est tout de
même étrange de fonctionner comme ça ? Ou c’est
normal ou c’est plutot...

—
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ER: Well... strange

[...] It bothers me.

Interviewer: In reference to what you’ve done in
the past, it stili bothers you?

—

-

ER: Bren... etrange

[. ..} Bren... ça me gosse.

.
ER: Well, it bothers me to have to do scale
conversions ofmeasurements [...] il s like
calculating something that does flot correspond to
anything real.

Animateur: Par rapport à ce que tu as fait, ça te
gosse encore?

5$

When I use these instruments, it doesn’t relate to
anything real. It’s purely lilce playing a video game
with a plane cockpit.

Quand j’utilise des instruments, ça fait référence à
rien de réel. C’est purement comme si tu joues à un
jeu d’ordinateur puis tu as le cockpit de l’avion.
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Interviewer: Why does [the VPLab] have rnuch
potential [to allow performing physics
expenrnents]?

Animateur: Qu’est-ce qui fait qu’il [le LVPJ a un
gros potentiel?

.

.

,

.

fS: Well, when you watch the video clip and you
watch this [simulation], both do exactly the same
thing [the simulation’s designers] have included
friction; they have included most of the constraints
that could be applied to it.
—
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ER: Bien ça me gosse d’avoir à faire un
changement d’échelle. [...] c’est comme calculer
quelque chose qui correspond à rien de vrai.

F5 : Bien c’est que si tu regardais le vidéo avant et
que tu regardais ça [la simulation], ça faisait
exactement la même affaire ils ont mis le
frottement là-dessus, ils ont mis à peu près toutes
les contraintes que tu pouvais mettre dessus.
—

F5: Well I was still thinking that I would do
[uncertainty assessment] approximately.

FS : Bien là je pensais encore: “je vais le faire à
peu près”.

Interviewer: Is it stiil because [the VPLabJ doesn’t
seem serious enough to you?

Animateur : Est-ce que c’est encore le fait que ça te
semble pas assez sérieux?

F5: Well, it looks like a game... that’s why. You
do it quickly...

FS : Bien, ça l’air d’un jeu, c’est pour ça [il sourit].
Tu le fais vite vite, ça l’air d’un jeu c’est pour ça.

“a nicer texture” as well as “instruments” and
“colors” ifiat “look more real” may help provide
“a greater impression that [the environment] vas
real”

admettons que tu mettais une belle texture en bois
avec, quasiment des photos ça ferait différent...
peut-être que t’aurais plus l’impression que c’est
vrai.

0f course, the nearer it gets to reality, the more
you will feel part of that world. You’ll forget your
surroundings and you’ll really concentrate on [the
simulation].

Oui, c’est sur que plus ça se rapproche de la réalité,
plus tu vas entrer dans le monde dans le fond. Tu
vas oublier ce qui est autour et tu vas vraiment te
concentrer là-dessus.

,

—

-

-

xctt
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It’s flot just entenng data and getting answers in
retum. You actually manipulate things.
There is uncertainty involved. And it really
emphasizes that there is a stake in error [on
measurements].

Ce n’est pas juste d’entrer des données et ça te
donne des réponses. Tu manipules des affaires.
Tu as de l’incertitude dessus. Et ça met vraiment
l’emphase sur- que t’as un jeu d’erreur.
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approxitnate measure, yet stiil precise

mesure approximative mais quand même précise
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Interviewer: Is it normal or strange to ask you to
assess uncertainty here?

Animateur: Est-ce que tu trouves ça bizarre ou
normal que l’on te demande d’évaluer l’incertitude
là-dedans?
FS : Non, non.. C’est toujours correcte. Tout
instrument peut pas être sûr à 100%. Puis encore
là, sur ce logiciel là, tu te rends compte que c’est
pour simuler quelque chose : tu as une erreur en
quelque part.

.

FS: No, no... That s aiways fme: no mstrument
can be 100% reliable. And furthermore, with this
software, you realize that the purpose is to simulate
something [sol you have some crror [uncertainty].
,
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Everybody is a bit lilce Saint-Thomas,” he claimed.
“You’d lilce to get into the machine and really
launch [the diskj yourself.”

Animateur: Qu’est-ce que ça représente l’ensemble
de cet espace là?
FS : Bien c’est comme si ta caméra serait
connectée à un écran vidéo plat à terre. Et là tu
aurais les instruments et tu pourrais jouer dessus.
[...] Ça l’air d’un écran lisse si c’était en réalité,
tu pourrais mettre des objets dessus [il pointe les
outils].
Tout le monde est [comme Saint] Thomas un peu.
Tu aimerais ça te mettre dans la machine et
vraiment le lancer [le disque] toi-même.
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Interviewer: What’s going on?

Animateur: Qu’est-ce qui se passe?

GT: Well, when [the diskJ hits one side ofthe
table, it keeps going 50 I imagine like I saw in
the film [i.e. the video clip] that [the side ofthe
table] is like an elastic that perpetuates the motion.

GT : Bon, quand il [le disque] percute un mur, il
continue donc j’imagine que - comme j’avais vu
dans le film [la séquence vidéo] - c’est comme une
bande élastique qui perpétue le mouvement.
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Interviewer: What does this [workJspace
represent?
FS: Well it’s as if the camcorder was connected to
a flat video screen placed on the ground [facmg
upwards]. You would have your instruments there
and you could work on the screen. [...] It looks
lilce a smooth screen if this were in reality, you
could put ifie objects [i.e. instruments] on it.
—

—

—

[...]

[.

Interviewer: So why was the 20cm [marker] put
there [in the simulation]?
GT: In my opinion, it’s to give the scale ofreality.

Animateur: Donc, le [marqueur de] 20
centimètres, pourquoi il a été mis là?
GT: C’est justement. D’après moi, c’est pour
donner l’échelle de la réalité.

.

.

.
Interviewer: And where is reality?

.

.
.
GT: Reality is what we saw in the film the
merry-go-round. [...] In companson to the film,
we see that it is realistic and that 15 people can sit
on the bench [in the merry-go-round], so the size
[i.e. the scale] seems realistic to me.

Animateur: La réalité où est-elle?
GT : La réalité, c’est ce qu’on a vu dans le film l’espèce de manège.[...] Comparé au film, on peut
voir que c’est réaliste et qu’il y a une quinzaine de
personnes qui peuvent s’asseoir sur les bancs,
comme ils disaient - c’est ça 15 personnes -donc,
ça me semble une grandeur réaliste.

[...] the object [the disk] may flot move at the

[...] ton objet se déplacera peut-être pas à la même
vitesse ou... C’est sûr, il faut vraiment que... je
veux vraiment te dire que ça sera jamais pareille;
ton objet ira jamais vraiment comme le vrai même si tu le parts à la même place, à la même
force, vu que ton ordinateur ne tient pas tout ce qui
se passe en réalité en ligne de compte, j’aurais pas
les même résultats à la fin. Peut-être que ça va se

.

—
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—

same speed or... I really have to teli you that it will
neyer be the same; the object will neyer move like
the real one even if it starts at the same position,
[and you launch il] with the same force. Given that
the computer does flot account for eveiything that
happens in reality, I would not obtain the same
[experimental] results at the end. It may 5e close,

C

though. But you will neyer have the same resuits.
So you would have three types ofresults: the
theoreticai resuit [i.e. predictionJ shared by ail, the
resuit obtained with [the VPLab] and the result that
you realiy would get in reality.

rapprocher par exemple. Mais tu n’auras pas les
mêmes résultats. Donc tu aurais trois sortes de
résultats : le résultat théorique que tout le monde
va avoir, le résultat que tu as avec ça [il pointe
l’écran] et le résultat que tu as vraiment en réalité.

Paraphrase:
it was good to include possibilities for enors on
measurements when “simulating a real
experiment”— absent that, lie said, “experimental
resuits wouid be practically the same as theoretical
results [i.e. predictions]..”

Vu qu’il essaie de reproduire la réalité, il n’est pas
comme un ordinateur qui va me donner exactement
[la quantité voulue]. Parce que là, c’est sûr que les
resultats théoriques vont être pratiquement la
meme chose que les resultats pratiques si tu étais
capable de ‘snapper’ d’avoir la vraie distance.
Dans ce cadre la d’une experience reelle, oui c’est
bon.

A computer is perfect.

C’est parfait un ordinateur.

When you activate the air-cushion pump, it’s
precise. The pump produces constant pressure. $o,
this is data that will be more precise on a computer
than in reality. The computer does not account for
ail, ail, ah ofwhat is in reality so it’s certain that
your results will be almost perfect compared to
reality.

Quand tu parts ta pompe, c’est précis. Ta pompe,
elle, te donne une pression constante. Donc ça c’est
une donnée que tu vas avoir en plus sur un
ordinateur plus précis que dans la réalité. Ton
ordinateur ne tient pas compte de tout, tout, tout ce
qu’il y a en réalité donc c’est sûr que ça va être
presque parfait tes réponses comparées à la réalité.
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So we say that experimental reality cannot get
close to theoretical simulation,

On dit que la réalité ne peut pas approcher la
simulation théorique.
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This is good. It’s a lot like real results. I think it’s a
good way [to do things] on a computer because in
reality you don’t need to record since you’re there,
you see, you handle [apparatus], and you coliect
your results at the same trine,

C’est bon. Ça ressemble pas mai à un résultat réel.
Je pense que c’est une bonne manière sur un
ordinateur parce que réellement [dans la réalité], tu
n’as pas besoin d’enregistrement parce que tu es là,
tu vois, tu manipules, tu prends les résultats en
même temps.
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did flot know how ifie ruier worked

Je ne sais toujours pas comment la règle
fonctionne.
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It’s like when you look at a design drawing,
working for a fu-m. They teli you not to measure
on the drawing even if it is scaled no! really,
because this lacks precision.

C’est comme quand on regarde un dessin en
entreprise, ils nous disent de ne pas mesurer dessus
même si tu pouvais faire l’échelle NON ! c’est
justement à cause du manque d’un manque de
précision. Mais là on parle d’une expérience
physique. C est pour ça que mon point de vue
change un peu parce que je suis trop dans le point
de vue Production...
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—

—

.

But here we re tailung about physical experiment.
That s why my point of view is changmg a bit
because I ve been thmking too much in terms of
components production...
.

,

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

—

-

-

-

[...] because in reality, I would have trouble
measuring distances between instant I and instant
2 [i.e. at different rime indexes]. I would almost
have to stop the camera pause the camera and
determine a path on the television screen, and then
roughly assess its length.

[...J parce que moi, en réalité j’aurais de la misère
à mesurer les distances entre un tel nombre de
moment [de temps] et [un autre] tel nombre de
moment. Il faudrait quasiment que j’arrête la
caméra que je fasse des pauses sur la caméra et
que je détermine à l’écran de la télévision, un
sillage et que je détermine à peu près c’est quoi la
longueur de ça.
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Driving a real car as opposed to driving a car
simulator does not provide the same feeling,

Conduire une vraie voiture ou conduire un
simulateur de voiture, c’est pas le même feeling.
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HU: I feel more at case when taking measurements
[in an actuallab]; you can take the sheet [of carbon
paperJ and work directly on it without having to
factor in a [scaleJ ratio.

HU : Je me sens plus à l’aise pour mesurer [...] [en
labo] on peut prendre la feuille et travailler
directement sur la feuille, on n’a pas à tenir compte
d’un ratio.
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Interviewer: It’s having to factor in the scale ratio
that...
HU: Well, not necessarily. It’s just faster [in an
actual IabJ... there’s no zoom [...] With [the
VPLabJ, the concept is good except that you have
to go through two or three steps in order to obtain a
measurement.
Interviewer: The measurement manipulations
themselves are morse fastidious?
HU: Yes, a bit. Here, I measured three distances
and it took me some fime to do so, whereas, had I
been in a lab, it could have taken me only one
minute... On the other hand, it couldn’t have been
any faster [on a computer]. I don’t see a way of
making it faster [on a computer].

Animateur: C’est le fait de tenir compte d’un ratio
qui?
HU : Bien pas nécessairement, c’est juste le fait
que ça mesure plus vite.., il n’y a pas de zoom. [...]
Ça ici [avec le LVP] le concept est bon, sauf qu’il
faut que tu fasses deux ou trois étapes pour pouvoir
mesurer.

7$

I always think that it’s experimental so [the
procedure] can’t be computer-driven; we have to
do things ourselves.

Je pense toujours que c’est expérimental donc il ne
faut pas que ça soit informatique, il faut que ça soit
nous autres vraiment qui fassent les choses.
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Interviewer: What do you think about assessing
uncertainty with software, in an environment like
this one? Do you think it’s normal?

Animateur: Qu’est-ce que tu penses de calculer les
incertitudes dans un environnement comme ça,
dans un logiciel comme ça? Est-ce que tu trouves
ça normal?
HIJ: Oui, c’est normal. Moi ce que j’aime de ça,
c’est que c’est pareil comme ça se passe en
laboratoire, c’est rien de plus, c’est rien de moins.
En laboratoire, tu peux ne pas prendre les
incertitudes si tu veux t’es libre tu peux les
oublier si tu veux. Il n’y a rien qui te dis : t’as une
colonne [dans le cahier] ici là pour l’incertitude.
“Moi je te donne un cahier de note qui est blanc et
tu fais ce que tu veux avec les colonnes, tu écris ce
que tu veux en haut...”

HU: Yes, it’s normal. What I lilce about this is that
it’s the same as in a lab: it’s nothing less, nothing
more. In a lab, you can forgo assessing uncertainty,
if you so desire you’re free you can forget
about it if you want. There is nothing to teil you:
“Here, you have a column [in your notebook] to
note uncertainty.” [Instead: ] “I give you a blank
notebook and you do what you want with the
columns. You write what you want at the top.”
—

—

Animateur : La manipulation comme telle, pour
mesurer est plus fastidieuse ?
HU : Oui un petit peu. Comme là, j’ai mesurer trois
distances et ça m’a pris un bout de temps tandis
que avoir été dans un labo, ça peut prendre 1
min... Quoique le concept [du LVP]... ça ne peut
pas être bien bien plus rapide que ça. Je ne vois pas
aucune manière que ça pourrait être plus vite que
ça [sur un ordinateur].
-

-

-

-
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It’s good because we see that the disk is somewhat
siowing down. Because having absolutely no
friction is impossible.

C’est quand même bon parce qu’on voit que la
rondelle a un certain ralentissement [le disque a
ralenti un peu]. Parce que ça ne se peut pas un
frottement qui est zéro, zéro, zéro [un frottement
nul], ça ne se peut pas.

$1

If it is intentional, it must be replicated because
tbere’s a reason [for it]... but my impression is that
if they were to construct another merry-go-round
and wanted to do away with the vibrations, they
would manage it. However, I ffiink it’s good to
produce a simulation which represents, as much as
possible, what it’s like to really do the experiment.
[. .1 If you look at real flight simulators, they
include wind turbulence; [for] a racecar simulator,
it’s the condition of tires and adherence to the
road... it’s good to account for as many ffiings as
possible.

Si c’est voulu, il faut le reproduire parce qu’il y a
une raison ... mais j’ai l’impression que s’ils ont à
refaire un autre manège comme ça [au palais de la
découverte] et ils ne veulent pas de vibrations, ils
vont s’arranger pour qu’il n’y en ait pas. Mais je
trouve ça bien de produire une simulation qui
représente le plus possible ce que c’est de vraiment
faire l’expérience. Moi c’est sur qu’une simulation
c’est de reproduire le plus possible la réalité. Je
regarde les vrais simulateurs de vol, ils vont tenir
compte du vent des turbulences, ou un simulateur
de course, c’est la condition des pneus et
l’adhérence... c’est bon de tenir compte d’autant de
choses que possible.

.

$2

In a simulator,” he said “the same thing could
do a RESET and
happen maybe but, well... you

Dans un simulateur, ça pourrait peut-être faire la
même chose mais, bon tu fais un RESET puis tu

cli
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you start over

recommences.

“reflected”

Ça reflète

“was faithful to an experimentation”
“I can measure and do the sarne steps”

Fidèle à une expérimentation

$4

I would expect that the faster [the meny-go-round]
goes, the more [the disk] should move about but
that’s flot tvhat they said in the video clip, so it’s
normal that it doesn’t do this.

$5

IV: [...] when ffiey introduced the simulation [in
the video-clipj, there was a man there [beside tue
air-cushion table]. Butnow [in the simulation],
nobody’s there. So, I imagine that if I’m the man, I
have to be there and bring the disk [...]
.
that
Interviewer: Does It give .you the impression
.
you are the man [in the video clip] or is it...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Je peux mesurer puis retrouver les mêmes étapes
Si je ralentis [le manège...] je m’attendrais à plus je
vais vite, plus qu’il se déplace mais ce n’est pas ça
qu’ils disaient dans la présentation donc c’est
normal que ça fasse pas ça.
IV: quand on présente la simulation, il y a un petit
bonhomme ici [elle pointe à droite de la table]. Là,
il n’y a rien. Donc là j’imagine que si moi, je suis le
petit bonhomme en question, il faut que je me
place ici [elle pointe à droite de la table].Donc
j’approcherais ça [elle approche le disque du côté
droit de la table...]

Animateur : Est-ce que tu ça te donne l’impression
que tu es le petit bonhomme en question ou tu
cherches plutot?
IV : Bien je cherche à faire l’expérience mais
comme je voyais dans la présentation, c’est le
monsieur qui actionnait le mouvement. Parce que
sije parts la pompe [elle part la pompe] mais que
je fais aucun mouvement [elle ne fait pas de
manipulation du disque], il ne se passe rien.
Toutefois, si je parts la pompe et que je donne un
petit élan [elle lance le disque lentement], ça va se
déplacer.
IV : Là... euh, il n’y a pas de frottement c’est sur il
IV: Uh... there’s no friction of course, there is
va toujours y avoir.... [elle fait une grimace et
aiways... [The disk] should always keep moving
semble incertaine]. Il devrait toujours continuer à
should
[it
slightly. It should not stop that much or
un peu. Il ne devrait pas arrêter tant que ça,
bouger
time.
long
only stop] after a very, very
ou [il devrait arrêter] après un très très très long
.
.
Interviewer: Would you say that there is
temps.
uncertarnty as to the presence of friction? Would
Animateur : Pour toi, est-ce qu’il y a une
you say that presently, you are not sure whether
incertitude quant au frottement? Est-ce que tu
friction exists or not [on the table]?
.
. dirais que présentement tu n’es pas certaine s’il y a
IV: Yes... Well no, but I know that m real hfe, it is un frottement ou...
impossible to have [a surface] with absolutely no
IV: Oui...Bien non mais je le sais que dans la vie,
friction. It is logical that this [simulation] should
ça ne se peut pas quelque chose qui n’a absolument
account for that. But the uncertainty cornes from
aucun frottement. Que ça [la simulation] le
me by which I mean: what happens if there’s
c’est logique. Mais, l’incertitude du au
représente,
friction and what happens if there isn’t any? It’s
de moi. Dans le sens où qu’est-ce
vient
frottement
me and flot the software,
que ça fait s’il y a du frottement ou s’il n’y en a
Interviewer: If there weren’t any friction..,
pas? C’est plus ça l’incertitude. C’est plus moi que
le logiciel en question.
IV: If there weren’t any, [the disk] would ahvays
keep moving slightly and it would continue the
Animateur: S’il n’y avait pas de frottement...
motion it was given.
IV: S’il n’y en avait pas, ça continuerait toujours à
Interviewer: And, if there were friction [on the
bouger un petit peu puis ça continuerait toujours a
table)9
faire le mouvement qu’on lui a imprégné.
IV: Eventually, it would stop.
Animateur: S’il y en avait?
Interviewer: What do you observe at this moment? IV: Eventuellement, ça arreterait.
IV: I observe that [ the simulation] is representing

.

.
.
IV: Well I m lookmg to do the expenmentation
but as I saw m ifie video clip, it was the. man who
.
mitiated the [disk s] motion. Because, if I start the
pump and do nothing else, nothing happens.
However, if I start the pump and I give [the disk] a
littie push, it is going to start moving.
,

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

-

,

-

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

cttt
a situation where [the disk] really tends to stop
eventually, so I thinic that there is a tmj bit of
friction somewhere. b conclude, I think that
reality is well represented by this.

Animateur: Et présentement ce que tu remarques...
1V: Ce que je remarque, c’est que ça représente le
fait que ça tend vraiment à arrêter éventuellement
donc, fi y a un mini frottement quelconque. Je
pense que ça représente bien la réalité - si je fais
une conclusion.
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logical if one wanted to make a true simulation that
represented reality

$8

I have the impression of looking at... by analogy,
it’s as if I were lookmg at an oscilloscope and I
could take measurements directly on the screen.
[.. .1 It gives me the impression that I could be in
front of a screen wbich, I hope, would be very flat

si on veut faire une vraie simulation et représenter
la réalité, c’est logique que ça [le ruban] arrête à
me moment donné.
J’ai l’impression d’être devant.., bien comme si
j’étais devant, par analogie, un oscilloscope oùje
pourrais aller prendre des mesures directement sur
l’écran. {...] Ça me donne l’impression que je
pourrais aller devant un écran qui serait, j’espère,
très plat [elle rapproche ses mains de l’écran et
éloigne sa main droite de sa main gauche comme si
elle tenait un galon ou une règle] et que je pourrais
mesurer ce que j’ai à mesurer.

[. ..]
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it isn’t reality which is inside [the computer],
because that with which you feed the computer is
the staff oftheory.
[...] if it looked real, I ffiink that people would
believe it more I would believe it more. But it’s
stili a computer [...] For example, if I were in a
virtual reality where time dilation [a concept in the
theory of relativityJ would be demonsfrated, maybe
I would be more inclined to believe it in there [as
opposed to with the VPLab], simply because it
would have the sensation ofbeing more real. At
the same time, though, I could teil myself: “Yes,
but this is a computer, so

[. ..J

—
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[...] it tmly is lilce reality, for if the air-cushion

was perfect — really ideal then [the disk] would
keep on going forever. This, however, gives you a
taste of how things rcally happen.
—

là-dedans [l’ordinateur], le réel n’est pas là
parce que ce avec quoi tu le nourris ton ordinateur
pour générer ton expérience, c’est du théorique.

[...]

[...] si ça avait l’air vrai, je pense que les gens

croiraient plus, que je croirais plus mais c’est
vraiment un ordinateur aussi. [...] Mais par
exemple si j’étais dans une réalité virtuelle et que
quelque chose montrait qu’en effet, il y a une
dilatation du temps, peut-être que je serais plus
porté à le croire comme ça [avec la RV] que
comme ça [elle pointe l’écran], simplement parce
que ça la sensation d’être plus vrai quand c’est
comme ça [avec le casque]. Mais en même temps,
je pourrais me dire : “Oui mais c’est l’ordinateur
donc...”
[...] c’est vraiment comme la réalité. Parce que si
le coussin d’air était parfait - vraiment idéal - alors
ça [le mouvement du disque] continuerait toujours.
Mais là, ça donne un goût de comment ça se passe
vraiment.
Il va falloir qu’il sache qu’il y a des fois où les
choses ne sont pas si jolies.
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sometimes things are flot so pretty [in reality]
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KX: You can have errors in a lab, but here [in the
VPLab] you have nothing— it’s simulated: there is
no source ofrandomness which comes into play. In
a lab, you leam 10 be precise, but here ail you have
to do is... that is, unless enors ofrandomness
appear [in the simulation].

KX : Tu peux aussi avoir des erreurs dans un
laboratoire alors qu’ici, tu n’as rien, c’est simulé : il
n’y a aucune source de hasard qui entre enjeu.
Dans un labo, tu apprends à être précis alors qu’ici
tu n’as juste qu’à - tout est simulé, à moins qu’il y
ait des erreurs de hasards qui apparaissent là...

Interviewer: Is it possible, or is it plausible that
these enors exist [in the VPLab]?

Animateur: Est-ce que c’est possible ou est-ce que
c’est plausible qu’il y en ait?

KX: Well, I don’t know if they’ve been
programmed.

KX : Bien, je ne sais pas si elles ont été
programmées.

Interviewer: Is that something you would normally
expect, or on contrary not at ail?

Animateur: Est-ce que ça serait quelque chose à
laquelle tu t’attendrais habituellement ou pas du

civ
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expect, or on contrary flot at ail?
KX: No, because later you have to fmd out why
the randomness [i.e. the error] has occurred and
that would be a bit complicated, as opposed to a a
lab where you can aiways say: “Yeah, I know, I
launched [the disk] mcorrectly... etc.” [...]

tout?

It’s more complex [in an actual labJ. Here [in the
VPLab], you have a limited number ofvanables
which cari corne into play [...] you can’t simulate
reality perfectly. So, I think that it would be much
better in a lab.

Bien c’est parce que c’est plus complexe. Parce que
là tu as un nombre limité de variables qui peuvent
entrer en jeu tandis que dans un labo réel, tout
entre en ligne de compte. C’est beaucoup plus une
situation réelle que [celle qui est] simulée parce
que tu ne peux pas simuler parfaitement la réalité.
Alors, je crois que ça serait beaucoup mieux en
Iab.
[...] si c’est indiqué que c’est vraiment une
modélisation d’une situation réelle, y compris des
erreurs comme ça, là ça serait bien. Ça serait, en
fait, vraiment bien.
ton environnement est parfaitement contrôlé

truly a
[...] if it is previously indicated that this istypes
of

model of a real situation, including those
errors, then [such a simulation] wouid be very
good in fact.
an environment where conditions are perfectly
controlled
That’s just it: with a computer, theoretically you
cari enjoy much more precision than in a real
experiment so it seems to me that [the VPLabJ
should take advantage of this a littie.

KX : Non, parce qu’après, trouver pourquoi le
hasard a eu lieu, ça serait un peu compliqué tandis
que dans un labo tu peux toujours dire: “Oui, je
sais, j’ai mal lancé.., et tout”, etc.

Parce que justement, avec un ordinateur, tu es
capable d’être théoriquement beaucoup plus précis
qu’avec une vraie expérience donc il me semble
que ça [il pointe l’ordinateur] devrait faire ressortir
ça un peu.
Animateur: Est-ce que ça te paraît normal ou
Interviewer: Does it seem either normal or strange
étrange qu’on te demande de calculer l’incertitude
in
that we should ask you to evaluate uncertainty
dans ce cas-là ou plus ou moins normal?
this case? More or less normal?
KX : Euh... Non, c’est quand même assez normal
KX: Uh... It’s quite normal since the [tape
assez imprécis à cause de l’anneau.
measure’s] ring makes it imprecise enough. Absent comme c’est
Mais s’il n’y avait pas d’anneau, je trouverais ça un
that, I would find it a bit strange given that wiffi a
peu étrange comme on peut être aussi précis qu’on
computer you can [usually] obtain as much
teur, sauf dans le cadre où le
precision as you desire... unless the context is such veut avec un ordina
aussi de faire de l’analyse
c’est
t,
but du rappor
that one ofthe objectives ofthe lab report is to
que.
statisti
perform statistical analysis.
c’est juste un tableau de résultats finalement, mais
board that presents resuits in an animated way
c’est animé
tie avec l’échelle je l’ai convertie en
1 converted it using the scale I converted it to real Je l’ai conver
centimètres, dans la vie réelle
life centimeters.
Je trouve qu’il a un bon potentiel. Selon il y aurait
I think it has good potential. Small improvements
peut-être des petites améliorations ça pourrait être
could be made I could easily give it 3 or 4, say
facilement 3 ou 4. Trois point cinq [3.5].
3,5 [on a 5-point scale, with 4 signifying: high
-
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Obvious things should be given. Things that you
have to leam [in an actual lab] should be leamed
[ in the virtual lab], but you shouldn’t have to leam
to measure with a tape measure.

Les choses évidentes devraient être données. Les
choses qu’il faut apprendre, on les apprend mais
mesurer avec un tape tu n’apprends pas ça...

102

totally react [according] to theory

réagit totalement à la théorie
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I expect that [the simulation] would take into
account ail physical factors involved when you
do an experiment, you take ail physical factors into
account, except if it is specified from the start that

Je m’attends à ce que ça tienne compte de tous les
facteurs physiques ; quand tu fais une
expérimentation, tu tiens compte de tous les
facteurs physiques, sauf si c’est dit vraiment au

—

cv
[including a given factor] would exceed the
experiment’s objectives [i.e. that it wouÏd flot be
useful to attain its objectives]
[...] this is just being honest with the student [...]
if you teil him, he understands that somethmg
which goes on [in reality] is not represented [by
the simulation] because it exceeds the course’s
content or something like that...

début, que ça dépasse les compétences de
l’expériences : telle chose, telle chose, telle chose
[.. .1 c’est être honnête avec la personne. [...] si tu
lui dis, elle comprend que c’est peut-être pas au
programme sauf qu’il y a quelque chose qui se
passe pareil qui n’est pas représenté parce que ça
dépasse le contenu ou quelque chose comme ça...

I think that this is perfect given that it would be
used for an mtroductory course. I imagine that it
would be clearly wriften, etc. In my opinion, you
don’t expect more ifian this this is what you
expect. Anyway, when you do an introductoiy lab
experirnent lilce titis, there are some things that you
neglect. The teacher says: “Neglect this type of
friction or this other thing.” For sure, it won’t be
perfect there either. You expect that too. It rounds
off. It’sjust to show you that it tends towards what
theory predicts you don’t see perfect theory.

Moi je trouve ça parfait [il pointe l’écran] compte
tenu des limitations que ça va être un cours
d’introduction. J’imagine que ça va être bien écrit,
etc. Tu ne t’attends pas à plus, tu t’attends à ça
d’après moi. De toute façon, quand tu fais un
laboratoire comme ça d’introduction, comme je
disais, il y des choses que tu négliges. Le prof. dit:
“Bon bien néglige tel frottement ou telle chose”.
C’est sûr que ça ne sera pas parfait là non plus. Tu
t’attends à ça aussi. Ça arrondis en gros. C’est juste
pour montrer que ça tend vers la théorie sans avoir
la théorie parfaite.
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It’s normal: you always have to assess uncertainty
on all measurements, with ail instruments,

C’est normal: il faut tout le temps que tu évalues
l’incertitude sur tous tes appareils, toutes tes
mesures
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I fmd that making measurements on a television
screen, in a simple case like titis one, is... well, it’s
artificial. I can’t imagine cfrcumstances where this
could be advantageous compared to leaving a trace
[ on carbon paper].

Faire des mesures sur un écran de télévision dans
un cas simple comme ça [l’expérience en question],
je trouve ça ... bien c’est artificiel. Je ne vois pas
dans quelle occasion ça serait avantageux de faire
ça plutôt que de laisser tracer.... [sur un papier
carbone]
[...] J’aurais tendance à dire que la démarche elle
même n’a pas l’air réaliste : le fait de filmer une
séquence pour ensuite aller mesurer comme sur
oui.., ça fait un peu gadget... je ne
l’image vidéo
le sais pas... mais en même temps c’est difficile de
faire autrement à l’ordinateur j’imagine.
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—

—

[...] I would tend to say that the approach itself
.

does flot seem realistic: to film a sequence so you
can later make measurements as on a video
image... it’s a bit gadgety... However, I imagine
it’s hard to do otherwise on a computer.

....
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I wouldn’t say it is futile, because you always have
to deal with uncertainty. I would say that it is
artificial. Uncertainty [in the VPLab] is induced by
poor resolution of the image. Well.. .you do have
to introduce uncertainty somewhere...

Je ne dirais pas que c’est futile, parce qu’il faut
toujours tenir compte de l’incertitude. Je dirais que
c’est artificiel. Que l’incertitude est un peu
provoquée par la mauvaise résolution de l’image.
Bon [en haussant les épaules] c’est sur qu’il faut
introduire une incertitude en quelque part là...
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MZ: My results would be way off, even
considering experimental uncertainty?

MZ : Je suis loin de la prédiction même compte
tenu des incertitudes?

Interviewer: Yes. Maybe that lias happened to you
in the ‘ ast7

Animateur: Oui. Ça t’es peut-être déjà arrivé?

‘

MZ: Yes. But in this case, I would tend to say ffiat
it would stiil be my fault. Even if this is software, I
would not thinic that it is the simulation’s fault ail
in ail, the laws of physics pertaining to this are
simple enough. I would trust it.
—

MZ: Oui. J’aurais tendance à dire même dans ce
cas là que c’est de ma faute quand même. Même si
c’est un programme, je ne croirais pas que c’est la
faute de la simulation. Somme toute, les lois de la
physique là dedans sont assez simples. Yaurais
quand même confiance en ce qui me donne.
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